


and Absolutely! In the world of DVD-A, DVD-V, SACD, and 5.1-channel production, Dolby SR 

analog are the right choice for recording, mastering, and archiving. Analog with Dolb 

Model 363 and SRP Series 

SR 

sounds great, has the wide dynamic range required for 

these new media, and will play back twenty years from 

inow. In a world of high resolution audio, Dolb SR 

remains an invaluable tool for studio professiltals. 

Visit our website for more information on our 

products and for the name of your local Dolby dealer. 

www.dolby.com/pr(l) 
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Rob Jacobs (right) with 
assistant engineer 

David Ashton in Studio 3 

  Great Studios 
Of The World 

The SI. 9000 1 in Studio 4 

With a second St 9000 J now installed, Hollywood's legendary Record 

Plant recently played host to Rob Jacobs, the original engineer on Don 

Henley's classic 'End of the Innocence'. Rob's task was to re-record a 
5.1 surround mix of the album for a DTS CD release. " I'm just blown 

away by the sound and its capacity for signal routing," reports Jacobs. 

"I can't imagine doing this project on anything but a 9K. 1 don't think 

there's any board that is quite as versatile that sounds this good." 

Record Plant, 1032 North Sycamore Avenue, Hollywood. CA 90038 
Phone: + 1 ( 1)323 993 9300 wwvv.recordplant.com 

Solid State Logic 
International Headquarters 

Begbroke, Oxford, OX5 1RU, England 

Tel: +44 (0)1865 842300 

Fax: +44 (0)1865 842118 

E-mail: salesOsolid-state-logic.com 

http://www.solid-state-logic.com 

New York Los Angeles Tokyo Paris Milan Toronto 

+1 (1)2123151111 +1 (1)323 463 4444 -81 (0)3 5474 1144 +33 (0)1 3460 4666 +39 039 2328 094 +1 (1)905 655 7792 
Sengeore 

+65 0)438. 2272 
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In the world of studio recording, video and film, 24- bit 

resolution audio is the new de facto standard - bringing 

recorded sound in- line with the absolute limits of human 

hearing and providing a 256 fold improvement in signal 

definition. 

The DA-78HR takes TASCAM's market leading 8-track 

digital DTRS format into the 24-bit environment, providing 

affordable access to this new audio standard for recording 

studios, project studios and home recordists alike. The 

DA-78HR exploits the full potential of 24- bit audio 

recording to give major improvements in dynamic range 

and signal-to-noise performance. All analog and digital 

circuitry is optimized to maximize the 24- bit sonic quality. 

TASCAM DA-78HR 

^"..51IT HIGH RESOLUTION DTRS 

/ /0 fl #93 

TEAC America, Inc., 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640 
323-726-0303. web: www.tascam.com. faxback: 800-827-2268 

Other advanced performance features include on- board 

digital mixing - with level and pan control - and internal 

digital I/O patchbay, ensuring no loss of the 24-bit sound 

quality when copying or comp'ing tracks. Time Code I/O 

and on- board SMPTE synchronizer, MIDI IN/OUT/THRU, and 

Word Sync I/O enable the DA-78HR to operate readily 

within existing recording systems with other cfigital or 

analog multitracks, digital mixers, DAWs or video decks. 

The DA-78HR also records locate points and punch in-out 

information onto tape, so that these can be recalled during 

later sessions. 

The DA-78HR is backward compatible with 16-bit DTRS 

recording and locks seamlessly with any combinaition of up 

to 16 other DA-38, DA-88 or DA-98 recorders, to provide 

integrated digital recording systems of up to 128 tracks. 

CIRCLE #002 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 
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The world's first 24- bit MDIvl is not only 

the world's most cost-effective 

professional 24-bit auclo recorder, but 

also one of the finest dig tal multi-tracks 
ever produced. 

TASCAM 
a whole world crf recording 



NEARFIELD MONITOR 

R E A T 
EXPECTATIONS 
The Proto-J compact payback monitor packs a tremendous amount of quality and features into a small package. The 

extended low frequency response, controlled dispersion and dynamic character of Proto-J make it ideally suited for 5.1 

format project studios. The system employs a durable 6.5" mid / bass driver and a new 3/4" high frequency, smartly 

housed in a front ported reflex enclosure. Each cabinet employs integral threaded inserts on the rear of the cabinet 

(Om n i050 Series spacing)for ease of installation and surround system alignment. Best of all - they're truly affordable! 

Tannoy/TGI North America Inc. 300 Gage Ave., Suite e1 Xdchener, ON Canada N2M 2C8 

Tel:(519)745-1158* Fax:(519)745-2364 
CIRCLE S003 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

Toll Free Dealer Faxline: ( 800)525-7081 

Literature Hotline: litplease@tgina.com 

Website: www.tannoy.com 
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On the Coven Emerald Record-
ing recently installed a Euphonix 
System 5 digital console in the 
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Mix Room. For more information 
on Emerald and other Nashville 
facilities see " Nashville Record-
ing" on page 88. Photo: Ron 
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Mackie's new standalone 24-track digital hard 
with any analog or digital mixer...and records 
on each affordable M•90 pull-out cartridge! 

The new HDR24/96 is 
the affordable alternative 

to expensive, complicated 

digital audio workstations... 

and the na:ural successor 

to tape-based 8-track digital 

recorders. You get: 

• A familiar, analog recorder 
interface - just hit PLAY 
and then RECORD; 

• 24 tracks and 192 virtual 
takes (8 per track); 

• Built-in internal hard disk 
with over 90 minutes of 
recording capacity'... 

a. . plus a pull-out Mackie 
Media drive bay that uses 
affordable M•90 cartridges 
with 90-minute capacity'; 

• 24-bit accuracy with 44.1 
sample 48kHz saple rates2; 

• Sample-accurate sync for 
slaving any number of 
HDR24/9Es together and 
locking to SMPTE, NTSC 
and PAL black burst, MIDI 
or internal work clock; 

.....L.r.:::' ....... .r::: ...... '.'., 0 
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a Standard 100BaseT Ether-
net output port; 

• Two sizes of optional 
remotes; 

• Analog, ADAT", TDIF and 
AES/ 
EBU 
VO via 
mix-
and-
match 
8-chan-
nel 
cards 
includ-
ing cur 
new 
$993 OPT V0•8 card. 

Built-in graphic 
waveform editor. 
The HDR24/96 is also a 

full-featured digital audio 

workstation with waveform 

editing. Just plug in a mon-

itor, keyboard and mouse! 

No extra computer or soft-

ware needed. 

Slide, edit, copy, group 

and crossfade tracks min-

utes after unboxing your 

HDR24/96 with an interface 

so intuitive you many not 

even have to crack the 

manual. 

Plug and Play! Think of M•90 media as 24-track tape cartridges. 
that are so affordable you can keep one for each project. Or 

record on the HDR24/96's internal hard disk and use M•90's for 

lighting-fast back-up at many times the speed of typical SCSI 

transfer to Jaz® or magneto-optical disks. 

We've included 999 levels 

of undo ( all operations are 

non-destructive so you can 

experiment to your heart's 

content). Regions and 

Super-

Regions, 

unlimited 

cue 

points, 

track 

group.ng, 

quartiza-

tion, Cue, 

History, 

Group and Region list 

displays, drag-and-drop 

crossfades/fade-ins /fade-

outs, Time Bar with user-

defined resolution, Punch, 

Loop, Cue and Tempo 

Change markers, 8 virtual - 

"takes" per track and 1 .4 11 

many other music 

production tools. 

The HDR24/96 on-

screen display dupli-

cates every front panel 

control including meter 

bridge and features true 

scrolling tracks you can 

view in groups of 24, 12, 8, 

4 or 2. 

Superior audio 
specifications. 
Whether or not you imme-

diately take advantage of 

the HDR24/96's workstation 

capabilities, you're getting 

a sonically-superb 24-track 

digital recorder for less than 

the price of three 

tape-based 8-track 

boxes. Consider 

these HDR24/96 

specs: 0.00001% 

THD. 144dB inter-

nal dynamic range. 

2Hz to 22kHz fre-

quency response 

±0.5dB. The 

HDR24/96 also has 

-amsemen......ffleekeleeKeeffle 

And it's also El full-fE 
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blazing-

fast internal pro-

cessor speed for fast 

multitrack punch- ins. 

Easy back-up. 
Equally as important, 

the HDR24/96 is the 

first hard disk recorder 

to satisfactorily 

address the problem of 

transfer and storage. 

Its built-in Ethernet 

"HDR Bridge" lets you 

FTP data from the 

recorder to your com-

puter's desktop, existing 

SCSI peripherals and the 

outside world at tne 

near-realtime speed of 

100Mb/second. The 

reasonable cost of 

our pull-out M•90 

media cartridges 

means you can 

afford to have 

one for each 

project. 

And, unlike 

expensive, cream puff 

SCSI drives, our UltraDMA 

Mackie Media can handle 

severe impacts, so you can 

treat (and abuse) them jus. 

like tapes. o 

A real value when all 
factors are considered. 
We firmly believe that the 

HDR24/96 is the best digital 

recording buy on the 

market today...in spite of 

the fact that others are tout-

ing lower "base prices" for 

their products. 

Consider the reasons: 

• The HDR24/96 ships with 
twice as much recording 

capacity 
as some 
compet-
itors' 
models. 

• It uses pull-
out media 
that are sig-
nificantly less 
expensive than 
the corn-
petition's SCSI 
drses; 

• It uses standard 
Mackie D8B I/O 
cards that start at just 
$99 for eight channels; 

• For the price of a moni-
tor, keyboard and mouse, 
the HDR24,1; becomes 
an intutive waveform 
editing platform. You 
don't need to add a com-
puter and deal with inter-
face hassels. 

Get the excruciatingly 

complete story of the 

HDR24/% today by 

calling toll4ree or 

logging onto our 

web site. Then get 

your hands on one 

and start tracking 

some hits. 

"Ai mum urise=, 
]tured waveform editor! 

SEE US AT NAMM BOOTH #3475 

www.mackie.com • 800/258-6883 
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Designed and built oy 
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FROM THE EDITOR 
IT'S IN THE CARDS 

Computers have been creeping steadily into control rooms for years. 
Initially, they were mainly used to run console automation—unless you 
had one of those elite rooms that could afford a Fairlight CMI or NED 
Synclavier. Around 1984, as MIDI came on the scene, a sequencer was 
pretty much de rigueur, and another computer screen became a regular 
studio denizen. With the rise of affordable samplers and DAT recorders, 
the need for sample tweaking and/or digital 2-track editing was a must— 
bringing more computers into the workplace. 
Now that MIDI sequencers have incorporated digital audio record-

ing/playback and multitrack DAWs are commonplace, the computer has 
a firm foothold—if not a stranglehold—on the control room. Along with 
this infiltration of computers into studios, there are plenty of products 
that incorporate CPUs into their designs while putting the overall systems 
into user-friendly packages, such as Otani RADAR, Mackie Digital 8-Bus 
and Euphonix System 5. 

Today, memory is getting cheaper and CPUs are becoming more power-
ful, while a new breed of affordable digital cards in the Mac/PC-compatible 
PCI bus format open up a world of possibilities for software developers. 
allowing users to pick and choose from any combination of I/O require-
ments—and/or DSP functionality—to suit individual needs. With the avail-
ability of onscreen mixing and signal processing, the computer in many 
cases becomes the entire studio, with all operations taking place within the 
desktop—or laptop! 

Having offered computer-based alternatives for nearly every piece of 
studio gear (which today even includes speaker and microphone emula-
tions!), manufacturers are now offering virtual replacements for musical 
instruments. Cutting-edge new designs include Seer Systems' SurReal and 
Koblo's 9000, but re-creations of classic gear, such as Bomb Factory's 
Voce Spin (Leslie simulation) and Native Instruments' Hammond and 
Prophet-5 clones are the next step, and we'll surely see more at this 
month's NAMM show in Nashville. 

There's no shortage of cool virtual stuff, so selecting a digital audio 
card is an important purchasing decision. With that in mind, Randy 
Alberts offers a "Buyer's Guide to Digital Audio Cards," profiling dozens 
of products on the market. Meanwhile, our resident techmeister Eddie 
Ciletti takes a number of new audio cards and related products out for a 
test drive. 

In choosing any piece of (virtual or actual) gear—whether a digital 
console, tube microphone, a basic I/O device to transfer audio to/from 
your CPU or a DSP-laden PCI card with onboard converters and sync 
functions—the same rules apply. Pricing and features are issues, but con-
cerns about performance and reliability are still major considerations for 

pro users. Fortunately, some things never change. 

See you at NAMM, 

George Petersen 

MIX magazine is affiliated with 
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Full input module with a 
lamb for every function 

96 kHz 4-te capable 

Introducng the Sony DMX-R100: a small-

format cleat mixer inspired by our Oxford 

console, considered by many industry 

leaders as the most advanced digital 

mixing system ever developed. 

How does the DMX-R100 work? The 

was you want it to. You have a full input 

module with a knob for every function. 

Equalization and dynamics can be 

adjusted simuttaneously. Your hand goes 

intuitively to the right knob. Your mixing 

wmion goes faster. You can concentrate 

on :he mix, not on the technology. 

The R100 can memorize your automation 

moves the moment you touch the high-

riolution touch-screen fader. Don't tell the 

mear to change modes. Don't think about 

it at all. Just touch 

A color touch-screen is built into the control 

surtace. Use the built-in router to assign 

inp.Jts to faders. Select buses, sends. 

and directs to analog and digftal outputs. 

View a aomplete input module or zoom 

n on the EQ and Dynamics sections. 

Machine control with 9-pin ard MMC 

nter'acre is standard. 

Right out of the box, the R100 is smart 

enough :o make you more p•oductive. 

And open up oppormities for working 

h new high-resolution foninats, without 

expense upgrades or difficult learning 

curves. Which makes it an educated 

choice for audb professiorals everysMnere. 

Call today and we'll send you a 

brochtre and VHS demo tape. 

1-800-472-SONY ext. DMX 
www.sony.com/proaudio 

SONY 
3000 , rsul, Electron. Inc All netts reserved lieprodr.ctryn o, whole or b part sy.thoty wraten pernussron s brand,. Sony . a trblenyadr of Sony 

I-detures and speatIcat, ns subtect to change vethout none 



LETTERS'0M IX 

FEEDBACK 
LEARN FROM A MASTER 
It was a pleasure (taaantasuc!) to read 
the "Biograph" on Milan Bogdan ("Busi-
ness Quarterly" section, May 20001. Hav-
ing worked with him on a number of 
occasions, I can only add that words in 
a magazine, even as good as Mix, can-
not begin to do the story justice. 

Milan has more charisma (in the 
truest sense) in the control room than 
any other recording professional I've 
ever worked with. He's all knowledge 
and great attitude. He can stroll up to 
any console, push up the faders and re-
ally make magic happen! If anybody 
can mix oil and water, Milan can. 

Today's engineering community 
could take a few lessons from engineers 
like Milan. As for me, the sessions I did 
with Milan and others he taught along 
the way were absolutely the most mean-
ingful ever. Thanks again for drawing at-
tention to this faaantastic gentleman. 

Will Eggleston 
Gerzelec Inc. 

AN FON ON IEMS AND YAMS 
Thanks to Mark Frink for another inter-
esting and informative article on in-ear 
monitoring ("Are IEMs 4U?" Feb. 20001. 
Here are a few observations on things 
covered and not covered in the piece. 

As an FOH engineer, I have used the 
mic and DI on the guitar amp tech-
nique. You are right on all counts on 
that one—it does sound great when 
split over a stereo image, although it's 
difficult to get guitarists to accept the 
use of a DI on "their sound." Perhaps 
hearing this through IEMs will help to 
change that. 

The use of "shakers" mounted on 
drum stools, etc.—I call them UAMs—is 
becoming an integral part of the ¡EM 
world. I'm using the Clark Synthesis 
TST-329-F for all four musicians in the 
house band on a TV show I work on. 
These things are amazing. Everything 
that Stephen St.Croix said about them in 
his Mix article "How Low Can You Go?" 
["The Fast Lane," March 1999] is true. We 
attached one to the drum throne with 
another three attached to the underside 
of a panel each player stands on. The 
panels are inset into their respective 
parts of the stage for a flush mounting. 

On the drum throne, I was able to 
mount the unit by actually using it to re-
place the height adjustment locking 
knob. By some happy accident, the 
threads on the locking knob were iden-
tical to those provided with the shaker. I 
was able to remove the locking knob 
and replace it with the shaker, which 
just fit between the legs of the throne 
and the bottom of the seat. The whole 
job took about two minutes and 
worked beautifully until a few months 
ago when the drummer showed up 
with a new throne ("check it out, man— 
it's hydraulic!"). That required a new 
mount to be devised, half an hour be-
fore show time. 

These things are "full range" devices 
and need to be crossed over at around 
125 Hz. I am not using the highpass on 
the crossover to feed the IEMs, so these 
overlap with the shakers below 125 Hz. 
I haven't had a chance to delve into 
this, but when I was testing this out, I 
did notice another "time" issue. That is, 
there appears to be a small time delay 
between your feet and your head, even 
through bone conduction, and this has 
some relevance to the issue Mark 
touched on in the last part of his article. 

Finally, I'd like to address how these 
advances in technology affect our jobs 
and the audience. A couple of years 
back, I saw Sarah McLachlan at the 
Hummingbird Centre here in Toronto. 
Sitting there in a big soft-seater, listen-
ing to the mix and watching Gary 
[Stokes] at the [FOH] console, I realized 
how far we've come since the days of 
trying to get a mix together over the 
stage volume. Here was a band with al-
most no stage volume. 

The result? Well, first of all, it puts 
the FOH engineer (and probably the 
monitor engineer as well) in the posi-
tion of basically having to mix the 
record every night. Remember when 
that was the fastest, simplest answer to 
the classic yokel question of "what do 
you do with all of this stuff, anyway?" 
Easy answer: "I try to make the band 
sound like the record." 

Gone are the days when—if you 
were busy with something else when 
the guitar solo came up—you would 
hear it off the stage first and then cheat 

the fader up, with no one 
Now you may find yourself 
minutes what it took four pe 
full automation, weeks or e 
to create a mixed master. I 
myself thinking about how 
er mixing would be if I just had more 
control over what was coming off the 
stage.. Be careful what you wish for. 

Between IEMs, drum baffles, offstage 
amplification and the tyranny of prepro-
grammed moving lights, we have suc-
ceeded in turning what we i4sed to call 
"rock concerts" into what a ounts to a 
full-length, live-action video of the CD. 
I'm not saying that this is all a bad thing. 
I saw k.d. lang's Ingenue tour in the 
same hall, and it was one of the best 
performances I've seen. I do believe, 
though, that we all should aware of 
the nude-offs between repea bility and 
spontaneity. None of this is nfieant to be 
criticism, just food for thou t. 

Ike Zimbel 
via e-mail 
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OFFLINE READER 
Your April 1999 issue includea an article 
about George Petersen's trip to Frankfurt, 
Germany ("Ten Product Hits From 
Musikmessel. I am interested in the 
speaker system called Musicallova 2001. 
I do not have an Internet connection, so I 
am writing to ask you to print he address 
or fax so I can contact the co pany. 

All in all, I love Mix magazine; it is the 
best professional music magazine ever. 

Ivorjude 
Swaziland, South Africa 

We're glad to know our Swaziland au-
dience is enjoying Mix and hope that it 
didn't actually take a yearto$r our April 
1999 issue to teach you. You can write 
to the manufacturer of Musicallova 
2001, ML Audio & Carbons at Wind-
hauserweg 10, Essenheim, Germany 
D-55270, or phone 49/0/6136/885-81. 

e Petersen —Gel) 

Send Feedback to Mix, 6400 Hollis 

St., Suite 12, Emetyville, CA 94608; 

fax 510/653-5142; or e-mail 

mixeditorial@intertec.com. 
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Buena Vista Sound, Burbank 

Todd-AO, Hollywood 

Berliner Synchron, Germany 

Les Auditoriums de Soulose 

Warner Brothers, Durban 

Irternational Recording, Ita, 

AMS Neve 
DFC 

The New World 

Standard 

in Film Mixing 

The award winning DFC is an integral part of AMS Neves solution for a 

connected world and forms a major part of AMS Neves WorkFlowTM initiativ 

HEAD OFFICE - AMS Neve plc • Billington Road • Burnley 

Lancs BB11 SUB • England 

Tel: +44 (0) 1282 457011 Fax: +44 (0) 1282 417282 

www.ams-neve.com 

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences has recognised the AMS Neve DFC as the first fully digital audioirnixing console specifically designed 

post-production film mixing. 

The Scientific and Engineering Award for 1999 - presented to Mark Crabtree, Haw Gwilym and Karl Lynch of AMS Nene plc for the design of the DFC. 
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HAPPY 85TH BIRTHDAY, 

LES PAUL! 

Les Paul, the lather of the solid-body 
electric guitar and the inventor of multi-
track recording, celebrated his 85th 
birthday (June 9) with two sold-out per-
formances at New York City's Iridium 
jazz club, where he plays every Monday 
night with the Les Paul Trio. Les wil ap-
pear at this year's TEC Awards in Los 
Angeles during AES to present the Les 
Paul Award for this year's recipient, Sit 
Paul McCartney. 

DIGITAL HARMONY 

PICKS UP PAVO LABS 

Digital Harmony Technologies Inc., a 
third-party licensor of FireWire tech-
nologies, has acquired PAVO Labs, a 
technology and product development 
fin* specializing in professional audio 
products and musical instruments. 
Through this acquisition, Digital Har-
mony Technologies will gain access to 
PAVO's patent portfolio and experience 
in product certification testing. Digital 
Harmony Technologies will make these 
new assets available to its family of li-
censees. which includes Harman Inter-
national Industries, Boston Acoustics, 
Columbia Records and Peavey Elec-
tronics. PAVO Labs, under terms of an 
exdusive contract with the MIDI Manu-
facturers Association (MMA), is current-
ly the worldwide certification test 
center for products conforming to the 
Downloadalie Sounds (DIS) industry 
standard for Internet audio playback de-
vices. 

Greg Bartlett, president of Digital 
Harmony Technologies, stated, "By 
merging the two companies, we can 
take advantage of a common licensing 
program, reduce the time-to-market of 
exciting new products, and better serve 
our partners and investors." For more in-
formation visitwvvw.digitalharmony.com. 

TODD-A0 CLOSES DEAL 

WITH LIBERTY MEDIA 

The Todd-AO Corporation, which spe-
cializes in motion picture and television 
post-production, announced that it has 
changed its name to Liberty Livewire 
Corporation. The change became effec-
tive with the closing of the company's 
previously announced transaction with 
Liberty Media Group, through which 
Liberty Media acquired a controlling in-
terest in Todd-AO. 

David Beddow, Chief Executive Offi-
cer of Liberty Livewire, noted, "[The] 
closings mark our initial steps in build-
ing a dynamic company to service the 
post-production and distribution needs 
of a wide array of media clients, includ-
ing motion pictures, long-form televi-
sion and commercial advertising. While 
we continue to strengthen the tradition-
al film, video and sound services areas, 
we are adding the capability to offer 
large-scale Internet hosting, IP distribu-
tion and caching through our venture 
with HyperTv and the network capabil-
ities of AT&T." 

Liberty Media holds interests in a 
broad range of video programming, 
communications, technology and Inter-
net businesses in the United States, Eu-
rope, South America and Asia. For 
further information, visit the Liberty 
Media Group online at www.liberty 
media.com. 

TC ELECTRONIC UNVEILS HELICON 

TC Electronic, in a partnership with 
Canadian IVL and Danish TC Electronic, 
has announced the formation of a new 
company, Helicon Vocal Technologies 
Inc. The focus of the new company will 
be the development of vocal processing 
technologies. Equipment manufactured 
under the new imprint will utilize TC 
Electronic's existing sales and distribu-
tion channels. Helicon will also have full 

access to the algorithms, tech4ology and 
expertise of both TC Electro c A/S and 
IVL Technologies Ltd. The fi4st product 
releases are scheduled for the hird quar-
ter of 2000. For more infornkition visit 
www.tceclectronic.com. 

DOLBY POSTS GUIDELINES FOR 

PRODUCING SURROUND MUSIC 

Anticipating the imminent release of 
DVD-Audio discs, Dolby La oratories 
has posted a white paper entitled 
"Some Guidelines for Producing Music 
in 5.1 Channel Surround" in the Techni-
cal Information section of its Web site. 
The paper is posted as a downloadable 
Adobe PDF file. 

"While many surround-so nd mixes 
have been created for movies 5.1-chan-
nel mixing for music is a rela vely new 
field, one that presents us ith many 
questions and choices," said John Kel-
logg, general manager, mu tichannel 
audio and music. 

The white paper describes the origin 
of multichannel audio in the cinema, 
the differences between mixing for film 
and for music and how to se up a 5.1-
channel monitoring environnent. It also 
provides suggestions on h w music 
mixers might best employ tle format's 
six channels. Additional info tion re-
lated to DVD-Audio sound riixing can 
be found in the "Dolby Digital Profes-
sional Encoding Manual," also available 
in the Technical Information section of 
Dolby's Web site. 

For further information, visit www. 
dolby.com or call 415/645-5000. 

()SOUND LABS EXPANDS 

DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT 

WITH REALNETWORKS 

QSound Labs Inc., a proviçier of en-
hanced Internet audio sol tions, re-
cently announced the exparsion of its 
distribution agreement witl RealNet-
works Inc. with the official release of 
iQfx2 and iQfx2 Plus—the ompany's 
newest Internet 3D audio software. The 
expanded agreement provides all Real-
Player, RealPlayer Plus, RealJukebox 
and RealJukebox Plus user with the 
opportunity to download i 
or iQfx2 Plus. The iQfx2 Pl 
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Even on the hottest stages, the new MKE 2 Gold 
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media production 

Forget workstation. 
We're talking 200-track production facility here. 



system 

o This is where you can see what your ears have been hearing for years. 
View up to 200 24-bit audio tracks. Open multiple projects simultaneously. 

Import and export mixer settings, key commands and views. Editing 
and arranging are a breeze. 

0 This is where you'll 
add your sound clips 
in text and numeric 
values. If you need a 
gunshot at 15:03:03, 
type it in and you're 
done. We call it an 
edit decision list or 
EDL. You can call it 
a godsend. 

Nuendo 

Ede E t Project Audio MIDI Ppol Iransport Perces Ind». Mee 

Nuendo Pumect - golmot 

1111111 II 

V Drowse Project - girinienpu 

• AH - ,1,11 I 
Protect Structure 

-- Automation 

• snare 

• hats 

o e 
This is where you'll 
find a history of every 
move and edit you 
have made from a 
minute, to an hour, to 
a week ago. With 
unlimited undo's and 
redo's. Yes, its true! 

Bars*Beats Domain 

Viewing: girtmecnoNdcleAuelleklek 

Ftle I Neme Deseret_ Start JIM% 
e kick 004.04.02.063 007.04.0 

[4I kick 007.04.04.119 015.04.0 

kick 015.04.04.118 023.04.0 

Redo Steck 

o 
This is where you'll get effected like never before. Use over 
200 VST or DirectX plug-in effects. 8 aux, sends and 4 inserts, 
with 4 bands of EQ on each channel, plus surround com-
patible mastering effects. Did you get all that? If not, you 
might want to read it again. 
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New Times. 

New Thinking. 

E 

0 This is where you'll automate all your surround mixes. 
Use 5.1 or 7.1 or any configuration you can dream of. 
Change the room, change the angle, change the direction, 

change your thinking. 

Surrou Surrou an 

Quant 

L R I-4 IRS 

0 This is where you'l: mix your Fyoject with full 
automation of volume, Ea, pans, surround, 
effects, etc. Use supported external controllers 
and import and export OMF files for complete 
compatibility with any situation. And when 
you're finished, bask in the glow. 

Nuendo: New thinking in professional media production systems. 

Nuendo frees you from the constraints of audio hardware and DSP chips 

by tapping into the power of today's super processors. With complete 

scalability, compatibility and open stardards, 

Nuendo offers flexibility, speed, productivity 

and creative freedom beyond anything you 

have ever experienced. To find out more or 

to locate the Nuendo deater nearest 

you, visit us at www.nuendo.com. 

Nuendo. New Times. New Thinking. 

4 

Stainbarg 
www.nuendo.com 

www.us.steinberg.net • U.S. ( 818) 678-510C • Fax (818) 678-5199 • Fax On Demanc: ( 800) 888-7510 • Canada: (416) 789-7100 • Fax: (416) 789-1667 
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WORLD AUDIO NEWS 

NDUSTRY NOTES 
Euphonix (Palo Alto, CA) has pro-
moted Christopher M. Pelzar to the 
position of VP, Eastern region. The 
Euphonix System 5 was also recent-
ly awarded the Studio Sound Audio 
Industry Recognition Award in the 
large-scale console category.. .Mack-
le Designs Inc. (Woodinville, WA) 
has promoted Jay Schlabs to the po-
sition of national sales manager... 
DSP Media Inc. (Studio City, CA), 
manufacturer and distributor of 
audio post-production systems, re-
cently announced the promotion of 
Terry Marshall to VP of worldwide 
sales... Patrick Wilson will be the 
new VP of business development at 
DTS (Agoura Hills, CA), provider of 
multichannel audio for entertain-
ment...G Prime (New York City), 
distributor of pro audio systems, has 
appointed Scott Jones VP of sales... 
Audio equipment rental and consul-
tation company The Toy Specialists 
(New York City) has tapped Roger 
Keay to be its new chief technical 
engineer...Numark (North Kings-
town, RI), manufacturer of high-end 
disc jockey technology, has brought 
Christopher Bastien on as marketing 
manager...Jeff Klopmeyer, formerly 
of Alesis, will be the new advertis-
ing/marketing manager at Tascam 
(Montebello, CA)...Pro audio 
provider, Nexo USA (San Rafael, CA) 
has brought on David Solari, former-
ly of Meyer Sound, as its new chief 
operating officer; Jim Sides was also 
appointed executive VP of sales and 
marketing. In other Nexo (Surrey, 
UK) news, the company has ap-
pointed Group Technologies (Victo-
ria, Australia) as its Australian 
distributor...TC Electronic (Westlake 
Village, CA) has appointed Stephan 
Israel international marketing man-
ager...HHB (Los Angeles) has 
tapped Ruth Spencer to be its new 
East Coast sales executive...Senn-
heiser USA (Old Lyme, CT) has ap-
pointed Greg Beebe channel 
manager, Rick Belt RF wireless prod-
uct manager and Kent Margraves 
market development representative. 

In other Sennheiser news: Full Com-
pass Systems (Middleton, WI) was 
presented the 1999 outstanding 
sales award; Mars Music (Fort Laud-
erdale, FL) was named the 1999 MI 
products dealer of the year; the 
1999 broadcast dealer of the year 
was Dale Electronics (New York 
City); Location Sound (North Holly-
wood, CA) was the film and video 
professional products dealer of the 
year for 1999.. Sacred Noise (New 
York City) has added producer 
Michael Montes to its staff... Klipsch 
LLC (Indianapolis, IN) will now be 
represented in the middle Atlantic 
region by ASR Enterprises Inc. (West 
Chester, PA)...Rep and distribution 
announcements at Littlite (Hamburg, 
MI), a pro audio and lighting manu-
facturer: Fuzion PLC (Surrey, UK) ex-
port distributor of the year, Audio 
Video Associates (St. Louis, MO) 
Midwest rep firm, New England 
Technical Associates 1999 rep of the 
year...Shure Brothers Inc. has short-
ened its name to Shure Inc. 
(Evanston, IL) and announced the 
launch of the company's revamped 
Web site, www.shure.com...Denon 
Electronics has moved its U.S. oper-
ations to 19 Chapin Road P.O. Box 
867, Pine Brook, NJ 07058-9777 
phone: 973/396-0810. Denon has 
also named two new rep firms, Plus 
4 Marketing (Concord, CA) and 
Audio Associates (Columbia, MD)... 
Apogee has opened two new offices 
in London and New York; the new 
addresses are: 15 Percy Street, Lon-
don W1P OEE, UK; phone: 
44/(0)20/7291-9180 fax: 44/(0)20/ 
7291-9181; and 1826 Second Av-
enue, PMG 168 New York, NY 
10128; phone: 212/831-8910; e-mail: 
newyork@apogeedigital.com. The 
company has launched a redesigned 
version of its Web site, www. 
a pogeedigital . com ... One/eleven 
(San Francisco), a post-production 
facility, has promoted two of its 
own: Chris Pinkston studio manag-
er/first engineer and Jennifer Belkus 
production services director. • 

-FROM PAGE 12, CURRENT 

able for download from both Real 
.com (www.real.com/accessories) and 
QSound.com (www.qsouncl.com/prod-
ucts/iqfx2.asp). For more information, 
visit Qsound Labs on the Web or call 
403/291-2492. 

SUMMER NAMM 

Boasting more than 20,000 attendees 
and more than 50 Pro Audio and Light-
ing exhibits, Summer NAMM is return-
ing to the Nashville Conven on Center 
July 21-23. This year's cony ntion will 
also include a number of industry-spe-
cific seminars with topics pertaining to 
retail business practices, multitrack 
recording, the DJ business and more. 
For more information, visit the NAMM 
Web site at www.namm.com or call 
800/767-6266. 

BERNARD KORNBLUM, 

1900-2000 

St. Louis Music Inc. founder Bernard 
Komblum died of heart failure at the 
age of 99. Komblum immigrated to the 
U.S. from Vienna in 1919 and, at the age 
of 24, began importing musical instru-
ments from Germany. In 192, together 
with his brother and sister, ie bought 
out a sheet music company named St. 
Louis Music. Komblum was involved 
with the music industry for more than 
75 years. In the 1940s he founded the 
Music Sponsors, a music festival for St. 
Louis city and county orchestras, bands 
and soloists. In his own words, "When I 
got into the music business, I wasn't 
thinking about making money. I was 
thinking about realizing a dream that I 
had and a vision of getting into some-
thing I loved." 

Komblum is survived by his wife of 
66 years, Myrtle Kornblum; his son, 
Gene Komblum; his daugl*r, Carole 
Simon; and five grandchildren. 

comeicnons 
There were a few errors in the May 
2000 article "Network Systems 2000"; 
The SC-10 is a subcommittee; work 
stopped on the AES-24 early last year; 
SC-10 does have a supportive liaison 
with ESTA's ACN working group, and 
the group is working on the issue of 
common audio data types. Mix regrets 
any confusion these errors might have 
caused. 

CHECK OUT THIS MO 
MIX ONLINE! 
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Radically Accurate 

It took over half a century 

the revolutionary transducer 

to preserve the integrity 
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Emagic 

13348 Grass Valley Ave. bldg. C 

Grass Valley, CA 95945 

USA 

Tel + 530 477 1051 
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Logic Aluloll°   

you? 
Set your creative potential free and let the music 
flow. With ease and confidence. Make your 
songs take off with integrated samplers, synths 

and effects. All in 24 Bit audio. All in one go. 

Surround editing for all formats 

Forty one high quaky plJg-ins 

One hundred and twenty eiight stereo tracks 

Freely configurable user ,nterface 

Native or DSP - or both together 

EXS24 - Emagic Xtreme Sampler 24Bit/96kHz 

ES1 - Emagic Synthesizer One - native or TDM 

SoundDiver 3.0 - sound management and editirg 

These thrills, you can buy. 
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THE FAST LANE 

EQU2 
EEK UNIVERSITY, PART TWO 

0
 kay. Last month I asked 
you to hold on to my col-
umn so that you could give 

it the old once-over before you 
read this one. That time has come. 

Good. I know you just looked it 
over and you are now ready to 
dive into this month's continuation 
with no further ado. So be it. 

AND THEN THE LAWS OF 
PHYSICS WERE BROKEN 
Certainly the advent of digital audio 
brought obvious advantages, but 
there's more. As digital signal pro-
cessing is only math (big, touchy, 
ultraprecise math, but math just the 
same), it does not necessarily have 
to follow the laws of physics. In 
digital EQ, for example, there are 
no capacitors and resistors to 
phase-shift your selected audio fre-

ILLUSIRAPON GEOQGE ,GHLI 

quencies, so there is no fundamen-
tal need to generate phase shift in 
order to equalize audio. 

WELL-BROKEN, BUT 
THERE'S A CATCH OR TWO 
Before I launch into the next part 
of the story, I would like to point 
out three important considerations. 
First, as I talk about digital audio, 
remember that we all live in an 
analog world—though some of us 
work in an alternate digital one. We 
must get our analog audio into, 
and back out of, that virtual digital 
world, and that A/D and D/A 
process has, guess what, both ana-
log and digital filters that introduce 
audible signatures...more EQ! 

Going from analog to digital 

BY STEPHEN ST.CROIX 

and back does introduce some 
phase shift and even nonlinear 
frequency response, because of 
the same old stuff such as pre-em-
phasis, slew limitations and good 
old distortion and noise. Your 
conversion hardware must he 
chosen carefully, as it determines 
the best-case potential for your 
digital system and, therefore, all of 
your work. Today, this conversion 
enjoys the same mystical rever-
ence and hatred that once was the 
sole domain of big multitrack ana-
log decks. Most users don't really 
know exactly how or why one 
machine sounds like heaven and 
another like hell, but they know 
there are huge differences. So, 
choose carefully! 

And now on to the second 
point. There is a horribly mistak-
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Why is the enhanced 2408mk11 
now even better? 

• Balanced/unbalanced 1/4- inch analog I/O. 

The 2408mk11 has quarter- inch TAS analog jacks (8 in / 8 out(, with +4 or 

-10dB level inputs, so you can easily connect everything in your studio 

directly to your computer: synths, samplers, effects units — you can even 

plug in your guitar without an amp and use dozens of included 32- bit software 

plug-ins for fuzz, chorus, echos, and hundreds of other real-time effects. 

• 24- bit converters. 

The 2408mkIl's new 24- bit converters deliver incredible audio quality: 

105dB S/N (A-weighted(. Your audio will definitely be ready for prime-time. 

• Front panel volume knob for the main outs. 

Connect your studio monitors directly to the 2408mk11 main outputs, mix 

everything inside your computer — and there's still a volume knob for you 
to grab when the phone rings. 

O 

PCI-324 
72-d'aenei, Crus-platform 

PCI 4.dio Card 

Mo 

And the mk11 has all the original 2408 featUres atthe same great price, including: 

• 24 simultaneous inputs/outputs expandable to 72. 

The 2408mk11 has way more I/O than any other single-rack space system, 

and it's ready to expand as your needs grow with our entire line of affordable 

audio interfaces, including the new 24i with 24 analog inauts in 1 rack space. 

• Tons of 24- bit ADAT optical and Tascan TDIF digital I/O. 

If you have an ADAT, Tascam tape deck, or digital mixer, the 2408mk11 is by 

far your best choice for digital I/O with your computer. 

• Sample-accurate sync. 

The 2408mk11 has a wide range of professional synchronization features. 

• Broad compatibility will all major audio software. 

Use your favorite Mac or PC audio software with your favorite plug- ins, or 

use the included AudioDesk workstation software, a complete virtual studio. 
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VariPlorase tvhnology re-writes 

the rules of audio, putt 
you in complete control. 
With the Roland VP-9000 VariPhrase Processor, audio has finally become elastic. 

This amazing processor lets you alter the pitch, timing, feel, inflection and 

character of multiple audio phrases like never before— in real time, with 

complete MIDI control. 

Pull drastically different audio loops into the same key and tempo with the 

touch of a button. Create completely new melodies from any sampled vocal or 

instrument phrase by playing a standard MIDI keyboard—in real time. 

Transpose audio samples without any artifacts or annoying "chipmunk" 

effects. Make straight rhythm loops swing. And much, much more. 

In short, VariPhrase places any sound into any key, at any tempo, at any 

length, in real time. 

Think of the possibilities...Now visit 110 ) Roland 
http://VPM.rolandus.com for the details. VP-9000 

Call 800-386-7575, ext. 2585 DEMO VIDEO AVAILABLI VariPhrase Processor 
for your S5.00 Demo Video. 

Faxback Information: (323) 890-3780 (Doc. #10417). VariPhrase technology U.S. Patent Pending. 
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THE FAST LANE 

en popular belief that once we do get 
our audio and ourselves into the digi-
tal domain, all is well. All processing 
will be noiseless and perfect, all tran-
sients preserved without degradation 
for all of time, no matter how many 
times our digital audio is copied or 
edited. Bull. 

Digital audio has both a finite word 
length (think of it as total dynamic 
range) and DSP resolution, or more ac-
curately, computational precision. Both 
of these factors effect noise and artifacts 
just like signal-to-noise and summing 
amp quality do in the old analog do-
main. And just as in our analog world, 
one does hear the differences in design 
between different digital systems! So if 
you are choosing a DAW, for example, 
pick one that does all of its EQ, cross-
fading and mixing live, in real-time dur-
ing playback. This way you can make 
1,000 changes to a tough section, and 
because none of the changes have to 
be done and undone for the next, ab-
solutely no damage is done—no round-
ing errors, no truncation errors, no 
errors at all. 

Let's say you have a 24-bit DAW 
with a 56-bit DSP. You add 6 dB at 3k 
to a snare. You like it. You go home. 
You come in the next day and hate it. 
You remove it. On a real-time, nonde-
structive system, there are no worries. 
You reverse the EQ, and all is exactly 
as it was before your misguided 
epiphany the night before. You still 
own a 24-bit snare track. 

But on systems that don't have the 
horsepower to compute everything live 
during playback, this EQ change will be 
computed and permanently written 
over the original data. Now you have a 
24-bit snare with a 6dB kick at 3k. Be-
cause there is a finite limit of 24 bits, 
where do you think that 6dB boost 
went? You can't add bits; it's still 24. 
You know the answer—everything was 
"moved down" to accommodate the 
boost. Yup, 6 dB of resolution may 
have been thrown out to make room 
for the new, hotter 3k boost, depend-
ing on the available headroom at the 
boosted frequency. 

Now, when you change your mind 
and remove that +6 at 3k, you don't get 
back your lost 6 dB of data. You proba-
bly have changed that snare track from 
24 bits to 23 bits for all of time. You 
have permanently cut the total dynamic 
range of the track in hallforever! And 
this happens every single time you 
make a change. Smaller changes, less 

damage; larger changes, more damage. 
Ick. One answer to this dilemma? Don't 
buy a DAW that writes your edits, 
crossfades, EQs or even submixes 
(bounces). Just say no. 

Ah, the third point. Believe it or not, 
early digital systems accomplished EQ 
using a simple analog model, IIR. This 
Infinite Impulse Response approach to 
EQ basically uses phase shift and can-
cellation to bend response curves, just 
like we thought we left behind when 
we ran from analog. It even introduces 
the same group delay errors and associ-
ated slurred impulse response. So why 

For the first time ever, 

it is now possible 

to equalize audio 

without any 

phase shift at all. 

was this type of math used? Basically, 
because it doesn't use much computer 
power to do IIR EQ, they are simple 
and easy to implement, and there is 
minimal processing delay. But here is 
the kicker—most of today's digital 
hardware is still early digital and offers 
only this IIR EQ. 

And there's more. If you do the EQ 
and un-EQ trick discussed under point 
two with IIR, you get another nasty sur-
prise—EQ applied and written twice 
leaves twice the phase-shift artifacts be-
hind! Nice, huh? Do an IIR EQ (writing 
over your old file), listen a few times 
and then un-EQ it (overwrite with the 
reverse EQ), do it again, un-EQ it, just 
as you might when trying to decide if 
you like it—each one adds more phase-
shift garbage. The Undo trick does not 
remove the time domain errors; it actu-
ally adds more! 

AND THE POINT 
OF ALL THESE POINTS? 
So? Regular readers have probably real-
ized by now that I have touched on 
some of these points before. But this 
time I wanted to push your awareness 
of how much EQ there is in our daily 
life, and to specifically describe one of 
the most powerful new EQ options that 
has ever come along, digital Finite Im-
pulse Response EQ. 

More and more comprehensive digi-
tal systems are beginning to offer both 
IIR (conventional time domain) and FIR 

(frequency-domain) digital eualization. 
To me, the real deal. 

FIR EQ takes much ore CPU 
power (and it costs more o provide 
the extra DSP) than the simile IIR and 
must be written very care lly to per-
form to its potential. Well, today's new 
personal computers have enough raw 
horsepower to easily rur FIR EQs 
while running huge multitrack DAWs 

at the same time. And theile are now 
companies offering DAWs, lug-ins or 
freestanding applications tht are writ-
ten properly. 

FIR EQ is very different. or the first 
time ever, it is now possible o equalize 
audio without any phase hift at all. 
This means that, while we still have the 
old phase-crazed EQ that we know 
and love (or love to hate), we now 
have a new additional EQ—one that 
can take on any shape and qmount that 
we can imagine, with abs 
characteristic sound of its 
retical EQ. EQ that boosts 
frequencies of your choos 
or as narrow as you desi 
changing the "sound" al 
Misunderstood. Unbelievabl 
And available right now. Y 
no-phase-shift EQ with II 
with this trick: Run the au 

lutely no 
wn. Theo-
d cuts the 
g, as wide 
, without 

11. Freaky. 
powerful. 
could do 
in digital 

*o through 
the same digital IIR twic nce going 
forward, once going backward. You 
get "twice" the EQ, but the phase shifts 
cancel out perfectly. 

Oh! We come to the real point of 
all this. As is often the case in life, you 
can't really tell what you h ve in front 
of you if you have never seen any-
thing else. You can't really ow what 
blue is until you have se n another 
color, just as you don't rea ly have an 
understanding of blues unt 1 you have 
heard gospel, ska or anyo er type of 
music. One point of refere ce is next 
to useless. It takes that s cond one, 
and hopefully another and another, to 
truly understand even youi first expo-
sure. The truth is that you don't even 
know there is anything to nderstand 
until you have at least tw points of 
reference. 

And so it is with EQ. Fo our entire 
lives we have heard only ne type of 
frequency-response alter ion—time 
domain, or phase-shift EQ. ¡rhis has al-
ways been how we have clone it, the 
only way we have had ta do it. All fre-
quency-response alteratio s that take 
place in nature are accomp»shed in ex-
actly the same way, acousti3 delay and 
natural remixing of the dela ed compo-
nents with the original audi 

Until now, we have neve seen regu-
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PROFESSIONAL RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

MANLEY 
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MANLEY LABORATORIES, INC. 
13880 MAGNOLIA AVE. 
CHINO, CA. 91710 USA 

TEL: ( 909) 627-4256 
FAX: ( 909) 628-2482 

email: emanley@manleylabs.com 

http://www..manleylabs.com 

L42]mmi-,Pu7 
COMPANY PROFILE: Manley Laboratories, Inc. 
in recent years has expanded and thrived under 
EveAnna Manley's leadership. Our I 1,000 sq. ft. 

building houses our own machine-shop, printed 
circuit board manufacture, audio transformer 

winding, engraving, and silk-screening 
facilities. All custom design, R&D, 

assembly, testing, and quality control 

processes are performed with 
precision and pride at the 

Manley factory, located 
just 35 miles east of 

Los Angeles. 

.1••••••••• 

NEO-CLASSIC: 

MANLEY ALL-TUBE GEAR 
We take a purist approach to 

everything we build; refining, 
executing, and expanding 

upon Manley's legacy of 
vacuum tube design 

philosophies proven over years 
of real-world experience, using 
high quality modern components, 

many of which are fabricated in-

house. This attention to detail 

delivers the rich, present, and 
natural sound our vacuum tube 

designs are renowned for. Never 

small, sterile, or boring. 

Beyond this, Manley means reliability, 
real technical support, and a company 
attitude that professionals depend on. 

BIG BANG FOR THE BUCK: LANGEVIN 
LANGEVIN is a legendary marque of 

premium electronics whose lineage goes 
back to World War II. MANLEY acquired 
the LANGEVIN brand name several years 

ago. With these products we offer you the 
different sonic flavor that ALL-DISCRETE 

CLASS A CIRCUITRY brings using fresh, 

original designs built alongside and to the 

same exacting standards as the Manley 
equipment. 

We believe that good music and those who 
create it deserve the finest gear. 

The choice is yours. 



The Teletronix 
LA-2A: Return 
of a Classic 

Wouldn't you love to get 

your hands on a mint-condition 

LA-2A? Imagine finding an LA-2A 

that sounds perfect — complete 

with all original parts, point-point 

wiring, and a warranty! 

Universal Audio, originally 

founded by industry luminary 

Bill Putnam, has been revived by 

Putnam's sons to offer all new, 

absolutely true reproductions of 

classic analog equipment. 

Our Teletronix Leveling Amplifier 

Model LA-2ATM is exact: hand-

built, using painstakingly 

researched authentic components 

— no expense has been spared to 

capture that trademark sound. 

The LA-2A — still a classic, but no 

longer scarce. 

Also available in the Universal 

Audio ClassicsTm product line: 

The 117ÓLNTM Limiting Amplifier. 

Universal Audio Classics. 

Demand the original. 

UNIVERSAC;11010 
info@uaudio.com 
www.uaudio.corn 

831 454 0630 
831 454 0689 
POSTAL BOX 3818 
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95063 

THE FAST LANE 

lar time-domain EQ for what it is, a pro-
foundly audible special effect. We had 
never even wondered what EQ might 
sound like without phase shift. Why 
would we? EQ and phase shift used to 
be inseparable. In fact, for your entire 
life, every time you heard some heavy-
weight producer or engineer talk about 
why he likes or dislikes the sound of a 
particular EQ, or even says he can hear 
the EQ in the mix, he is really talking 
about the audio signature of the phase 
shift, the group delay errors, the tran-
sient damage—not the actual EQ! 

And now we have FIR. EQ without 
the phase shift. EQ that boosts or cuts 
the frequencies of your choice without 
adding any sound of its own. 

About now, those of you still awake 
should be wondering what this might 
actually sound like. Well, I'll answer 
that. It doesn't. 

A GREAT TRICK TO TRY ON 

THAT POMPOUS COMPETITOR 

Blindfold a trained golden ear and sit 
him in front of a good name-brand con-
sole in a good room. Let him learn the 
setup and acclimate a bit. Then roll a 
drum kit submix and dial in a boost of 
6 dB at 500 Hz with a Q of, say, 2. Ask 
him what you did, and the chances are 
pretty good that he will say you boost-
ed 500 Hz, 6 dB with a Q of 2. He will 
then probably ask why the hell you did 
such a lame thing. Tell him to hang on 
and you will show him why. 
Now do exactly the same thing 

with a good FIR EQ—plus 6 dB at 500 
Hz with a Q of 2. He will do anything 
from just sit there to twist and sweat 
as he tries to figure out what he is 
hearing, what he is not hearing, what 
just happened. As the chances are 
good that he has never heard boost 
without phase shift, he may cook as 
he tries to deal with the sensation of 
making certain frequencies louder 
without making them muddy or 
slurred. Remember, he has believed 
his whole life that he has been hear-
ing the EQ, when in fact he has been 
primarily hearing the time disruption. 
What a great parlor trick. 

If pushed, he may say that he thinks 
you boosted 500 Hz by one or two dB, 
but that it doesn't sound right. That 
pesky single frame of reference again: 
"right" being the only thing he has ever 
known, although it is in fact very wrong. 
Now give him the boost knob, virtu-

al or physical, and tell him to turn it up 
until he hears 6 dB of boost. Most engi-

neers will turn it up to 10 
dB. Why? Because we love t 
it takes so much more FIR 
audible. Because humans 
solutely no experience in i 
EQ without phase shift. 

And what does all this 
with your life? Simple. I wan 
FIR EQ. Not to replace your 
or analog stuff, but as an 
tool, a new tool that can a 
what you thought you wer 
along, EQ'ing. 

r even 12 
. Because 
Dost to be 
have ab-
entifying 

ave to do 
you to try 
loved IIR 
dditional 
tually do 
doing all 

WHAT I WOULD LIKE 

YOU TO DO FOR YOURSELF 

I propose that you learn HR EQ, be-
come familiar with the pow r of doing 
EQ that your listeners can' hear. Use 
FIR EQ to fix problems tha you have 
traditionally attacked in the nalog do-
main. Beef up that kick or ive-string 
bass the way you have always wanted 
to but wouldn't dream of because you 
knew it would all turn to mud. Add that 
kiss of intimacy to your y cal track 
without worrying about it ecoming 
strident or brittle. De-ess y simply 
dropping a super-narrow n ch on the 
offending band without the ringing or 
deadness you know you w uld get if 
you tried it with an analog o IIR EQ. 

Fix lame synths withou honking. 
Do precision surgery beyond your 
wildest dreams. Basically FIR EQ can be 
your Holy Grail—you can learn to use it 
to fix problems or add character, and 
nobody will ever be able to tell you did 
a thing. They will just think you are so 
damned good that it just go recorded 
that way. 

Yeah, that's the ticket. Ji4st like my 
own work.. .1 never use FIR Q. Never. 

And your analog equalizes? Rethink 
them. Learn to use them for what they 
are, special effects. Use them specifical-
ly when you want them to be heard, 
when you actually want the EQ work to 
be noticed. 
How bad can that be? Your whole 

life you have had only one type of EQ, 
and now you have two. The new tech-
nology does not replace the Old; it aug-
ments it. Well, the old will probably 
augment the new after you have mas-
tered FIR EQ. 

So go forth and multiply. And while 
you are at it divide add ani accumu-
late a little as well. The fre4uency do-
main can be one of your new best 
friends. Go play. • 

SSC uses FIR EQ all the ti 
time he uses analog or ¡IR, 
20 times. He plays a lot. 

For every 
e uses FIR 
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All Your Time-Stretching 

and Pitch-Shifting Dreams 

Have Just Come True... 
A new version, more features, more power. This is not a toy. 

Pitch 'n Time, originally released in 
December 1999 by Serato Audio 
Research, has already been described as 
the best pitch and tempo control tool 
on the market today. It has received 

rave reviews from a number of pro 
audio magazines 

and 

was recently nomi-
nated for the 2000 
Mix Technical 
Excellence & Crea-
tivity award. 

With the release 
of version 2.0, we 
at Imaginary Gadgets have built on 
that tradition of excellence to deliver a 
product which incorporates exactly 
what you have been wishing for. 

Introduced in this release is an 
impressive array of new features includ-
ing multi-channel mode, waveform 
overviews, tempo mapping, cue points 
and pitch mapping which together 
make Pitch 'n Time 2.0 an essential 
tool for your collection. 

New in Version 2.0 

Multi-Channel Mode allows you to 
process up to 48 tracks together while 
maintaining their orignal phase coher-
ency. 

Waveform Overviews mean that each 
of your graphical editing portals has its 
own preview. You can actually see the 
effects of your tempo map as it is 
applied directly to the Waveform. 

Pitch Mapping allows you to create 
amazing pitch-bends and record-
scratching effects by drawing your 
pitch change right on top of the wave-
form. 

Tempo Mapping gives you the power 
to create variable tempo ramps and 
changes over the length of your sample. 

Cue Points, this simple yet powerful 
feature lets you synchronize arbitrary 
cue points: simply move them where 
you want them to go in the output, 
and Pitch 'n Time warps the timebase 
as required! 

Pitch 'n Time is powered h \ 

intelligent sound 

Download your free 15-day trial of Pitch 'n Time 

www.pitchntime.com/demo  

PRO 
TOOLS 

www.pitchntime.com 
«Mae 

‘ e  Pitch 'n Timé 
Version 2.0 
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How Do You GET TO 
CARNEGIE HALL? 

r-

ADVENTURES IN ONE OF THE WORLD'S GREATEST CONCERT SPACE, 

ILLUSTRATION: JAMES • 

I
, he first weekend of April, no 
joke, I got to take part in a 

  concert in one of the great 
performing spaces on Earth, New 
York's Carnegie Hall. I wasn't ex-
actly performing, but I wasn't exact-
ly crew either. Nor was I exactly 
conducting: The American Com-
posers Orchestra, a group devoted 
to presenting large-scale works of 
20th (and soon, presumably, 21st) 
century composers, had chosen to 
present the New York premiere of 
the new version of George Antheil's 
Ballet Mécanique, which I had 
helped prepare for publisher G. 
Schirmer. Although I had done my 
best to make the piece playable by 
any ambitious performing group, 
the ACO still wanted my help. So I 

had the distinct pleasure of sitting 
on the stage and overseeing a com-
puter, a bunch of mechanical pi-
anos, and an ensemble of amazing 
musicians raise the roof in one of 
the loudest "classical" pieces those 
walls had ever contained. 

Now, I know some of you are 
probably sick of me writing about 
this project (I talked about it in the 
March "Insider Audio," which is still 
available online at www.antheil 
.org, and also at great length in an 
upcoming article in Electronic Mu-
sician), and I have promised many 
people (like my editors) that I will 
soon shut up on the subject and 
get on with my life. But the story of 

BY PAUL D. LEHRMAN 

what happened at Carnegie Hall 
simply too good, and too relevart 
to Mix readers, to let pass. So 
dulge me one more time. 

As you may recall, the piec 
calls for seven or eight percussion-
ists, two pianists, four to 16 player 
pianos (in this concert, the parts 
were handled by eight Yamaha 
Disklaviers—which were plent 
loud), seven bells, a siren and thr 
airplane propellers. A comput 
running a MIDI sequencer contro 
the player pianos, and at the sam 
time, triggers the sound effects, an 
also cues the conductor through 
fiendishly complicated click ira 
At the school where I was teachin 
last fall, a student ensemble pre 
miered the piece, and it was 
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RECORDING 

GUITARS 

AMPLIFIERS 

PRO AUDIO 

MONITORS 

KEYBOARDS 

MICROPHONES 

AND MORE 

GEA 

ALESIS MASTERLINK DIGI 001 

• The first aft Tools 
• The ultimate 24,96 CD mas- !place w/ 8 channels of 24-bit 
tering and archiving device ..,: lff).2 

with 3.2gig hard drive. $1699 amps & 

MACKIE UDR 24/98 

re. 
• The ultimate 24/96 hard disk 

multitrack has landed! 64995 

TASCAM DA-18HR 

1 • 24- bit, long-play, 8-track 
recording, and tow price $3-199 

E-MU MODULES 

[123'i Ina0; 

www.sweetwatercorn 
800.222.4700 

You've worked hard on your music. Isn't it about time that 

someone worked hard for you when it comes to acquiring 

the music gear you need? 

Now, with the continuous expansion of the Sweetwater 

Store enline, it's easier than ever to do business with 

us. You can take advantage of our expert knowledge and 

browse our huge selection of pro audio gear from your 

computer! Just because we've entered the electronic age, 

doesn't mean we've lost our old fashioned values. On the 

Web, or on the phone, Sweetwater is still in the business of 

developing solid relationships with musicians, engineers, 

and enthusiasts just like you! Give us a call or check us 

out online today and join the thousands of customers who 

have discovered the Sweetwater Difference! 

music technology direct 
5335 Bass Road, Fort Wayne, IN 46808 • (800) 222-4700 

(219) 432-8176 • Fax (219) 432-1758 • sales@sweenvatercom 

• M the EM-U modules are 
cooler and hipper Iran ever' 

TO ELECTRONIC M*ONE 

• 20 incredible effects, up to 

200 presets, analog-style user 

interface, 1/4" jacks, S/PDIF 

digital VO, Dual-engine tech-
nology, and 24-bit A/D/A! $699 

DIGITAL PERFORMER 

• Upgrade to 
Digital Per-

former, for pro 

sequencing 
and recording' 

$49995 

• The first 

affordable 

powered 

studio moni-
tors with digi-

tal and analog 

VO! $595 

MOTU 2408 

• Computer-based recording 

for the real world' $999 

ROLAND VS11-880 

• 24-bit. 8-track • 128 Vetual 

Tracks • 24-bit A/D/A • 12 

inputs'outputs • R-BUS $1-795 

DIGIDESIGN PRO TOOLS 

TOOLS 

TASCAM Mg 2424 

• Knockout 24-bd, 2ê-track 

recorder w/ 9gig hard drive, 

and optional digital VO. $9999 

• Modular digital moàng with 

tremendous VO flexibility! 

BRAWNIER DC-2476 

1,4 0 411111111111ffigla. 

  ere 

• The digital mastenig processor 
that has it all! Compression, brick-

wall limiter, powerful E0, spectral 

enhancment, and more! elee 

ALESIS AMU 

• Great sound and tons 

wit tube warmth and 

personality! Condenser 
element, vintage tube 

:end, 4 polar pat-

terns, and more! 
$1299 

r/ACKIE DIGITAL 8 BUS 

_  
gnus are retll rues Cate us or but at Web site kr real seinç pecos 09:lesgn pmets rend te wt n amreas 
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LIVE MUSIC 10 YOUR EARS: 
. LOW s1599 USRP* ON 111E 24•11-11li PRO, 

AND A NEW LOW s1999 USRP* 
ON THE 32-4-111/ PRO 



NEW 241 8 3141111 PROTM SR MIXERS 
WITH PREMIUM KIK M1C PREAMPS. 

Why put ultra-precise, tweakazoid 
audiophile XDR-mic preamps on 

sound reinforcement consoles? 

Because live performers deserve 

good sound, too. Especially when 
our new design also has the best 

Ill Trim control with 60dB mic gain & 
10dB "virtual pad" handles anything from 
a timid vocalist to a rilly big kick drum. 

Six separate Aux Send 
Masters each with 
its own Solo. 

• 60mm log-taper 
faders allow linear gain 

control and are super long-
wearing to resist dust, moisture 

and general road crud. 

Mackie's musical, natural-sounding 
equalization. On micAine channels: 12kHz 
Hi shelving, peak midrange sweepable from 
100Hz to 8kHz (so it can also be used as a 
2nd HF or LF control) and 80Hz Lo shelving. 
On stereo line channels: 12kHz Hi shelving, 
3kHz Hi Mid peaking, 800Hz Lo Mid peak-
ing and 80Hz Lo shelving. 

—.Sharp 75Hz 18dB/octave infrasonic filler 
on all mic channels cuts wind noise, stage 
rumble, mic clunks and P-pops. 

• Super-twitchy —20dJ3 signal present 
and overload LEDs on each channel. 

 • Constant loudness pan controL 

Six aux sends per channel. 2 pre-fader, 2 
post-fader and 2 pre/post switchable. 

RFI protection of any mixer on 

the market. It took several years of 

hard work to design a mixer preamp 

that could beat $2000-a-channel, eso-
teric outboard mic preamps in inde-

pendent listening tests. But we did 

 • Stereo Aux Return 4 Master 
can be assigned to Buses 1-2 or 3-4. 

3 ER to Monitor lets you send different 
effects or effects levels to stage monitors 
without screwing up your main PA mix. 

r
ill Easy level setting with In-Plate Stereo 
Solo. Just solo a channel & adjust the Trim 
'til the meter flickers at the Level Set arrow. 

 III Separate Tape Return level control. 

 III Global Aux Return Solo switch. 

Separate Solo section with level control, 
global AFL (post fader) or PFL (pre-fader) 
mode switch & Aux/Sub Solo LEDs. 

 • Separate Talkback section with level 
control, LED and switches for assigning 
talkback to Main Mix or Auxes 1 and 2. 
There's also a separate mic preamp input 
on the back of the mixer so you don't have 
to tie up a channel. 

Tape to Main Mix routes tape inputs to 
main outputs for music during breaks. 

 a Each Submaster bus has Solo switch, Pan 
control and Left/Right assign switch. 

 II Air EQ adds crispness and definition 
to high-end without boosting ear-fatiguing 
8kHz-10kHz range. 

NEW 24,4 I 32•4-VU PRO MIXERS 
U 4-bus design with 20 or 28 mono mid 

line channels with XDR'' mic preamps 
and 2 stereo line channels 

New high-performance 2068 op-amps 

Muted channels can be soloed! 

6 individual aux sends per channel 

4 master stereo aux returns 

Inserts on all mono midline channels 

3-band EQ w/swept mid on micAine chs. 

4-band fixed EQ on stereo lime channels 

60mm long-life logarithmic-taper faders 

6 aux send masters with individual solos 

4 stereo aux returns w/EFX to Monitor 

16kHz Air EQ, pan and solo sub buses 

Double-bussed subs for easy multi-
tracking with 8-track recorders 

* U.S. suggested retail prom. €2000 Mackie Designs Inc. All Rights Reserved. "Mackie" and the 

Running Man figure are registered trademark, of Mackie Designs Inc. VLZ & XDR are trademarks of 

Mackie Designs "Could I have more of me in the inix?"."I loaded in. YOL' load out.', 'Ils a free gig bat 

well get lots of publicity" and "Can I borrow a pick?" are trademark., « being a musician. 
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it. You'll enjoy more warmth, detail 

and headroom than has ever been 

possible with even the most presti-

gious mega-consoles. Plus less noise, 
and total freedom from potential hot-

patching and short circuit damage, 

and flat frequency response regard-

less of mic./cable impedance. 

LOADED WITH LIVE SOUND FEATURES. 
The new 32•4-VLZ PRO and 

24.4-VI.Z PRO are designed to make 

live sound mixing easier You can 

solo a muted channel. Effects to Mon-

itor lets you "fold" effects back into a 
stage monitor mix without affecting 

the main PA sound. There's a sepa-

rate talkback section with its own mic 

preamp. Separate tape inputs with 

level control and routing to main mix 

make playing music during breaks 

easy. And typical Mackie touches like 

18dB/oct. Low Cut filters, Rude Solo 

Light and fast level setting via in-

place stereo solo make these mixers 

awesome values. 

CALL, E-MAIL OR SURF FOR MO' INFO. 
We'll send you our jumbo product 

brochure complete with hook-up dia-

grams — and a serious, graph-and-

equation-loaded White Paper on why 

XDR technology beats the cables off 

anybody else's mic preamps. 

Better yet, visit a Mackie dealer, 

check out the 24.4-VLZ PRO and 

32.4-VLZ PRO. You'll hear just how 

good a "live" mixer can sound. 
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www.mackiescom-800158-6883 
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tremendously exciting event. After that 
initial "shakedown" performance (and 
recording, which is now available on 
CD from the Electronic Music Founda-
tion at www.cdemusic.org), the piece 
was ready to send out to the real world. 
The ACO was the first group to take up 
the challenge. The ensemble handled it 
beautifully—but letting my baby take its 
first steps, without me holding both its 
hands, turned out to have some inter-
esting problems. 

My job in New York was to super-
vise the MIDI and sound setups, answer 
any questions the conductor might have 
and sit on a preconcert panel discussing 
the piece. The orchestra hired Miles 
Green, a New York MIDI/audio expert 
who has worked with luminaries like 
Philip Glass and Laurie Anderson, to 
handle the hardware side of things. A 
couple of weeks before the perfor-
mance, I sent Miles my sequence files 
(converted from Studio Vision Pro to 
MOTU Performer) and my samples 
(converted from SampleCell to the 
Kurzweil format), which he loaded into 
his Powerbook G3 and his K2000 rack 
unit. He hooked the computer up to a 
MOTU Micro Express XT USB interface 
and connected the interface to a bunch 
of synth modules. 

Miles called immediately; there was 
trouble. The player-piano parts consist 
largely of huge, thick chords playing 
very fast, in precise rhythms. There are 
four parts, and in order to make them 
work at all, each part needs its own 
dedicated MIDI cable, or the note data 
would be way too thick—but this is no 
problem, one assumes, when you have 
a multiport interface. 

But coming out of Miles' synths, the 
piano parts sounded alarmingly sloppy, 
and the click track was all over the 
place: sometimes early, sometimes late, 
sometimes disappearing entirely. It 
sounded as if he were trying to shove 
all of the parts down a single MIDI 
cable, and the dreaded MIDI choke was 
rearing its ugly head. The computer 
was certainly fast enough—heck, we 
had played the piece at school on a 
pokey, old 100MHz Macintosh 8100 
with no problems at all, and in some 
rehearsals on an antique Quadra 650— 
so that wasn't the issue. USB is sup-
posed to be a much faster protocol than 
Apple's ancient serial driver, so that 
shouldn't have caused any problems. 
So what the heck was going on? 
A few frantic calls and e-mails to 

Mark of the Unicorn revealed the cause. 

The American Composers Orchestra performing George Antheil's Ballet Mécanicpe. 

Most multiport MIDI interfaces that 

communicate with the host computer at 
a speed faster than MIDI itself have a 
"throttle-back" feature. This is necessary 
when you want to send a long string of 
data to a single device, something that 
commonly happens when you are 

After about 30 seconds, 

Miles and I 

looked at each other: 

Where the hell 

were the propellers? 

bulk-dumping a synth's program banks 
to the synth using MIDI system exclu-
sive. If the data coming out of the inter-
face is too fast, the synth's input buffer 
will overflow and the message may get 
garbled or lost. To prevent this, when 
the driver software controlling the inter-
face detects this kind of rapid-fire MIDI 
stream, it throttles back the speed of the 
interface to the actual speed of MIDI, 
and sometimes even slower. In the cnse 
of the MOTU interfaces, my huge, lum-
bering piano chords were being misin-
terpreted as a sysex bulk dump, and the 
interface was deliberately slowing them 

down. 
MOTU offered two solutions: We 

could use two interfaces, thereby low-
ering the data density through each and 
hopefully avoiding the throttle-back, or 
they could rewrite the drivers so that 

the throttle-back feature would kick in 
at a higher data rate. Miles opted for 

both solutions: MOTU sent 
interface and the updated dri 
were no more problems. 

But we weren't finished y 
ent kind of problem arose 
told by the orchestra a 
the elaborate new sound 
Carnegie Hall was mono. 
none of the instruments 
miked, the Ballet Mécanipie does re-
quire a sound system with as many as 
seven individual speakers; the exact 
number depends on how many of the 
soundmakers in the piece are provided 
by a sampler and how many are played 
"live." The orchestra planned to use a 
live siren and bells, which left the three 
propeller sounds coming from Miles' 
Kurzweil. To keep the propellers from 
sounding like total mud, and to give 
them a proper stage perspective, the 
sounds needed to be physically isolat-
ed from each other; a mono system 
wasn't going to allow that. 

Fortunately, in the March issue of 
Mix, there happened to be a great arti-
cle by Mark Frink about this very sub-
ject: the new Meyer Sound system in 
Carnegie Hall. The article described the 

systems as consisting of two stacks on 
the sides, and an impressive cluster that 
was flown above center stage—and al-
though it didn't say so specifically, it 
seemed obvious to me tha, yes, the 
whole thing was mono. But the article 
revealed something else, wii ch the or-
chestra hadn't told me: Th r hall also 
had a 6-channel monitor sy tem, with 
six Meyer Sound wedges. Since we 
weren't going for huge S on the 
propellers, three of the wed es, point-
ed at the audience, would m to do 
the job admirably. I posed question 

another 
ers. There 

A differ-
hen I was 
non that 

system at 
Although 
ed to be 
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Digital Patching 
(pun intended) 

Are you caught in a tangle of 

AES/EBU, S/PDIF, and optical cables? 

Do you find yourself spending way too 

much time plugging and unplugging 

digital cables and trying to figure out 

how to make this device talk to that 

device? Then you need a Digital 

Detangler, the automated solution to 

your digital audio patching problems. 

You'll never have to climb behind your 

rack of digital gear again; at the flick of 

a digit, you can recall a routing pattern 

and completely reconfigure "who's 

talking to who." 

Available in sizes from 8x8 stereo pairs 

all the way to 64x64 stereo pairs. 

Choose from standard configurations or get the one that's perfect for you. 

use our router remote controller, or use our Mac os Windows control software. 
Control it from the front panel, 

Find out what the world's top mastering, recording, post-production, and broadcast facilites already know: 

a Digital Detangler from Z-Systems is the smartest way to connect your digital gear. 

AES/EBU? Coaxial S/PDIF? Optical S/PDIF? ADAT Lightpipe? 

No problem! 

z-16.16 Digital Detangler 
16 inputs x 16 outputs, front panel controls 

z-64.64r Digital Detangler. 
64 inputs x 64 outputs, 
shown with router remote controller 

z-32.32r Digital Detangler. 32 inputs x 32 outputs, 
shown with router remote controller 

7-Systems Audio Engineering 
Tel: 352.371.0990 > Fax: 352.371.0093 

z-sys@z-sys.com I> www.z-sys.com 
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90 Series for Mackie 089 

Dual 15K Workstation 
INSIDER AUDIO 

Dual 15 Workstation 

Studio Lakeside 
Vevey, Switzerland 

New Dual 15M Workstation 

Masterfonics 
Nashville, TN 

specialized furnishtngs for 

argosyconsole-com 
recor_ing, television film video 

The elements of style have been distilled into a sleek 

and understandable approach, a new generation of studio 

furnishings for professional and personal use. Specialized 

designs by ARGOSY bring to reality what was seemingly 

impossible; craftsmanship, ergonomics, form and value. 

/\ 
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".. . beautiful and well built." - George Petersen, Mix Magazine 

to my New York colleagues, and their 
cautious reply was that if we could 
work it out with the hall s4und crew, 
maybe we could use the nonitors in-
stead. 

Now, I had been wan about this 
crew. Union crews in New rk are no-
torious for being difficult to work with 
(Joke flying around the Ja its Center 
whenever AES is in town: 1ow many 
union guys does it take to crew in a 
light bulb? Ten! You gotta prblem wid-
dat?), and Carnegie Hall hai a reputa-
tion in some circles for bein one of the 
hardest venues of all. But vhen I ar-
rived at the hall the morning of the per-

uled for 3 
nd the ab-
e stage, 

ere coop-
ofessional 
they real-
be a fun 
und crew 
specially 
rece I had 
column 

fonnance (which was sch 
o'clock that afternoon), I fo 
solute opposite to be true. 
sound and electrical crews 
erative, knowledgeable, p 
and eager to help with wha 
ized right away was going 
gig. It didn't hurt that the 
are all avid Mix readers, 
when they realized that the 
just written about in my 
was the one that was abont to be on 
their stage. And some are even Jean 
Shepherd fans. 

It turned out my request that we use 
the monitor system had already been 
relayed to the crew, and so when we 
came in that morning, the wedges were 
already out and wired up. (Using the 
monitors also meant they wouldn't have 
to fly the center cluster, for which I 
imagine they were grateful.) It took us 
an amazingly short time to get every-
thing in place and running. It simply 
couldn't have been handled better. 

At the same time, the eight percus-
sionists, two pianists, and the siren and 
bell players arrived and set up their 
hardware among the eight DisIdaviers 
Yamaha supplied. A violisti had been 
dragooned into the siren jbb, which 
she took on with great fervor—in con-
cert., the sight of her formal 
flying as she cranked furio 
immeasurably to the perfo 
trombonist played the be 
were connected to a MIDI-
closure converter, using an 
synth. 

Miles and I set up our IDI para-
phernalia on a table onsta e, next to 
the door leading backstag, that the 
crew had supplied. We were originally 
told by one of the orchestr managers 
that we should set up offst4ge, so the 
audience wouldn't see the u chinery," 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 235 

lack gown 
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The Legend 

Continues 
Otari's MTR-90 two-inch, 

24-track analog recorder was 

introduced in 1979. Still in 

production and available today 

(as the MTR-90 Mark Ill version), 

it remains the choice of those 

who prefer to record their masters 

to tape. Over the years, this 

machine earned a reputation 

as The Workhorse." 

Fast-forward twenty years to 

the world of tapeless digital 

recording, and the overwhelming 

choice of professionals remains 

Otan. Our JAR If HDR Series 

has become the preferred replace-

ment technology for open- reel 

tape recorders — and for good 

reason. With advanced 24- bit 

digital technology, RADAR Il 

retains the sonic excellence, 24 or 

48-track flexibility, ease-of- use 

and bullet-proof reliability that 

has made our name synonymous 

with quality for audio 

professionals the world over. 

The MTR-90 and ' e r`- n " — 

two superb choices from 

one legendary company. 

O TALI 
v evti STAND/4.11j 

www.otari.com 

Otan i Corporation. USA Tel: 800/877-0577 +1/818/594-5908 Email: salesi•otariscom Otan. Inc.. Japan Tel: +81/424-81-8626 Emailt salesinfogotari.co.jp • Otan i Europe GmbH 
Tel: +49/2159-50861 Email: euro@otari.de • Otani Singapore Pte. Ltd.. Tel: 4-65/284-7211 Email: otarisp'âsingnet.com.sg • Otaritec Corp.. Japan Tel: +81/3-3332-3211 

Email: salesotaritec.co.P3 • U.S. Regional Offices: Los Angeles +1/818/598-1200. New York + 1/212/324-1700. Nashville: + 1/615/255-6080 
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It All Comes Together on DigitalMediaNet.com 

Digital Media NET 
Where the CrecIive Community Mee1 

11111111tele 
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DigitalMediaNet.com helps you stay in touch with the issues. 

products. and opportunities that can give that all-important competitive 

edge. Professionals from around the world. representing every discipline in the 

digital media market. tune into our media channels every day. Whether you 

are looking for the latest news, reviews, industry trends. a place to buy or 

sell your new product or even a new job. DigitalMediaNet.com has a solution! 
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MIX MASTERS 

STEVE MARCANTONIO 
KEEPING IT REAL 

1 ngineering country music is a 
special balancing act. Take a 

  roomful of musicians, then 
double or maybe triple the guitars, 
add piano, stacks of keyboards, 
some strings, high-profile back-
ground vocals, a pedal steel, and 
perhaps even some electronic per-
cussion. There's almost always a lot 
going on, but somehow you have 
to make it all sound simple. And, 
you still have to hear the bass and 
keep that all-important lead vocal 
way out front. 

Steve Marcantonio is a master at 
the task. Given his trademark 
punchy drums, well-placed guitars 
and tastefully present lead vocals, 
it's no surprise that the client list of 
this former Jersey boy reads like a 
who's who of country. His work 
encompasses classic Nashville as 
well as the edgier side of the genre, 
including projects for Rodney 
Crowell, Deana Carter, Billy Falcon, 
the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, George 
Strait, Alabama, the Warren Broth-
ers and Vince Gill, among others. 

It wasn't easy to catch up with 
Marcantonio. There are a lot of 
good studios in Nashville, and he 
seems to be spending time in 
most of them, juggling projects 
and producers. We finally caught 
up with Marcantonio on his cell 
and arranged to talk between 
mixes for Montgomery Gentry at 
Ocean Way Nashville and Deana 
Carter's latest at Sound Kitchen. It's 
a noteworthy comment on Marcan 
tonio's personality and vibe that, 

even though our conversations 
were by phone, his enthusiasm and 
honest enjoyment of his work 
came clearly over the land lines. 

So how does an Italian guy from 
Jersey end up as one of the busiest 
engineers in Nashville? 
I grew up at New York Record 
Plant; I started there in 78. But re-
ally, it was pretty much a fluke the 
way I got started in the business. I 
come from a musical family, and 
one of my cousins, who lived with 
us, was in the Four Seasons. I used 
to go to a lot of concerts when I 
was a kid, and I always read the 
backs of album covers. So I knew 
about engineers, and I said, "I want 
to do that." Then, when I was a ju-
nior in high school, I took a course 
in record engineering. But during 
that course, I realized I was in way 
over my head. Everybody else in 
the class was already either a tech-
nical engineer or a musician. They 
were a lot older, and they were 
asking questions that I didn't know 
anything about; I just wanted to 
make music. I didn't play an instru-
ment, but I listened to records and 

BY MAUREEN DRONEY 

radio all the time. I would key in 
on certain instruments and just re-
ally get into their sound. 

Anyway, I pretty much gave up 
on the idea of being an engineer 
after that class, although I kept on 
being into music. After high school, 
I went to work at the General Mo-
tors assembly plant. 
God, that's so Jersey. 
[Laughs] Yeah. Well, at the plant 
there was a time each year while 
they changed over to make the 
new models, and everybody got 
laid off for a few months. During 
that layoff time in '78, my cousin 
Joey happened to get on the 
phone with Roy Cicala, who 
owned the Record Plant. I'd read 
Roy's name on albums and I knew 
who he was. I guess that impressed 
Joey, because he said, "Let me see 
what I can do for you." Long story 
short, Roy took me under his wing, 
and I worked there until '84 when I 
became reelance. 
Who did you work with at Record 
Plant? 
Just the staff. But the staff at th t 
time was like, Dave Thoene 
Thom Panunzio, Jay Messina. 
Jimmy Iovine was still there the 
and I got to do a ample of sessio 
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Capture the Yfarmth. 
Vintage- style. 

When it comes to capturing the essence of a musical moment, 

every nuance... each subtlety... it's hard to beat the warmth of 

a vintage-style, large-diaphragm microphone. 

That's why we created the new AT4047/SV. It offers the sonic 

characteristics reminiscent of early F.E.T. studio microphones 

and delivers the consistent performance and reliability you've 

come to expect from A-T's 40 Series. 

The AT4047/SV gives you a perfect 

blend of classic sound and modern 

precision engineering. We call it a 

contemporary replication of vintage 

condenser technology. You'll call 

it amazing. 
AT4047/SV Cardioid 

Capacitor Microphone 

*audio-technica. 
Audio-Technica U.S., Inc. 1 1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224 I 330.686.2600 I Fax: 330.686.0719 I E-mail: pro@atus.com I www.audio-technica.com 



MIX MASTERS 

with him and Shelly Yakus. It was a 
great time to be there. I didn't know a 
thing about recording when I started, 
but Roy wanted people like that be-
cause he liked to teach them his way. 
You came up through the ranks; you 
paid your dues—it was a great school. I 
was addicted to that place. I was there 
all the time; I slept there. I truly loved 
it. As tired as I was, every time that I 
went there I felt rejuvenated. 
How did you move up to engineering? 
I worked with Dave Thoener a bunch, 
and he really helped me out a lot. He 
was working with Rodney Crowell and 
he used to let me do overdubs for him. 

One day I did an overdub for Rod-
ney where I had to match a vocal 
sound. It was a bit difficult, but I did it, 
and he was really impressed. A year or 
two later, out of the blue, he called me 
up in New Jersey, to come down here 
[to Nashville] to work with Rosanne 
Cash, who he was married to at the 
time. So I came down to do a record, 
which was called King's Record Shop. 
I did Rodney's record after that, with 

Tony Brown producing, and I started 
meeting people. Back then, it seemed 

like I was like the only person from 
New York around here. So I think I was 
looked at as having a different sort of 
attitude and a different sort of sound. 
What was the difference? 
When I first came here, they were 
doing things like recording drums di-
rect. I'll never forget walking into Sound 
Stage Studios where they were record-
ing Russ Kunkel and he was playing 
pads! That seemed so bizarre to me. 
They did it, I think, because the control 
room was not isolated from the studio. 
There was no wall, so, in order to 
record drums, you had to either listen 
on headphones or record direct. 

But, overall, I think that at that time, 
in Nashville, the sound was a little bit 
more tame than it is now. And my 
sound, coming from New York, was a 
little bit rougher than what they were 
used to. I think, in general, my drums 
were a little louder, my guitars were a 
little louder, and there was more 'verb 
on the drums. People seemed to like it, 
and that's how I got started. Then I met 
Josh Leo, who'd moved here from Cal-
ifornia at around the same time. We're 
both Italian, and we hit it off immedi-
ately. I worked with him for about 
eight years. We did Alabama and a 

bunch of other stuff...and here I am. 
Some people specialize in tracking or 

both mixing, but you seem to do 
equally. 
[Laughs] Well, there are fewe 
and a lot more engineers, so 
thing I like to do both! I alw 
mix, but tracking is sort of w 
engineering in the first place 

If you get it down reall 
tape, then mixing is that m 
that's my philosophy. Whe 
record, if I know I'm going 
assume that what I'm hear 
basic tracks is going to be th 
just maybe a bit more polish 
tuned. A lot of people have t 
my rough track mixes s 
records, and I take pride in ti 
birth of the song right there 
and that's really exciting for 
If you know you're going 
record, do you prefer to cut 
Absolutely. Even the best 
you get, you always say, "I 
have done this or that." I jus 
comfortable with my trac 
most every engineer would probably 
feel the same way, don't you7 

Can you describe your day today? 
It's funny you ask that, because I just 

acts now, 
t's a good 
ys love to 
y I started 

good on 
ch easier; 
I track a 
o mix it, I 
ng in my 
record— 
or fine-

ld me that 
und like 

t. It's the 
ri tracking, 
e. 
to mix a 
be tracks? 
racks that 
h I could 
feel more 
s. I think 

while recording your sound, 
you neediohear the fruit, 
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8/16-Trk Removable HD Recorders 
Fostex's D824 and D1624 digital multitrack 
recorders deliver uncompressed digital audio 
recording capability with a multitude of features 
providing unparalleled performance. Both mod-
els offer . VVav file compatibility and a SCSI-2 
interface for archive as standard. 

• 16 track [01624) or 8 track [0824) 
digital multitracks 

• 128 times oversampling delta-sigma 
24-bit AD/DA 

• Multiple UNDOs with no limitation 

• Save and load . Way files 

• SMPTE optional 

2410, 9t kHz 
Miami thelilirierk 
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came back from mixing in New York, 
and on my way to work today I was 
thinking about how good we have it 
here in Nashville. It's so easy to drive to 
this studio [Sound Kitchen]. It's easy to 
park; it's easy to get in and out. I live 10 
minutes away from where I'm working 
today. This morning, I was reading the 
paper at home at quarter after 9, and I 
knew that the producer was getting in 
at about 10. I'd been thinking about a 
couple of changes to make in the mix, 
so I threw on my clothes and came 
over to do them before he got here. 
I usually like to get a mix to a certain 

point at night and then close it out the 
next day. I don't see how these guys do 
two, three songs in a day. I'm kind of 
jealous of them, I guess, but for me, I 
like to spread it out a bit. I can't stay in 
the control room too long; I like to get 
up and walk around and stuff like that. 

So, I had this mix up last night, and I 
was able to do a few things to it this 
morning before he got there. In like 10 
or 15 minutes, I was able to do a dozen 
rides, and within an hour the mix was 
done. 
When you listened to your ref CD at 
home, you made some notes about 
what things you'd like to change. 

Right. I used to write stuff down, hut 
now I usually don't. (Laughs] As bad as 
my memory is sometimes about other 
things, I can always remember that in 
the fourth bar of the first chorus I need 
to raise that one snare hit. 

So that's what it was like today. I got 
up and went to the studio; I did my 
changes. I came home, I showered and 
I went back. By that time, my assistant 
had put down the multiple versions. I 
don't know what they do in California, 
but here we put down a lot of versions 
of the mixes. 
You mean like vocal up, backgrounds 
up, bass up? Doesn't eveybody do that? 
Well, certain guys I know don't But here, 
you can do anywhere from six to 20 dif-
ferent versions. I stay to make sure it 
goes down right for the first master, but 

after that usually the second engineer will 
cover it because it's just a matter of run-
ning it onto tape. The second engineers 
down here are really good; they've got it 
together. That way you get about a two-
hour break in between each mix. 
What consoles do you prefer to work on? 
I go back and forth. When I came here 
to town I'd never worked on an SSL. 
But now that I've worked on SSLs, I like 
them a lot, especially the G Series. And 
I like Ultimation a lot. Which is good, 
because this is very much an SSL town. 
On the other hand, I really love the 

[Neve] VR console. There's something 
about the VRs—to me, those consoles 
are more rock 'n' roll, and the bottom 
end sounds bigger. The SSL is a little bit 
more pop. Like I said, I go back and 
forth, because the SSL can sound more 
punchy. Just a little. It can sound like 
there's more attack on everything in gen-
eral. I know it's kind of a vague state-
ment to make, but that's the way I feel. 

The 80-input VR at Ocean Way 
Nashville I totally love. I also like Tri-
dent 80Bs. And I'm excited about the 
new APIs. Sound Kitchen is putting in 
an 80-input inline Legacy; I know the 
sound of those consoles, and I'm sure 
it's going to sound great. 

1i/hem/mere :nixing your sound, 
_you need lo hear the /ruff; 

111F-111 
Powered Studio Monitors 
Truthfully reproducing every sonic nuance, the 
Fostex NE-1A is the most advanced powered 
studio monitor in its class. Utilizing a unique 
Hyperbolic Parabolic Diaphragm for low distor-
tion and minimum resonance, the NE-1A is so 
accurate you'll know the truth when you hear it. 

• 60 watt x 2 bi-amps, XLR balanced & phono 
unbalanced inputs. Three point audio adjusting 
filters with independent tweeter level control. 

• Double-spidered 16cm woofer with a unique 
Hyperbolic Parabolic Diaphragm. 

• Magnetically shielded. 

• Time aligned enclosure with baffle configuration 
and HP sound reflectors. 

when you hear it. 
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I love the old Neve [80-in 8078] at 
Ocean Way; it's one of the best sound-
ing consoles I've ever worked on. 
When you lift up the fader to get a 
sound on something, it's almost as if 
you don't have to do anything to it. 
Old Neves can be like that. Sometimes 
your tracks sound better just running 
through them. I guess lately that's my 
console of choice. Also, since I do a lot 
of recording, I own a few API preamps. 
I also rent things. There's a cartage 

company down here called Under-
ground Sound, which has a 12-input 
Neve sidecar that I use to record my 
drums through. 
I hear you're a wizard on the Sony 3348 
I love the machine. There are some 
Studers around town, but I demand the 
Sony. It's just so much easier to use. I do 
a lot of flying, and I'm pretty quick at it. 

To me the 3348 sounds great. And 
it's great on country records when 
you're recording eight or nine musi-
cians, and you're gonna be using 30 
tracks, and you're gonna be punching 
in—it's not uncommon that I'm punch-
ing in a whole band. I can rehearse the 
punch, then do auto-punch—you can't 
beat it. [Otan] RADARs are becoming 
popular here, and they sound pretty 
good, I must admit. They're easy to use. 
But I love the 48. You get great, 
punchy drums. 
When you're recording, what mks do 
you like to use on them? 
I use a lot of the same mics all the time 
on the drums. A Neumann 47 PET on 
the kick, and I might use an AKG D12 
or D112 with that. I'll put the 47 outside 
and a D112 a little bit inside. I stay 
away from using gates. A lot of guys 
don't like any leakage on the kick, but I 
like the sound of the area around the 
kick drum, and I use the 47 to get a lit-
tle of that air in there. I usually don't 
gate any drums in tracking. If I gate, I'll 
send it in a mult in mixing so I have an 
additional gated track to mix in. 

With the snare, I go with a 57 in gen-
eral, but it depends on what studio I'm 
at. I'll find out what kind of mics they 
have there. I've used 414s on the snare, 
and one time, the drummer brought in a 
Beta 57 that sounded great. 
Do you mic top and bottom? 
Yes, I do. When I first started doing the 
bottom, I got in trouble, because I had 
too much bottom—too much rattle. 
Now I tend to use just a little bit of the 
bottom or put it on another track. 

On toms, I go back and forth. I've 
used 421s in the past, and at Ocean 

Way, they have Sennheiser 409s, which 
are great. Recently I bought these really 
tiny Sennheiser MD-504s and I've been 
using them. Even with those, though, I 
try to place the tom mics a little farther 
away, maybe 8 inches off the head, 
once again to get in a little of the air. 
On hi-hat, usually a KM84. On cym-

bals, KM84s sometimes. Or 414s, 67s...I 
treat my overheads sort of like a stereo 
drum mix; there are a lot of cymbals in 
them. I try to get the sound of the drum 
kit in the overheads. Sometimes I'll start 
with those mics and build my drum 
sound from that. 

Then, depending on where I'm 
working, I'll use some room mics--
M49s or 67s. Over at Ocean Way, 
they've got RCA77s, the old ribbon mics; 
I like those for the room. And also I've 
used the Coles. At Sound Kitchen, they 
have four Audio-Technica mics wired 
into the ceiling that come up in the 
patchbay. They sound inuedible, sort of 
like a nonlin-type room [settingl—a tight, 
short decay that's good for rock 'n' roll. 

Sometimes I'll also put a center room 
ink down low, or sometimes I'll put a 
mic behind the drummer. I'll print them 
on separate tracks. If I have the tracks, I 
like to print three or even four tracks of 
room, to be able to blend them later. 
You compress the room mics. 
Definitely. I love the 1178s and the 
Fairchilds for that. If I can get hold of a 
nice set of Fairchilds, I'm happy. I also 
love using the Distressor on room mks. 
Actually, I'll use a Distressor on almost 
anything. 
When you get to mixing, what's the 
first thing you do? 
I'll listen to the overheads, blend stuff 
into them and try to get back what we 
had when we were tracking. Then what 
I'll usually do is run a submix of the 
drums through a Fairchild or an 1178 
and bring that back on two faders to 
make it real punchy. 
What settings would you be likely to 

use on compressors? 
It depends on the song, the rhythm of 
the song. With the 1178, sometimes I'll 
press all the buttons in, and it does "in-
finity" or something like that; that can 
be really cool. Generally, I'll use the 
slowest attack and then a quick release, 
which gets them pumping. But it does 
depend on the tempo of the song. I'll 
mess with the attack mostly; the release 
I'll keep quick. 

With the Fairchild, there's only one 
knob, and I usually tend to keep it on 
one, which I think is the quickest. If I 
use Distressors, I usually put them on 
Nuke or Opto. 

What mics do you use on gu tars? 
I like 57s. Coles are cool, but ometimes 
they almost sound like the co pressor is 
in already, giving a real atta -y kind of 
sound. Royers are good on guitars, and I 
also like using an 87 a little farther away, 
in conjunction with the close riics. A FET 
47 also sounds great on electnc guitar. 

If I'm recording a straight- head gui-
tar sound through an amp either put 
an 1176 on it at four to one, frith the at-
tack about medium and the elease on 
quick, or the Distressor at alout six to 
one, or maybe the Fairchild. ometimes 
on certain guitars, if you put de Fairchild 
on three, they'll sound realijy smooth. 
When I cut tracks, I usual run the 
acoustic guitar through a Fair4hild. I like 
mixing it up and trying diff t things. If 
I go to a studio I've never wo ed at be-
fore, I'll ask the guys who'c'ork there 
what they have that's cool. me guys 
don't like to do that, but I do. 
What do you usually mix to. 
I always mix to half-inch. 
Do you prefer a Studer or añ Ampex? 
I use an [Ampex] AU, although if there's 
a Studer available I'll use it. Sound 
Kitchen just purchased two of the older 
Studers—I don't know the model, with 
the scissors and the little speaker. I just 
did my first mix yesterday on one of 

STEVE MIIIICIII1T01110 
SELECTED ENGINEERING CREDITS 

Alabama: Pass It Down (1990), Ameri-
can Pride (1992) 

Suzy Bogguss: Give Me Some Wheels 
(1996) 

Deana Carter: Did I Shave My Legs for 

This? ( 1995) 

Rosanne Cash: King's Record Shop 
(1988) 

Mark Chestnutt: Thank God for Believ-

ers (1997) 

Rodney Crowell: Street Language 

(1986); Keys to the Highway (1989); 
Jewel of the South (1995) 

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band Bang Bang 
Bang (1998) 

Randy Scruggs: Crown of Jewels 
(1998) 

George Strait: Lead On ( 1994); Carrying 
Your Love With Me (1997) 

Hank Williams Jr.: Stormy(11)99) 

Trisha Yearwood: Where Your Road 

Leads (1998) 
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the future standard 

EARLY REFLECTIONS 
Room simulation is changing radically for the first time 

in more than a decade. New standards are being set 

- it is time to look around. Listen to the System 6000! 

Early reflections let the rooms you create tell a story. 

More than a reverb, The System 6000 is a true Room 

Simulator, capable of rendering authentic rooms with 

a character, from phone booths to arena sized spaces. 

Use your creative freedom to paint your soundscapes 

un true colors - let the TC Icon be the brush in your hand! 

THE ROOMS 

Based upon IC's multi-award 

winning Virtual Space SimulationTm 

technology, now in 5.1 

From realistic to supernatural, 

from glamorous to downright nasty 

Ultra- precise localization, image 

depth & dynamic positioning 

with multi-source capability 

Stereo to 5.1-conversion and 

perfected for stereo as well 

Dedicated modes and presets for 
Film, Post and Music; Surround, 

Stereo, even Mono. 

THE TC ICON 

- Very intuitive User Interface 
- you won't need the manual! 

  Hi-speed Remote Interface with 

Precision Metering, up to 8o 

channels on screen 

  Exclusive Active Matrix 

Touch- Screen and Touch Sensitive 

full-size Motorized Faders 

Embedded NT operating 

system for added reliability 
— - Dimensions (DxWxH): 

n" x 7,8" x 3,9" 

SYSTEM 6000 
Ultimate Multichannel Processing Platform 

THE SYSTEM 6000 
Any Format - Any Quality! 

  Extensive Networking and Web 

Access with multiple mainframe-
and TC Icon- sharing 

  Unlimited internal routing capabilities 

  Full upgradability: Add I/O, 

Frames/DSP, TC Icons and software 

  Vary PitchTm5.1, Multiband 
DynamicsTm5.1 mastering package 

including monitoring tools as well as 

a wide variety of other 5.1 and stereo 
effects and options... 

re). Call: 80o-518-4546 NOW for a full demo at your facility! 
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them, and it sounded great. I really pre-
fer using half-inch when I mix, although 
I'll always run a DAT as a safety. And 
you never know—if the mastering engi-
neer prefers to use the DAT tape, you 
will. But most of the time it's half-inch. 
What kind of tape? 
Quantegy 499, at plus-5 over 250. And I 
put some hefty level onto the tape. 
Do you carry your own speakers 
around? 
I have Genelec 1031As. Lately, I've 
been going back to NS-10s, too; I go 
through different speakers when I'm 
mixing. Like today, I have the big KRICs, 
I've got the Genelecs, and I've got NS-
10s. The other thing I rely heavily on is 
my old Sony jam box. 
How long have you bad it? 
It's 14 years old, and I must've put a 
few hundred dollars into it, just fixing it. 
It sounds great. There are many times 
during the day I'll have it on, in front of 
the console or somewhere behind me. 
It does wonders. I mean, you can't real-
ly judge a mix on it, because there's a 
lot of high-end stuff that sounds really 
loud on it. 
But it's like the radio. 

Yeah. We used to do that at the Record 
Plant. There was an engineer I worked 
with a lot, Bill Whitman, and he used to 
crank up his compressors and listen to it 
on a radio speaker. So I took that idea. 
What else do you own? 
When I first came here, everyone had 
their own gear, but back in New York 
no one owned anything. So I fought it 
for years, but now I finally have a 
rack. It's a low-tech kind of rack, 
though. I've got some TC gear—the 
M2000 and 3000. I like them because 
they have two engines. I've got this 
BSS dynamic EQ. And I bought an 
1178. I love an 1178. I'd like to get a 
couple of 1176s too. Oh, I also own 
two Distressors. To me, they work 
similarly to almost every kind of lim-
iter. A Distressor can be like an 1176, 
or, at times an LA2 or a dbx. I'll use 
them on everything—drums, vocals, 
bass. I've got some [API] 560s as well. 
And I've got a Space Station—I picked 
that up real cheap years ago. 
Why do you think the engineer/man-
ager thing, which is so ubiquitous in 
L.A., doesn't seem to exist in Nashville? 
I think it's just smaller and more person-
al here. For example, Tony Brown is the 
president of MCA Records and he pro-

duces a lot of major acts. I n call him 
up tomorrow, and if he ca t take my 
call then, he'll call me back • five min-
utes. You have personal re tionships 
with everybody in town e produc-
ers, the production assistants _ It's more 
one-on-one in Nashville; it's more of a 
community. Here, I think, ou go by 
your reputation and by word of mouth. 
Do you have any theorie on what 
makes a good-sounding rec d? 
Well, I'm old school. When I listen to 
music on the radio, I try to icture the 
band actually playing. I list n a lot to 
oldies, and when you h ar those 
records, you can almost see em in the 
studio. Nowadays, often you hear 
records and it sounds like, t guitar is 
"here" and something els is "over 
there"—it almost sounds like it's pasted. 
It doesn't sound real. I take p de in get-
ting stuff on tape as good as ssible, in 
just capturing the performa ce of the 
musicians without messing 'th it. And 
then, putting it out in its rawness. To 
me, that makes a good-sounding record. 
I don't care if there's a mistake or if you 
can hear a car going by outside. You 
need to fix some mistakes, but if it 
sounds natural and real, tha 's a good-
sounding record. 
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'StartREC is the final piece of the puzzle 
Joe Mattis - King Busquit Flower Hour 

StartREC's powerful editing features combined with it's 
CD R duplication capability, and it's convienent rack 
mount design, make my work fast and easy." 
Jordan Rudess — Dream Theater 
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StartREC is the first Digital Audio Editing System combined with multidnve CD-R 
duplication capability designed specifically for the Audio Professional. from MicroBoards. 
The StartREC offers Audio Professionals advanced hard disk editing tools. and the ability 
to create simultaneously up to four custom audio CD's in a convenient rackmountable or 
desktop configuration. 
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• NFX -' professional effects processors. 
NFX1 Reverb/Multi-effects, NFX2 

Chorus/Flanger NFX3 Tap Delay/Auto-Pan 

• 32- bit audio signal processing 

• Fully Automated console with inserts, 
aux busses, and effects controls 

• Enhanced sample fo-mat conversion utilities 
(Akai S1000, S3C00 GigaSampler, WAVE) 
plus an integrated Audio CD Ripper. 

• Network streaming capability 
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Bull din gEQUIPPING THE PROJECT STUDIO 
Your System ON A BUDGET 

OF $ 0,03O, $25,000 OR $50,000 

s the price/performance ratio of recording 

gear continues to drop, owning a personal studio that's ca-

pable of pro-level work is a reality for more producers. en-

gineers and artists. With that in mind, Mix sent three writers 

shopping and asked each of them to come back with an 

equipment list for an ideal personal studio. Our editorial 

assistant, Robert Hanson, had an imaginary $ 10,000 to 

spend, freelance contributor Randy Alberts was given a 

faux $25,000, and Mix technical consultant Roger May-

cock could pretend to spend $50,000. 

Now before readers scream about how their favorite 

piece of gear was left out of this hypothetical buying spree, 

bear in mind that the studios described here represent three 

possible templates for outfitting a room. And within these 

virtual sk.dios, there is plenty of room for substitutions and 

for modification plans to suit your production needs. Along 

those lines, we made a few assumptions—such as most 

people already have a computer—so the purchase of a 

new PC or Mac wasn't induced in the low-end budget. 

Additionally, items such as cablirg, furniture, racks and 

acoustical materials—which are essential parts of cny stu-

dio—aren't mentioned, as the ocus here is on the gear. 
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An obvious budget factor is gear you 
already own. In outfitting a studio, few 
of us start from scratch, and the 1915 
Steinway B or rack of vintage tube 
processors gathering dust in your 
garage could be the centerpiece that 
turns your budget facility into a real 
gem. Also, for the most part, we've left 
out musical instruments; once you start 
throwing in the price tags for '58 Les 
Paul gold tops, '62 Fender Strats, some 
original Vox AC-30s and a 12-piece cus-
tom Drum Workshop kit, you'd be 
lucky to even have lunch money left. 

Keep in mind, too, that though our 
writers went shopping for new equip-
ment at retail prices, sources for used 
gear can be a real budget-stretcher. 
Great deals abound for the creative 
shopper, and sources such as trade 
magazine classifieds, local "Recycler"-
type papers, trade-in stock at local 
dealers, "FS" listings on newsgroups 
and online auctions (i.e., Digibid, 
eBay) are all worth checking out, but 
the key phrase there is caveat etnptor. 
Know your source and you'll sleep 
better when buying pre-owned equip-
ment. 

Finally, be aware that prices can fluc-
tuate widely, particularly on lower-end 
M.I. gear where the competition is 
fiercest. At the higher end, discounts 
tend to be shallower, as retailers rarely 
use high-ticket gear as loss leaders. The 
bottom line is that the prices quoted in 
this article should be used as general 
guidelines, rather than absolutes. 

Got those checkbooks/debit cards/ 
credit cards ready? Let's shop! 

THE $10,000 STUDIO 
CANDLES AND AMBIENCE 

When I imagine the perfect home stu-
dio, I see a dark—very dark—austere, 
macabre-themed room illuminated by a 
few candles and the reassuring glow of 
a computer monitor. I envision a 
recording environment where I can in-
dulge all of my neo-industrial desires to 
track, tweak and mutilate whatever 
audio source strikes my fancy. I also 
predict a hefty bill from my interior dec-
orator; I don't know if I'll find a cheap 
source for acoustical foam painted to 
look like splattered blood, but I'm sure 
that I can find enough ways to spend 
$10k on audio toys. 

A LITRE MORE VII THAN TDM 

This is the "budget" dream studio; con-
sequently, certain sacrifices have to be 
made. First, I'll have to forget a full-
blown Pro Tools I 24/TDM platform; 
with an entry-level system hovering 
around $8k, I'd hardly have enough 
cash left for cables and mics. So, for 
tracking and editing purposes, I've 
opted for Digidesign's Digi 001 system 
($899). This is an excellent hybrid be-
tween plug-and-play ease of use and a 
system that actually does something. 
The package ships with Pro Tools LE, a 
stripped-down but still powerful version 
of its big brother, PCI card, and a break-
out box, with a 2-channel rnic/line pre, 

Everyone's gripe, 

myself included, 

is how awkward it is 

to dial up 

parameters or mix 

audio tracks 

with a mouse. 

—Robert Hanson 

six line-level inputs, S/PDIF and ADAT 
I/O. For sequencing, arranging and the 
VST plug-in platform, I've also decided 
to pick up Cubase VST. 

Installing Pro Tools and a separate 
sequencer on the same machine is 
nothing new; however, the rationale be-
hind my choice is a little different. Pro 
Tools offers a very reliable tracking 
medium (due in a large part to the inte-
grated hardware), with world-renowned 
editing capability. Unfortunately, the 
RTAS plug-in platform that Pro Tools LE 
supports is a starter kit at best—al-
though some big-name companies do 
have products in development. Stein-
berg's Cubase VST ($499) adds both a 
proven sequencing environment, as 
well as access to VST plug-ins and au-
tomation of VST instruments. To be 
honest, I'm really not interested in re-
learning to sequence with Pro Tools, 
and the ability to run VST instruments 
in tandem with Cubase is just too cool 
to ignore. 

The host computer will be my mod-
estly priced and equipped 400MHz G4 
with 128 MB of memory, 10GB internal 
hard drive, 9GB Seagate Cheetah ($399) 

external hard drive for audio, SCSI port 
and a four-port USB hub. The Digi 001 
system covers all of my bases audio-
wise, but MIDI is still an issue. I love 
USB for one reason and ne reason 
alone: 2x2 MIDI interfac s like the 
MIDIman MidiSpon 2X2 ($1 ). Person-
ally, I like to flesh out track on some-
thing as simple as a chee y General 
MIDI synth and then go back and audi-
tion sounds off my higher-end units 
once I have an arrangement down and 
I can commit to audio. This 
required running two serial 
faces (the cause of many 
when I wanted to use the m 
USB has made this practice 

KILL THE MOUSE 

Everyone's gripe, myself i cluded, is 
how awkward it is to dial i4p parame-
ters or mix audio tracks wit4i a mouse. 
Thus, an external control ce is a ne-
cessity. Unfortunately, it wa difficult to 
find one box that would do i all, so I've 
opted for two. The first is Automa-
tion's MotorMix ($995) contol surface 
(distributed by Digidesign); he second 
is Yamaha's 01V Digital Mix ($1,699). 

MotorMix not only off rs control 
over any number of eight faders (vol-
ume and panning), but also provides 
expanded control over plug-in parame-
ters, though only in Pro Tools. Further-
more, it's expandable; four l MotorMix 
units can be linked, yielding 32 inde-
pendent faders, and it also has automa-
tion, hence the name. The only 

done with 
ctions of 
d pulling 

previously 
port inter-
eadaches 
em), but 

snap. 

mousing-about that has to 
this setup is highlighting 
audio, moving the cursor 
down menus. 

What this system lacks is the ability 
to record anything elaborate or com-
plex. Enter the Yamaha 01V, boasting 
not only fader automation and snapshot 
presets, but 12 XIMine level inputs and 
ADAT I/O via the MY8AT xpansion 
board. Now the sky's the linit; this will 
enable me to set up a full drim kit and 
record eight tracks (via ADAT) straight 
into Pro Tools, or I can just indulge in 
an elaborate amp-milcing-voodoo exer-
cise when the spirit moves me. Best of 
all, this setup provides both crtions and 
expansion possibilities. 

BEATING A DIFFERENT 

DRUM WHILE DANCING 

That brings up the issue ut micro-
phones. Just because I have the ability 
to mike a drum kit doesn't mean I'm 
going to do it anytime soon, 
a project presents itself, a 
rental company or larger in 

d if such 
to a local 
ependent 
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Getting the Right Gear Should 
BeelHassle-Free a Risk-Free. 
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{And Sometime Just Plain Fret,' 
Welcome to zZounds.com 

At zZounds.com. we're changing the way you buy gear. You'll find top-name guitars. keyboards. drums. 

recording equipment. MIDI gear and software—even sheet music and books—all in one place. 

Add unbeatable prices, great service, and tons of free resources to the mix—and you can see why 

thousands of musicians have already made zZounds.com their music store on the Web. 

The best prices on Earth—guaranteed 

30-day, no-questions-asked money-back guarantee 

More than 120,000 products with instant Real-Time Stock Checking 

1000s of user & expert product reviews 

Late-breaking product news 

Expert advice before & after you buy 

Oh yeah. about the free gear. (After all. thars why you stopped to read this ad. right?) 

Every day. until the boss comes to his senses, were giving away gear. Not last year's left-handed 
kazoo, but cool stuff you'll actually be happy to win. like Mackie mixers and Roland keyboards. 

Just go to wwvv.zZounds.com/free and find out what were giving away today. 
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LL 
Recording & 
Live Sound 

zZounds.com—all the gear you need. with no hassles, no risk. 

and (just maybe) no cash. How's that for a change? 
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studio will take care of that. I need a 
couple of solid microphones that can 
handle vocals, guitars and beating 
everyday household items with a stick. 
For vocals and acoustic instruments, a 
Neumann U87 (about $3k list) is a bit 
out of my budget, but its newer sibling, 
the TLM103, offers a U87-derived cap-
sule, similar performance and response, 
and fills the bill nicely at a third of the 
cost. For all the other odd milting situa-
tions that might arise, the Shure SM57 is 
a proven performer, and at $89 apiece, I 
can afford to pick up a few. SM57s are 
ideal for milting cabinets and monitors 
(one of favorite tricks for "livening up" 
sequenced drum tracks), and they can 

withstand some serious abuse. 

TOYS AND MORE TOYS 
For space purposes, I'm not going to 
delve into each of these items, but you 
gotta have some toys. I picked up 
Roland's Total Percussion ($699), the 
Alesis Nanosynth MIDI module ($299) 
and Alesis QS6 synthesizer ($699), with 
the optional "EuroDance" and "Classic 
Synths" Qcards--$199 each. 

THE FINAL TOUONS 
All that's left to account for are monitors 
and a mixdown format. For my mains, 
I'm back on budget with the Event PS-
5s ($499/pair), and while Randy Alberts 
wasn't looking, I snuck into his dream 
studio (this is starting to get weird) and 

nabbed his $370 Sennheiser RS-8 wire-
less headphones. I've stepped on more 
pairs of headphones than I care to men-
tion, and if they're wireless, perhaps I 
won't take them off and leave them on 
the floor when I'm stringing stomp 
boxes together. 

The final touch is a $699 Tascam 
CD-RW 5000 recorder. What I really like 
about CD-RW format is what originally 
attracted me to Mini Disc (yeah, I actu-
ally bought one—stop laughing); I can 
put down a dozen different mixes of 
the same song without burning a hole 
in my pocket for blank media; the Tas-
cam unit will also write standard CD-Rs. 

BACK TO MLITT 
In researching this article, I spent only 
a lade more time than usual surfing the 
Web, poring over catalogs and irritating 

the staff at the local Guitar Center. What 
really scares me is that over the next 

few months I'll be sacrificing every cent 
of disposable income to make as much 
of this a reality as possible...Wish me 
luck! — Roben Hanson 

THE 82S,000 STUDIO 
400 SQUARE FEET, TWO CPUs 
AND A LUNCHBOX 
After years of sore tendons, arms and 
fingers from computer abuse, you'd 
think a dual-computer, software-based 
studio would be the last thing I'd want 
to buy with Mix's $25,000 slush fund. 
However, given the power of the CPU, 
and my desire to work with audio and 
music creation tools in-house and in the 
field, I couldn't resist taking the plunge. 

To fend off the physical effects of 
mousing around for a living, I paid 
dose attention to ergonomics in putting 
this plan together for a friend's just-built 
CPU Studios in a Pacifica, Calif., home 

My first goal was to 

create a cross- platform 

environment with as 

many physical knobs, 

faders and dials as possible 

at arm's reach to 

save on body decay. 

—Randy Alberts 

overlooking the ocean. My first goal 
was to create a cross-platform environ-
ment with as many physical knobs, 
faders and dials as possible at arm's 
reach to save on body decay. I also 
made it a priority to build a modular 
system that's as potent for remote 
recording and collaboration as it is for 
in-house capture and music creation. 
So, the two-computer idea was hatched. 

TWO CPUs IN EVERY KITCHEN 
With a goal of combining close-miked 
acoustic and rack-fed electric guitars 
with synthesis, sampling and as many 
plug-ins as possible, I drew up plans for 
a Mac tower and a PC-based portable. 
Because I already own a number of 
Mac and PC plug-ins, I opted to use my 
G4 Minitower as the main studio com-
puter and my friend's BSI Computer 
LCD-V8 portable PC as the remote mod-
ule. The latter is a "lunchbox" Pentium 

HI running at 700 MHz tht holds six 
PCI cards—a powerful des14top PC that 
far outstrips any laptop ir a rugged, 

portable case that technautSl drool over. 
The QWERTY folds dowi from the 
front of the case to reveal a 3-inch LCD 
screen—tiny but good enough to use 
for monitoring a live performance or 
creating tracks on the road. An extra 21-
inch monitor waits for the lunchbox 
when it's docked in the studio for 
longer, vision-critical sessio 
To feed my healthy plut-in habit, I 

created a cross-CPU approah to access 
as many as possible. Since I already use 
Steinberg Cubase VST/24 oi both plat-
forms and have a sizable and Di-
rectX plug-in stable, I dec ded to use 
Cubase as the base applica on on both 
the Mac and PC stations an4 build from 
there. My original softwar choice for 
the main Mac was Pro Too, particular-
ly for access to TDM plug ins, but its 
higher price tag combind with my 
need for a second comput4r made PT 
the first of many painful -cut deci-
sions. Having access to all and Di-
rectX plug-ins on both platf rms means 
there's still plenty of sonic possibilities 
throughout the signal chain. 

A LOADED LUNCHBOX 
The BSI portable is fitted with 256MB 
RAM, CD-ROM drive, an 18GB fast SCSI 
internal drive, a second SCSI card, and a 
36GB external drive ($600) largely dedi-
cated to my large library of .WAV and 
.AIFF files and NemeSys' GigaSampler 
($229). The latter is one of many music 
creation plOgraMS installed an the PC, as 
I wanted this to be a potent remote music 
creation station as well as a solid imixd, 
edit and mix device. In addition to 
Cubase VST/24 ($499), there's Sonic 
Foundry Acid Pro 3.0 ($259), Steinberg's 
Reason ($399), ReBirth ($109) and D-Pole 
Filter ($139), Native Instruments' Pro-Five 
VST plug-in ($199), Mixrnan Studio '/ST 
plug-in ($199), the Cycling 74 Pluggo 
suite ($74), Opcode Fusion Filter ($199), 
Mboretum Hyperptism ($229), TC Works 
Native Essentials for Windows ($147), 
and Waves Maacd3ass ($300). 

The portable PC's audio 110 is han-
dled by the Ego-Sys Waveterminal 2496 
PCI card ($429), which spoils 4x4 ana-
log S/PDIF I/O, although I didn't find a 
way to make direct digital audio trans-
fers from a PC to a Mac. Any ideas? 
Recording at 24-bit on the PC and rout-
ing the audio through a digital mixer to 
the Mac should be plenty dpn. I want-
ed to avoid hauling a cluz4y breakout 
box around, yet I needed digital I/O 
and as robust an analog I/O cable 
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DAVE (DOME AUDIO VIDEO & EFFECTS) 
Toronto, Canada 

The Studer D950 Digital Mixing System represents Studer's third 

generation digital console design. It's open and extended architecture 

presents a blank palette that can be shaped to meet the demanding 

needs of mix-to-picture post, live and post broadcast, as well as music 

recording and post. A familiar work surface means a short learning 

curve, and intuitive operation. And of course, the unparalleled Studer 

Sound is inherent in it's design, along with Studer reliability. The D950 

multi-format panner features full 5.1, EX, and 7.1 capability, along 

with Studer's proprietary VirtualSurround " room simulations. 

We think you'll find the Studer D950 to be the best sounding, most 

reliable and adaptable large format digital mixing system available. 

After all, it's The Studer of Digital Consoles. 

, Studer North America Headquarters 
1525 Alvarado Street San Le.andro, C-A 94577 Ph 510 297 271 I Fax 510 297 2785 

E-mail studer.sales@harman.com Web Site http://www.studer.ch 
Los Angeles 8 18 8414600 Nashville 615 824 1814 
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breakout bundle as 1 could find. I liked 
the Wavetenninal's 24-bit/961cHz sup-
port, 32-bit internal resolution, and per-
fectly suited ASIO, VST, DirectSound 
and GigaSampler audio drivers for what 
else is on the PC. To relieve mouse-
born tendonitis, I added CM Automa-
tion's MotorMix ($995), a physical 
control surface with a small footprint 
and motorized 100nun faders, assigna-
ble rotary pods and mute/solo buttons. 

For triggering Acid loops, GigaSam-
pier samples, and the software synths, I 
needed just a simple 1x1 MIDI I/O and 
a small portable MIDI controller key-
board—MOTU's PC MIDI Flyer ($67) 
and Roland's PC 200ink11 49-note MIDI 
controller ($219), respectively. I could 
bring the Roland master controller men-
tioned below on the road, but it's bulki-
er to carry around, and the mini-Roland 
fits just right. 

SUPIRCOMPUI1 THIS 
The main Mac recording station is the 
500MHz G4 Minitower with 256MB 
RAM, DVD-ROM drive, 10GB internal 
drive, a SCSI adpater card, and a 7,200 

World Wide Distribution for Independent Artists 

Join Amazon.com Advantage and sell your CD in the Internet' 

busiest music store. Advantage is simple to join and completel 
free. We stock your CDs in our warehouse and give you yo 
own detail page on Amazon.com, just like a major-label ban 
We've got MP3 download sections, a dedicated editorial staff, 

and multiple ways for you to break out and be heard. And as we 
said, it's free. Get all the information and apply online at 

ht-tp://www.amazon.com/advantage 

Amazon.com Advantage 
We sell more CDs on the web than anyone. 

Why aren't we selling yours? 

www.amazon.com/advantage 
Questions? email ekerr@)amazon.com amazon.com 

rpm LaCie 18GB external 
($619). I liked the CM Auto 
torMix so much on the PC tl 
another one for the G4 ($ 
and analog audio I/O is 
MOTU's Audio 2408mkII 
($995), and MIDI I/O is haii 
MIDIExpress USB interf 
Tascam's CD-RW 2000 recon 
($1,125) is the final outpu 
powerful stand-alone that's al 
I found a great bundle th 

the BIAS Peak 2.0 editor an 
burning software ($299) for 
and I've invested a fair am 
booty into dynamics, effects 
software, as well. Onboard 
Cubase VST/24 ($499) is P 
Native Gold Bundle ($1,25 
AutoTune ($289) for pitch 
Steinberg Loudness Maximi 
TC Works Native Rever 
($549), and finally, just as o 
box, Waves MaxxBass ($300 

CSI drive 
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t I bought 
5). Digital 
ndled by 
interface 
ed by its 

ce ($319). 
/rewriter 
device, a 
o portable. 
t includes 
Toast CD-
mastering, 
tint of the 
d editing 
e G4 with 
k, Waves 
), Antares 
orrection, 

er ($399), 
for Mac 

the lunch-

IN THE PILOT'S SEAT 
Positioned with plenty of r04m to get to 
the connections in back, the 3enteipieœ 
of CPU Studios is a rack/syn comput-
er cockpit workstation that wraps the 
computers, monitors and MotorMix sur-
faces, all guitar/mic and synth I/O and 
control surfaces, a racked Roland VM-
3100Pro V-Mixing Station ivith TDIF-
ADAT card ($1,400), and a Roland A-33 
76-note controller keyboard ($469) front 
center, all within arm's reach from the 
comfy chair. 

Partially sunk into the d sktop and 
facing up at perfect 45° an es are two 
16-space racks to either ide of the 
desk. To the right I can easily reach the 
synth rack, the left grabbing the guitar 
and microphone I/O rack. Everything 
feeds into the Roland digital mixer that 
sits just under the computer monitor 
shelf, perfectly tilted forward just behind 
the master keyboard. Mo 'e than 60 
empty rackspaces bristle ou the work-
station's backside to fuel re studio 
daydreaming. 

RACK ME UP 
Though software synths and samplers 
are integral to this rig, the reaj synth rack 
and its numerous knobs t tally rule. 
Check it out: Nord Lead2 Rck ($999), 
Novation Supernova IIR ($1,'95), Access 
Virus B ($1,250), and a Samon PL 1602 
rack mixer ($189) to sub 'em all to 
the digital mixer. Not indudi4g the Sam-
son, that makes 219 real kncs and but-
tons in a 14-unit rack ut who's 

counting? Gear-geeking aside, the er-
gonomics couldn't be better. 
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The guitar/mic I/O rack to the left 
houses a Drawmer MX-60 Front-End 
One ($579) to preamp, gate, compress, 
EQ and tube-saturate two Alesis AM-61 
mics ($ 1,940 with shock-mounts and 
two mic booms) and a Fishman 
Acoustic Matrix NT1 pickup ($125) for 
my 1960 Gibson J-35 acoustic. A cou-
ple of Line 6 POD Pro's ($ 1,200) han-
dle the electric guitar I/O, and another 

Samson mixer ($189) rounds out this 
juicy rack. I opted to leave out hard-
ware guitar effects processors in favor 
of spending more dough on plug-ins, 
though the PODs sport a decent effects 
palette. 

Finally, CPU Studios includes an 
Event Electronics Tria Triamplified 
Workstation Monitor ($999), a perfect 
three-piece, 320W companion to 
Waves' MaxxBass plug-in that subwoofs 
down to 35 Hz, and some comfy 
Sennheiser RS-8 wireless headphones 
($370) for overnight sessions. That 
comes to a final budget of $24,993 for 
CPU Studios; I'll use the extra $7 for a 
movie to get me out of the house. 

GMAT...NOW WHAT? 
I had a blast spending Mix's money in 
designing this modular capture and 

music creation studio. It's not as easy as 
it sounds to make budget, but doing so 
has inspired my friend and me to refine 
our actual project studios. The only 
problem now is I've filled my imaginary 
shopping cart at online retailers and 
local music stores enough to see my 
current setup needs serious funding— 
anyone have an extra $25,000 burning 
a hole in their pocket? — Randy Alberts 

THE $ 50,000 STUDIO 
MULTIMEDIA AND BEYOND 

Pretend you are the winner of the (vir-
tual) $50,000 Dream Studio Contest. 
The studio that has been thoughtfully 
created for you is designed for pro-
duction of songs, jingles for radio and 
TV, but it was planned with the idea 
of expanding into sound-for-picture 
and multimedia content such as 
games. Also, since this studio is just a 
figment of your imagination anyway, I 
decided that you already own a MIDI 
keyboard, sequencing software, a per-
sonal computer, and the necessary in-
terface to tie these items together. 

THE CORE INGREDIENTS 

The focal point of any recording studio 

is the console, and your dream studio 
will revolve around the Mackie Digital 
8•Bus mixer. You can keep track of 72 
channels of audio, and the system can 
drive full-color monitors via a built-in 
SVGA video port. A PC-compatible key-
board and PS/2 mouse can be added 
for further system control. You'll need 
three DI08 TDIF/ADAT interfaces to 
connect to your multitrack recorder. 
MSRP: $9,995 for the d8b and $1,185 
($395 each) for three DI08 interfaces. 
Assuming you don't already have a 
video monitor, plan on spending $300 
plus another $40 for a basic QWERTY 
keyboard and $25 for a mouse. 

Our multitrack recorder is the Tas-
cam MX-2424. The MX-2424 is a 24-bit, 
24-track hard disk recorder with a 24-
bit/96kHz 12-track mode. It also in-
cludes "bonus" control software for the 
Mac, and Windows 95, 98 and NT. To 
connect to the Mackie d8b, you need 
the IF-TD24 TDIF interface, and for 
backup, you'll want the Travan TRD-
NS20 Tape Drive. MSRP: MX-2424, 
$3,999. IF-TD24 interface, $499. Travan 
tape drive, $545. 

For delivery of mix stems or surround 
mixes, many facilities and production 
companies require the Tascam DTRS for-

"For sheer tube magic, a realistic 

vintage vibe, and superb craftsman-

ship, the L47MP takes top honors." 

EM, Brian Knave, Feb. 98 

. . this is the microphone of choice 

for the project studio owner who 

wants to be only one microphone. 

And at the given asking price, it is 
the biggest bargain in microphones 

today." 

PAR, Dr. Fred Bashour, Feb. 97 

"When you tuck vocals recorded 
with an L47MP into a mix, some-

thing magical happens. . . I cannot 

praise this microphone enough. 

Don't wait-- buy it." 

Mix, Michael Cooper; May 98 

"This mic is my first choice for any 

vocal, reed instrument, electric gui-

tar, or organ overdub, and for any 
source that would benefit from the 

thick low mids, creamy highs, and 

richness that only a tube mic can 

deliver." 

EM, Myles Arisen, April 09 

e 

Relive the 
Magic. 

...7... 
here's a reason why the classic microphones have 
endured for over 50 years. It's what happens when you 

put one on the mic stand and plug it in. And that's all you 
have to do. The classic microphones have a built-in character 
that makes things easy, so easy that it feels like magic. 

There are two ways you can relive that magic. If you ha, ,. 
a small fortune and can find a classic mic that works—that., 
one way. 

The other way is with the Lawson L47MP--a new large 
diaphragm condenser micro-
phone that we hand-craft in 
the USA with all the look, 
feel, and sound of a true 
classic. Magic included. 

Experience the magic for 
yourself with our ten-day, no 
risk trial. 

Lawson L47MP Gold Mic features: 
• U47/M49 r capsule reproduction 
• 3-micron gold sputtered diaphragms 
Vacuum tube 
Internally shock mounted capsule 
Continuously variable multi-pattern 
30' Mogami cable 
Jensen transformer 
Shock-proof carrying case 
Magic 

LAWSON, INC. • DIRECT TO You 
2739 Larmon Drive, Nashville, TN 37204 USA 

_It  AWSON Phone 615-269-5542 • FAX 615-269-5745 
NOSMV  Visit us at www.LawsonMicrophones.com to 

see how others are reliving the magic' 
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mat. We selected the Tascam DA-78HR 
digital multitrack recorder, supporting 
24-bit audio data while retaining back-
ward compatibility with existing 16-bit 
DTRS machines. MSRP: $3,299. 

The master recorder for this system 
is the $ 1,699 Alesis MasterLink ML-
9600, a combination hard drive/CD-R 
recorder with the ability to record/edit 
up to 24-bit/96kHz digital audio direct 
to its hard disk and burn this data to 
inexpensive CD-R blanks using a pro-
prietary format known as CD24. CD24 
data is written to disk as .AIFF files 
and can be read by standard CD-ROM 
drives, making its 24-bit files accessi-
ble to virtually any mastering facility, 
even if they don't own a unit. Master-
Link can also write standard Red Book 
CDs for compatibility with consumer 
CD players. MSRP: $1,699. 

The dream studio's video facilities in-
clude the Panasonic AG-DS555 S-
VHS/VHS video. The machine has four 
audio channels (two stereo Hi-Fi, two 
linear with Dolby NR) and built-in 
SMPTE generator/reader with dedicated 
tirnecode I/O. MSRP: $4,000. The video 
monitor is the Sony KV24FV10 Wega 
24-inch flat screen Trinitron monitor. 
MSRP: $599. 

You'll need a synchronizer to lock 
the entire setup. I bought the TimeLine 
MicroLynx and the optional $200 VSG 
PAL/NTSC video sync generator card. 
The MicroLynx carries a MSRP of 
$2,995. 

MONITORING YOUR WORK 

For surround and 2-channel monitor-
ing, our dream system includes five 
Fidler TRM6 powered, mag-shielded 
reference monitors ($625 each) and 
the accompanying $695 TRM1OS sub-
woofer. 

To check boombox mixes, two Fos-
tex 6301BEAV reference monitors ($229 
each) combine an integrated 10-watt 
amp and 4-inch full-range driver. Be-
sides delivering a big sound, they're 
ideal where video production and mul-
timedia work requires accurate play-
back that translates well to other small 
systems. 

The AKG K-240 headphone is con-
sidered a studio essential. They're not 
new, but sound great and are trusted by 
professionals everywhere. MSRP for two 
pairs ($173 each) is $346. 

MICROPHONES 
Every studio needs at least one, high-
quality, versatile microphone that can 
accommodate a variety of recording sit-
uations. Here are two excellent, yet 
considerably different microphones and 
my choice in high-quality mic preamps. 
The RODE Classic II is a valve con-
denser mic that provides nine polar pat-
terns ranging from omni to cardioid to 
figure-8. MSRP: $ 1,995. The Audio-
Technica AT4050/CM5 multipattern 
capacitor microphone is a large-di-

Every studio needs 

at least one 

high- quality, versatile 

microphone that 

can accommodate 

a variety of 

recording situations. 

—Roger Maycock 

aphragm condenser mic with three 
switchable polar patterns—omni, car-
dioid, and figure 8 and an outstanding 
reputation among recording pros. 
MSRP: $995. 

The $2,195 GML (George Massen-
burg Labs) 8302 all-discrete-transistor, 
Class-A, transformerless 2-channel mic 
pre is a hand-built unit that requires a 
$475 external power supply. 

SIGNAL PROCESSING 

The Roland VP-9000 VariPhrase Proces-
sor is capable of real-time manipulation 
of a sampled phrases' pitch, time and 
formant via MIDI without inducing au-
dible artifacts. VariPhrase technology 
enables the VP-9000 to instantly match 
loops from different sources to the same 
key and tempo, bend notes in real time 
without changing the phrase length, 
and modify the duration of notes held 
within a phrase. MSRP: $3,295. 

Considered primarily for its lush re-
verbs, the Lexicon PCM 81 features 24-
bit internal processing, a true stereo 
signal path, balanced analog I/O, full 
AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital I/O. At 
$2,995, it's an invaluable component in 
the dream studio. 

The TC Electronic FireworX features 
an 8x8 position routing grid. You as-
semble your multi-effects chains by 

placing the algorithms anyw ere on the 
grid, at which point, they be auto-
matically "wired" together. Effects in-
clude Vocoder, Ring Modul tion, Synth 
Generator, Formant Filter, esonance 
Filter, Multitap Delay, Rev rse Delay, 
Dynamics, Fractal noise aid others. 
MSRP: $2,195. 

For compression and equalization, 
the Avalon VT-747SP combires a stereo 
tube-discrete Class-A spectra pto-com-
pressor with a 6-band progrm equaliz-
er, L-R output level and gai4i reduction 
metering and internal regul ted power 
supplies. This unit is ideal f r high-per-
formance input signal co ditioning, 
stereo bus compression-EQ, kind analog 
mastering applications. MS: $2,495. 

A FEW ALTIRNATIVIS 
Here are some alternatives t the items 
listed above. The Mackie DR24/96 
hard disk recorder has ma4iy features 
similar in nature to the T scam MX-
2424. In lieu of an integrate HD/CD-R 
mastering deck like the Al sis Master-
Link, you may prefer separate compo-
nents—in which case, you could 
consider the Tascam DA-45HR DAT 
recorder and the Yamaha CDR1000 CD 
burner. The CDR1000, in particular, is 
an outstanding model incorporating 
Apogee UV22 word-length reduction 
technology. 

Speakers are a very peronal item, 
and thus you may wish to audition 
models such as Event Electronics' PS-Se-
ries or 20/20/bas monitors. Further, JBL 
Professional's Linear Spatial Reference 
Studio Monitor series, including the 
ISR25P and LSR28P, make another ex-
cellent choice. One interesti4ig speaker 
selection that caught me lotally off-
guard for small systems pla back was 
the recommendation of (dare I say it) 
Radio Shack's Optimus Pro-X88AV. Yes, 
you read it here! Radio Sha k's speak-
ers were recommended 1fy several 
knowledgeable pros. 

DOING THE MATH 

In case you haven't yet pr 
calculator into service, the 
total for this dream studio 
I'm over the limit, but rem 
quoted prices are retail. If I 
fully, I should be able to ac 
item and still have a budge 
and other accessories to hel 
nect the entire system. The 
truly wonderful products in 
and not all of them brand-
serves to reinforce the poi 
best gear tends to hang ar 
while. — Roger 

ssed your 
actual sum 
s $50,644. 
mber, the 
shop care-
uire every 
for cables 
intercon-
are some 

this system 
ew, which 
t that the 
und for a 
haycock II 
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SEE US AT NAMM BOOTH #428 

HPFX 
• 4 ndependent. adjustable 

headphone outputs 

• 2 monitor mic preamps 

• Built-in stereo and dual 
digital effects 

• Monitor level. mix, and effects 
adjustment controls 

k • Mounts in rack or on mic stand 

You'll wonder how you 
ever coped without it. 
ART's new HPFX gives you the control 

to sound any way you want when you're laying down tracks—big, with lots of reverb; gutsy, 

with a little slap and some chorus; or exactly the way you sound in the shower. The HPFX gives 

arly singer the confidence to deliver the best take. Plus, it controls three additional sets of 

headphones and is the perfect cure for the latency—effect of recording to your computer. If you 

like what you hear in your cans, you can even send it directly to your recorder. The HPFX is 

the ultimate headphone system. See it at your local dealer, or check out our web site. 

APPLIED RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 

215 TREMONT STREET 
ROCHESTER, NY 14608 USA 

TEL: 716-436-2720 • FAX: 716-436-3942 
www.artroch.com 
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THE till EXPRESS 

BY RANDY ALBERTI • li.LUSYRATION BY DAVE EMBER 

A 
BUYER'S 
GUIDE 
TO 

DIGITAL 
AUDIO 
CARDS 

Like busy train stations, 

digital audio I/O cards today 

shuttle more incoming and outbound 

tracks than ever before. Whether you're 

riding the Toslink Overland, AES/EBU 

Bullet Train or Analog XLR Express, there's 

a wealth of new cards to choose from 

when routing tracks into and out of any 

laptop- or minitower-based station. 
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If you're looking for a new I/O card, 
we know there are a lot of options out 
there, so to make it easier for you, 
we've put together the following list of 
new or significantly upgraded I/O card 
packages released since Winter NAMM 
'99. Information on bundled software, 
hardware and connectors is included, as 
is data about analog and digital I/O, 
sampling rate support, synchronization, 
driver updates, onboard synthesis, DSP 
effects, expansion options and more. 
A few turnkey computer solutions 

are included here, but the majority of 
these audio I/O solutions for Mac and 
PC consist of a PCI computer card; a 
breakout box or cable bundle; and a 
collection of mixer, sequencer and/or 
audio utility software applications. Look 
for cards with SMPTE and VITC support 
for film and video work, digital inputs 
and outputs for lossless audio transfers, 
and dedicated onboard DSP to help you 
design the widest and most efficient 
audio "train station" your computer can 
handle. 

Aardvark's Aark 24 ($899) is a 24-bit 
solution for Windows 95/98 users. It of-
fers eight 1/4-inch analog, RCA and 
Toslink S/PDIF, ADAT optical and word 
clock I/O connectors. Aark Direct 
($425) comes with virtual mixing soft-
ware, 2x2 1/4-inch and RCA analog and 
S/PDIF I/O, and an optional AES/EBU 
interface, all in a single rackspace. Aard-
vark's Aark TDIF ($425) includes DSP 
processing, peak metering and eight 
channels of 24-bit TDIF audio. The Di-
rect Pro 24/96 ($699) comes with a full 
complement of PC audio goodies: four 
XLR mic and four 1/4-inch inputs, six line 
outs, RCA S/PDIF connectors, three-
stage input trim, and DSP effects that in-
clude compression, reverb and EQ 
algorithms. 

Users can now plug all their ADAT 
tracks directly into a Mac or PC with 
Alesis' ADAT/EDIT ($399) package. A 
PCI card, 3-meter ADAT optical cable 
and customized ADAT audio editing 
software are included, as are the 
ADAT/CONNECT audio transfer utility 
and .WAV, AIFF, ASIO and Sound Man-
ager drivers. 

Antex's StudioCard 2000 Plus ($895) 
is an improved 24-bit/961(Hz version of 

its now-discontinued StudioCard 2000. 
It routes two channels of AES/EBU and 
S/PDIF digital audio in addition to the 
existing 4x4 analog I/O interface. Bun-
dled with the Plus is Samplitude Project 
multitracking software from SEK'D; an 
optional breakout connector box is 
available for $200. 

Among many new Creamware prod-
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ucts launched at the recent Frankfurt 
MusikMesse show were three new I/0 
card solutions: Luna 2496 DSP ($998). 
Pulsar II ($1,398) and Scope/SP Studio 
Pack ($4,695). The Luna is an expand-
able cross-platform system with an 8-
channel rackmounted breakout box and 
three Analog Devices SHARC DSP chips 
that can be upgraded to provide more 
than 100 channels of 24/96 audio I/O. 
The Pulsar II now boasts S/TDM bus 
support, ASIO and EASI drivers, and six 
SHARCs that boost DSP power 50% 
over the original Pulsar card. Picking up 
where its predecessor left off is the 
Scope Studio Pack, a complete record-
ing, synthesis, sampling, effects, mixing 
and mastering solution for Windows 

and Mac OS, with 15 SHARq chips that 
do a lot more than just reduc@ host CPU 
load. 

Digidesign has released enough I/O 
options to satisfy any PC- or Mac-based 
audionaut. The flagship Pr Tools124 
MIXplus System (starting t $9,995), 
Digi ToolBox XP ($545) an 1622 VO 
($1,595) all debuted sin e Winter 
NAMM '99, and the new 8/24 I/O 
Audio Interface ($3,695) an Digi 001 
($995) have been big releas s, as well. 
The 888/24 provides eight annels of 
24-bit analog and AES/EBU nd S/PDIF 
digital I/0, supports Mac an Windows, 
and can operate as a stand- lone ADA 
converter. The entry-level D ' 001 sys-
tem is plenty powerful, fea ring eight 
analog inputs (two with b ilt-in mic 
preamps), ADAT optical a d coaxial 
S/PDIF digital I/O, separa monitor 
and headphone outputs, an it comes 
bundled with Pro Tools LE d a good 
collection of DigiRack plug- (Audio-
Suite and RTAS plug-in fo ts are also 
supported). 

Until Digigram released i first pro-
fessional PCMCIA audio V card, the 
tiny W3-inch micro jack inputs d dearth 
of PCI slots on laptop com uters kept 
most engineers from taking computer-
based recording very seriously. The 
new VXpocket V.2 ($729) adds linear 
timecode (LTC) SMPTE support and 
two balanced mono mic/line inputs to 
the original VXpocket. Digigram's new 
VXpocket 440 ($1,069) goes up to 4x4 
balanced XLR mic I/O configurable as 
four outputs, and the VX222 ($529) 
sports stereo XLR I/O. All three make 
professional 24-bit, multichannel, re-
mote laptop recording a reality. 

The TDIF 2496 ($495) and Card-
Deluxe ($595) were two new PC audio 
solutions released in the past year from 
Digital Audio labs. TDIF 2496 Pro, with 
ASIO and AudioX drivers, supports up 
to 961tHz sampling rate and 24-bit audio 
over 16 simultaneous digital VO chan-
nels. CardDeltoce features 24-bit audio 
over stereo S/PDIF digital and 2x2 1/4-
inch analog connectors, includes Active 
Movie and DirectX plug-in support, and 
will have Mac CardD drivers in the near 

future. 
Edirol, the exclusive North American 

distributor of Roland's computer divi-

sion products, released two new PC 
digital I/O options during th O past year. 
The ED U-8 USB Digital Studio ($795) 
packs a lot into its USB-fed hardware in-
terface: Faders, pan and transport con-
trols are grabably close, there's three 
assignable knobs, and userj can plug 
unbalanced XLR mic or Hi-Z uitar into 
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The Man. 

His Signature. 

Our Commitment. 

The Legacy of 

Mr. Rupert Neve and his 

:ontinuing Ingenuity. 

9098i. 

Brought to you by AMEK. 

ngine Music Studios 
iicago, Illinois 

s a Producer/Engineer, I've spent years sitting at big 
insoles wondering what in the world they were thinking 
rout when they designed this automation? With the 90981, 
e automation is powerful, intuitive, and I don't have to get 
tide some programmers head to make things work. 
h yeah... It sounds amazing too." 

ad Wood, Producer/Engineer 

Then only the best will do. When no 

ompromises are acceptable. When sonic 

ierformance rules. These are some of the 

riteria in selecting a 9098i. Along with its 

onic integrity, the feature set is also 

qually impressive. Recall, dual moving 

ider automation, built in dynamics and 

ldisputable superior mic preamps and 

qualizers. The 9098i combines the best 

haracteristics of vintage consoles with 

satures demanded in today's mix 

nvironment. We invite you to audition a 

098i and experience the finest mixing 

onsole ever created. 
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inputs on the front panel. Optical 
S/PDIF I/O and a powerful onboard 
DSP engine are included. Edirol's ED 
UA-30 Audio Interface ($325) for Win-
dows now also does Mac (an OSX dri-
ver is due soon), and it's the only I/O 
solution for routing pro-level audio in 
and out of an Apple iBook. 
One new and two updated I/O 

packages were added to Echo Digital 
Audio's family of I/O solutions. The 
new Mona ($995) sports 4x6 XLR and 
'4-inch I/O jacks, +4 and -10 dB output 
levels, S/PDIF and ADAT optical digi-
tal, four mic preamps with phantom 
power, word clock support, and comes 
bundled with Syntrillium's Cool Edit 
Pro. Echo's Layla24 ($995) now adds 
24-bit/96kHz support and an improved 
115dB dynamic range to a feature set 
that includes eight balanced +4dB TRS 
analog and stereo S/PDIF and ADAT 
digital I/O, MIDI in/out/thru, and 
Esync for interfacing with other Echo 
24-bit cards. Similarly, Gina24 ($495) 
adds 24/96 audio support to this PCI 
card/ breakout box tandem that in-
cludes 2x8 balanced analog and 
S/PDIF and ADAT optical digital I/O 
connectors. The Gina24 and Layla24 
come with Windows 95/98/NT, Macin-
tosh and BeOS drivers, and Echo plans 
to soon add Mac and BeOS 
drivers to the Windows-
based Mona. 

What better name to as-
sociate with the digital I/O 
train station motif than EgoSys' 
Waveterminal 2496 ($489), 
now also on Mac tracks. It 
sports ASIO 2.0 drivers, direct 
digital input from CD-ROM 
and, as the name also implies, 
24-bit/96kHz audio perfor-
mance. EgoSys also released 
the WaMi Rack 24, U2A USB 
Audio Interface, Audiotermi-
nal 24 and Audiotrack 2000 
since January '99. WaMi Rack 

Frontier Design's 

WaveCenter/PCI 
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24 ($769) is a 4-in/8-out rackmounted 
audio interface for PC, with 64 channels 
of MIDI control and a SMPTE synchro-
nizer built in. The WA ($300) is a 16-bit 
version of its USB Audio Interface that 
also does real-time sample rate conver-
sion for Windows and Mac. Rounding 
out EgoSys Central are the Audiotenni-
nal 24 ($699) and the Audiotrack 2000 

($399). 
Its Audiowerk8 has been routing 

audio tracks for a while, and now Emag-
ic's cross-platform Audiowerk2 Produc-
tion Kit ($299) adds a variety of handy 
software tools to the same 2x2 analog 
and digital S/PDIF interface. Mac users 
get Ernagic's MicroLogic AW2 sequenc-

ing application and Wavebumer AW2 

far burning Red Book audio 
CDs. PC Audiowerk2 pack-
ages come with Emagic's 
Logic Audio Composer, and 
both versions come with ZAP 
(Zero-Loss Audio Packer) for 
transferring audio files fresh 
off the Web. Eighteen-bit 

ADA and MME, ASIO and Sund Man-
ager drivers round out th new Au-
diowerk station. 

E-mu/F.nsoniq's popular PARIS sys-
tem was released before '99 b t has new 
software features and hardw re expan-
sion options worth noting f its cross-
platform PARIS Bundle 3 package 
($4,195 base system). An rgonomic 
hardware control surface, PCI card, 
PARIS software and rackmo ted mod-
ular expansion unit are incl ded. New 
upgrade options include a S mod-
ule ($699) and the EDS-1 X expan-
sion PCI card ($ 1,595), the la er adding 
16 tracks per card up to a 128-track 
maximum. Version 2.0 Pari software 
now also supports SMPTE an VITC. 

WaveCenter/PCI ($389) om Fron-
tier Design includes the corn any's 8x8, 
24-bit Tango24 external ana g-to-digi-
tal converter interface. It can ADAT 
optical, Toslink S/PDIF, MIDI and ASIO 
or Gigasampler drivers to re ute even 
the busiest track sheet from station to 
station. Formerly an ISA-b card, the 
new WaveCenter/PCI ca also be 
stacked with Frontier's 4x8, 20-bit Zulu 
analog audio interface. 
Two more choices for adding four 

channels of high-quality, 24-bit audio to 
any PC are the Wave 424 ($269) and 
Wave 496 ($349) from Gadget Labs. The 
424 provides 4x4 unbalan d 'A-inch 
connectors in a breakout bindle that 
are +4dBu-switchable via s ftware, a 
MIDI I/O adapter cable akid 96kHz 
upgradability (included free with cur-
rent bundle). S/PDIF and ADAT digital 
connectors are available options. The 
Wave 496 is Gadget's latest audio track 
I/O card that supports 96kHz sampling 
rates and puts four balanced 'A-inch in-
puts and outputs into a good-looking, 
half-rack breakout box. 

Guillemot added the new Maxi Stu-

dio Isis ($299) to its PC audio I/O sound 
card lineup, a 20-bit tracki 
that provides eight 1A-inch i 
four outs on the analog side, 
and coaxial S/PDIF digital I 
in/out/thru connectors are 
an external rack, and 324 
pling rates are supported. TI 
ny has a community Web s 
users to share information 
www.maxistudio.com. 

Initially released for Mac 
ers, the OASYS PCI ($2,200 
latest Open Architecture Syr 
fects and audio I/O card g 
platform. Eight-channel AD 
stereo S/PDIF, BNC word 
stereo analog I/O connectio 
vided. OASYS also brings 1 

solution 
puts and 
d optical 
Os. MIDI 
ounted in 
kHz sam-
e compa-
te for Isis 
d files at 

ultitrack-
is Korg's 

thesis, ef-
ne cross-
T optical, 
lock and 
are pro-
0 Trinity-
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ONE DRY THEY'LL FORGET THAT A RECORDING  
STUDIO USED TO TAKE UP AN MIRE BUILDING.  

THAT WOULD BE TODAY.  

The Yamaha AW4416 professional audio workstation. 
• 24- bit digital !lard disk recording (all 16 tracks at 
once with no compression) 
• 32- bit digital mixing (at the level of our infamous 
02R, including f ying fader automation) 
• 16- bit sampling ( phrases from hard disk, CD or 
computer assignable to eight, dual- level trigger pads) 
• 32- bit effects processing (two assignable to any track) 
• Onboard CD burner ( option...but who wouldn't get it?) 
• Dual card slots 'or optional digital I/O of our choice ( export/import up to 16 tracks simultaneously) 
• Dedicated metering 
• Unbelievable price! 

Take note of this date. It's the first day in your professional recordina future, courtesy of the AW4416. Once again. 
Yamaha gives you more for less. 

GYAMAHA 
WWW.AW4 4 I 6 ( OM 

0 2000 Yamaha Corpo-ation of Amenca, Pro Audio Product:, PO Box 6600. Buena Palk CA 90077. (800) 93i-7171 ext.622 or visu  us at www.varnaha.com/nreaurho 
CIRCLE "029 ON PRODUCT INFO CARO 



based effects algorithms, 24-bit audio 
throughout, and an expandable synth 
engine that produces modeled analog 
synths, tone-wheel organs and percus-
sion sounds that are easily upgraded via 
disk. The built-in submixer, 12-channel 
inserts and an unfathomably long 160-
second maximum delay time mean the 
OASYS onboard chips can take the 
strain off any overworked host CPU. 

The Lynx line of studio connectivity 
solutions now includes its Lynx0NE 
($549), a 24-bit I/O card that supports 
32-to-96kHz digital sampling rates; 
word, super, video and MIDI clock 
sync; and AES/EBU or S/PDIF transfer 
for Windows 95/98/2000/NT 4.0 users. 
A custom cable bundle from the ONE 
includes XLR audio, clock and MIDI 
connectors, the latter supporting up to 
32 channels. 

Launching from the already-popular 
2408 platform are five new cross-plat-
form audio I/O turnstyles from Mark of 
the Unicorn. The new 2408rnkII ($995) 
replaces unbalanced RCA with 8x2 bal-
anced 1/4-inch TRS connectors, and is de-
signed to provide an improved 105dB 
signal-to-noise ratio. The mkll, support-
ing TDIF, ADAT optical, S/PDIF and 
word clock protocols, can be expanded 
modularly up to 72 channels at $695 per 
8-channel expansion unit. The 1296 
core system ($2,095; $1,795 as an ex-
pansion box) includes 12 balanced +4 
XLR and AES/EBU digital I/O, and a 
large selection of software drivers; it can 
be expanded up to 36 channels, and 
the 1224 ($1,195 core) includes 8x10 
analog I/O and can be purchased as an 
expansion unit for $995. Rounding out 
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MOTU's extensive I/O family is the new 
24i ($1,495 core, $1,195 expander), fea-
turing 24 balanced +4 TRS inputs and 
S/PDIF I/O, and the 308 8-channel I/O 
expander ($695). 

Windows users can look to the new 
Mykerinos High Performance PCI Audio 
Board ($1,195 and up) from Merging 
Technologies for 24-bit audio perfor-
mance. This half-length PCI card in-
cludes the company's PyraMix Virtual 
Studio software, SMPTE, VITC, TDIF, 
AES-EBU and MTC sync, and options 
for supporting a sampling rate up to a 
192 kHz and ADAT digital VO. 

If you need 100,000-track support, 
32,000 locate points, and you want to 
edit and mix files directly from a CD-
ROM drive, check out Micro Technolo-
gy's new MicroSound Krystal (starting at 
$1,595). A host of multitracking, CD 
mastering, noise removal, pitch shift 
and sample rate conversion tools are in-
cluded, and this Windows 95/98/NT, 
2x2 analog I/O card also sports 
AES/EBU and S/PDIF connectors, and 

24-bit maximum resolution. t is exand-
able with the company's licroSound 
external VO module. 

From the Midiman fa ily comes 
MAudio, a new maker of digital audio 
VO cards that's released five new prod-
ucts since Winter NAMM '99. The cross-
platform Delta 44 ($399) doesn't have 
digital ins and outs, but it nore than 
makes up for that with 24 bit/961(Hz 
audio performance, Direct( and VST 
plug-in support, and a wi range of 
ASIO, GSIF, DirectX, EASI land Linux 
drivers to fit most any softw configu-
ration. The Delta 66 ($499) dds stereo 
S/PDIF I/O. The Delta 1c10 ($999) 
sports 8x8 'A-inch analog 4nd digital 
S/PDIF connectors, word 1c10ck and 
multicard support, and 1 el MIDI 
operation. Rounding out dio's new 
offerings is the Delta Di0 296 ($299), 
an affordable card with g ld-plated, 
+4/-10 analog, and S/PDIF nd Toslink 
digital I/Os that also support Serial 
Copy Management System ( ). 

Mytek Digital teamedi up with 
Sonoros to release the Mytek DAW 9624 
($6,495), another expand ble audio 
central station that starts with an 8x8 
XLR I/O configuration; four pairs of 
AES/EBU and ADAT digital connectors; 
24-bit ADA; and Mac, Windows, BeOS 
and Linux platform support. Word clock 
and video sync are also standard equip-
ment, as are MIDI control, 96IcHz sup-
port, and ADAT-to-AES/Eliau digital 
format conversion. 

Helping every mouse-challenged PC 
audio user is Peavey's StudioMix 
($899.99). Bundled with Cakewalk's 
flagship Pro Audio 9 software, Peavey's 

DIGITAL AUDIO cARD MANUFACluitERS 

Aardvark Edirol Mark of the Unicorn 
www.aardvark-pro.com www.edirol.com www.motu.com 

Alesis EgoSys Merging Technologies 
www.alesis.com www.egosys.net www.merging.com 

Antex Emagic Micro Technology 
www.antex.com www.emagic.de www.mtu.com 

Creamware E-mu/Ensoniq Midiman 
www.creamware.de www.emu.com www.midman.com 

Digidesign Frontier Design Mytek 
www.digidesign.com www.frontierdesign.com www.myekdigital.com 

Digigram Gadget Labs Peavey 
www.digigram.corn www.gadgetlabs.corn www.peavey.corn 

Digital Audio Labs Guillemot SADiE 
www.digitalaudio.com www.guillemot.coni www.sadie.corn 

Echo Lynx Seasound 
www.echoaudio.com www.lynxstudio.com www.seasound.com 

SEK'D 
www.sekd.com 

Sonorus 
www.sonorus.corn 

Steinberg 
www.steinberg.net 

Tascam 
www.tascam.com 

Voyetra/Turtle Beach 
www.voyetra-turt e-beach.com 

Wave Digital 
www.wavedigital.com 

Xytar Digital Systems 
sites.netscape.net/xytar 

Yamaha 
www.yamaha.corn 
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Power Toole For Your Ear5... 
Headphones are critical to the success 

of your recording project. Years of creative 

effort, thousands of dollars in studio time 

or equipment, and the future of your 

professional music career depends upon 

the stereo mix that you hear prior to 

mastering. 

beyerdynamic headphones are the ultimate 

audio tool crucial to completing your project. 

Offering exceptional value at every price 

point, beyerdynamies sealed headphones 

are characterized by: 

✓ Superb stereo imaging and unsurpassed 
depth of field. 

✓ Crystal clear sound reproduction. 

✓ Extended frequency response to capture 

-r.L every nuance of your production. 

✓ Extraordinary comfort without ear 

fatigue for long sessions 
✓ Durability for long term use 

V Field serviceable replacement parts 

DT 770 Pro: Diffuse field equalization, neodymium 

drivers, excellent isolation, and comfortable to 

wear, this headphone is the finest studio headphone 

available anywhere. 

DT 831: Advanced design and materials create the 

broadest frequency response available in the market 

(5 - 35,000 Hz). Equalized for critical listening of 
digital recordings. 

DT 254k Ruler flat frequency response, citrumaural 
ear cups, and a replaceable cable are hallmarks of 

this production and professional field recording 

headphone 

DT 231: Designed for the home studio market, 

the DT 231 represents exceptional value in a sealed 

headphone design. 

For nearly three generations, beyerdynamic has been a leader in high performance studio reference monitor headphones. 
We invented the headphone. Today, we continue to make the world's finest headphones. Improve your music. Demo our 
headphones at a beyerdynamic Professional Audio Dealer near you. 

for information in the United Stated 
Isal293.4463 
e-mail: salesUSA«beyerdynamic.com 
www.beyerdynamic.com 

for information in Canada 
1.888 567.5940 
e-mail:salesCANADAgbeyerdynamic.corn 

beyerdynamic... fiefelity lev Aiello. TM 

beyerdynamic)))) 
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hardware interface includes eight mo-
torized faders, a jog/shuttle wheel, and 
eight RCA analog I/0 connectors. Up to 
48kHz support and SMPTE, MTC and 
MIDI control round out this ergonomic 
wonder. 
Two new PC turnkey audio systems 

from SADiE include the Artemis 
($15,495 entry level) and the SADiE 24 
96 ($12,995 on up). Artemis comes with 
a Pentium III CPU, 8x8 connector 
breakout rack and AES/EBU digital I/O 
for every channel. Also included is full 
timecode support, balanced XLR con-
nectors and a host of bundled SADiE 3 
software for surround panning, PQ list 
editing and music editing tasks. SADiE's 
24 96 is targeted for film and TV post, 
dialog, music and DVD mastering pro-
fessionals. It is able to play back and 
edit 24 tracks of 16-bit audio, and sup-
port a sampling rate up to 192 kHz. Por-
tia nonlinear video playback is an 
option. 
A pioneer in synthesis, Seasound's 

Tom Oberheim continues to blaze 
new trails in cross-platform audio with 
the company's SoloEX ($849.95), a8 
($699.95) and Solo Expander ($399.95) 
audio I/O interfaces. The SoloEX is a 
good-looking 2U rack I/O box, with 
4x2 analog which replaces a mouse 
with rotary knobs for controlling the 
EX's dual mic and guitar preamps, 
headphone amps, and monitor and 
computer audio mixes. The SoloEX 
can be expanded with the company's 
a8 and Solo Expander options. The a8 
adds front panel-ssvitchable +4/-10 in-
puts, clock source switches and comes 
with 8x8 analog I/O, and the Solo Ex-
pander, due this summer, is basically 
an a8 racked on top of a SoloEX that 
adds an additional four balanced ana-
log I/O connectors to the SoloEX. Mac 
users get Steinberg's Cubasis VST; PC 
fans get Sonic Foundry's Acid Rock. 

SEK'D added three new cards to its 
long line of PC audio I/O solutions. The 
Prodif Plus ($499) provides 48kHz 
stereo analog and up to 961cHz support 
on S/PDIF, AFS/E13U and ADAT digital 
ins and outs. Audio files can be fed di-
rectly into the Plus from CD-ROM, and 
copy protection is ignored. The 
Prodif96 Pro ($699) comes with the 
same I/O, bit rate and clock sync op-
tions as the Plus; it boasts a 93dB sig-
nal-to-noise ratio and runs an automatic 
hardware self-test on every startup. 
Siena ($499) doesn't support digital I/0 
but offers cross-platform and 32-chan-
nel MIDI support, a MIDI data filter and 
24-bit ADA. It comes with a range of 
software drivers and SEK'D's Sampli-

A BUYER'S 
GUIDE 
To 

DIGITAL 
AUDIO CARDS 

tude Basic multitracking and editing 
software. 

Sonorus' STUDVO I/O cards are part 
of Mytek's previously mentioned prod-
ucts, but Sonorus also distributes a line 
of Swissonic-built, USB-based solutions 
for Mac and PC users. The USB Studio 
($699) has six mic, instrument and 
phono inputs with switchable phase in-
version and phantom power, back panel 
insert jacks and 20-bit ADA with 128x 
oversampling. USB Studio D ($849) adds 
2x2 optical and coaxial S/PDIF or 
Toslink I/O to this Sonorus/Swissonic 
team effort. 

Based on audio software for the Win-
dows 98/NT and Windows 2000 plat-
forms, Steinberg's Nuendo system is 
designed for the film/video post and in-
teractive media production. The basic 
Nuendo 96/52 card supports up to 52 
channels of 24-bit/96 kHz digital audio 
via three ADAT Lightpipe I/0s and 
S/PDIF stereo I/O with both word dock 
and 9-pin ADAT sync. The card is a PCI 
bus-master device working exclusively 
in 32-bit transfer-mode, moving audio 
data directly to and from the AMO host 
application's memory using fast PCI 
bursts. ASIO 2.0 drivers for Windows 98 
and NT, and Windows 98 MME wave 
drivers are included; optional are out-
board 24/96 converters, and an external 
MIDVSMFI'E/digital audio synchronizer. 

Aiding the mouse-challenged audio 
user is Tascam's new US-428 ($599), a 
cool blue hardware interface that pro-
vides faders, transport controls, 
jog/shuttle wheel and a MIDI interface 
for Mac and PC users via a single USB 
port (no PCI card required). User-con-
figurable effects, 4-band parametric EQ, 
stereo S/PDIF and 24-bit ADA convert-
ers are standard equipment, and Stein-
berg's Cubasis VST comes bundled with 
the US-428 
A number of affordable PC audio I/O 

cards were released by Voyetra/Turtle 
Beach during the past year. Heading the 
list is the Montego II Home Studio 

($249.95) with dual onboa d; Roland 
GS-compliant synthesizer 8-bit ADA; 
optical and coaxial S/PDIF ligital I/O; 
MIDI in/out; onboard effects; and a soft-
ware bundle that includes Voyetra's Dig-
ital Orchestra Pro, AudioView 32 and 
Bank Downloader for grabbing down-
loadable samples (DIS) from the Web. 
Rounding out VI'B's new releases are its 
Montego II with digital I/O ($149.95), 
Santa Cruz ($99) and a range of new ex-
pansion options that indu 
cunFX ($79.95) wavetabl 
daughtercard. 

Users can roll their own 
PC turnkey solutions at Wa 
Web site, where there is a 
CPU, drive, software and 
pull-down menus. The Stu 
Power Tower system (startin 
includes numerous 
ware options for building 
audio I/O beast. DirectX an 
ins are supported, as are o 
sample rates, word clock a 
sync, 256 virtual tracks, CD-
monitors and sample rate 
wide range of bundled software can 
also be added to any Power Tower on-
line shopping cart. 

Another system-based studio solu-
tion comes from Xytar Digital Systems. 
The new ADMS32 ($3,999 on up) is a 
32-track studio-in-a-box that comes with 
a full Pentium PC and a 32-channel, 24-
bit hardware mic mixer for the ultimate 
plug-and-play studio. The mixer has ul-
tralow-noise mic preamps and 4-band 
parameteric EQ per channel, and the 
bundle includes Xytar's Music Webcast-
er software for encoding and uploading 
MP3 files directly to the Web. Included 
are FIT upload/download software, an 
internal 56k modem, Netscape Commu-
nicator and a free ISP account with a 
Web site for instant audio uploading. 

The heart of Yamaha's DSP Faim sys-
tem is the DS2416 I/O card ($999). Es-
sentially a computer-based version of its 
legendary 02R digital mixer, REV500 ef-
fects processor and then some, the 
cross-platform DS2416 featUres Win-
dows ASIO and Mac G4 drivers, dual ef-
fects engines, channel delay, and it can 
record eight simultaneous tracks of 32-
bit audio. Stereo coaxial digital I/O, 
more than 100 bands of parametric EQ, 
and 26 dynamics processors are at 
hand. Yamaha's optional AX44 Audio 
I/O Expansion unit and AX16-AT ADAT 
optical sync box can be added to ex-
pand the Farm. 

the Can-
synthesis 

ornized 
e Digital's 
wealth of 
ripheral 
ioPC PIII 
at $1,199) 
and soft-
e perfect 
VST plug-
ons for all 
d SMPTE 
W drives, 
verters. A 

Randy Alberts is a San Francisco-based 
writer, musician and Mix contributor. 
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EXCELLENCE IN LIVE SOUND 

THERE'S NEVER BEEN 
A CLEARER CHOICE 
The Spirit Range of Live Sound mixing consoles offers a comprehensive 
featureset, in a variety of packages suited to different applications. 

Designed to deliver durability and reliability in the field - 
whatever the application 

Revolutionary Mic Preamp 
The Spirit Live range features the 

Ultramic Plus, designed by Graham 

Blyth, which is capable of handling 

high signal input levels (up to +28dBu) 

without clipping, offers excellent 

rejection of external interference and 

superlatively low noise performance 

(EIN - 129dBu). Both Mic and Line 

inputs offer some 66dB of Gain range, 

allowing the Live engineer to handle 

anything from the most delicate 

Microphone signals to the hottest 

Line level sources. 

LEGENDARY BRITISH EQ 

The Spirit range offers powerful 

4-band Equalisers with 2 swept mids 

on Microphone inputs. A steep 18dB 

per octave High-pais filter allows easy 

reduction of low-end stage " rumble" 

or muddiness. 

CLEAR LAYOUT AND 

INTUITIVE DESIGN 

The novice operator and seasoned 

Professional alike should feel quickly 

at home when operating a Spirit 

console. Clear feature layout, detailed 

control legending and intuitive signal 

flow makes the operation of the 

considerable Spirit featureset a 

breeze. 
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For more information 
http:// www.spiritbysouncicraft.com 

SPIRIT BY SOUNDCRAFT 

LX7 

Gigging bands 
Small installations + Venues 
Theatres 
Places of Worship 
Live Recording applications 
16, 24 and 32 Channels 
7 Bus Outputs 

LIVE 42 
Front of house 
Bands,Clubs & Venues 
Places of Worship 
PA Hire 
12, 16, 24, 32 and 40 Channel 
Up to 56 inputs avail, at mixdown 
4 Group Busses 
4 Mute groups 
6x2 Matrix 

MONITOR 2 

Stage Monitor 
Theatre 
Places of Worship 
24, 32 and 40 Channel 
12 Monitor sends 
Built-in Mic Splitter 
Pre EQ inserts on channels 
2 Stereo Sends for in-ear use 
Panic Dim all output control 
House Mic inputs provide ambience 
for in-ear sends 

SPIRIT 8 
Front of House 
Touring 
Theatres & Venues 
Installations 
16, 24, 32 and 40 Channel 
10x2 Matrix section 
8 Sub groups 
Mute group facility 
Integral Meterbridge 

emai;: soundcraft-usa@harman.com 

TEL: 800-255-4363 
AIR PARK BUSINESS CENTER 12, 1449 DONELSON 

H A Harman International Company 
PIKE, NASHVIL—E TN 37217, USA 

Call for your 
Free copy of 
the Spirit Guide 
to Mixing 

) 
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e  PATRIOT 

BY TOM KENNY 

T
he Sony Pictures Entertainment lot was abuzz 

at the end of May with the controlled rush to 

bring Mel Gibson and the drama of a family 

caught up in war to the big screen. From the remodeled Cary 

Grant to the William Holden and all-new Burt Lancaster the-

aters, with Foley and ADR working overtime and John 

Williams sessions in the historic scoring stage, the sound crew 

was, to quote re-recording mixer Kevin O'Connell, "all blaz-

ing." The goal, from Lee Orloff's production recordings to the 

preparation of tracks at Soundelux and the final mix at Sony, 

was to support picture and story in a natural way. 

It seems so obvious that it makes you 
wonder why it hasn't been done before: A 
big-budget action-drama about the Revolu-
tionary War, with an A-list star, opening 
just before the July 4 weekend. (Okay, 
there was the 1985 turkey Revolution, with 
a miscast Al Pacino. Hollywood has a long 
memory when it comes to grosses.) But 
the possibilities appear endless, the land-
scape immense, with sweeping battles of 
red vs. blue and the inherent promise of 
the birth of a nation. Yet, when Columbia 
Pictures bought the screenplay for The Pa-
triot, it was the family drama inside the his-
torical drama that attracted the talent and 
pushed the picture beyond the typical 
summertime fare. 

The Patriot balances the intimate and 
the epic on every level, from script to pho-
tography to acting, and certainly with 

sound. Mel Gibson plays Benjamin Martin, 
a guerrilla hero of the French and Indiin 
War who has put his brutal past beh' 
him and adopted the life of widower farii-
ly farmer in South Carolina raising Iiis 
seven children alone. 

As the threat of conflict with England 
looms, he speaks out against war. His first-
born son, meanwhile, believes passionately 
in the cause and enlists in the Continental 
Army, then the militia. When the war cornes 
literally to Martin's doorstep and his family is 
attacked by the rogue Colonel Tavington, 
the reluctant hero enters the fray to save 
home and country. 

It's a simple story, but it's told with 
such deftness and poignancy that audi-
ences and critics are sure to respo d. 
Robert Rodat (Saving Private Ry n) 
penned the script, which was beautifi4lly 
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the harsh manner that led OSHA into Hollywood five years 
ago. The big scenes are really more dense and full than loud, 
and the five screen channels were crucial in providing the 
separation from retreating Americans on the left and charging 
Brits on the right. 

Some of the battles are small skirmishes, and some ranged 
across miles of open fields. In either case, the approach at 
the effects premix was the same. Russell automated the dose-
up guns first (typically adding a "snap" with a 1.5 to 2dB 
boost at 3 kHz, with the "thunder" out the center channel 
and the high-end report out of channels 2 and 4), then the 
medium distant guns, then the offstage. That's one predub. 
Then he went back and did bullet whiz-bys on 1-3-5 of a sec-
ond predub, with body impacts on 
channels 2 and 4. Next came a gun 
mechanism predub, where the 

Clarity and detail are often 
sacrificed when a post-produc-
tion schedule gets as tight as it 
was on The Patriot. In the mid-
dle of May, with the film's re-
lease just six weeks away, the team was wrapping up the 
premixes on three stages at Sony. O'Connell finished up 
the dialog on the William Holden Theatre a day later, as 
Russell was honing gunshots and horses in the 
effects premix for reel 8AB in the new Burt 
Lancaster Theatre across the hall. Meanwhile, 
pinch hitters Greg Orloff and Chris Carpenter, 
were tackling the Foley in reel 7 on the recon-
ditioned and sweet-sounding main stage (and 
O'Connell's and Russell's true home), the Cary 
Grant Theatre. 

Less than four weeks earlier, the Cary Grant 
had scaffolding from floor to ceiling. A brand-
new Harrison MPC was installed in late April, 
in time for Foley to shake down the room, and 
on Friday, May 19, the day before the final mix 
was to begin, producer Dean Devlin and 
O'Connell made the decision to switch from the William 
Holden to the Cary Grant. A small army of engineers and 
assistants began moving workstations and setting up, 
while O'Connell and Russell laid out the board and re-
viewed the Harrison's new features with Carpenter. The 
final began the morning of May 20. 
The drop dead for the print master 
was June 9. 

That means there was only a lit-
tle more than five weeks, from pre-
mix to print master, on a 9AB reel 
movie (three hours). Even by cur-
rent standards, that's a tight sched-
ule. "This movie has everything but 

At the William Holden Theatre, 

re-recording mixers Greg Russell (left) 

and Kevin O'Connell surround Sony's 

Richard Branca, senior vice president sound, 

video and projection (seated). 

BIG 
MOVIE, 
TIGHT 

SCHEDULE 

"chink" came out the center channel two frames 
explosion, followed by a "poor of smoke out of 
and 4, with reverb across all five front channels 
Finally, he tackled cannons (firing sound, traveling sound, 
explosion) on a separate predub, using channels 2 and 4 for 
debris. 
When you consider that each musket or pistol shot is a 

three-part sound (mechanism, fire, whiz-impact), and that 
mechanism sounds of an army preparing to fire need to travel 
left to right, as do the bullet whizzes, that's a lot of passes on 
the console for even a small battle. It helped that Russell 
knows guns, but even he was thankful for the slower, richer, 
character-laced report of muskets and pistols, and not AK-47s. 

The gun sounds are definite-
ly unique, and according to Rus-
sell they had plenty of low end 

before the 
channels 2 
o fill it up. 

FILM STILL ANDREW COOPEROCOLUMBIA PICTURE" 

time," says supervising 
sound editor Per Hallberg, 
who began on the film in 
February after finish ng up 
Gladiator. "A great story, 
great acting, great 

tare, great photography—everything that you n 
movie except time for us at the end. I work with 
tight crew that works together all the time, but 

add people in editorial and work six o 
days a week. When you come to mixing, how-
ever, there is nowhere left to go, and it's not 
because the mixers aren't fast. This is a massive 
job, and we wanted Kevin and Greg to do as 
much of the predubbing as possible to keep 
consistency and let them know the material. 
We needed their taste in the predub." 

O'Connell and Ril.çsell handled all of the ef-
fects and dialog premixing, and, like Hallberg, 
they stress the collaborative effort that brought 

t the picture out on time. "We've been fotu nate 
to have a dream team of support on thL' film," 
O'Connell says. "Chris Carpenter and Greg Orloff 

premixed all the Foley, and we know that it will lay right in 
at the final. Then Steve Maslow and Sergio Reyes helped 
out with some additional hands on sheets and faders. Ex-
cellent support. Also, the film editor, David Brenn 
huge part of how this movie sounds and he plays 

role in the mixing process. We 

dven-
d in a 
really 
e can 
seven 

r, is a 
major 
d the 

benefit of temp-dubbing the movie 
with him and working out a template 
of how the final will be structured. 

"When we started this p'cture, 
it was going to be one stage, one 
crew," O'Connell recalls, "so I'd 
like to acknowledge the people at 
Sony—from Gary Martin to Jim 
Honore's office, straight through 
to Michael Kohut and Richard 
Branca—for making this possible 
and dealing with the juggling of 
schedules." —Tom Kenny 
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built in so that he didn't have to dial in 
"boom" at the mix except when he 
wanted to add emphasis. What couldn't 
be found in the extensive Soundelux li-
brary (and this is the editorial house 
that did Last of the Mohicans and the 
Civil War film Glory) was recorded in 
the canyons of Frasier Park, near Los 
Angeles. On a big show like The Patri-
ot, Hallberg prefers to split up his crew 
by categories, so David Baldwin cut 
most of the muskets and pistols. 
(Randy Kelly cut the horses, "the vehi-
cles," as Russell called them; Chris As-
sells, Dino DiMuro and Dan Hegernann 
worked on miscellaneous explosions, 
fires, cannons and design elements.) 

There are a couple of moments inside the battles where 
the filmmakers use slow-motion photography to suck the au-
dience into the personal battle-within-a-battle. Here, score 
will be big, and sometimes breathing or Foley will carry the 
effects track. "I think we'll be pulling effects way back and 
into reverb, almost nonexistent, allowing score to carry," Rus-
sell says. "How effectively we come in and out of those sur-
real moments will probably be the biggest challenge for me." 

ADR supervisor Chris largo feeds the stage from 

his Waveframe workstation. 

EXTERIOR ADR 

While the guns provide the flash and sizzle of the battle 
scenes, the editors and mixers placed equal attention on the 
"textures" of the field, perhaps most evident in the group 
ADR recording and mixing. The battles were by and large 

marked by civility, at least u 
tial firing ceased and the 
combat began. Military c 
therefore, were prominent 
level of realism, Hallberg 
shoot the group ADR outd 

"We went up to the old 
base in the Santa Monica 
explains ADR supervisor 
"Down a fire road and beh' 
tain so we would be shield 
fic. We placed 15 men lfr 
Mad Dogs loop group] 
apart down the road and ha 
through a series of comma 
thing from arms commands 
cans and Brits, to cavalry 

marching commands, cannon commands. The w 
is that a commander barks out a command, and 
companies in a battalion, so the leaders of those 
would parrot the commands. For example, if th 
was, 'Take aim!' we would stagger the repeat 
guys, so that the guys farther in back would be a 
tempo, not perfectly chorused. 

"Then after the group commands, we would 
ais," he continues, "which Kevin would then mix 
staggered and offset. The individuals played with 
to give it a real natural, rough sound. We did 
command, in every battle, and we also did gro 
and fighting for the hand-to-hand combat." Later 
clears," or wild, individual lines, were recorded to 

til the ini-
d-to-hand 
mma nds, 
To add a 
ecided to 
rs. 
ike missile 
ountains," 
ris Jargo. 
d a moun-
froni traf-
the L.A. 

ut 10 feet 
them run 
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and poke through the group walla in the encampment 
scenes. 

O'Connell broke out separate predubs-6-channel pro-
duction, 8-channel principal ADR, and 8-channel group ADR 
(LCR-LS-RS, LCR)—for the Americans and the British, so that 
at the final he could have flexibility and not bottle up the 
center. "I like to make the commands and the group dialog 
as left and right as possible," he says, "because by the time 
you put in the guns and music, you need that separation. 
Sometimes I'll even put group in the left-surround and right-
surround so that it feels like one whole side of the theater 
against the other side." 

The exterior group ADR sessions were recorded straight 
to two DAT machines, one set up double-mono (two tracks) 
and the other stereo (M-S milted, for LCR playback). The five 
tracks were then lined up in the WaveFrame so they could be 
played back at the same time. Close-up grunts and breath-
ing, along with principal ADR, were recorded on ADR stages 
at Fox, Warner Hollywood and Sony. 

FOLEY 
In order to help meet the time crunch, and as part of his own 
aesthetic, Hallberg divvied up Foley and effects early on so 
that there was no doubling up. That way, for instance, effects 
handled gun cocks, which might typically be a Foley mo-
ment, while Foley regularly fed sync effects—most notably, 
individual horses (hooves and tack)—to the effects editors to 
cut in and flesh out prior to the mix. 

For the battle scenes, Foley artist Gary Hecker began with 
principal footsteps, then, with headphones on, did principals' 
gear. After a pass for group feet and gear, he then went back 

NS, PROC 

• 

The massive Foley job, including musket mechanisms, leathe,- creaks 

and armies' worth of footsteps, was handled on Foley Stage A by the crew of, 

L to R: Matt Denman, Foley artist; Gary Hecker, supervising Foley artist; 

and Richard Duarte, Foley mixer. 

and did close-up gear, rifle movement, body falls, 
and miscellaneous. To cut down on the number 
Foley mixer Richard Duarte sometimes mixed grou 
feet together. "We had to create size and clarity an 
without going out to a lot of tracks," Hecker says." 
wanted to work in a condensed format on this 
packed with dynamite, so to speak." 

To begin, Hecker scoured area armory stores for antique 
rifles with wood stocks, bayonets, all types of leather belts 

orse falls 
of tracks, 
gear and 
definition 
verybody 
film—but 
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for movement and creaks, saddles, and 
even a creaky rocking chair, which is a 
small story point. After initial sessions 
with horse specifics (hooves, saddle, 
bridle), which the Foley crew then 
shipped to the effects editors, Hecker 
started in on wagons, harnesses, creaks 
and wheels. Then he went on to indi-
vidual characters. 

"Each character had his own equip-
ment," Hecker says. "Tavington [the 
out-of-control British colonel] was al-
ways wearing a scabbard, so his sound 
was a creaky leather belt and scabbard, 
with some military cloth, and he was 
walked with authority. He's real starchy. 
Mel, in battle, had his tomahawk, pis-
tol, dagger and musket—always associ-
ated with those sounds. Then when we 
get to the battle scenes, we have to 
make sure the patriots sound different 
from the redcoats." 

"The militia is a little more leathery 
and musket-types, a more floppy sound 
and not so tightknit," adds Foley super-
visor Craig Jaeger. "The British are more 
military, more proper-sounding. They're 
tight, and they have a clank to them that 
shows the authority they think they 
have. Not as many rattles to their belts, 
and a more solid-sounding gun." 

Gun movement and handling was, 
not surprisingly, a big job. Hecker used 
a Neumann KMR81 for a lot of the brute 
work, with a Sony 800G, a vocal mic, to 
bring out details in the mechanics for 
close-up work. For definition, he says, 
they recorded two layers on the rifles: a 
normal mode to capture the high end, 
and a "thick" mode for the low end. But 
it wasn't all work and no play. Hecker 
also provided an eerie vocal wind and a 
stylized, processed bayonet drop that is 
played at crucial moments in the cli-
mactic battle. 

EVERY WORD COUNTS 
"This is not an action movie," says Hall-
berg. "It's big, spectacular, and has all 
those elements, but it's really about a 
family and about values. That's the 
heart of it, and that's where we need to 
make it feel right. The whole setup is 
for us to connect with the father and 
his family living a beautiful life, so we 
make it sound soft and beautiful. It's 
about emotion, and you need Mel's 
voice to have that chesty, rich quality 
coming through in the quiet dialog 
scenes." 

"Mel's voice is edgy, deep and rich," 
adds O'Connell, "which is why I like it. 
Everything in production was so well 
recorded that it captured that warmth 
and richness. I plan to just play it on 

H SZE ifiRDE 
FOR SOURD 
A viewing tip: Watch for the scene 
where Colonel Tavington, on a 
search-and-destroy mission with a 
small cadre of British troops, enters 
the home where Gibson's family is 
hiding. It takes place at night, with 
torches blazing. At one point, 
Tavington thinks he hears a sound 
and silently enters a room where 
the family, except for one son, has 
just fled through a trap door. 

"At that point, it will be all-Foley," says Foley supervisor Craig Jeger. 
"Tavington's movement from his gear, big, ominous footsteps with a e bit 
of spur, and a big wood floor cleak." 

"I started with Tavington's footsteps," says Foley artist Gary Hecker "Ws 
the villain, and he's wearing these big horse-riding boors. The feet ar criti-
cal because he's in stealth mode, walking with giant close-ups on h s feet. 
After his boots, I put on headphones and topped his footsteps with spurs— 
just enough ring. Then I did leather creaks of his belt in sync with his feet 
and spurs, for every move. He stops, bends over, looks around, turns his 
head. Then I went back and added his scabbard, then his pistol movement. 
After that there's a giant close-up of his feet, and a dirt spray where the kids 
can see it from underneath the floor. Then I went in and added floor creak 
under his feet. When you play back this scene, it just cornes to life and cre-
ates all the tension and drama." 

"I think we've all had the experience where we've hidden with people in 
the room, and all you hear is the sound of your own breath," adds Kevin 
O'Connell. "The kid is stuck under the table, and I'm planning on focusing 
on his timid, scared breath and the sound of the bad guy's feet. Everything 
else should be distant, echo-y and surreal at that point." —Tom Kenny 

Re-recording mixer Greg Orloff (left), 

who handled the Foley predubs, 

and Foley supervisor Craig Jaeger 

of Soundelux. 

The Patriot Sound Crew 
The re-recording, Foley and sLuring took place at Sony Pictures Studios 

Re-Recording Mixers: Kevin O'Connell, 
Greg P. Russell 
Additional Re-Recording: Greg Orloff, 
Chris Carpenter, Sergio Reyes, Steve Maslow 
Re-Recordists: Dan Sharp, Fred W. Peck Ill, 
Tom Burns 
Cary Grant Theatre Stage Engineer: 
Hanson Hsu 
Foley Artists: Gary Hecker, Matt Dettmann 
Foley Mixer: Richard Duarte 
Music By: John Williams 
Scoring Engineer: Shawn Murphy 

Editorial Services by 
Sot.ndelux and Sony Pictures 
Supervising Sound Editor: Per Hallberg 
First Assistant Sound Editor: 
Karen M. Baker 
Sound Effects Editors: 
Christopher Assells, Dino R. DiMuro, 

M.P.S.E., Dan Hegeman, M.P.S.E., 
Randy Kelly. Harry Cohen, M.P.S.E., 
Scott Sanders, M.P.S.E., 
David Balcvvin, Peter Staubli 
Supervising ADR Editor: Chris Jargo 
ADR Editors: Michelle Perrome, _aura 
Graham, Michelle Pazer 
Dialog Editors: Lauren. Stephens, 
M.P.S.E., David A Cohen 
Supervising Foley Editor: Craig Jaeger 
Foley Editors: Lou Kleinman, Paul Jyriala, 
M.P.S.E. 
Assistant Sound Editors: 
Philip D. Morrill, Drake Jenevein, 
Bob Bowman, Tony R. Negrete, M.P.S.E, 
Lee W. Le,Baigue, Christopher Winter, 
Janelle Showalter 
Production Sound Mixer: L-ce Orloff 
Boom Operator: Knox White 
Assistant Boom Operator: DaN.,id Acord 
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the screen that way. There was surprisingly little ADR in this 
movie, which is a credit to Lee [Orloff] and his crew. We had 
a lot of group ADR, but not a lot of principal ADR. These 
tracks are stellar." 

Production mixer Lee Orloff recorded digitally to a 4-chan-
nel Nagra D and was able to use boom mics (boom operator 
Knox White and assistant David Acord) a majority of the 
time, which accounts for some of the richness and natural-
ness in the tracks "When you look at the work tapes that 
we're cutting to and you see the boom [mid in the top end, 
just out of the frame line...well, it's very seldom that you see 
that these days, with somebody who dares to get in there and 
stay right on the edge," Hallberg says. "A big hats off to Lee 
and his crew. Every time I see that boom above the frame, I 
think, 'That's my man!'" 
"Bringing the shoot to the Low Country of South Carolina, 

where the actual events took place, was one more example 
of the filmmakers' desire to maintain historical accuracy 
throughout the production," Orloff says. 
"We reduced intrusions of 20th century life onto the track 

by the typical road closures and by keeping a handle on local 
train and plane scheduling. But we also had to eliminate the 
hazards of 'friendly fire'—maintaining tight base camp lock-

You can't mix a big film, on three stages, 

without unflappable engineering support. 

The team at Sony: VP of engineering Mark 

Koffman (center) and his crew, L to R, Paul Wood, 

Mark Onks, Bill Banyai, Floyd Banuelos and 

Hanson Hsu. 

Keeping the re-recording team 

happy and moving forward were 

recordists Dan Sharp, left, and Fred Peck III. 

ups and generator baffling, and control over special effects 
foggers, smokers and wind machines. We would often hand 
out Comtek wireless recievers with dialog feeds to the effects 
operators, along with 'sides' for them to read so that they 
could help pull down particularly noisy elements on cue in 
an effort to keep the dialog clean. 

"Stereo mic configurations were used extensively during 
the battles and were laid down on two of the four channels," 
he continues. "Once the atmosphere had been tamed, the 
ambient levels supported the use of multiple booms for the 
majority of the principals' dialog recording, ensuring proper 
perspectives on those tracks. The multichannel format allows 
us to deliver a mixed mono for dailies and editorial, while at 
the same time preserving clean pre-fader outs to protect the 
inevitable overlaps and paraphrasing, which occur from time 

to time. The higher bit rate of the Nagra enable 
fuller and more dynamic recording to be made th 
ble with 16-bit mastering formats. We then mad 
interpolate, rather than truncate, the additional i 
contained in the longer word length when the 
loaded digitally into the DAWs." 

All four tracks were loaded digitally into Wave 
editing, then laid back to Sony DADR-5000 pl 
chines. It was the first time Hallberg had a compl 
dialog chain, with no analog conversions. 

"My biggest goal as the dialog mixer is int 
O'Connell says. "You have to understand every 
live by the fact that there are no rules to doing dia 
wrong. I'll use fractions of words from the loo 
from production, and I'll use crazy EQ in order to 
the line. But I probably process the dialog less th 
I know. When I first started mixing dialog [in 19 
take out every hum, buzz and rumble at the predi 
use dip filters, CATs [43 or 430 Dolby single-end 
duction units], compressors, de-essers. But ove 
I've literally got down to using almost nothing e 
compression and de-essing in the predubs. By di 
put in the music, BGs, Foley and everything els 
really hear those extraneous sounds in the dialo 
by stripping them out, you can't help but strip a 
the richness. Once I'm in the final mix, if a soun 
out, I'll address it then." 

Like most dialog mixers, O'Connell finds the intimate 
scenes more of a challenge to mix than the battle scenes. At 
one point in the film, Mel Gibson's character is talking to his 
sister-in-law in a refugee camp near the beach. The surf is 
present, and O'Connell found that he needed to brighten up 
Gibson's voice just a tad, without brightening the water. "I'm 

s going to try to combat the water with an ultrahigh-frequency 
attenuation technique," O'Connell explains. "At the final, I'm 
going to reach up for some high freqs between 12 and 15 k 

and roll off. When you do all this EQ below 10 k, 
you ultimately contribute to high-end 'rizz.' But if 
you attenuate considerably at, say, 12 to 15 k, you 
can round the track to where it doesn't feel so 
edgy." 
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TEAMWORK 
It would be verging on cliché to talk about the 
"armies" of sound personnel marching into battle 
and employing true teamwork to accomplish the 
mission of this June 28 release. But the truth is it 
was an enormous team effort, beginning with Hall-
berg sitting down with his crew for each reel and 
soliciting input, right on through to the premix and 

final at Sony (see sidebar, "Big Movie, Tight Schedule"). 
"Everybody's part of the process in coming up with ideas," 

Hallberg says. "My team will take my ideas a littl bit higher, 
and then we take it to the dub stage and Kevin a d Greg can 
see the intent and take it one step further. That's hy the end 
result is better than you could ever do on your o n." 
On the eve of the final mix, after three we ks of pre-

mixing, O'Connell and Russell finally left the ary Grant 
Theatre at about 8 o'clock after laying out t Harrison 
MPC for the final. "I can't wait for tomorrow," O'Connell 
says. "This is where the real magic happens. I' e got John 
Williams in my left hand and Mel Gibson in right. It's 
going to be an awesome experience." 

Tom Kenny is managing editor of Mix. 
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PRODUCER'S DESK 

WALI 1ER AFANAS JEFF 
GRAMMY-WINNING PRODUCER WITH A PLATINUM SOUND 

i
ust a shade more than 10 years 
ago, Walter Afanasieffs phone 
rang. Tommy Mottola of Sony 

Music was on the line asking if the 
young musician was interested in 
producing the last song on Mariah 
Carey's debut album. That song, 
"Love Takes Time," rocketed both 
the new artist and new producer to 
the top of the charts. 

That was not the first time 
Afanasieff had been associated with 
a Number One hit. As a session 
player, songwriter and co-producer, 
Afanasieff worked closely with 
Narada Michael Walden during the 
late '80s. While in the Walden 
camp, Afanasieff contributed to al-
bums by artists such as Whitney 
Houston, Lionel Ritchie, George 
Benson and Barbra Streisand. 

The San Rafael, Calif, producer 
had already made his musical mark 
playing keyboards with the jazz/fu-
sion violinist Jean-Luc Ponty. He 
also furthered his band career by 
forming The Warriors with another 
former Ponty sideman, guitarist 
Joaquin Lievano, and his days as a 
working musician paid off by giv-
ing him the background and confi-
dence to take an active role as a 
producer. More often than not, 
Afanasieff adds keyboard beds and 

flares to the songs he produces. 
This year, as the result of his 

work with Streisand, Kenny G, Marc 
Anthony, Ricky Martin, Babyface 
and Savage Garden, the 42-year-old 
Afanasieff won his fast Producer of 
the Year Grammy Award. 

So, how does "Grammy A ward-
winning producer Walter Afanasi-
eff" sound? 
It sounds delightful. It sounds good 
enough for me to get a good 
night's sleep, because part of my 
nature is to do the best work that I 
can possibly do, and the other half 
of my nature is to worry if it's ac-
cepted or if I get my peers' ap-
proval. I tell people this all the 
time: "It isn't about the money or 
the position of a hit; it's about the 
pat on the back that I get from my 
fellow musicians." So, literally to 
get the Producer of the Year Gram-
my [makes me feel] like now I can 
get a good night's sleep, because I 
know the people patted me on the 
back and said, "You did a really 
good job this year." 
Do you feel like it's been a long 
time coming? 
Well, working with other produc-

BY DAVID JOHN FARINELLA 

ers in the past, there was a minu e 
where I thought being a produc r 
was kind of like being a perform r 
or being an athlete where you ha 4e 
your big years and then you fa 4e 
out. Now I kind of feel, with 
ple like David Foster and Phil 
mone and the breed and t e 
caliber of a producer like Geor e 
Martin, that it's really only been 0 
years. In the tenth year, I got a 
Grammy for Producer of the Ye 
Well, in 10 more years, I'll get a 
other one, hopefully, and then 
10 more years maybe another on 
But in the scheme of things, it's n t 
a long time coming at all, conside 
ing some of these fellows ha 
been doing it for two or three tim s 
longer than I have. 
Nowadays, it seems that listeners 
are more sophisticated. Do you 
think they are more demanding of 
a song and need to be impressed? 
I think those things are chosen f r 
the listener. I think the listener s 
the last to know, and the listener 
going to hear it the way it g t 
through the machinery and popped 
out the other end. We're all making 
better-sounding records every year, 
because everything is now tuned 
and quantized and meticulously 
recorded and on and on. 

So, of course, we're making bet-
ter-sounding records. Two or three 
years ago, somebody would be in 
the studio with a 24-track analog 
machine with the overdub capacity 
at the limit, and there's no more 
time in the recording studio. Today 
you don't have anything to worry 
about. Have Pro Tools? Go ahead, 
add 200 more overdubs. Let's pitop 
'em all, fly 'em all in half an houk. 
So now with everything we have at 
our disposal, everybody's making 
the biggest, most amazing soun 
records. I think it's great, because 
gives us more to compete wit, 
more to advance with. I think tlie 
listener is told, "This is the souni 
that's coming out now." It's not lile 
anybody out there knows what it s 
about. Nobody can explain wh t 
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"In the future, hundreds of microphones 
will fit in a single rack space.”› H.D“ Wells, 

Bromley, England, 1899* 
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*H.D. Wells, H. G. Wells's little-known 
older brother, shared his more famous 
siblings's visionary acumen but, due 
largely to his futile desire to be a rock 
star fully 50 years before the arrival of 
rock, lived most of his life in obscurity, 
playing in a succession of Gilbert & 
Sullivan cover bands in pubs in and 
around Bromley.** 
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**OK, we made all that up. Think you can do better? Then 
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a free Antares plug-in of his or her choice. Really. 
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PRODUCER'S DESK 

they are listening to, and at the end of 
the day, the song is still the song. 
So, the goal is still to find that connec-
tion between artist and listener? 
To me, the technology doesn't matter. 
There's going to be a song coming out 
tomorrow—let's say it's someone like 
Sarah McLachlan, sitting at the piano 
playing and singing, and nobody 
pitched her vocal. Nobody overdubbed 
her. It's just her and the piano, and it's 
"Angel," and it's the most beautiful song. 
It's a huge hit, and at the end of the day, 
it's about the song. Carlos Santana? I 
mean, my God, the whole phenomenon 
of 27 lcazillion Grammys and 95 million 
records sold. Why? Because we've final-
ly decided that the timing is right and 
that's what's going on this year. 

It's kind of like we're all making 
clothes. I'm Annani, and he's Oscar de 
la Renta, and over there is Calvin Klein. 
We're making these outfits for these 
people to wear. Everybody is wearing 
black leather pants and black leather 
jackets. In a week, it's going to be white 
leather pants and white leather jackets. 
So what we're doing is making these 
temporary fads in music. You have your 
Britney Spears, your Christina Aguilera, 
your Jessica Simpson and your Mandy 

Moore. Over on the male side, you have 
your boy bands—'N Sync and Back-
street Boys and all that. In between you 
have this white girl who can sing like 
Mariah Carey, the white boy group try-
ing to sound like Boyz H Men and this 
Latin artist who yesterday was singing in 
Spanish, today he's singing in English. 

Okay, so it cross-pollinates. It's like 
one goes into the other that goes into the 
other, and we have this big wash. The 
wash comes out with 'N Sync with Gloria 
Estefan. Okay, great, we're more intelli-
gent for that. We're better people for that. 
Then Carlos Santana is doing this song 
with Rob Thomas. Who knew a year ago 
that this street-y, Latin salsa flavor, kind 
of edgy, rock-voiced song is going to hit 
us all so hard that it is going to be the 
biggest song of the year? 
I think it's amazing. It's so wonder-

ful because it gives [something back to] 
young people and young listeners who 
don't know better because their head-
phones are filled 24 hours a day with 
Limp Bizkit or Britney Spears. Now they 
become aware of what Latin music is 
and what a rich history Santana has, 
and it makes us all more intelligent. I 
think it's great, because tomorrow we 
get to come up with a song that has a 
Latin-based flavor with a boy band 

singing in Spanish. We get to choose 
more colors and styles. It's not just 
about listening to segregated types of 
music. We're inventing new music. 
Is it difficult to come up with new 
things for an album you know isn't 
going to come out for nine months? 
It's like time is your worst enemy, be-
cause of the new advances in music 
and technology. If you're going to be in 
the studio for a year making a record, a 
year after you started it the first song 
you did is probably going to be obso-
lete. During that year four fads would 
have come and gone. 
I think that, again, you just try to be-

lieve that a good song is a good song. 
Sometimes we have to go back and 
rernix things and add a few sparkles that 
are the flavor-of-the-month sparkles. I 
worked on an album that is just coming 
out that we started three years ago. tiara 
Fabian] is a Canadian-French girl who is 
an R&B singer with an amazing voice. 
She got a huge record deal at Sony 
Music right around the time that Celine 
Dion was really big. We went into the 
studio and we started working on the 
most beautiful music I've ever had a 
chance to make. But now we're all sit-
ting around going, "Hnun, that song is 
now two-and-a-half years old, and it 

doesn't sound like now." So, we're 
going back in the studio and redoing 
some of the stuff. 
Are you redoing the whole thing? 
Not really, just the colors around the vo-
cals. Her singing is her singing. I'm talk-
ing about the sound of drums, the 
sounds of keyboards. Sometimes just on 
a musician level, I wouldn't want some-
one to hear an old patch from an old 
synthesizer. Maybe that's a cheesy 
sound now, you know? It's kind of like 
we're all doctors; we all have to keep 
up on our medicine journals. 
I know that I have to be current and 

provide the artist with what they really 
don't know about. I don't really expect 
Celine or Mariah to come in and say, 

"Hey, man, I got this great 
or this great new sample. 
your programmers and en 
everyone in the studio to 
rent and to know the cool 
we were doing the Sava 
album, Daniel [Jones] a 
[Hayes] brought with them ti 
Australian bag of tricks. TI 
me, "We like these, but we 
stuff. We want something 
going, "This stuff is awes 
caught in a dilemma, be 
thought their stuff was old, 
thinking their stuff was so new that I 
just want to do that. 

So, we sat around the s dio and I 
was hell-bent on creating unds and 
loops and things that no on had heard 
and no one had used. I wa betting on 
it and thinking, "Man, I h e I'm not 
doing something cheesy or d, because 
it was really new to me." II ve me this 
new sort of insight into syn and elec-
tronics and stuff that I did t have be-
fore. It opened up some of y creative 
juices and my technical jui . It was al-
most like we were sitting t a Moog 
synthesizer trying to pro m sounds 
and squeeze them with Ed rs and all 
kinds of things. It just resurrected this 
place that I used to have that got halted 
because of technology. 
And now you're in the studio with 
more of a folk band, Train, now much 
of a change is that for you? 
Train is five guys that are a pretty stan-
dard rock 'n' roll band. Over the past 
two or three years, these guys have 
been traveling the world playing their 
songs and writing new ones. On their 
own, they've developed their own likes 
and dislikes. 

Pat [Monahan], the lead inger, has 
taken up playing saxophor$e, trumpet 
and vibes, and he's an incredible per-
cussionist. The drummer has developed 
his own drumming to the point that 
now he uses some drum machines. So, 
when we got into the studi , he would 
say, "This is a good time fo me to get 
my drum machine out. Ins ead of just 
playing drums I'd like to do me drum 
loops." Pat would say, "Th is a great 
time for me to play sax or rumpet or 
vibes." The sax, trumpet and vibes 
aren't technologically adva ed things, 
so I was wondering how I as going to 
put those things in a rock and. That 
was a big challenge, but it orked out, 
because if you take that and ut it into a 
computer and chop it up nd you do 
things to it, it sounds incr ble. We've 
come up with a pretty fres , new take 
on a very old thing. 

ew sound 
It's up to 
ineers and 
really cur-
gs. When 
e Garden 
d Darren 
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ey said to 
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How did this collaboration come about? 
What happened is that record compa-
nies tend to take something that's cur-
rently a good thing for them and they 
milk it. So, apparently because of the 
Savage Garden thing, Columbia Records 
looks at Savage Garden as a band, al-
though, in reality, Savage Garden isn't 
really a band. Columbia said, "You did 
so good with that band, how about try-
ing it with this band? And not only this 
band, but what about Aerosmith?" I'm 
going, "Whoa. Hey, man, this is really 
good. This is what I've wanted to do for 
a long time." I know I can do this. 
This seems to be a wild shift from just 
three years ago? 
That goes back to your first question 
about how it feels to win the Grammy. 
Well, it feels especially good to me, be-
cause I didn't do what I had been doing 
for so many years— you know, the Mari-
ah/Celine/pop-ballad years. It gave me a 
chance to prove to myself that I don't 
need Mariah Carey to keep working. 

Mariah and I, temporarily I hope, 
have parted ways. It's not like I was out 
to prove it, but this was a really strong 
year for me to go out and prove to my-

self that I'm not just Mariah Carey's pro-
ducer or Celine Dion's producer. It was 
really good because I didn't work with 
either of those two women this past 
year. It is a different take on my career. 
Now I'm writing songs with a lot of 

artists. Just the writing of songs is so 
wonderful because it's not just, "Okay, 
what ballad do you want to do." No, 
this is writing, and the writing is setting 
up the producing, and a lot of this stuff 
is very diversified. 
Well, with Train and with Aerosmith, 
it's now a matter of talking to five peo-
ple instead of just one. Do you ap-
proach the sessions differently? 
Well, it has to be a community thing. 
I'm coming into a family. I'm not a 

member of the family, 13 t I'm now 
asked to join the family i a certain 
way. What I've learned is t you have 
to keep their sound. I corn in with all 
my stuff, and I could just ov rtake their 
stuff. The power a produ wields in 
the studio is that you can ake away 
who the band is. A lot of producers 
might not realize that beca se they go 
so far into creating what th y want to 
do with their sound that y are just 
using the band as their o n instru-
ments. I try to be careful. 

So, when I'm in the studi with Train 
I have to say, "I want this to sound like 
you, unquestionably you." It can't 
sound like me. What am I g nna make 
those guys sound like? Ma 'ah Carey? 
So, there's this balance of eping the 
family sounding like they ound, but 
with my influence and dir ction and 
production. 
In the past, you've talked lot about 
technology and how it's changed things 
in the studio. Over the past year, has 
there been a tool that's been interesting 
or creatively inspiring? 
I would say it would have to be having 
the ease of having the digital worksta-
tion. You're not running our of tracks. 
At the end of the day, you're not wor-

urnmm, a little mote yuitat 
)Qichie... a little leu i vocal — 

ooh, too much, there — 
oh you had it, 

yo Gad' where it iitit 
no the other 
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ried about this little noise o 
cause you can just go in the 
it immediately. It makes hf 
makes life simpler for ni 
course, if there's a really gr 
mance from a singer but it's 
of tune, we'll pitch it. 

All that stuff has made lif really, re-
ally great for us, but I'm wo ed about 
it. I'm worried that we're ot making 
records the way we're su posed to 
make them. I heard a coun song the 
other day by a really nice man, and 
it was a really nice song, b her voice 
was so completely AutoTu ed that it 
wasn't her voice. Not as mu h as Cher 
sounded in "Believe," but lmost. For 
lay persons out there they ouldn't re-
ally notice it, but for us m icians and 
industry guys, we just go, my God, 
why did you do that?" It as such a 
crime to me to hear a beau 1 country 
record with a great country s ger, but it 
wasn't her singing, it was a computer 
singing for her. 
In the old days, it could be ued that 
the engineer was one of the most im-
portant persons at a session. They 
made the microphones sound right, 
they set up the rooms, and they did all 
the behind-the-scenes stuff that made 
the audio better. Is the programmer al-
most more important than the engi-
neer is these days? 
In some cases, yeah. In som cases, the 
programmer is now the engineer, be-
cause we're not making recoods on tape 
anymore. We're not maki g records 
through microphones, exc pt for vo-
cals. Everything else is digital-to-digital, 
straight into the computer, so the pro-
grammer has become the engineer. 
A few engineers that I work with are 

looking at the future. It's kind of like 
driving; you constantly have • be look-
ing in your rear-view mirro as you're 
looking through the winds eld. Some 
engineers really took it u on them-
selves to learn where the fu is going 
and they went and they hedded 
and they got their Macintosh omputers 
and they got their Pro Tool. So, you 
have very smart engineers w o can ac-
tually go digital or go to tape 

Is it going too fast? Is it etting too 
widespread? Is it getting to too many 
people so that music will me such a 
cheeseburger industry that it' not even 
going to be real cheese? I h • pe not. I 
still believe that it's all in the .ng. 

r here be-
and erase 
easier, it 

e, and of 
at perfor-
a little out 

Freelance writer David Job Farinella 
is a frequent contributor to ix. 
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ashville has long prided itself on having the 
largest number of churches per capita in the 
U.S. So it's appropriate that the city's studio 
business in the last decade is prefigured in 
the Bible. In the mid-1990s, Allen Sides and 
Gary Belz begat Ocean Way/Nashville, and 

Masterfonics begat The Tracking Room, and Reba 
begat Starstruck, and many major new facilities were 
born as country music rose in the pop charts. 

At the turn of the century, however, the 
city flipped pages, from Genesis to the 
Apocalypse, and all hell broke loose. The 
worldwide business trend of consolida-
tion began to affect Nashville. It started 

BY DAN DALEY 

with the record labels, and several closed 
their doors. That, in turn, had impact on 
the studio base, which had benefited from 
the attention Nashville had received dur-
ing country's golden years between 1990 
and 1995 when more non-country artists 
than ever came to record in Nashville and 
its environs. The studio business, nonetheless, 
remained dependent on country for a primary source 
of clients and revenue. It wasn't long before consoli-
dation began to cull the swollen number of Nashville 
facilities. 

Some of the most prominent transactions provide 
a sense of scale. In 1997, as the first effects of label 
budget and roster cuts began to be felt, Nashville 
started to lose upper-tier studios. Six-
teenth Avenue Sound, one of only two 
SSL G-Plus facilities in the city, shuttered 
that year. Closings continued for the next 
two years, with Nashville losing Music 
Mill and Zomba-owned Battery Studios. 

In early 1999, a wave of mergers and 
acquisitions began and is only now be-
ginning to slacken. Seventeen Grand 
bought the assets of Love Shack. Emer-
ald Sound Studios purchased the assets 
of Masterfonics, which had sought bank-
ruptcy protection the year before. Emer-
ald owner Dale Moore also acquired the 
businesses of the Workstation and creat-
ed a joint venture studio called the Par-
lor. Gary Belz purchased the SSL 9000 

THE 
WORLD'S 
MOST 

MARKET 

J-equipped East Iris Studios, not long after Moore had 
attempted to do the same. Lou Gonzales, owner of 
Quad Studios in New York City, bought the serendip-
itously named Quad Recording in Nashville. 

These examples illustrate the forces and the strate-
gies at work in Nashville at the moment and reflect 
the situation facing the studio industry at large. 

EMERALD 'S ISLE 

Emerald tale is most complex. Since 
owner Moore returned to Nashville full-
time after developing and selling a string 
of radio stations in Montana, he has dra-
matically changed the studio business 
landscape through a series of acquisitons. 
Moore bought a one-room facility rom 
producers David Malloy and Even Stevens 
in 1985, and he had kept it out o • the 
Nashville studio "arms race" of the mid-
1990s. So when Moore sold his radio 
holdings, he had capital at a time when 
much of Nashville's studio owners were in 

debt. Moore 's Emerald acquisitions now in-
clude eight studios in four buildings in a single 

city, and it's the largest studio complex in the South-
east, rivaling in size Ocean Way in Los Angeles, 
Chicago Recording Co. in Chicago and Hit Factory in 
New York City. 

But perhaps more important than mere size, 
Moore and former Masterfonics partner and Emerald 
studio manager Milan Bogdan (who left Emerald ear-
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lier this year and is now working for 
Nashville/New York-based Quad Studios) 
oversaw functional and business expan-
sions. Emerald has created new business-
es within the organization, including a direct-to-satellite radio 
promotional service, a Webcasting service, a digital audio post-
production venture, a talent agency, and a marketing division, 
which seeks to match corporate sponsorships with artists and 
record labels. Emerald has also introduced a tiered pricing 
structure in which unit costs for studio time decrease as the 
number of services used within the Emerald system increases. 

"There was a tremendous opportunity in Nashville at that 
time, and there still is," says Moore. "We felt that the consoli-
dation that was going on made sense from a business point of 
view. The city had been overbuilt. But the opportunity that 
we created was to acquire properties that would allow us to 
close the circle and offer a range of services within one com-
pany that clients used to have to go to several 
facilities for. An entire project—from tracking to 
overdubs to digital editing to mixing, mastering, 
video post-production and post-production 
business services like radio and Internet pro-
motion and artist bookings—could be handled 
[in one enterprise]. And that brought economies 
of scale to the record-making process that were 
very appropriate for the way the record indus-
try was going." 

Moore refers to the fact that, while country 
music as a genre had taken a nosedive in re-
cent years, the larger music industry was con-
solidating. Multibillion-dollar transactions, such 
as Seagram's acquisition of Universal and Poly-
Gram, have been followed by huge cost-cutting 
exercises resulting in layoffs and album budget 
cuts. "What we were offering the record indus-
try at that moment was just what it was looking 
for," Moore says. 

Emerald has most recently focused on up-
grading their technology. The studio installed 
Nashville's first Euphonix System 5 digital con-
sole in mid-March. 

Moore acknowledges that he is taking a chance introduc-
ing such a radically new console platform to Nashville. The 
area tends to be staunchly conservative in terms of boards, 
because the nature of country music production tends to favor 
fast completion of projects, and engineers—who move daily 
between studios—want consoles they already know. 

'PHOTO. RON NEILSON 

The CosHe Recording Studios 

NASHVILLE 
"That's the way it's always been in 

Nashville," says Moore. "I know—we took a 
chance by putting in an SSL E Series con-
sole back in 1985 when everyone here was 

working on Neves. And we now have to do the same thing as 
we did then: educate the engineering community here about 
the console and why we think we made the right decision." 

Moore says he polled Nashville area producers and engi-
neers about the console, which was introduced at the 1999 
AFS Show in New York City. He also had Euphonix put the 
console into the studio for a period of time prior to finalizing 
the sale so engineers could preview it in situ. 

"When you put in a piece of equipment like this, you're 
selling to a group of people—record labels, artists, producers, 
engineers," Moore says. "The mixing engineer especially has 
considerable influence over where mixes get done. You want 
to get as many of them to check the console out as possible. 

So there's both a technical and a marketing decision that has 
to be made." 

Moore also says he is hiring a dedicated assistant for the 
Euphonix room, and that Emerald employees will be trained 
by Euphonix. No rates have yet been set for the newly outfit-
ted Mix Room at Emerald. Moore says, however, that he is 
likely to go with an introductory type of rate for the first sev-

eral months, and he expects to ir crease that 
rate after the console gains some traction in the 
market. 

THE SHIFTING STUDIO SCENE 
Starstruck Studios also beefed up its broadcast 
services in the last year. The facility, part of the 
multifaceted Starstruck Enterprises group 
owned by singer Reba McEntire and her man-
ager/husband Narvel Blackstock, has two SSL 
9000 J-equipped studios. But what started as a 
relatively small audio media promotional ser-
vices two years ago expanded in 1999 to en-
compass video, and now both Access 
Hollywood and Entertainment 7bnight take 
regular Nashville feeds from Starstruck, routed 
straight to Burbank, Calif., via satellite trans-
missions and fiber-optic connectiols. 
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Antarctica 

Studios, Room 2 

Studio vice president Robert De La Garza declined to 
discuss rate comparisons between the studio and the 
broadcast operation, but did note that the margins on the 
broadcast services were higher than those in music. This 
year, the broadcast division, which De La Garza heads, has 
expanded its marketing efforts into the medical industry, 
corporate narrowcasts and book publishers sending au-
thors an electronic media tours. "It's another service that 
we can offer clients who use the studio, because they'll 
need to promote the records they make here," he explains. 
Looking further ahead, De La Garza says that the studio has 
been wired for 75 ohms for high-definition broadcasts. 

Other facilities in Nashville have realized that the busi-
ness model is changing. Seventeen Grand has staked out a 

Thu 5DL Axiom ^. 1r at Be, 

Sound Sta, 

leading position in the Nashville and national mar-
ket as a surround mixing facility, and the studio 
did a dozen surround projects in 1999. The facility 
also bought the midscale Love Shack facility in 
order to broaden its client base. "It's given us a 
more stable cash flow situation, because we can 
provide services for more clients," explains Seven-
teen Grand co-owner Jake Nicely. "Love Shack lets 
people come in at a lower rate level and start pro-
jects, or use the room for affordable overdubs, 
then come back to the main studio for mixing or 
surround work. It's a wider range of services peo-
ple can access." 

The same principle drove Sound Stage owner 
Ron Kerr to expand into the former Nightingale 
Studios. "That location gave us access to a new 
client type—the upper mid-level client," says 

Se ,,enteen 

Grand Studios 

Sound Stage studio manager Michael Koreiba. "It 
filled a hole in our range of services and also ad-
dressed a hole in the market. We've found that there 
are a lot of clients out there who are in the market 
for a good studio in the $800- to $ 1,200-a-day 
range." 

That market niche, Koreiba continues, is a poten-
tially large one. Its ranks have grown with both 
major-label, first-record artists who might have had 
larger budgets during country's headier days a few 
years ago, and by rock, Christian and alternative 
artists working on mid-career records. 

Sound Stage also made other service moves, in-
cluding the establishment a format transfer service, 
which Koreiba says is bringing work in on a nation-
al basis. The facility also formed a joint venture deal 
with engineer/mixer Chuck Ainlay: The partners 

PEOPLE HAVE GOTTEN USED TO RUNNING OUT TO WAL-MART 

WHEN THEY NEED SOMETHING. THEY CAN FIND EVERYTHING THEY 

NEED THERE UNDER ONE ROOF. THAT SAME CONCEPT IS NOW BEING 

APPLIED TO THE STUDIO BUSINESS. -MICHAEL KOREISA 
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have created a new studio called Back 
Stage, equipped with an SSL Axiom-MT 
digital console. 

All agree that the studio industry is 
changing dramatically in the wake of new technologies and 
business models sparked by the Internet, and they concur that 
bigger seems to be better. The ability to provide new services 
within a vertical organization is a valid strategy for surviving in 
a changing landscape. "People have gotten used to running 
out to Wal-Mart when they need something. They can find 
everything they need there under one roof," says Koreiba. 

"That same concept is now being applied to the studio busi-
ness. You just have to decide which services your market 

needs, and how many services you can supply and do it well 
without overstressing the business. And that might be the art 
of it right there." 

Still, some of Nashville's changes are unique to the city, 
Nicely says. "[Nashville] still basically relies on what's in its 
backyard, and that's been country up till this point," he says. 
"But even if that continues to be the case, it's whatever coun-
try happens to be that could affect things. Right now, it's 
crossing over heavily into pop, with records like Faith Hill's 
This Kiss.' 

"But more than what country becomes, when it was hot, it 
attracted a lot of people to Nashville, and some of them are 
having an effect on the city," Nicely continues. "People like 
[producer] Dann Huff, who produced Faith's record and who 
has another pop hit with Lonestar. People like him are part 
of the reason that country is crossing over the way it is right 
now. Dave Thoener, who won a Grammy this year [engi-

neering for Carlos Santana's "Smooth"]. Adrian Belew lives in 
Mt. Juliet [a Nashville suburb], and we did part of the last King 

NASHVILLE 
primary recording system. This 
the market that's really been ov 

Trevethan says he has no a 
grow into the bigger leagues. H 

Nashville's music market has become more diverse and more 
technically oriented and is now less reliant on large consoles 
and big tracking rooms. "To quote Robert Fripp [ ho recent-
ly gave an online Wèbchat, hosted by Antarctic], the small 
mobile unit is the way to go in the future," says Te vethan. 
New Yorkers "Void" Caprio and Keith Spacek a w the po-

tential in Nashville's underground rock and pop s ene, which 
has been oft-discovered but rarely leveraged with success. 
Caprio and Spacek decided to open a studio thall could pro-
vide them with a base for developing productions with local 
bands and built most of the single-control-room f cility them-

recording 
rs, and the 

selves. The result, InterZone, has three sizable 
spaces with 12-foot ceilings and hardwood floo 
equipment includes a Mackie 8-bus console and a vintage 3M 
2-inch 24-track, along with three 20-bit Alesis ADATs. 

Caprio believes InterZone can be a successful hybrid facil-
ity: It houses the partners' music production work and 
Caprio's music library productions, and it is avail ble for hire 
at between $300 and $500 per day. InterZone has lso built in 
several of the services that are becoming a hallmirk of these 
kinds of facilities, including on-site CD-R duplica On and In-

ternet promotion. 

a level of 
rlooked." 
bitions to 
notes that 

IN THE BURGEONING 'SURDS 
The other story in Nashville isn't in Nashville t all. It's in 
Williamson County, Tennessee's affluent suburh, about 16 
miles from Music Row. Several facilities, old and new, have 
been thriving in Williamson County, partly because the 

COUNTRY MUSIC AS WE KNEW IT GROWING UP THE DON WILLIAM 

AND CONWAY TWTTTY COUNTRY-WILL PROBABLY BECOME A SMALL 

NICHE MARKET, LIKE BLUEGRASS. BUT THE PART THAT'S BECOMING I 

POP MUSIC AND THE PEOPLE WHO ARE LEADING IT THAT WAY ALL U 

THE FACILITIES HERE. JAKE NICELY 

S 

LIKE 

SE 

Crimson record here. Country music as we knew it growing 
up—the Don Williams and Conway Twitty country—will 
probably become a small niche market, like bluegrass. But 
the part that's becoming like pop music and the people who 
are leading it that way all use the facilities here." 

THE NEW MIDDLE CLASS 
If there has been significant activity in the upper tier of facili-
ties, the same goes for the emerging middle class in 
Nashville's studio community. Antarctica, a Pro Tools-based 
recording studio that also offers graphics and Web page con-
struction services, underscores how new business models are 
rising from the ashes of the old. The studio moved into the 
site of the former Sixteenth Avenue Sound, and owner John 
Trevethan says he purposely targeted a middle ground in the 

Nashville market precisely because there was so much con-
solidation activity above. "There's a lot of high-end competi-
tion here, but that made for opportunities in the middle level," 
he explains. "Also, the Pro Tools thing in Nashville had been 
mainly for editing. We created something new by making it a 

neighborhood doesn't carry the implicit cultural connotations 

of country music the way Nashville does, and partly because 
many of country's success stories have moved to the South's 
affluent equivalent of Fairfield or Orange Counties. 

In Franklin, the genteel, antebellum county seat of 
Williamson County, the landscape is now dotted with several 
facilities that are thriving. The most notable is Sound Kitchen, 
which has grown from two rooms in 1994 to six studios 
today, with two more under consideration by co-owners John 
and Dino Elefante. John is a successful Contemporary Christ-
ian recording artist and former lead singer with the band 
Kansas, and Dino is a prolific producer of Christian records 
and the senior vice president of Pamplin Records in Portland, 
Ore., and the pair had originally predicated the tudios' rev-
enues largely on their own work. 

Dino says that's changed considerably in the intervening 

years. He also estimates that as much as 25% of the recording 
in the area is now being done in Williamson Couiity at Sound 
Kitchen, Dark Horse, The Castle and a handful oil other facili-
ties that are near the upscale homes of produceis and artists 
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NASHVILLE 
who don't want to drive to Music Row 
every day. 

"We had a gut instinct about [the 
area]," says Dino. The Elefantes backed 
up that intuition with a business ap-
proach that focuses on proven and 
widely accepted equipment choices. 
The Sound Kitchen console comple-
ment includes new and pre-owned 
Neve VRs and SSL G-Plus desks, and 
the newest, largest room sports an API 
console. The Elefantes have also taken 
great pains to cultivate business rela-
tionships with area producers, offering 
them what Dino Elefante describes as 
"time shares" in the facility, an arrange-
ment that guarantees availability and 
rates in return for consistent use. "It's a 
form of buying into a studio, but with-
out the liability," Elefante explains. "It's 
a time-share mentality." 

Franklin's other successful facilities 
include Dark Horse Recording, which is 
based at owner Robin Crow's home. 
Crow has a theory about why people 
record in the area: They work there be-
cause they live there. 
Now that population makes up 

more than half the bookings for Dark 
Horse, and the studio has grown from 
a private single-room studio to a three-
room facility. Much of its work comes 
from the still-growing Contemporary 
Christian recording market. Several 
Christian record labels have set up 
shop in the Maryland Farms office park 
in northern Williamson County, and 
artists and producers seem to like the 
suburban setting. 

In addition, Crow says that, at the 
moment, two of his three studios are 
booked with clients from outside of 
Nashville. "To some degree, we're able 
to float above what's been going on 
closer to town," he says. "But there's a 
price for that—we never stop spending 
money on upgrades." 

At the Castle Studios, owner Jozef 
Nuyens is more skeptical about the 
suburbs' ability to remain aloof from 
the developments on Music Row. "I 
don't think you can separate 
[Williamson County studios] from the 
Row," says Nuyens. "The business af-
fects us all the same way. It's just that 
out here, we have a better image ap-
peal than the Row. The studios aren't 
necessarily better, but the settings are. 
Overall, though, we've all been affect-
ed by what's been going on. I don't 
know that the mega-studios are going 

to change things all that much. The 
fluctuations in the business here are 
easing. When it's all said and done, 
things will be calmer but at a lower 
level than they were." 

Nuyens has hedged against that by 
increasing his in-house production ac-
tivity and pursuing music publishing in-
terests. Last year, he concluded a joint 
venture with Warner Chappell Music. 

THE FUTURII 
Nashville is churning. But most say it's 
for the better. For example, new Inter-
net-based companies have cropped up 
such as Tappedinto.com, an online 
music venture co-developed by Preston 
Sullivan, the former Sixteenth Avenue 
Studios manager, and Judith Newby, for-
mer personal manager for Everly Broth-
ers, Tom. T. Hall and Johnny Rodriguez. 
Tappedinto.com might prove to be the 
model for the future of multimedia in 
Nashville, a model in which music be-
comes a content source for the 144 URL 
channels Tappedinto.com operates. The 
company also creates marketing and 
sales packages for independent and 
major label artists and its own burgeon-
ing roster of recording artists. 

Tappedinto.com's audio arsenal is 
Spartan—a Mackie mixer, a few micro-
phones, Real Audio for MP3 encoding 
and Adobe Premiere video editing soft-
ware. But that's about all it takes, Sulli-
van says. The company can always use 
the studio resources of Nashville, which 
continue to become more affordable as 
consolidation continues, as well as Full 
Scale, a Seattle recording studio that is 
one of Tappedinto.com's partners. 

Nashville has also become the North 
American headquarters for the sprawl-
ing School of Audio Engineering (SAE) 
empire. SAE took over the former Arista 
Records building just off Music Row, 
and the 14,000-square-foot facility is 
now the flagship for the school's inva-
sion of U.S. shores, which began last 
year. 

There is much that is unique in 
Nashville's situation. But there is just as 
much here that can be applied to the 
larger studio business picture. Although 
The Hit Factory's acquisition of Miami's 
Criteria has been a headline-maker, 
Emerald's business plan has been just as 
compelling, in a more complex and nu-
anced way. Perhaps the most important 
lesson of the last decade is the notion 
that, for the first time in its 50-plus years 
as a recording center, Nashville's devel-
opments in its studio infrastructure and 
the developments in country music may 
not be one and the same. 
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A D MX/ GROWS IN NASHVILLE 
MARK MILLER AND BRIAN TANKERSLEY'S GBT STUDIO 

11 ark Miller left) and Brian Tankersley in GU's control room. In place of a conventional mixer, 

the room features a custom digital console comprising five PARIS fader banks, 

with fou,- 20-Mch Sony monitors displaying all console parameters. 

I
ts Grand Ole image may keep 
outsiders from seeing Nashville 
as a center of technological ad-

vancement, but there's plenty of for-
ward thinking going on in Music 
City. One recent example of this is 
Gl3T Studio, the private endave (and 
initials) of producer/engineer Brian 
Tankersley and Sawyer Brown lead 
singer Mark Miller. As we spoke, the 
final touches were being applied to 
their new facility, based around 
what Tankersley says is the "largest 
digital audio workstation on the 
planet." And at 96 tracks, 120 analog 
and 60 digital inputs, it just might be. 
A native of Houston, Tankersley 

migrated to California years ago. "I 
worked in L.A. for much of the 
'80s, and it's an exciting place, but 

in 1990 my wile and I wanted to 
live somewhere that was more 
conducive to raising our family, 
and we headed to Nashville." With 
no experience in the country field, 
Tankersley needed a break, and he 
caught one when his friend Scott 
Hendricks asked him to execute 
the dance remix of "Boot Scootin' 
Boogie," by the then-little-known 
duo Brooks & Dunn. "That record 
went through the roof, and the 
album with the original version of 
the track sold more than 5 million 
units. Our mix became so popular 
that it was included as a bonus cut 
on their second CD. I was very for-
tunate to work on 'Boot Scootin' 

BY GARY ESKOW 

Boogie, because it put 
front and center as a coun 
mixer." 

During the past two deca 
Tankersley has worked 
nearly every major cons 
and tape system on the m 
ket. But in place of a traditi 
al board and either analog 
digital tape recorders, G 
Studio sports a huge E-mu 
soniq PARIS workstation. 

"Back in November of '9 
was exposed to the the 
brand-new PARIS syste 
Tankersley recalls. "It used 
early software revision, an 
wasn't convinced it could 
integrated into a professio 
scenario. About a year lat 
PARIS had developed to t 
point where it could do what I 
needed to make records. I pur-
chased PARIS expecting to use 
it as a utility device, principally 
for vocal comping, but I was 
shocked at how good it sound-
ed, and sound is everything 
to me." During the past year, 
Tankersley has been co-pro-
ducer/engineer/mixer on Lone-
star's Number One single 
"Amazed," which was mixed in 
PARIS, and Newsong's Number 
One hit "Can't Keep a Good 

Man Down," which was done en-
tirely within the system. 

Disk-based delivery formats 
can be a thorny issue when y 
store mixes on a workstati 
that's not ubiquitous. When 
began executing final mixes in 
PARIS, Tankersley often carted a 
pared-down system to a local 
mastering room, and he's toyed 
with the idea of leaving one 'n 
such a facility on a semiper - 
nent basis. Currently, 24-bit m 
ters are delivered on Tasc 
DA-45HR DATs. "I'd rather cut 
going from the computer 
tape—any device that involve 
physical tape transport brings 
own internal and external cl 
ing issues into the proces 
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THE PROJECT STUDIO " Ill 

Tankersley explains. "So far, we've 

suffered no problems dropping to 24-
bit DATs, but why introduce another 
variable? If I can go directly from my 
DAW into their system, I bypass any 
jitter that might be caused by a DAT 
transport, for example." 

Ratcheting up his personal studio be-
came the only way to go when Tankers-
ley found that more and more of his 
dients were asking to track as well as 
mix on PARIS. Among them was Sawyer 
Brown's lead singer Mark Miller. After 
snagging the Grand Prize on the Star 

Search television program—and the 
$100,000 that went with it—Sawyer 
Brown was signed by Curb Records. 
They've turned out 17 albums for the 
label, with hits that include "Some Girls 
Do," "The Race Is On" and -the Walk." 

Due out this summer is the band's latest 
CD, Sawyer Brown Live, produced by 
Miller and Tankersley. 

"Brian handled a couplé of dance 
mixes for us, and I was blown away by 
the sound, so I came over to his place 
and I was amazed at thé speed at 
which he was trying out different ideas 
working on PARIS," says Miller, who 
has his own 48-track project room with 

BRIE111THRHERSIP 00 THE GOT SYSTEM 
A major benefit of any DAW is full 
reset/recall capability. I wanted to ex-
tend that concept to tracking, cue mix 
and overdub scenarios in addition to 
the obvious mixing application. This 
96-track PARIS system has 120 analog 
inputs, 72 analog outputs and 60 digital 
I/Os directly into the DAW with no ex-
ternal console. The CPU is a Kryotech 
SuperG running a 1GHz Athlon, with 
more than 1 Terabyte of hard disk on-
site in removable trays. Everything and 
everybody talks straight to the DAW. 
PARIS allows infinite storing and nam-
ing of setups for its virtual patchbay 
and recalls all settings including +4/-10 
dB levels for each analog input. With a 
little forethought, full reset of any ses-
sion—excluding analog preamp, EQ 
and compressor settings—is possible. 

Seven Yamaha 01V mixers in con-
junction with Frontier Tango 24 A/D & 
D/A converters make up the cue sys-
tem. The Tango has Lightpipe in, out 
and, most importantly, a reclocked 
thm output, so 16 channels of Light-
pipe, originating in PARIS, are fed all 
the way around the room from Tango 
to Tango, which are set up in pairs. 
The 16 analog outs of each pair are fed 
to an 01V. Opto-isolation means no 
grounding issues, and the short, bal-
anced analog mn from a dedicated 24-
bit analog out to each 01V input results 
in excellent fidelity whether the player 
monitors via speaker or headphones. I 
would pit it against any cue system I've 
heard. Using Emagic's Soundiver, I 
have complete control and recall of the 
cue system from the console between 
PARIS' patchbay and 01V MIDI control. 

The Lightpipe outputs from the 
Tango's A/D converters, which are 

switchable to +4/-10, are used as line 
inputs to PARIS for keys, samplers or 
electronic drums. I've always been 
bothered by the way those - 10dB, 
semipro line level devices made their 
way to the console. Goodbye to 
cheesy keyboard line mixers and/or di-
rect boxes; say hello to 5 feet of cable 
to 24-bit A/D nearly anywhere in the 
room. It does make a difference. 

Each of the three player stations in 
the control room is an open, 8-foot-
wide cubbyhole facing the console, 
treated on all three sides and the ceil-
ing with 3-inch Auralex Studiofoam, 
looking a bit like the transporter on 
Star Trek. Tannoy near-fields on ad-
justable arms attached to rails on the 
ceiling can be positioned for proper 
stereo image while being relatively 
close to the player. Putting the near-

fields close to the players provides 
them with an in-your-face playing ex-
perience, while reducing the overall 
levels in the control room. i 

The console was custo -built by 
Todd Beeton of Studio Supp y & Con-
struction to house the four Sony 24-
inch Trinitron monitors and 6 faders 
on six c-16 controllers de icated to 
PARIS, as well as the 18-incil flat pan-
els used by the ancillary c mputers. 
Three additional computeijs handle 
Gigasampler, Acid, Logi Audio, 
Soundiver and various ot er soft-
synths. All are Lightpiped dnectly into 

PARIS: 64 channels in all. There are 
other variations from the rorm that 
we've incorporated, but the final mu-
sical result is what matters. e feel a 
bit more creative and have bit more 
fun making music this way. 

—Brian Tankeisley 
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a Neve console. "I've also started proj-
ects in my place and thrown them into 
PARIS, and there's absolutely no sound 
coloration added. It sounds like great 
analog technology." 

GBT Studio blends a traditional ap-
proach with new technology. "We de-
cided to build a large control room, one 
that could handle as many people as 
was humanly possible: Ours is a 20x30-
foot space. Inside are three separate 
workstations, each acoustically treated 
on three sides with acoustic foam for 
absorption. Players at these stations face 

the console, and they have the option 
of putting on headphones if they want 
to. On the other hand, we have a pair 
of boom stands hanging upside down 
approximately 12 to 18 inches from 
their face, and a subwoofer in the back 
of their chair in case a player wants to 
monitor without using phones. 

"Why have a bunch of iso booths 
when half of them are used for guitars 
and Leslies?" he continues. "We built 
three ¡so booths that aren't visually ac-
cessible from the control room, de-
signed to have an acoustical space for a 
guitar cabinet, live drums, or some 
other high-SPL piece of equipment 

SCOTT HULL 
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[rather than a guitar th 4t might be 
tracked directly to PARIS, fr example), 
which would bleed too e ensively to 
be appropriate for the c ntrol room. 
Fundamentally, though, w're going to 
have players in the roomi with us for 
most of the tracking, to naximize the 
human interaction. We'll le able to sit 
there and get a vibe going,I while we're 
tracking directly to DAW." 

PARIS also offered oth r amenities 
to Tankersley. "I demanl a discrete 
fader per track, just like I'4 have on an 
analog board," he expla". "I use four 
24-inch Sony monitors Together, 
these let me look at 64-ctannel strips 
at a width onscreen tha compares 
with what you'd see if yo4 were using 
a Neve VR." Additionally, the record-
ing system runs on a sin e PC with a 
fast 1GHz Athlon proces or offering 
ample native processing ç$ower. "As a 
test, I pulled up 59 Waves Renaissance 
EQ modules and applied them ran-
domly to tracks," Tanke sley notes, 
adding that he typically Iuses signals 
in and out of his compute, eschewing 
the logic that says all fi4nctionality 
must reside inside one bcx. "The sys-
tem has eight stereo aux ends. Noth-
ing prevents me from us* g a Lexicon 
480, TC M5000 or M6000, 4r any of the 
other outboard devices wé own." 

Tankersley does, however, have a 
PARIS wish list. "Grouping and linking 
faders within the onscreen mixer would 
be a big improvement, and I hope the 
3.0 software that's under development 
includes this, and my hat goes off to 
Digidesign for the way that Pro Tools 5 
implements MIDI. I'm sure that the in-
tegration of MIDI within PARIS will im-
prove over time." 

If the idea of combining traditional 
methods with modem workstation tech-
nology is to work, the players will have 
to buy into TanIcersley's concept. How's 
it going so far? "Everyone has a great 
time! With 96 tracks available, we often 
comp rhythm takes with all of us play-
ing to a click track," he explains. "First 
we'll print a pass live, and then do sev-
eral more. When we've covered all sec-
tions of a tune with good pérfonriances, 
we play back all the various passes. 
Everyone picks out sections of the dif-
ferent takes that they like best from their 
individual performances. then comp 
an entire rhythm section n the spot. 
Players get further into he session 
headspace because they e more in-
volved with the creative p Being 
able to yell at each othe across the 
room and achieve a co on spirit is 
the goal of our operation." 
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LEARN THE LAWS OF PHYSICS 
AN ODE TO ENGINEERING 

S
ome things just aren't right. Take, for instance, 
canned orange juice. Someone should really put a 
stop to that. Another evil that simply will not go 

away is lying with numbers. Okay, I guess I mean 
"stretching the truth" with numbers. Now, we all know 
that a sufficiently motivated person can make any sta-
tistic look good to the uninformed. Even I have been 
known to embellish concepts a bit—all for the greater 
good, I assure you. 

Here's what I'm talking about. All the new electron-

ic gear, audio and otherwise, that you find in the mar-
ketplace is digital, with analog mostly relegated to the 
vintage or boutique buyer. From the Lightpipe-
equipped low end for the DIY musician to the stuff 
sporting a MADI spigot and hefty price tag, it's digital. 
And never has there been so much hype about so little. 

Let's suppose that you're in the market for some 
new equipment. Who isn't, after all, always lusting after 
the shiny and new? Or, let's say that you want to be-
come more informed about your chosen vocation. No, 
not playing scorching leads on your new Tele, 
Bubba—being an "engineer." Of course, the audio in-
dustry has its own reality distortion field whereby most 
so-called engineers have never designed a single 
tooVengine/device. Does that mean I'm an automotive 
engineer because I can operate one? Not quite. As you 
probably know, the engineer title we share with other, 
more technical people is derived from a time in the dis-
tant past when poodles roamed the earth unfettered 
and we actually had to build and 
maintain our equipment. These   

head over to Sanuny's Sound Shack, fork over the p 
tic and walk away with your dream box of choi 
without a solitary shred of knowledge about how, 
ternally, said dream box performs its miracles. 

Anyway, lots of products at Sammy's are sold as 
number of bits or such-and-such a sample rate, but ti 
really doesn't tell you much. The truth is, as always, 
black and white, but numerous shades of gray. In gi 
eral, all digital gear has the same basic advantag s: 
good multigenerational noise and distortion perfor-

mance with high amplitude signal, theo-
retically perfect archival longevity and 
an ever-increasing price/performance 
ratio. For now, let's look at that first, dis-
tinctive attribute, the one that's funda-
mentally different from analog. That 
"perfect sound forever" thing. 
A device that has a 24-bit I/O can be 

advertised as a 24-bit product. But wait, 
isn't the AES/EBU standard defined as 
having a 24-bit payload or essence? 
'(up, for as long as my pea brain can 
remember. Needless to say, the I/O 
word length has nothing to do with 
what happens to the data once it's in-
side the box. With even the fanciest 
gear, you could have accidentally set 
the output word length to truncate to 
10 bits with no dither and the AES/EBU 
output would still be a 24-bit output. 
Only the first ten most significant bits 
would carry any useful information, 

though. And, my, how bad it would sound. 
Sample rate specs are also suspect, though less so. 

All things being equal, a product that operates at 96 
kHz should have wider unity gain bandwidth than that 
same product operating at 48 kHz. Well, so what? I cer-
tainly can't hear a sine wave above 20 kHz! But is that 
all there is to our sense of hearing? I can't say with au-
thority that the increased bandwidth alone "sounds bet-
ter," but I can say that my ears tell me a well-designed 
piece of gear sounds better operating at 176.4 kHz than 
it does at 44.1 kHz. Theory tells us that it should ex-
hibit less group delay or phase distortion when oper-
ating at higher sample rates, but no one knows the true 
reason or even if the "sounds better" effect is statisti-
cally significant. 

Okay, how about word length? That parameter is, in 
some ways, more obvious and yet more obscure. Our 
hearing has, on a good day, about 120 dB, or 20 bits' 
worth, of dynamic range. In the past, we've gotten along 

just fine with analog tape that had, on 
a good day, half that dynamic range. 

days, though, all you have to do is 
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The last limiter you'll ever need. 
Auto release 

Auto release 

Ultramaximizer 

48 bit • 96 kHz 

WAVES 

Your studio will never be the same after you get 
your Waves 12 Ultramaximizer. 

Essential for mastering of course, but it's the 
new secret weapon for live sound, channel insert, 
guitar racks, broadcasting, mixdown, remix, 
sound design, location recording, you get the idea? 

Use the A/D converters to boost your quality, 

and the limiter to never clip your master. Spank 

a voice or snare beyond any imaginable point. 

Scare yourself a little. There's simply nothing else 

in the class of the L2 Ultramaximizer. 

"Best limiter I've ever heard". "The A/D convert-
ers are better than $2000 standalones". "1 must 
have one today". What will you say? 

Want to push your limit? We'll build one for you. 
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THE BITSTREAM 

duction addresses that shortcoming, but 
why do we need 144 dB of dynamic 
range in the AES essence if we can only 
hear 120? 

It's those doggone numbers. A mini-
malist recording—say, a low-noise ana-
log source feeding a high-quality 
converter and released, unedited, to the 
consumer—wouldn't need more than 16 
bits to convey the information reason-
ably. Most music, however, isn't pro-
duced that simply. Even classical 
releases, those pristine records of 
acoustic events, are usually edited so ag-
gressively that making 1,000, 2,000 or 
even 3,000 edits in an hour-long perfor-
mance is not unusual. So? In the digital 
world, almost any process performed on 
the data, whether it's editing, EQ, gain 
changes or mixing, results in longer 
word length data than what you had 
when you started; 6x6=36. A one-digit 
number times a one-digit number equals 
a two-digit number. The same is true 
with AES data: You make your 16-bit 
recording 1 dB louder and, boom, 
you've got some extralow-order bits 
filled with "the remainder," as my grade-
school math teacher called it. You need 

11RIE HUES 
MAMORU) 
EXPO THIS MONTH 
MACWORLD Conference & Expo/ 
New York 2000 is happening July 
18-21, at the Jacob IC Javits Center in 
New York City. In addition to plenty 
of exhibits, seminars and forums, the 
convention now features expanded 
special interest areas, including the 
new Music and Audio showcase, 
featuring the latest Mac tools for 
music and audio creation, produc-
tion, and processing; mastering; CD 
authoring; MP3 publishing; and net-
working. There will also be celebrity 
concerts held every day in the Music 
and Audio interest area. Visit 
www.macworldexpo.com. 

CYCLING '74 ACQUIRES MAX 
Cycling 74 announced the conclu-
sion of an agreement with Opcode 
Systems (a subsidiary of Gibson) and 
the French music research institute 
IRCAM, in which Cycling '74 ac-

GET ON AND GET OFF. 

• 

quired the publishing right to the 
MAX graphical interactive 
ming environment for real-time 
music and multimedia. 
MAX was originally developed at 

IRCAM in the late 1980s and was li-
censed to Opcode Systems in 1990, 
where future Cycling '74 founder 
David Zicarelli then worke4 on de-
velopment. Cycling 74 has extend-
ed and complemented s MIDI 
and multimedia support wit1 MSP, a 
set of synthesis and signal process-
ing extensions. The company has 
announced plans for a Windows re-
lease of MAX, later this year. For 
more information, visit www. 
cyding74.com. 

PLUG.IN IN JULY 
The fifth annual Plug.In online 
music forum is taking pl ce this 
month, from July 24-25 at th Shera-
ton Hotel and Towers in New York 
City. The show focuses on business 
issues facing the music industry, and 
examines new technolog'es and 
trends. For program details, visit 
www.jup.com/events/. 

You WON'T FIND 

ART DECO COCKTAIL 

SHAKERS OR BEANIE 

BABIES ON DIGIBID. 

You WILL FIND THE 

PRO AUDIO AND MUSIC 

GEAR YOU'RE AFTER. 

DIGIBID IS THE 

AUCTION ARENA WHERE 

THE DEDICATED PRO 

CAN BID ON QUALITY 

EQUIPMENT—WITH NO 

HIDDEN RESERVES. 

AND THE BEST GEAR 

DEALS ON THE PLANET 

ARE THE MOST FUN, 

ESPECIALLY SINCE 

THEY'RE ALL 100% 

GUARANTEED. 

GET ON AND GET OFF. 

WWW.DIGIBID.COM 
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extra "headroom," as it used to be 
called in the analog days, to allow for 
the vagaries of day-to-day production. 
A 24-input digital desk needs to pad 
any AFS input by 18 dB immediately 
just to maintain a reasonable gain struc-
ture for downstream processing and 
summing. 

And that's not all. Noise is usually 
spec'd as an absolute noise voltage or 
indirectly as a signal-to-noise ratio. Very 
rarely are any specs released that refer 
to the nature of the noise—its spectral 
makeup, its amplitude vs. frequency or 
whether or not it's correlated with the 
signal. That last noise characteristic can 
be particularly annoying and comes into 
sharp focus when lossy codecs are in-
volved. 

Phase response and harmonic and 
IM distortion are also important gauges 
of how the device will perform but do 
not directly predict how it will subjec-
tively "sound" unless the performance 
borders on pathological. On the other 
hand, that blanket statement isn't true 
for jitter. Though most manufacturers 
fail to state anything about their prod-
ucts' jitter performance, again, a spec 
probably wouldn't say much about the 
sound since, like noise, there are so 
many aspects of jitter behavior. But, in 
general, jitter has a lot to do with the 
subjective quality of multichannel 
audio, because it has a lot of impact on 
the frequency vs. phase response, 
which in turn affects imaging and 
soundstage. Alas, many engineers are 
content with their pan pot-synthesized, 
two-dimensional world, and so is the 
consumer. 

But, I wander from the subject at 
hand...and that subject is simply this: 
Don't believe sales and marketing hype, 
good or bad. Start learning about the 
underlying technology that you rely 
upon every day. And remember, the 
laws of physics have not been repealed 
just yet. For most of us, purchasing new 
gear means careful deliberation rather 
than impulse buying. You'll have to live 
with your purchase for quite a while. If 
you don't pcnsess the expertise or aural 
acuity require to evaluate some box 
properly, then ask or buy someone 
who does. Your biz card sez "engineer," 
right? Start acting like one! la 

Oliver Masciarotte is a consultant on new 
media content creation issues. He's just 
suffered from a double shot of desert sun, 
with the IVAB and SMA conferences run-
ning back-to-back. While he's decom-
pressing your machine can contact his 
machine at bitstream@seneschal.net. 
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1.800.450.5740 get a FREE demo at 
Internatonal. 1.770.303.0970 www.studiosuite.com 

ELECTRIC LADY STUDIO C ( NYC) 

THE SOUND LOUNGE ( NYC) 

Richard Oliver Productions 

MILLENI M STUDIOS ( NJ) 
e 

The Flavor Unit: Shakim & Queen Latlfah 

MILLENIUM STUDIO'S 
Tel/Fax 212) 971 7040 - e mail: rickoliver72Sprintmail com 
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Full Service Studio Design & Pro] ect Management 
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TERRATEC EWS88 MT v 

TemaTec's (www.terratec.net) 
EWS88 MT 8-channel PCI 
card has a new feature set. 
The 24/96-capable card 
now has an ASIO 2.0 dri-
ver, and AC-3 streams can 
now be sent throughout 
the digital output. All new 
EWS systems with EWS 
Connect (including EWS88 
MT and EWS88 D, with 

more to come) 
can be syn-

MIDIMAN MIDISPORT p 

Midirnan (www.midiman. 
net) intros the MIDISPORT 
4x4 ($199), a multiport MIDI 
interface for USB-equipped 
PCs and Macs. MIDISPORT 
is self-powered, Windows 98 
compatible and comes with 
a 6-foot USB cable. It in-
cludes MIDI activity indica-
tors for each port and OMS 
drivers for Mac OS 8.6 and 
above. Additional MIDI-
SPORT units may be added 

for more 

chronized and need only NIII )1 p( 
one driver and central 
panel. The included soft-
ware offers a routing con-
trol panel; Windows 95, NT 
and MME support is also 
included. I/0s include 
S/PDIF, +4/-10 dB analog 
and MIDI. 
Circle 340 on Product Info Card 

SADIE RADIA 

BROADCAST DAW 

SADIES (www.sadie.com) 
RADIA entry-level editing 
system is aimed at the 
broadcast market and re-
places the SADiE Classic. 
Featuring four inputs and 
outputs and up to 24 re-
play tracks at 48 kHz, 
RADIA will be supplied as 
either a single PCI card 
for user-configurable sys-
tems, or as a complete 
19-inch turnkey hard-
ware solution with 
removable SCSI audio 
storage. 
Grde 341 on %dud We Ord 
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EMAGIC 

LOGIC AUDIO 4.5 • 

Emagic's (www.ernagic.de) 
Logic Audio 4.5 has 8-chan-
nel surround capability. A 
surround mode can be cho-
sen at any time, in any chan-
nel strip, and surround 
movements can be automat-
ed. There's also a fader to 
control LFE channel levels 
for each channel strip. The 
upgrade adds Audio Objects 

to Logic Audio Gold and 
Platinum: The physical in-
puts of an audio card can 
now be assigned to the new 
Audio Input Objects with 
real-time effects via inserts 
and bus sends. Version 4.5 
also has Emagic's new Studio 
Description Language (SDL), 
for better communication be-
tween SoundDiver 3.0 and 
Logic Audio Silver, Gold and 
Platinum by describing all 
MIDI devices connected to 
the MIDI interface. 
Circle 343 on Product Info Cord 

CREAMWARE PLUG-INS • 

CreamWare (www.cream-
ware.com) debuts two new 

plug-ins 
for its 
Scope and 
Pulsar sys-

tems. The STS-3000 ($ 198), 
a scaled-back version of 
the STS-4000 DSP sampler, 
features phase-locked 
stereo sampling, graphical 
editing, filters with reso-
nance, a modulation ma-
trix, 32 stereo voices, six 
audio outputs and compati-
bility with files such as 
S1000/S3000, SoundFont 2, 
.WAV and .AIFF. Poison 
(pictured, $89) is an FM 
synth with one carrier, two 
modulators and a two-pole 
analog filter. Rather than 
sine waves, Poison has a 
multimode oscillator and 
polyphonic LFO. Any 
source from the Project 

window can be used as a 
modulation carrier; 80 pre-
sets are included. 
Circle 344 en Product We Cord 

MINDPRINT al-PORT 

The DI-PORT from Mind-
print (www.mindprint.com) 
is a rackmount stereo 
A/D/A converter offering 
24-bit operation at either 
44.1 or 48 kHz. 1/Os in-
clude front nanel combina-



NEW PRODUCTS 

tion mic/line ins (with auto-
matic impedance switching), 
S/PD1F optical and coaxial, 
and an additional rear panel 
analog line in. The DI-PORT 
also features phantom 
power, a Front/Rear switch 
that allows combination of 
mic and line ins by routing 
front and rear inputs and a 
stated signal-to-noise ratio of 
105 dB. Retail: $349. 
Cid. 345 on Product Info Card 

UPGRADES 
MD UPDATES 
Tascam (www.tascam.com) 
and TimeLine (www.time-
linevista.com) offers the 
OpenTL (short for Open 
Track List) Partner Program 
to provide compatibility be-
tween their MX-2424 and 
MM Series digital disk 
recorder products and hard-
disk audio systems from 
other manufacturers via a 
flexible EDL format. Visit 
www.opentl.org for more 

CDR80 BULK 
Silver is an unbranded 80-
minute CD-R disc 
supplied in 50-
disc packs, 
priced the same 
as the 74-minute 
CDR74 Silver 
BULK discs. 
Visit www.hhb 

.co.uk...Apogee 
Electronics 
(www.apogeedigi-
tal.com) is re-issuing UV22, 
for Pro Tools. The Master-
Tools UV22 Pro Tools plug-

in ($200) includes UV22, DC 
offset removal, user-defin-
able over indication and log-
ging, NOVA ("no over"), 
phase meter and a 3-dirnen-

TC WORKS 
TDM WORKS 
New from IC 
Works (www. 
tcworks.de), 
TDM Works is 
a TDM bundle 
including MasterX, Intona-
tor TDM, VoiceStrip, Cho-
rus/Delay, EQ-Sat and 
MegaReverb. Built-in tools 
include stereo reverb, 
parametric EQ, lowcut EQ, 

sional metering system.. 
MuziSample offers two 
new Pro Pack Series Sound-
font CDs: the entire library 
of Muzisample fonts for 
$62.95, or the Pro Pack 
Drumfont CD for $27.95. 
Get details at www. 
muzisample.com...SADiE 
(vvww.sadie.com) an-
nounced a development 
agreement to implement the 
AES31 universal digital audio 
interchange format in its 
range of SADiE work.sta-
tions...News from SEK'D: 
Upgrades from Red Roaster 

and Samplitude Studio to 
2496 are now available; the 

Red Roaster upgrade is 
$299, and the 
Samplitude 
Studio up-
grade is 
$199. Also, 
check out the 
new features 
in Sampli-
tude V5.55: 
The MIDI edi-

tor now has an 
Undo option, a new Load 
CD Tracks function allows 
exact track marker recogni-
tion, and digital silence is 
correctly imported. For more 
features, visit www.sekd 
.com...Roland's new VS-890 
DigitalStudio has 24-bit con-

MGM. 
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verters, plus an 8-track 
workstation with onboard 
effects and CD mastering ca-
pabilities, with optional 
Roland CD Recording Sys-
tem, and a CD-RW Mastc--
ing button and CD Writing 
Mode.. Seer Systems' Web 
site, www.seerrnusic.com, 
offers a free reMixer down-
load, SeerMusic files and 
JavaScript examples of how 
to use the software...CD du-
plication company Su-
perdups introduces the 
InstantCDQuotes program, 
an online instant CD quote 
program that leis users log 
in and receive price quotes 
for thousands of combina-
tions of Cl) packages. For 
more information, visit 
www.superclups.com...In a 
technology partnership 
aimed at developing digital 
rights management-enabled, 
scaleable audio format for 
streaming applications, QDe-
sign's (www.qclesign.com) 
audio codee technology will 
be built into Intertrust 
(www.intertrust.com) and 
MetaTrust-Certified audio 
applications...M Audio 
signed an OEM agreement 
with MediaTouch (www.m-
audio.com), who will be 

chorus/delay, compressor, 
de-esser, gate, multiband ex-
pander/compressor/limiter, 
dithering, metering and 
more. Retail: $2.350. 
Circle 346 on 'roduct Info Card 

using M Audio's Delta 44 
audio card in its new audio 
logging system...E-mu/En-
soniq introduces the RFX up-
grade card for the Ultra line 
of Emulator 4 Series, which 
adds 32-bit effects process-
ing, 32-bit input and output 
mixing, preset-based multi-
effects and support for the 
new companion 24-bit I/O 
options are also being an-
nounced Visit www.emu. 
com for details.. Free stuff: 
Tstar audio recording share-
ware records unlimited CD 
quality tracks and offers dig-
ital editing features. Down-
load it from winsite.com or 
ulnet.com software down-
loads...New from Hammer 
Storage (www.harnrnerstor-
age.com), the SLPRO12-
FC/FD-FT Fibre Channel is a 
RAID storage subsystem for 
digital media applications. 
When configured with Ac-
tive-Active controllers, the 
RAID engineers can deliver 
up to 190 MB/sec sustained 
throughput and are hot 
pluggable and hot swap-
pable...New from Sony Pre-
cision Technology, the DUC 
disc balance checker mea-
sures CD-DA, CD-R, DVD 
and other discs. Visit www. 
sonypt.com for specs and 
prices. U 
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A W ORKSTATION USER GOES NATIVE... 
AND LIVES TO TELL ABOUT IT 

1 he term "Sound Card" has become a bit of a mis-
nomer. It once referred to a generic piece of con-
sumer-oriented hardware designed to give 
computers a "voice." The converters were cheesy, 

MIDI sounds were limited (on many models) and the 
DSP power was minimal. That was a long time ago—in 

XIUNX* xc to SXL" 
PC1160CEN990S 
A107SSO/A 
Sc 

computer years—when turnkey workstations cost tens of 
thousands of dollars and the heart of a professional 
sound card was, and still is, a hardware-dedicated Digital 
Signal Processor. In addition, an onboard hard disk con-
troller made workstations like Sonic Solutions, Pro Tools 
and SADiE viable back in the day before microproces-
sors and disk drives attained today's warp speed. 

A LA CARTE 
That was then, "native" is now. Writing DSP-specific 
code is not as cost-effective as using generic code that 
takes advantage of the horsepower available in the lat-
est microprocessors. Going native allows users to create 
an affordable workstation à la carte; users can now 
choose hardware specific to their 
needs but not limited to any one soft-
ware interface. 

The products covered in this article—ADAT Edi, CM 
Automation's Motor Mix controller, Minnetonka's rax 
(new Native version) and Syntrillium's Cool Edit m— 
are just a few of the new bteed of workstation options 
and accessories. These software products rely on 
mal internal hardware, a PCI "I/O card" that is, 4nore 

e*.31 f 
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Figure 1: (top row) The Alesis ADAT Edit and Steinberg's Nuendc offer 

I/O, but no ()SP. (Bottom Row) Soundscape's Mixtreme and Yamaha's 

DSP Factory combine I/O with onboard DSP processing. 

often than not, a simple digital interface—with no dedi-
cated DSP. Onboard analog converters ate the exception. 

Minimal components on the I/O card make k more 
affordable to manufacture than its DSP counterpart.—see 
Fig.1 for a hardware comparison—it's so basic that it is 
less likely to become extinct. The money is in the "break-
out box," where you'll find analog I/O (a moving target 
in terms of "bits" and sample rates), digital I/O (also a 
variable), plus the kitchen "Sync" of timing and control— 
word dock, video sync, timecode, MIDI, etc. 

DV EDDIE CLEM 

ME, MICE ELF, EYE 
Okay, fifth paragraph and you're still 
with me. They say you can only write 
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NEARFIELD MONITOR 

THE DETAIL 

The Great Horned Owl uses its super hearing to locate targets 

when it is out hunting at night. It can judge exact distance 
mid direction of even the tiniest sound. It knows this and 
trusts its ears 100% when working. So should Audio 
Engineers. This is why Dynaudio Acoustics monitors provide 
the transparency and details you need to judge audio - if it's 
there you will know it ! 

The BM15A's relatively large size, extended low frequency 
response and exceptional peak SPL capabilities (124dB @ 
1m) makes it the perfect alternative to larger wall mounted 
main monitors in medium sized studios, post and broadcast 

facilities. It delivers an accurate and transparent sound 
reproduction for the demanding engineer and is suited 
for both stereo and 5.1. Set-ups. 

• Linear phase and frequency response, 30Hz - 21kHz 

• Dynamic linearity, same response at low and high levels 

• 28mm soft dome tweeter with long aluminum voicecoil 

• 240mm magnesium silicate impregnated polypropylene 
woofer with a large 100 mm aluminum voice coil 

• Bi-amplified (Dual 100W HF amp and 200W If amp) 

• Adjustable LF and HF trim 

• Slow attack optical HF limiter 

• True Clip indicator LED 

Dynaudio Acoustics monitors utilize innovative and 
proprietary driver technology, which ensures exceptional 
dynamic capabilities, ultra low distortion and high 
power handling. A fine array of monitors ranging from 

small nearfields to big main-systems, active or passive, 
ensures the right solution for your application. 

For more details contact your dealer today or visit 

www.dynaudioacoustics.dk 
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THE TECH'S FILES 

what you know, so here's my story. For 
several years I have been using the 
same workstation—the Soundscape 
HDR-1 PLUS—a dedicated piece of 
hardware that has been extremely reli-
able and robust, requiring minimal re-
sources from an aged PC, a Pentium 
166. I have two accelerated units capa-
ble of mixing 24 tracks to stereo and 5.1 
surround. 

Soundscape shielded me from the 

Figure 2a: 

Zooming in to all tracks on ADAT Edit does not 

reveal enough information to view and correct 

phase between tracks. 

Figure 2b: 

The waveform edit window of ADAT Edit 

world of sound cards until last year 
when I reviewed Mixtreme, the com-
pany's entry into the sound-card 
arena. Like Yamaha's DSP Factory, 
Mixtreme has onboard DSP and its 
"mixer" is identical to that of the 
workstation. But in order to capture 
and manipulate audio via hard disk, I 
had to learn new editing software, 
and if that weren't enough, I also had 
to learn to configure the computer for 
more audio than just "You've Got 
Mail." It was at this time that I was in-

troduced to Sonic Foundry's Acid and 
to Syntrillium's Cool Edit Pro. 

AN, SOPTIVAREI 
Each time computers become more 
powerful, new software comes along to 
take advantage of that. We all want 
more tracks with lots of effects and no 
glitches, right? Native software is basi-
cally a recording, editing and mix "en-
gine" that relies on your computer's 
horsepower to deliver the goods. The 
audio engine may be a stand-alone 
product or it may also be integrated 
with a MIDI sequencer. Software that 
makes the host processor do DSP 
chores is no longer "married" to a spe-
cific hardware interface, assuming there 
is a standard among manufacturers. 

ASIO (Audio Stream Input Output) 
drivers interface the software with 
the compatible hardware, thereby 
opening up a whole range of à la 
carte options so users can mix and 
match according to their working 
style, interface needs and/or budget. 
ASIO drivers are more efficient than 
the MacOS Sound Manager or Win-
dows Sound Drivers (Wave API and 
Direct Sound) and allow direct access 
to the card's functions, meaning re-
duced or no latency, lower CPU 
overheads, potentially more tracks, 
potentially more FX and access to 
any special DSP functions that the 
card may offer. 

VIRTUAL INSERT: 
TURN ON, PLUG IN 
Traditional hardware mixers offer Insert 
points for your outboard gear of choice. 
In the virtual world, "outboard" is writ-
ten as a plug-in, the most well-known 
of which conform to Digidesign's TDM 
bus for Pro Tools, but there are others 
including Real Time Audio Suite (RTAS) 
and AudioSuite. RTAS and AudioSuite 
are also Digidesign formats; RTAS is the 
native plug-in format for the Digi 001. 
The MOTU Audio System—MAS— is an-
other software "engine" for Macintosh. 
MAS is the native format used by 
MOTU's Digital Performer, and compa-
nies such as Kind of Loud, Waves, 
Antares, TC Works, BitHeadz and Pro-
pellerheads offer MAS plug-ins. 

VST is an "open" plug-in architecture 
from Steinberg for the Windows OS and 
is available on the Mac version of 
Cubase. VST is supported by dozens of 
plug-ins from irarious companies. Other 
Windows plug-ins are referred to as 
"DirectX," but the term is different from 
Microsoft's DirectX set of multimedia 
tools (DirectDraw, DirectSound, Direct-

Play, DirectInput and Dire 3D). This 
confusion has come from Microsoft 
changing the names of their technolo-
gies way too often. What dos matter is 
that audio data is processed s efficient-
ly as possible without internption. 

JR NE SAIS QUOI 
Certain types of analog g r are em-
braced for that sonic "je n sais quoi," 
indiscriminately used and 4bused but 
thankfully very forgiving. Ir the digital 
realm users must stay info ed—writ-
ing this article is a case in point—by 
knowing what is possible tcday and to 
temper expectations of thinks to come. 
(We have all suffered the pr4mise of va-
porware hyped by the next najor trade 
show.) 

None of the Native prod cts I tested 
so far are as impervious to hstractions 
as Soundscape, which, as dedicated 
hardware, allows Photoshoç and Word 
to be opened while playing a 24-track 
mix without even a hiccup on a Pen-
tium 166. (I am often reviewing a prod-
uct, performing screen captures and 
documenting via word processor all on 
the same box.) This is not to slam any 
of the Native products but to point out 
that nothing works as transparently as 
dedicated hardware. 

Also, while the emphasis of this arti-
cle is on multitrack, let's not forget 
stereo. My good friend Joe Hannigan at 
westonsound.com started "ages" ago 
with a Roland RAP-10, an entry-level 
card with no digital I/O. He now has 
several computers—all networked— 
recording operas to DA-38 and shooting 
two-camera video. For software, Joe 
uses SEK'D's Samplitude 2496 for mix-
ing eight tracks to stereo with a Sonic 
Timeworks reverb plug-in, and he 
burns CDs using SEK'D's Prodif Plus 
card for I/O. The video is edited to the 
audio with Adobe Premiere. From a 
one-person operation with part-time 
help, he grew into a niche market— 
classical recording on a tight budget— 
at just the right time. 

Here is a preliminary report of the 
products I tested (round one). 

1 

ALESIS 
The $399 ADAT Edit system from Alesis 
(www.Alesis.com) includes both soft-
ware and the ADAT PCR, a PCI I/O 
card for Mac and Windows with Light-
pipe in/out plus a 9-pin ADAT sync 
connector. An optional breakout box 
has eight analog inputs and outputs 
using 24-bit converters. The purpose of 
the product is to allow useis to import 
and export up to eight tra Its with an 
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When BowieNet wanted to give the fans 

one more cutting edge music experience, 

they came to us. Bow,eNet's award-winning 

site is the next generation in Web audio. 

Beatnik.com unites the production music 

that crea:ive professionals demand with the 

digital benefits of the Internet: world-

renowned music and sound effects 

libraries, powe-ful 

searches, im-ned ate 

downloads and music in evelf ormat 

needed for both btoadcast and the Web. 

Whether you're a Web designer, broadcaster, 

game developer, or BowieNet, express 

yourse:f through m JSiC at Beatnik.com. 

So go :o Beatnik now and enter to win a 

Power Macintosh- G4 :o create your own 

sounde-ack for the digital world. 

And like DavidBow e.com, 

Rock theWe D. 

No Durchase necessary to win.Void where prohiaited by law. Contest ends July 31, 2000. 
See the Beatnik website www.beatnik.corn) for official rules. 
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"God, I love these (expressive 

deleted) things!!!" 

Ed Cherney (Grammy winner, 

Rolling Stones, Eric Clapton, 

Bonnie Raitt) 

"Guitars, bass, drum overheads... 

my Rover's have been brilliant 

on everything!" 

Sean Beavan (GN'R, Marilyn 

Manson, Nine Inch Nails, 

Megadeth) 

tlectnic Musicin 

,   

112000 EDITORS 
CHOICE 
Mat...B . . 
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ADAT recorder while maintaining sam-
ple accuracy (no time shift). 

Included with the package, ADAT 
Connect is the transfer software and 
ADAT Edit is an 8-channel editor/mixer, 
a MIDI sequencer and a notation sys-
tem. (Both Connect and Edit 
are OEM'd by Emagic.) The 
package works as intended 
although Connect and Edit 
are not "integrated." For ex-
ample, when using Connect, 
I never figured out a way to 
hear the transfer from tape to 
hard disk—although it 
worked perfectly—nor did I 
try to do the transfer from 
within Edit. And some users 
opt not to use the Edit soft-
ware at all, instead pairing 
the card with other software 
such as Cakewalk Pro Audio. 

The eight files were 
opened in ADAT Edit and all 
was well until I attempted to 14 14 >I/ 

to be very intuitive, corn ining mixer 
and tracks in one window nlike ADAT 
Edit. The mixer is not nea y as cool as 
either ADAT Edit or M nnetonka's 
MxTrax, but you can fix g errors, 
restore dynamics and i. the built-in 
RealAudio plug-in to mak Web-trans-
portable mixes to send to e band. Fig-

s 1119115 
020.9316 Cue 3 
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zoom in to the near-sample level. With 
real drum tracks recorded on an analog 
board with no phase-reverse switch, at 
minimum I knew the kick drum was 
out of phase with the rest of the kit. Edit 
can zoom in to a single audio file with 
great detail, but not all audio files. (See 
Figures 2a and 2b.) The beauty of im-
porting all eight tracks at once is that all 
have the exact same starting point. 
Enter Cool Edit Pro, from Syntrillium. 

SYNTRILLIUM SOFTWARE 

Syntrillium Software's (syntrillium.com) 
$399 Cool Edit Pro is a dedicated multi-
track recorder/editor/mixer that I found 

Above. 

Figure 3a: 

Zooming in on 

all tracks using 

Cool Edit Pro allows 

precise phase alignment 

of drum 'racks 

to minimize 

low-frequency 

cancellation. 

Left, 

Figure 3b: 

Checking snare 

phase or all 

drum tracks 

using Cool Edit Pro. 

urns 3a and 3h show the 
transients after the tracks 
up for minimal phase can 
can hear the RealAudio 
www.tangible-technology 
plan_B.html. 
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FTWARE 
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The live sound console for people 
with more sense than money 
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With 27 years of experience at the forefront of professional live sound mixing, trust 

Soundcraft to build a flexible new value-for-money live sound console with everything you 

need to handle the most demanding shows. In fact the only thing Series TWO doesn't 

have is the one thing you don't need: a big price tag. 

• Three frame sizes: 24, 32 and 40 ch. 

• Classic raked frame design, with fiat 
fader tray 

• Compact footprint 

• Wide-range input stage with 
switchatle 48V and Phase Reverse 

Variable frequency High Pass Filter with 
separate In/Out switch 

Classic 4-band Soundcraft EQ with two 
swept nids and EQ In/Out switch 

8 mono Auxes, with Pre/Post fader 
switching in pairs, and Pre/Post EQ 
switch 

8 Group busses 

Left, Certre, Right master mix busses 
e 
# Series TWO. Soundcraft professional live sound mixing from just S6500. 

V câe, 

• Direct Output from each channel with 
Pre button to allow recording feeds 

• Integral meterbridge with LED input 
and output metering 

• Two fully-featured Stereo line inputs 
as standard 

• Four stereo returns with routing, 
Auxes and EQ 

• 11x2 Matrix as standard 

• MIDI mute system: 8 manual mute 
groups plus 128 MIDI-controllable 
mute snapshots 

• Master section includes SOLO IPFL 
and SIP), Talkback and 2-track returns 

• Separate power supply 

Soundcraft +44 ( 0)1707 665000 
info soundcraft.com 

Soundcraft US 1-888-251-8352 
soundcraft-usagharnan.com 

www.soundcraft.com 

Soundcraft 
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PARSONS 

professional 

goods & guidance 

tel. 781/431-8708 

www.paudio.com 
since 1989 

specializing in fine products 

Digidesign Pro Tools 

Sony's new DMX-R100 console 

Alesis 
API 

Apogee 
Audio Precision 

Benchmark 
Brauner 
Bryston 

Digidesign 
Dolby 

DPA (B&K) 
Drawmer 
Dynaudio 

EAW 
Emu/Ensoniq 

Focusrite 
Genelec 

IIHB 
KRK 

Kurzweil 
Lexicon 

Meyer Sound 
Microboarcls 
Millennia Media 
MOTU 
Neumann 
Otan 
Panasonic/Rarnsa 
Rorke Data 
Sennheiser 
Sonic Solutions 
Sony 
Soundfield 
Spirit 
Summit 
Tascam 
t.c. electronics 
360 Systems 
Troisi 
Waves 
Yamaha 

Mackie Z-Sys 
...and 100+ other 

leading manufacturers 

at www.paudio.com: 

• a useful buyer's guide, with easy 
access to our staff for info, advice, 
ordering, and support 
• links to 150+ manufacturers' and 
other industry sites 
• learning (articles, etc.) including: 

David Moulton on audibility; and 
So Ya Wanna Leant About Audio 
our interview with Gateway 
Mastering's Bob Ludwig 
Dr. Toby Mountain on preparing 
for a mastering session 
° Grammy-nominee Curt Wittig 
on double-MS milting 
the Golden Ears CD series 
° Living with DAWs, and more.. 

781/431-8708, fax -8783 
192 Worcester St. (Rte. 9) 
Wellesley, MA 02481 
www.paudio.com 
info@paudio.com 

New England & world-wide 
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scape) and manipulating and massaging 
crossfades (similar to Sonic Solutions). 

Minnetonka's non-Native version of 
MxTrax ($499) supports Yamaha's DSP 
Factory as does the Mx51 Surround ver-
sion ($895). Dolby AC-3 ($995) and 
DTS ($499) plug-ins are currently avail-
able. Kind of Loud will be supporting 
Minnetonka's Mx51 platform with its 
Real Verb 5.1 product 

CM AUTOMATION 

A hardware fader controller, such as CM 
Automation's (www.cmautomation. 
corn) Motor Mix, is useful no matter 
what form your workstation takes. I 
don't mind using a mouse, but constant 
mousing around is a health hazard es-
pecially for people like me who put a 
death grip on the poor rodent. Testing 
Motor Mix required the Native version 
of Minnetonka's MxTrax ($399), which I 
first saw at the Winter NAMM show in 
LA. This program was still in beta as of 
mid-April, but it supports many control 
surfaces including the Mackie HUI and 
the Yamaha 01V and 02R. 

At $995, Motor Mix packs power and 
full 100mm motorized faders into a 
compact, robust package. There are 
plenty of quasi-dedicated button groups 
including Record Enable, Mute and 
Solo—all illuminated plus pan knobs 
and an LCD screen. All of the buttons 
serve double duty by way of the Shift 
key. Motor Mix is comfortable, not 

crammed, and ready to share your lim-
ited desktop real estate. Of course, you 
can have more than one Motor Mix 
and/or dedicated "transport" control 
with jog/shuttle wheel (a1s9 shown at 
the Winter NAMM). While I did little 
more than confirm the fun Onality of 
Motor Mix and MxTrax va automa-
tion—my wrists are thanItful in ad-
vance. More to come. 

DIVERGING CONVERGENCE 

From a "headroom" persix live, I like 
the idea of a hardware-dedi ted work-
station. Although they may sem poten-
tially threatened by "the N tives," the 
new rackmount hard disl recorders 
from Mackie and Tascam arc perfect ex-
amples of hardware's su We can 
count on computers beco ing more 
powerful, and I'll bet we cain count on 
these new hard disk recor4ers having 
expanded editing features in the not-
too-distant future. 

Although the solution to our techni-
cal challenges is more horsepower (and 
more, cool plug-ins), the 1igger chal-
lenge is sorting through th many op-
tions. If you're putting together a 
workstation, I hope this aitcle helped. 
This investigation to be con ued... IM 

Eddie travels between Minneapolis and 
St. Paul using vintage vacuum-tube 
roller skates, which provide a wanner, 
smoother ride than digital roller blades. 
See for yourself at www.tangible-
technology.com. 

MY LEORCY SIEPBOD 
I'm a pretty literate guy, capable of maintaining several computers on 
a network. The downside of the Wintel platform is that it is a "legacy" 
box full of potential gotchas. (Those with Apples that never glitch 
can cast the first stone!) 

Recently, I was moving my MOTU MIDI TimePiece AV sync inter-
face, which has served me so well for so many years, from my ven-
erable Pentium 166 to my almost outdated 450MHz PH, connected 

via the parallel printer port. During installation, a pop-up warning 
message said the number of active MIDI ports permitted by Windows 
had been exceeded. Everything but the network card was pulled, the 
operating system was reloaded, and still the problem persisted 

Conflicts can be caused by legacy devices like Sound Blaster cards 
stealing resources in DOS but not reporting the same in Windows. 
(Network cards can be a problem also.) In my case, it was one of the 

serial ports—Coml or Com2. I disabled both via CMOS setup, the 
driver loaded, and the software installed just fine. I cannot yet speak 
with authority about whether the Universal Serial Bus (USB) reduces 
legacy headaches, but one can only hope. 

Catalan IN PRODUCT INFO CARD 
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Poun 

360 SYSTEMS 
TCR8 DYD-RAM A 
360 Systems (www. 
360systems.com) upgrades 
its TCR8 Master Recorder, 
now with a DVD-RAM drive 
for backup and archiving, 
supplementing the 9GB in-
ternal HD (up to 50 GB op-
tional) and Zip disk drive. 
Offering bit-for-bit repro-
duction of 24-bit PCM, 
Dolby-E and AC-3 record-
ings, the updated TCR8 
boasts a 20dB improvement 
in S/N ratio and file inter-
change with DAWs using 
.WAV, .BWF, SD-H and 
.AIFF files. Additional fea-
tures include multirnachine 
sync for up to 64 tracks, 
hard lock to Digital Beta-
cam for tight sync during 
scrub edits, comprehensive 
cut-and-paste editing, full 
timecode support and VTR 
emulation. I/Os include 
analog and digital AFS/EBU 
ports and optional 
88.2k/96kHz sampling. 
Price: $5,995. 
Cade 327 on Product Info Card 
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MINO AUCRORIONES 
The complete rune of studio 
and measurement condenser 
microphones from MBHO 
GmbH (www.rnbho.de) is 
now being distributed by 
MTC./MBHO, Brooklyn, NY. 
MBHO's top-of-the-line mic 
is the $1,299 MBC 408, a 
very large (1.5-inch) di-
aphragm model offering a 
choice of ornni, cardioid or 
figure-8 patterns. Other fea-
tures indude a 6pm, gold-
vaporized polyester foil 
diaphragm, a 5-20k Hz fre-
quency response (in omni 
mode), self-noise of 13 d13A 
in figure-8 mode and SPL 
handling exceeding 130 dB. 
A 3-point elastic suspension 
shields the capsule from ex-
ternal vibration. 
Code 328 on Product Info Card 

SYMETRIX 6-CHANNEL 
HEADPHONE AMP 
Symetrix (www. 
symetrixaudio.corn) debuts 
the 506E Headphone Amplifi-
er, a single-rackspace unit 
that functions as a control 

center for headphone moni-
toring, accepting mono or 
stereo program inputs and 
routing them to six unbal-
anced stereo outputs. The 
unit can be used alone or 
with the optional Symetrix 
HR-1 headphone remote box. 
The 506E retails for $529. 
Code 329 on Product Info Cord 

ORAM OCTARATIOE 
Orarn Professional Audio 
(www.oram.co.uk) offers the 

OCTARANGE package, a 
combination of rack compo-
nents that combine to create 
an 8-channel ink mixer. Oc-
cupying only nine rack-
spaces, the OCTARANGE 
comprises the OCTASONIC 
8-channel mic prearnp, the 
8-channel, 4-band OCTA-EQ 
(same as in the BEQ Series 
24 Console) and the 

°MEADE, an x2 line-
level mixer featufring 10 
100min faders, nutes and 
pans on each chinnel and a 
main stereo out ut bus with 
mutes and a i2-l.ED peak-
hold meter displiy. Outputs 
are balanced XLts. The 
complete package is $4,800. 
Cade 330 on Product Gad 

HMI FAT MAN STEREO 
TUBE COMPRESSOR 
111113 ( www.hh1).co.uk) is 

now shipping Radius 3 
Fat Man stereo be com-
pressor, a deskti p unit offer-
ing 15 compress on presets 
(vocals, bass, a 
mix, etc.) and a 
mode in which 
parameters (ran 
lease and hard/ 
lect) are user-a 
VU meter can s 

ustic guitar, 
ual 

mpression 
, attack, re-
ft knee se-

ble. The 
ow output 
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level or gain reduction. Rear 
panel VOs are TRS, switch-
able between +4 and -10 
levels, and a pair of front-
panel instrument inputs pro-
vide for direct injection. 
Retail is $469; a rackmount 
kit for two units is optional. 
Cede 331 on Product Info Card 

DYNAUDIO 

5.1 MIX SYSTEM 

Dynaudio Acoustics 
(www.dynaudio.com) offers 
the BM5.1A Complete 5.1 
Mixing System, a package 
consisting of five matched 
BM6A active near-field mon-
itors and a complementary 
BX30 Bass Extension Sys-
tem. The BM6A has a 7-inch 
woofer and a 1-inch soft-
dome tweeter, each pow-
ered by MOSFET power 

amps rated at 
100W. An 
electronic 
4th-order 
phase-

aligned 

crossover 
divides the 
input signal at 2.2 

kHz. The BX30 
sub uses 

a 12-
inch woofer 
in a ported cabinet 
with a 130W amplifier. 
Three precision lowpass net-
works are calibrated for 
Dolby, DTS and THX stan-
dards. System price is 
$9,497. 
Circle 332 on Product Info Cord 

DPA LARGE DIAPHRAGM 

MICROPHONE KIT A 

DI'A Microphones 
(www.dparnicrophones.com) 

offers the 3541 Large Di-
aphragm Microphone Kit, a 
complete package including 
the modular 3541 micro-
phone, consisting of the 
MMC4041 capsule and in-
terchangeable MMP4000 
tube and solid-state mic 
preamps, suspension 
mount, windscreen/pop fil-
ter and mic cable, 
all in a Samsonite 
carrying case. Of-
fering a low noise 
figure of 7 dBA 
max, the 
MMC4041 capsule 
features a stainless steel di-
aphragm and is capable of 
accepting input levels of 
144 dB SPL before clipping. 
Frequency response is 10-
20k Hz with a 4-6dB boost 
around 8 kHz; dynamic 
range is 113 dB 
Circle 333 on Product Info Card 

SOUNDELUX R- 1 

CONDENSER MIC 

The R-1 from Soundelux 
(www.soundelux.com) is a 

studio-quality cardioid 
condenser micro-
phone with an all-
discrete 

component 
FET design 
and a dou-

ble-mesh windscreen. Fea-
turing a 1-inch diaphragm 

with gold on 6-mi-
cron-thick Mylar, 

the compact R-1 
is housed in an 

all-metal body with a satin 
nickel finish. Frequency 
range is 20-18k Hz, EIN is 9 
dBA and maximum SPL is 
138 dB (0.5% THD 1 
kHz). The R-1 is $599; a 
$59 "donut" shock-mount 
is optional. 
Circle 334 on Product Info Cord 

DEMETER 

SPRING REVERB 

The Realverb from Deme-
ter Amplification (www. 
demeteramps.com) is a 2-
channel rackmount spring 
reverb device containing 
both a short ( 1.5 second) 
and long (3.5 second) 
Accutronics 6-spring re-
verb tank. The unit offers 
separate Input, Output and 
Mix level control pots for 
each channel, and both 
channels also feature front-
panel phase reverse, high-
pass filter switches and an 
overload indicator. Inputs 
and outputs may be sepa-
rately linked for 
stereo/mono and 
mono/stereo configura-
tions. Frequency response 
is 20-20k Hz. I/Os are fully 
balanced me or TRS con-
nectors. Price: $699. 
Circle 335 on Product Info Card 

SCHOEPS STEREO 

MIC PROCESSOR A 

The DSP-4P Microphone 
Processor from Schoeps 
(www.schoeps.de) allows an 
engineer to modify the polar 
pattern of a given micro-
phone, either to improve its 

directional characteristics or 
to emulate another micro-
phone. The DSP-4P provides 
front-panel controls to modi-
fy the polar pattern in three 
selectable frequency ranges, 
and modifications may be 
made to recorded tracks, as 
well as to live microphones. 
Two microphones can be 
processed simultaneously for 
stereo, and both X/Y and M-
S patterns are accommodat-
ed. User presets may be 
stored and recalled via front-
panel push buttons. 1/Os are 
both analog and AES/EBU 
digital. 
arde 336 on Product We Card 

MARSHALL 

TUBE CONDENSER MIC 

Marshall (www.marscam 
.com) offers the MXL V77 
tube condenser microphone, 
a cardioid pattern studio 
model with a 3-micron-thick 
diaphragm in a 25mm diam-
eter capsule, transformerless 
output and a 6072 tube. Fre-
quency response is 20-20k 
Hz, EIN is 17 dBA, and max 
SPL is 122 dB (Ph THD). 
The V77 is supplied with a 
durable plastic case, shock-
mount, foam windscreen, 
power supply and 15-foot 
multipin cable. Price: 
$699.95. 
Circle 337 on Product Info Card 
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ADK MDR MICA 
ADK Microphones (www. 
adk.com) is shipping two 
new large diaphragm tube 
microphones, both with 
Class-A electronics. The 
$795 model A-51TC has a 
single cardioid pattern 
with 1-inch diaphragm 
capsule. The $995 model 
Area 51 Tube Transducer 
boasts dual 1-inch di-
aphragms and nine re-
motely variable polar 
patterns (omni, cardioid, 
figure-8 and six intermedi-
ate steps). Both include a 
deluxe flight case, shock-
mount, foam windscreen 

HOT Off THE SHELF 
Erruny-nominated 615 Music 
adds 10 production music re-
leases to its Platinum series. 
The new series includes such 
titles as Electronicity, Fire-
storm and Jump, Jivin', 
Swingin'. Each disc has 12 to 
17 themes, edited to varying 
lengths. For more informa-
tion or to hear samples, call 
615/244 6515 or visit www. 
615music.com...Klark Teknik 
updates its DN1414 multiple 
DI module and DN1248 ac-
tive splitter system with a 
140x7Omm rear-panel cutout, 
allowing users to retrofit a 
multipin connector. Call 
616/695-4750 or click on 
www.klarkteknik.com... 
Project Studios: A More Pro-
fessional Approact 9, a 274-
page paperback book 
($47.95) by Philip Newell, is 
based on 30 years of experi-
ence in the recording indus-
try, and addresses a wide 
range of topics, including 
loudspeakers and acoustics, 
problem-solving and getting 
pro results. Call 781/904-
2620 or visit www.bh.com/ 

and power supply. 
Circle 338 on Product Info Card 

AMEK PURE PATH 

SIGNAL PROCESSORS A 

Amek (www.amek.com) has 
introduced its Pure Path line 
of rackmount signal proces-
sors, leading the new range 
with the Channel-in-a-Box, or 

focalpress...QSC introduces a 
new compact DSP module 
for its DataPort-equipped 
amps. Configured via drag-
and-drop software and an 
RS-232 serial port, the DSP 
module controls input atten-
uation, input sensitivity, 
mute and polarity reverse. A 
2:1 mixer and a signal splitter 
are available and various 
crossovers, filters, delays, 
comp/limiters and paramet-
ric EQs may be selected. In 
other news, QSC's Ethernet-
based computer-controlled 
amplifier management sys-
tem, QSControl, now sup-
ports drag-and-drop 
programming, MIDI and ex-
tended monitoring capabili-
ties. Call 800/854-4079 or 
click on www.qscaudio. 
corn...Westlake Audio's new 
full-fine product catalog de-
scribes all of its professional 
monitoring products. For 
your copy, call 805/499-3686 
or visit www.westlakeaudio. 
corn.. Spirit by Soundcraft of-
fers the Digital 328 CD-ROM, 
an interactive guide to the 
Digital 328 digital console. 
For a free CD-ROM, call 

CIB. Essentially a repackaging 
of the Amek 9098i console 
strip, the CIB has mic/line 
preamps, 4-band EQ, high-
and lowpass filters and com-
pressor, all in one rackspace. 
Designed by Rupert Neve, the 
Pure Path line also includes 
the Driver-in-a-Box (DIM, 
eight separate transformer-

800/255-4363 or order it on-
line at www.spiritbysound 
craft.com...TC Electronic has 
upgraded the Finalizer to 
96kHz sampling rate. The 
unit now performs full up/ 
down sample rate conver-
sion at 32, 44.1, 48, 88.2 and 
96k, with asynchronous con-
version. Current Finalizer 96k 
owners can upgrade at a 
nominal cost. Call 805/373-
1828 or visit www. 
tcelectronic.com...0tari's 
Version 2.09 software for its 
RADAR 11 disk recording sys-
tem includes new feature en-
hancements plus support for 
backup options such as 
DVD-RAM and SCSI hard 
drives. Accessing the new 
Waveform Display features 
requires a hardware up-
grade; Otari offers a com-
plete kit with instructions 
and release notes. Call 
818/598-1200 or surf to 
www.otari.com...The 108-
page TAI Audio catalog lists 
the many microphones, mix-
ers, speakers, amps and ac-
cessories that the company 
stocks for sale or rental, with 
an emphasis on filin/video 

coupled line amplifiers with 
individual trims controls, and 
the Stem Compressor, a multi-
channel comp r/lirniter 
with eight digitally 
analog processors 
$3,250 for the CIB 
and $6,995 for the 
pressor. 
Circle 339 on Produd Info 

-controlled 
Prices are 
and DIB 
Stem Corn-

production sound. For a cat-
alog, call 800/486-6444 or 
visit www.taiaudio.com... 
Wenger Corp's new acousti-
cal door is specifically de-
signed for built-in construction. 
For more details on Wenger 
products, including the V-
Room sound-isolating, mod-
ular broadcast booth, call 

800/733-0393—GePco 
International's 5596 series of 
110-ohm AES/EI3U digital 
audio cable is designed for 
transmission of all formats of 
AES3 digital audio, including 
24-bit/96 kHz. CaW 800/966-
°069 or click on www. 
gepco.com...Big "D" Broad-
cast Exchange offers re-cre-
ations of vintage RCA 77-DX 
microphones, priced at $995, 
or in the umber gray "TV" 
model for $795. Designed for 
prop use, the mics I have no 
capsules, although a com-
pact rnic can be placed in-
side for stage or broadcast 
work. Parts are precision-
made and are also available 
as individual spare for 
restoring vintage nics. Visit 
www.bigdmc.com or call 
765/935-2443. 
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TIRED OF 

TIME COMPRESSION THAT 

DISTORTS? 

INTRODUCING 

¡me compression (without the nasty side-effects 

Have you ever tried to change the tempo of a full stereo mix after its been rEco .you ve probably experienced the mix-shredding results produced 

by ordinary time compression products. Using Speed's breakthrough new time compression technology, you can now transform the timpo of dust any 

source imaginable—while keeping the original pitch intact. Or, change key while preserving the original tempo.All without the warblEs,flams and other nasty 

side effects produced by yesterday's time and pitch processors. Imagine the musical possibilities when changing tempo and pitch ara as easy as twisting a 
knah.Try Speed and you'll experience a new world of creative options. 

Speed is now available exclusively as a plug-in :or Oigidesign Pro Tools® and Oigi 001 users. For more information visit www.wavenechanics.com,caH 
toll-free at 1-877-COOLEFX or worldwide at 973-746-9417. 
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FIELD TEST 

DIGIDESIG - PRO TOOLS 5.0 
DIGITAL AUDIO WORKSTATION SOFTWARE 

II
n another step toward taking 
the Pro Tools platform to the 
next level, Digidesign offers a 

major revision of its Pro Tools digi-
tal audio workstation software. The 
upgrades in this new version are 
few in number, but they are major 
in scope, with several new editing 
tools, a refined user interface, op-
tional video media support, MIDI 
sequencing and some system ex-
tension refinements that improve 
overall performance. For this re-
view, I focused on music editing 
and MIDI features. 

AT THE STARTING BLOCK 

Pro Tools 5.0 comes on a new in-
stallation CD-ROM—no online 
upgrade is available. Users who 
bought Pro Tools 1 24 MIX or 
MIXPlus systems after April 19, 
1999, are eligible for a free up-
grade. Otherwise, it costs $ 199. 
As a bonus, buyers of a new MIX 
system receive a free TDM MIX-
pack consisting of Digidesign's 
D-Verb, Focusrite's d2 and Dy-
namics by Drawmer. Purchasers 
of MIXPlus systems also receive 
Focusrite's d3, Line 6 Amp Farm 
and Access Virus. (The first TDM-
based virtual synthesizer, Virus is 
awesome!) 

Installation is routine. Double-
click the installer application on 
the CD-ROM, and a Pro Tools 5.0 
folder is created on your hard 
drive. (I installed the program on 
a Mac G3 266MHz desktop model 
outfitted with a 24 MIXPlus sys-
tem.) Drivers and extensions are 
updated automatically, no hassles. 
However, the preference settings 
from my old version were not 
copied over. Unaware of this, I 
began using 5.0 and wondered 
why things weren't responding 
normally (e.g., insertion points 
acted oddly, synchronization was 
off, missing I/O labels, etc.). For-
tunately, I still had Version 4.2 in-
stalled; that was handy as a 
reference to remember my prefer-

New in Pro Tools 5: MIDI sequencing, Avid video import/capture/playback options, 

an updated interface and new editing features. 

ences, which I manually re-en-
tered into the new software—a bit 
of a pain. 

Digidesign's ProControl worked 
fine with the new version and was 
a breeze to set up—simply enable 
ProControl in the Peripherals win-
dow and you're ready to roll. Get-
ting Mackie's HUI to function 
properly was a little trickier. I set 
up HUI as a MIDI controller in the 
peripherals, as usual, but Pro Tools 
wouldn't respond, reporting that it 
was "unable to communicate with 
HUI." Turns out, with the new 
MIDI features, HUI must also be se-
lected as an input device under the 
Input Device menu (which you'll 
find in the main MIDI menu, a new 
item on the menu bar). Once I had 
done this, HUI performed flawless-
ly. This scenario will be the same 
for any MIDI controller. 
A new version of TrackTransfer, 

Version 2.1, is installed with Pro 
Tools 5.0. I depend heavily on 
TrackTransfer to swap tracks be-
tween sessions. Unfortunately, Ver-

BY 1111K HAWKINS 

sion 2.1 doesn't recognize sessions 
created with Pro Tools versio s 
earlier than 5.0. In order to u e 
TrackTransfer on older sessior4s, 
they must first be converted to 5 
To do this, open the old session 
5.0 and execute a Save As—co 
version is automatic. 

MUM MY FAR 
There are several significa t, 
though inconspicuous, interfa e 
improvements that make the pr-
gram a lot easier to operate.  
begin, the Smart Tool button hs 
disappeared, replaced by a sm, 
space-efficient, bar beneath t 
Trimmer, Selector and Grabber 
tool buttons. Hitting this bar high-
lights all three icons and turns the 
cursor into the Smart Tool—pre 
smart. 

The Trimmer, Grabber a 
Pencil tool buttons now sport su 
menus. Clicking and holding t 
button opens up the tool's o 
tions. Grabber modes inclu 
Time (the standard mode), Sepa 
tion (the selection is cut at t 
same time it's moved), or Obj 
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I want it that way."  

fl 

Introducing the ATW-7373 Handheld Condenser Wireless System 

4 

Tim Lamoy (left), House Engineer for the Backstreet Boys. 
and Monitor Engineer, Chris Holland 

_ VIK s. 7, ! 
4' . • 

illtmob., 

' • - 

irim Lamoy and Chris Holland, sound engineers for 

the hugely successful Backstreet Boys, know exactly what 

they want from a wireless system. That's why they switched 

to the new Audio-Technica ATW-7373 handheld condenser 

system for the group's all-critical vocal sound. 

Lamoy put it this way: "This system has the best rejection 

and sound quality I've heard to date. It's got a warm. 

full-bodied 'wired' sound. Everyone loves it." 

The handheld transmitter features the same element 

used in the legendary AT4033 microphone. It provides a real 

step up in wireless audio quality, delivering rich sound. 

natural top enc arid superb off-axis rejection. 

-mmerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224 

The ATW-7373 true diversity UHF frequency-agile wireless system. 

The best news? The ATW-7373 wireless is a major touring 

system that won't blow out a modest equipment budget. 

Outstanding sound. Solid RF. Great price. Who wouldn't 

"want it that way?" 

audiolechnica 
330.686.2603 I Fax: 330.686.0719 I E-mail: pro@atus.com www.audio-technica.com 



FIELD TEST 

(moves only the object selected, re-
gardless of whether or not the track is 
part of a group). The Pencil has five 
different drawing modes, from Free-
hand (the old standard), to Line 
(straight lines only), and Random (for 
way-out designs). In addition to the 
regular Trimmer mode, there's Scrub 
(which trims and scrubs simultaneous-
ly) and TCE (the appropriate amount 
of time compression or expansion is 
applied to the selection to make it fit 
to the trim location—way cool). The 
new Trimmer and Grabber modes 
function in tandem with the Smart 
Tool, making the Smart Tool extremely 
flexible. 

Multiple timeline rulers can now 
be displayed simultaneously (e.g., 
hours:minutes and bars:beats), in the 
Edit window. Location markers are vis-
ible on their own dedicated ruler, com-
plete with names. The bright yellow 
markers are easy to see and can be 
freely dragged about. (Indeed, they're 
so easy to move, a way to lock their 
positions down would be nice.) A 
large Main counter and smaller Sub 
counter are seen in both the Edit and 
Transport windows. Each counter can 
show all available time formats, inde-
pendent of the other. Discrete Grid 
and Nudge displays let these two func-
tions operate separately. For example, 
Grid could be set to whole notes and 
Nudge to a single millisecond. This is 
excellent for dialing in "a feel" during 
music production. 

Digidesign 1622 I/O support has 
been added to the Playback Engine 
Setup. Once selected as an interface, 
the 1622's gain is controllable directly 
via a OcIBV to +18dBu A/D input refer-
ence level mixer under Other Options. 
The 1622's '44-inch I/Os are particularly 
nice for keeping synthesizers and other 
line-level instruments normaled to Pro 
Tools, negating the need to run every-
thing through a mixing board—perfect 
for project and pro studios alike—I 
love it. 

Import, capture and playback of 
Avid video media is now available (for 
Mac), in the form of a hardware up-
grade, AVoption, which retails for 
$7,995. DigiTranslator, Digidesign's 
OMF (Open Media Framework) appli-
cation, which converts Pro Tools ses-
sion files to OMF files (or vice versa), 
for compatibility with other media 
workstations, is free with the purchase 
of AVoption. (The software by itself is 
$495.) And speaking of different media 

formats, an MPEG3 export option, MP3 
Export, is available as a download on-
line for an affordable $19.95. 

Greatly improved DSP handling is 
high on my list of favorite improve-
ments. With the aid of several System 
Extension updates—in particular, DSP 
Manager 1.1—DSP allocation is, gener-
ally, faster and smoother. With older 
Pro Tools versions, trying to reload a 
session jam-packed with plug-ins was, 
often, asking for trouble; there were 
moments with Version 4.2 when the 
software refused to open a session until 
I played plug-in shuffleboard with the 
DAE Plug-Ins' folder in order to fool the 
DSP Manager—an awful waste of time. 
No such problems with 5.0: It opened 
every session I threw at it, even old 4.2 
sessions with tons of plug-ins. In fact, 
the old 4.2 sessions that showed no 
DSP available registered as having DSP 
to spare in Version 5.0. 

MIDI MACHINATIONS 
The new MIDI features are very intu-
itive. If you're familiar with the way 
most software sequencers operate, 
you'll feel right at home with Pro Tools' 
MIDI tracks. However, as Digi's first 
foray into the world of MIDI sequenc-
ing, Pro Tools is missing some of the 
goodies (e.g., groove controls, remote 
control SysEx templates and Control 
Change message transform functions) 
hard-core users have come to expect 
from the more established platforms. 
The good news is, all the essential tools 
are there to cut solid MIDI tracks 
at over 960 ppqn (according to 
Digidesign, the actual sequencer engine 
is 960,000 ppqn) for sample-accurate 
audio-to-MIDI timing, but 960 ppqn is 
the user interface resolution. Pro Tools 
can even import/export standard MIDI 
files, for doing advanced sequencing in 
another application and then simply im-
porting tracks into Pro Tools. I tried this 
and it worked great. 

Editing functions are nicely imple-
mented. Quantize can be applied to a 
selection or at input in a variety of note 
values, from whole notes to 64th 
notes, dotted and triplet values. Swing, 
offset, strength and randomize para-
meters are available. Note ranges are 
easily selected, split and transposed. 
Velocity and duration can be manipu-
lated, scaled and faded with custom 
curves. 

The recording modes are replace 
and merge; either mode will operate in 
loop. Recording will follow countoff or 
wait for first note, your choice. The 
countoff is user-definable, and the 

MIDI EN ITEMS 
A palette of MIDI paramen 
of the new additions to 
5.0. The following MII 
items are well implemen 
viding a variety of edil 
recording options. 

Change Tempo 

Change Meter 

Quantize 

Change Velocity 

Change Duration 

Transpose 

Select Notes 

Split Notes 

Input Quantize 

Click 

Click Options 

MIDI Beat Clock 

Input Filter 

Input Devices 

MIDI 'Thru 

All Notes Off 

Is is one 
ro Tools 
menu 

ed, pro-
ing and 

click can be assigned to any MIDI in-
strument in your OMS Studio Setup—I 
prefer an internally generated click, as 
it's easier to deal with. An input filter 
lets you select what kind df MIDI in-
formation is ignored. (The stock setting 
has polyphonic and mono aftertouch 
checked.) 

Meters and tempos are adjusted 
using the Tempo and Meter Change 
windows—pretty straightforward. Also, 
the old Identify Beat feature is still avail-
able under the Edit menu. As another 
alternative, turn the CondUctor icon 
"off" in the Transport bar to enter the 
Manual Tempo mode. In this mode, 
you can type in a BPM, use the slider 
element or hit the Tap bunon to change 
a session's global tempo. oth tempo 
and meter now have discret rulers that 
are seen simultaneously witi the time-
line rulers. 

MIDI tracks in both th 
Mix windows look almo e • 
audio tracks: The user int 
the same; the only differ 
way the information is dis 
the Edit window, notes a 
place of waveforms and co 
formation in place of a 
moves. MIDI tracks appe 
channel strips in the Mix w 

Edit and 
entical to 
rfaces are 
ce is the 

played. In 
e seen in 
troller in-
tomation 
r as input 
dow. The 
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joemeek.com 

EMEEK 
If gnu haven't tried 

the new dOeffieek Channels, 
qou haul got a (II 

Joemeek set the standards 

or vintage' retro recording 

esigns by offering quality 

and value. No other direct 

recording channel can match 

the silky smooth colored 

sound of Joemeek. While other 

units claim to reproduce colored 

"vintage sound, wouldn't you 

rather own the one that does. 

got meek? 



415 E St Elmo Rd • Austin, TX 78745 • 512-444-1961 • 800-749-1460 

Acoustic Rooms 

www.acousticsystems.corn • info@acousticsystems.com 
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Think how hard it would be to own every piece 
of audio gear you may ever want to use... ever! 

ow log on to www.dreamhire.com 
and find out how easy it is to rent... alway 1-

Dreamhi 
24 FICbUR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO RENTALS 
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LED meter is turned into Ía dynamic 
MIDI activity light. Of curse, the 
MIDI channel strips don't have plug-
in slots—although MIDI pl g-ins (e.g., 
arpeggiators, delays, controller tem-
plates, etc.) aren't such 4 bad idea. 
The New Track comma id used to 
make audio tracks is also it  d for cre-
ating MIDI tracks. 

Overall, MIDI timing was rock-
solid. However, I did enco nter some 
MIDI log jams while usin Pro Tools 
with HUI. When several IDI tracks 
were playing, and I was, f r example, 
tweaking a plug-in via UI, MIDI 
playback would hiccup he hiccup 
would only last a split s cond and 
then everything would 1 back up, 

but it was long enough to disturb the 
groove (especially when t mg to cut 
a take to the virtual trac s). I'm not 
sure what the ideal solutio is for this 
situation, disable HUI or t m the vir-
tual tracks into audio tra ks, but ei-
ther way, it isn't impossi le to work 
around. (Digidesign says here were 
some software driver pro lems with 
MOTU's MTP AV, the inte ace I was 
using, which might have aused the 
hiccups.) If you can affo d ProCon-
trol, maybe this is the wa to go, be-
cause it isn't MIDI-based and won't 
clog the MIDI lines. (Perhaps 
Digidesign could make a ess expen-
sive ProControl for finan ially chal-
lenged folks like myself.) 

UP, UP AND AWAY 

'fulls latest ‘, eision of Pro T ls is super; 
better DSP management, ore editing 
tools, a refined user inte ce, added 
media and hardware comp tibility and 
MIDI sequencing as a bon . Whether 
you're into music producti n or post, 
there's something in Versio 5.0 sure to 
tickle your fancy. And i this isn't 
enough, DirectConnect (a ailable for 
free download at Digides. s Web site) 
opens up a whole new wo ld of native 
instruments (e.g., Koblo's tudio9000) 
for plugging right into you Pro Tools 
mixer. 

Digidesign, 3401-A Hillviw Avenue, 
Palo Alto, CA 94304; 650'842-7900; 
fax 650/842-7999. Web ite: www. 
digidesign.com. • 

Erik Hawkins is a musicia producer 
New York Nashville London working in Las Angeles Coz4ny and the 
212-691-5544 615-321-5544 on-44-181-451-5544 San Francisco Bay Area. 'isit him at 
800-234-7536 888-321-5544 www.erikhawkins.com for4nore equip-

ment chitchat and tips on what's hot 
for the project studio. 
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RODE NT2 

Tie real art of recording 

music relies on using a quality 

instrument - one that represents the full 

palette o colour and capable of capturing 

the unique textures of your unmistakable soLnd. 

RODE 
‘11.- FLOPHONES 
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INTERNATIONAL ENQUIRIIES: RODE MICROPHONES 5 Averill Street Rhodes NSW 2138 Australia Te': 612 8765 9333 Fax: 61 2 8765 9444 www.rode.com.au 
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TERRASO\ DE AUDIO 
TOOLBOX VERSION 2 
PORTABLE AUDIO TEST SET 

N
ow in its second generation, 
TerraSonde's Audio Toolbox 
Version 2 is a collection of 

DSP-based maintenance tools that 
any studio will find useful. The 
original Audio Toolbox Version 2 is 
compact and lightweight and cov-
ers a wide range of useful func-
tions. Other versions include a 
rackmount model and a handheld 
"Plus" version. 

The Toolbox performs so many 
functions that it would be difficult 
to detail them all, so I will de-
scribe the primary functions and 
discuss the unit's overall perfor-
mance. As acoustics is my special-
ty, I have concentrated on those 
functions. 

THE HARDWARE 
The standard box measures 
5.5x9.5x2.5 inches, weighs only 2 
pounds and is made of molded 
plastic with a 2.4x1.75-inch backlit 
LCD screen. A single knob switches 
between programs and is used to 
make parameter adjustments and 
data entries. A calibrated micro-
phone is built into the unit, but you 
can also connect any measurement 
mic. The box seems rugged, al-
though I typically wrap the unit in 
bubble-wrap when shipping. It can 
be powered by a removable bat-
tery pack (six AAs) or a wall wart 
power supply. 

Inputs and outputs are mount-
ed on the sides of the box. Bal-
anced XLR, 1/4-inch and RCA left 
and right inputs are available. 
There is one MIDI input and two 
MIDI outputs, along with a single 
headphone jack, a small built-in 
speaker and single RCA, 'A-inch 
and XLR outputs. 

THE SOFTWARE 
The main menu offers four func-
tions: Acoustic Analysis, Test 
Functions, Session Helpers and 

Utilities. Six submenus 
under the Acoustic 
Analysis menu in-
clude Sound Level 
Meter, Real-Time 
Analyzer, Energy 
Time Graph, Reverb 
Decay Time, Polarity 
Tester and Noise Criteria. 

The Sound Level Meter 
function measures loudness in stan-
dard dB SPL units. It is a true RMS 
measurement, using ANSI Type 1 
standard display time averages with 
A, B, C and flat weighting net-
works. Averaging modes include 
Slow, Fast, Impulse, Peak and LEQ. 
LEQ is used for computing equal-
weighted SPL averages over a long 
period (for you OSHA types). The 
internal or external mic can be se-
lected, with two sensitivity ranges 
available. Measurement data is pre-
sented as both a numeric readout 
and a bar graph. Full control of the 
signal generator is available directly 
from the Sound Level Meter screen. 
Selectable waveform types indude 
sine and square (frequencies are 
adjustable) and white or pink 
noise. 

The Real-Time Analyzer looks at 
the sound spectrum in 1-, 'A-, V6-
and 'A2-octave bands, with good 
resolution although the screen is 
tiny. Data can be viewed in a full-
bandwidth window of 20 to 20k Hz 
as well as a low-frequency 10-to-
332Hz window, a useful view that 
covers the area of most critical 
analysis. A variety of averaging 
times is provided for exponential or 
equal-weighted time averaging. 
The display is adjustable in 5dB in-
crements with a 35dB window 
range from top to bottom, offering 
a wide picture of spectral activity. 
The low end of the scale is 25 dB 
with the maximum being 170 dB. 

BY BOB HOBBS 

One 
cool "extra" 
field gives a variety of useful addi-
tional information, such as tue 
band that has the highest mom 
tary level (Hz max), the full-bard 
SPL level (dB SPL), the A-weight 
SPL (dBA SPL), or the C-weight 
SPL (dBC SPL). To assist in 
surround 5.1 monitoring syst 
two more fields measure dBL SPL 
and dBm SPL dBL shows the aver-
age SPL level of the subwoofer 
bands (as defined by Dolby La 
25 to 125 Hz, while dBm S 
shows the average SPL of the n 
subwoofer bands. I tend to re 
more on the spectrum display f 
subwoofer calibration, but this f 
ture offers a handy correlatio 
Forty nonvolatile memory locatio 
for storage can be recalled in tle 
Toolbox or transmitted to a PC r 
Mac for printing. Data paramete-s 
for the recalled memories can 
adjusted for critical analysis. 

The Energy Time graph di 
plays the initial delay time fro 
the sound source and the sub 
quent decay pattern in the roo 
This is useful for finding room 
flections, identifying resonanc s 
and aligning delay systems. Tle 
data can be viewed as time or dth-
tance, with the measurement unis 
displayed in milliseconds, fe, 
inches, meters or centimeters. 
did not find a frequency display 
effective.) The capture window ris 

il adjustable for the measuremel t 

Y 
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Get Lucid and you'll be converted 

• 

lucid 

• 

Use a converter that gives back all you put in: 

a Lucid converter. Because we take audio 

conversion seriously, we continually work to 

make sure every sonic nuance you started with 

is there at the finish. Whether converting A-D, 

D-A, or performing sample rate conversion 

with our new SRC9624, you'll be won over by 

the precise imaging and sonic transparency of 

converters from Lucid. 
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"... the sound of the converter was like velvet." 

Mike Sokol EQ Magazine, October 1999 

"The best part about this converter pair is how they sound. 

The corversion is first rate, with attention to detail not 

only in the digital domain, but also in the analog circuitry." 

George Petersen Mix Magazine, September 1999 

"The sound quality of Lucid converters is excellent. They 

give a sheen to the sound without artificially coloring it." 

Marcus Miller Producer, Composer 

• t 

• 
• 

lucid 

• 

• t 
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• 

SRC9624 

Single-pass sample rate conversion from 

CD to DVD, or to any rate from 32kHz 

through 96kHz. Supports multiple AES 

and S/PDIF formats and offers dithering, 

external sync, and jitter attenuation. 

ADA8824 (ADAT) and (Sonic) 

Your computer becomes a pro recording 

studio with these audio interfaces for 

ADAT-optical lightpipe gear or SonicStudio 

workstations. Each transfers eight channels 

of digital and analog I/O simultaneously. 

AD9624 and DA9624 

First-class converters with superior imaging 

and realism for recording, mastering, and 

post. Both support 96kHz sampling. 
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units. For example, in milliseconds, the 
window ranges from 15 to 960. This is 
handy for controlling the amount of 
detail you need. Moving the cursor 
across the screen displays the time (or 
distance) for that point numerically, 
along with the dB level relative to the 
maximum value received. This lets you 
find room reflections in units of dis-

Eneew Tune Graph sawn 

tance. While the program is running, 
you can zoom in on areas of the chart 
for more detailed analysis (15ms win-
dow). You can store 40 graphs in non-
volatile memory with the same 
functionality as the RTA. 

The Reverb Decay Time function 
computes the reverb decay time for a 
room, referenced to RT60. The full-
band (20 to 20k Hz) flat measurement 
is actually extrapolated to find the 
RT60 value, since a full 60 dB of S/N 
ratio is often not available (a minimum 
of 30dB S/N is recommended). The 
Decay Time field displays the actual 
time (in milliseconds) for the sound 
field to decay by the displayed Decay 
Range amount. 

The Polarity Tester function is worth 
its weight in gold—a decent tester costs 
$250 to $300 alone—and I can't tell you 
how many times I've found studio 
speaker components out of phase! 
Toolbox lets you test mies, patchbays 
and anything else in the studio with an 
innie and outie. Since it's tethered to a 
cable, the one-piece unit can be a bit re-
strictive when "popping" speakers, but 
this is a minor inconvenience. If you 
have older gear, remember that Tool-
box is a pin-2 positive unit. Three sepa-
rate setups are programmed into the 
polarity tester for testing speakers, mi-
crophones and line-level equipment. A 
signal strength meter lets you adjust vol-
ume levels to get a good reading (most 
other testers can give false readings at 
improper levels). 

The Noise Criteria function is used to 
determine the background noise level 
in a room, according to ANSI specifica-
tion S12.2-1995. In operation, the room 
noise is divided into octave-band divi-
sions, and the acoustic level of each 
band is computed in dB SPL Then, the 
results are compared to standard noise 
criteria curves and a single value is de-
termined from the highest curve num-
ber that any octave band exceeds. Also, 

r 2DM Full 1 
MicL Gen 

Real-Time Analyzer screen at 

octave resolution 

the Speech Interference Level (SIL) can 
be computed. This value is the average 
dB SPL level of four octave bands cen-
tered on 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz and 4 
kHz. SIL is also defined in the ANSI 
standard that specifies Noise Criteria. 
These functions don't mean much to 
the average studio owner but are nec-
essary for comprehensive field mea-
surements. 

TEST FUNCTIONS 

The Test Functions submenu offers 
Signal Generator, Level Meter/Fre-
quency Counter, Signal-to-Noise Ratio, 
Sweeps, Sample Scope and a Distor-
tion Meter. 

The Signal Generator offers a control 
surface for acoustic measurement pro-
grams and creates waveforms used in 
testing, audio analysis or recording. 
Output levels for sine and square 
waves, white noise and pink noise can 
be adjusted in fine and coarse modes, 
while the unit displays the actual output 
level present, including loading from 
the device connected to the outputs. A 
Polarity Waveform feature lets users test 
polarity within a circuit; an Impedance 
Meter function is also provided. 

The auto-ranging Level Meter accu-
rately measures the level for both inputs 
simultaneously. Four submenus are 
available: a stereo audio level meter, a 
stereo frequency counter, a stereo dB 
meter and a stereo VU meter. The signal 
level units may be selected from among 
dBu, dBV, Vave, Vrms, and Vp-p and 

are displayed numerically. Readouts are 
displayed numerically, as Iwe11 as with 
bar graphs for the VU and dB meters, 
and include peak indicato 
quency Counter, both in 
and displayed independe 
quency counter requires 
repeated waveform (su 
wave), and if the frequen 
determined, the figure "-
The range is 16 to 50k FL 

. In the Fre-
uts are read 
tly. The fie-
fairly clean 
h as a sine 
cannot be 
" is shown. 
+4dBu and 

< SPL ûejleele  
loud Peak 83.9 sloP 

30 BO 130 

dB 
OutPut gain OdB off 

Sound Pressure Level Meter scm_en 

-10dB modes are availabl. The meters 
have very good resolutioij for fine ad-
justments. 

The Signal-to-Noise fu ction allows 
you to test the S/N ratio or any line-
level device. This is a simp subtractive 
measurement and opera at +4 dBu or 
-10 dBV. 

There are three Sweep functions: 
Frequency Response amplitude) 
sweep, Impedance sw (impedance 
of a load vs. frequency) an3l a program-
mable sine wave sweep. The Frequency 
Response function compots the gain of 
a device as a function of fr4quency. The 
Impedance sweep comp tes the im-
pedance of a load as the signal genera-
tor is swept continuously frm 20 to 20k 
Hz. The x-axis scale is va4ible from 20 
to 20k ohms. Both the Frquency Re-
sponse and Impedance swep functions 
can operate in %- or tave mode, 
and the function average the results 
over the selected Y3- or X. ve band. 
Results are displayed grap Cally on the 
LCD. Start and end frequey points (1À-
octave), as well as duratioi , may be set 
for the programmable swep. There are 
40 nonvolatile memories available in 
this mode. 

The Sample Scope is essentially an 
audio bandwidth digital scilloscope. 
While a typical digital osciloscope has 
a bandwidth of several m gahertz, the 
Sample Scope only has a 8kHz band-
width, so this is a very lo -resolution 
display in comparison. 'so, DC is 
blocked, so only the AC c4nnponent of 
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Full Sail graduate Derrick Perkins with Stevie Wonder in one of Full Sails 
Solid State Logic SL 9000 J studios. 

Derrick is Co-Associate Producer & Programmer for Stevie Wonder's platinum album, 

Conversation Peace. including the GRAMMY Award-winning single, "For Your Love." 

I 
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"Today's entertainment 

industry, more than 
ever before, requires 

employees who not 
only love the art, but 

who understand the 
technology that's 

involved in taking it to 
the people. Full Sail is 

a place where a person 
with dreams of 

working in this 
industry can find a 

way to get in. I know 

first-hand, because I 

hired Derrick, a 

graduate. Thanks to 
Full Sail, he was able to 
translate his love of 

music into a career in 
the studio." 

-Stevie Wonder 

f l;" LL ® 
Real World Education 

School of: 

Audio • Show Production & Touring 

Film/Video • Computer Animation 

Digital Media • Game Design 
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Lo3king for that perfect piece of gear to take 

your project studio to the nest 1puer? Call us 

file We haue the LATEST and GAEATEST sound 
and studio gear, IH STOCK and REAR TO SHIP. 

You'll like OLU LOW PRICES, our FAST, FRIENDLY 

SERVICE, and our CHICK DELIVERY, plus we 

GUARANTEE your COMPLETE SATISFACTION. 

Ask about our PLATINUM CARO financing 

-musichnsfriend com 

Gel* a FliEE Call 800-7761173 
Win Up $1000 in FriEE fiur 

tileeklq at umiiii.musiciansfriend.com 
Refer to this code: 170-0006 
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"We're Listening To Westlake" 

The Dust Brothers 
(Rolling Stones, Beck, 

Hanson, Beastie Boys) 

"After 10 years we're 

still in love with our 

Westlake Monitors - 

not only do they 

sound good, they've 

got great personality." 

Experience audio monitoring the Westlake Way and 

join the hundreds of recording studios, broadcast 

facilities and independent professionals worldwide 

that depend upon the performance and reliability 

of their Westlake Monitors, day in and day out. 

WHEN YOU NEED TO HEAR EVERYTHING - You NEED TO LISTEN TO WESTLAk 

MANUFACTURING GROUP 
2696 Court, unit I 8, Newbury Park. CA 9 I 320 
805-499-3686 AX (8051 498-2571 • http://wwwwestlakeaudio.com 

a waveform is viewabl High-fre-
quency waveforms (abo e 10 kHz) 
may not be represented p perly. The 
scope was just barely us ful for set-
ting azimuth on a tape chine. The 
scope can also be used fo identifying 
repetitive waveforms a d obvious 
clipping, distortion and ver-ranges, 
or a graphical phase mete when used 
in X-Y mode. It is slow, so while it 
does tell you what is oing on, I 
would much rather use dedicated 
scope. You can vary the creen-time 
width from 2 to 80 ms, a d you can 
turn on the 30dB input d or 40dB 
input gain amplifier. The rtical scale 
can be adjusted from 1 t 64 times. 
The Sample Scope auto- riggers, so 
repeated waveforms m y be seen. 
The maximum on the y ical scale is 
O dBfs (full-scale digital), so you can 
see if an input signal is lipping the 
digital input. 

The Distortion Mete uses FFT 
analysis to compare the evel of the 
fundamental frequency ith its har-
monics. This function gen rates a sine 
wave at either 63, 125, 25 , 500, 1,000 
or 2,000 Hz, and sums th energy in 
the upper harmonics (a d residual 
noise) to compute the D+N. The 
range is 0.2 to 50%. The optimum fre-
quency for lowest residual distortion is 
125 Hz. At this frequency, ou can read 
down to nearly 0.15%. The input signal 
level (line or mic level, sel ble) must 
be constrained within a window, so a 
small bar-graph level met r is provid-
ed. The display shows th value nu-
merically, and also has bar graph 
using a log-scale from 20 t 0.1% THD. 

I primarily use this funciloto for testing 
speaker distortion so that I can catch 
failure before it occu ny speak-
ers exhibit increasing amoionts of THD 
as they age. 

own» MOUND 
Menus, programs and pa meters are 
selected using a single "en r" knob: 
Turn the knob to select a file and push 
it to select the item (if i is a menu 
choice) or change the v lue of the 
field. Some fields are changed by click-
ing the knob and some by licking and 
spinning the knob (the cIfirence is in-
dicated on the highlight lir4e under the 
selected parameter). 

Some screens have sh rtcut fields 
for jumping directly front your current 
function into another, performing the 
task, and jumping back into the first 
function without using the menus. Cur-
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rently, there are two fields that work 
this way: the Gen field and the Mem 
field. On functions that display the Gen 
field, when you click, you will jump di-
rectly to the Signal Generator screen. 
From there, you can adjust the settings 
of the internal signal generator, such as 
the frequency, level or type of signal, 
and then jump directly back to the pre-
vious function. 

As stated earlier, the screen is quite 
small, so you sometimes have to pay 
very close attention. Numeric readouts 
and bar graphs are just fine, but some 
of the high-resolution charts require 
close scrutiny. The "Plus" version has a 
larger screen. 

A QUESTION OF ACCURACY 
The real value of test equipment is not 
how many functions it performs but 
whether it performs those functions 
easily and accurately. I tested the inter-
nal mic calibration with a B&K 4231— 
it was spot on. I then put the Toolbox 
next to a B8dç 2260 Investigator and a 
Meyer SIM System II. While the major-
ity of readings looked pretty good, I 
did find a couple of discrepancies with 
readings between the Toolbox and 
both the B&K and SIM. I talked to 
TerraSonde about this, and they said 
these issues had been addressed in the 
upcoming software version—these 
guys are dedicated to the box and re-
spond well to feedback from the more 
than 1,000 Toolbox users in the field. 
However, one problem not yet ad-
dressed involves using the RTA with 
the internal mic. I saw a bump at 13 
kHz that I attribute to the mic proximi-
ty to the body of the Toolbox (the 
bump did not show up when an exter-
nal mic was used). I recommend using 
a good measurement mic for critical 
HF evaluations. 

The only thing that I found annoying 
about the TerraSonde's operation was a 
speaker pop when turning the noise 
signal on and off. TerraSonde says it 
will address this. 

Otherwise, the Toolbox worked 
well. Stored program defaults make 
the Toolbox power on to a specific 
set of parameters I always use when 
performing certain measurements. 
Although the box comes factory-cali-
brated, the Setup and Calibration 
modes allow you manipulate a vast 
number of system features. Beware: 
Unless you're a pro with great equip-
ment, you don't want to mess around 
with this, but it's useful for calibrating 
external microphones. 

There is not space here to describe 

all of the Toolbox functions, such as 
Session Helpers (Instrument Tuner/ 
Tempo Computer/MIDI Helper/MIDI 
Transmitter/Time Code Tools/Hum 
Cancellation) and Utility Functions 
(Monitor Amp/Cable Tester/Phantom & 
Battery Power Tester). A detailed de-
scription of these can be found at 
www.termsonde.com. 

At $999, the Audio Toolbox is a very 
good buy. It performs many functions 
well, and I would encourage all of my 
clients to have one on hand for those 
eases when I can't be there in a timely 
fashion. For small-studio owners who 
are mostly do-it-yourselfers, it is a good 

investment that will improve the quality 
of their studios and help with mainte-
nance. TerraSonde maintains an excel-
lent Web site where you can also 
download the latest version of the man-
ual and check out the latest hardware 
availability. The fact that TerraSonde 
supports both Mac and PC platforms is 
admirable. 

TerraSonde, 1751 Redwood Ave., 
Boulder, CO 80304; 303/545-5848; fax 
303/545-6066; www.terrasonde.com. 

More than you care to know about Mix 
contributing editor Bob Hodas can be 
found at www.bobhodas.com. 
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MasterLink is a stereo hard disk recorder and 24-bit/96kHz CD recorder with onboard DSP. 

A
s 16-bit audio continues its 
slide into obsolescence, the 
pro audio industry looks for 

an inexpensive, high-resolution 
replacement for DAT. Listed at 
$1,699, the Alesis MasterLink 
aspires to take the baton from 
tape-based decks and offer a back-
wards-compatible, high-bit/high-
sampling frequency mastering 
solution with a robust, disk-based 
delivery format. MasterLink is es-
sentially a rackmountable, stereo 
hard disk recorder and 24/96 CD 
burner with onboard DSP. With 
MasterLink, you can record to an 
internal hard drive; apply fades, 
gain changes, EQ and dynamics 
processing to your material; and 
burn down-sampled Red Book CD 
premasters or proprietary-format 
24-bit/96kHz CDs for archival, 
high-resolution playback or trans-
fer to 24/96 DAWs for simplified 
file exchange. 

Given Alesis' overwhelming 
success at creating industry stan-
dards with its Lightpipe and 16-
and 20-bit ADAT formats, the ques-
tion as to whether MasterLink 
could become the next prevailing 
delivery format comes to mind. 
Let's run MasterLink through its 
paces to see how it holds up. 

CONNECTIONS 

Aside from the IEC-type, detach-
able AC cord, the rear-panel con-
nections consist entirely of stereo 
digital and separate L/1 analog I/O. 
AES/EBU format digital I/O are 

provided on both balanced XLR 
and unbalanced co-ax jacks. Bal-
anced, +4dBu analog I/O are pro-
vided on XLR jacks. RCA jacks 
service the unbalanced, -10dBV 
analog I/O. Word clock input is no-
ticeably absent. 

Unfortunately, there are no pre-
AID trims for calibrating the unit 
with other gear. The balanced I/O 
clip at +19 dBu and the unbalanced 
I/O clip at +5 dBV. Most DATs can 
take +22 dBu. Feeding the Master-
Link's balanced analog inputs from 
my Oars stereo bus analog outs (0 
dBfs out of the console) exceeds 
the MasterLink's headroom by a 
hefty 6 dB. 

Of course, this is not an issue 
if you're using external A/D con-
verters with the MasterLink. But 
aside from headroom, there's no 
compelling reason to do so, be-
cause MasterLink's 24-bit, 128x 
oversampled converters sound 
truly excellent. 

MasterLink offers two different 
modes of operation, hard disk and 
CD, toggled by a front-panel but-
ton. Hard disk mode is used to 
record audio to or play back from 
MasterLink's 4.3GB internal hard 
disk, and to create CDs from audio 
recorded on the hard disk. CD 
mode is used to play back prere-
corded CDs and to copy tracks di-
rectly from a CD to the internal 
hard drive for remastering or com-
pilation purposes. You'll probably 

BY MICHAEL COOPER 

be working in hard disk mo e 
most of the time, so let's exam' e 
that first. 

RECORDING AND 

PLAYLIST EDITING 

All digital outputs and inputs 
hot simultaneously, so you'll w 
to be sure to hook up only the 
anced or unbalanced digital 
puts—and not both—to avoid di 
corruption. Front-panel buttons 
lect the input source (analog 
digital), sample rate (44.1, 48, 
or 96 kHz) and word length (1 
20- or 24-bit) for recording to 
internal hard disk. You can choc 
any combination of the above sa 
pling frequencies and w 
lengths, for a total of 12 differ 
resolutions. 

MasterLink organizes data tha 
recorded to its hard drive into 
playlists, each of which can con 
as many as 99 tracks. The requis 
transport buttons are offer 
Play/Pause, Record, Stop, Skip F 
ward/Backward (to the next/pre 
ous track) and Scan Forwa 
Backward (to audition audio at 
creased playback speed). 

Playlists and tracks can 
named. You can change the o 
of tracks in a playlist, delete in 
vidual tracks, and write-prot 
tracks independently of one ano 
er. You also have independ 
control over the length of each 
between successive tracks. T 
Version 1.0 software I reviewed 
not provide for CD-track offs 
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IS THE ROAD TO YOUR MIX 
PAVED WITH GOOD INTENTIONS? 

Choosing the right audio mixer can be mighty confusing. Especially with all the hype and 
exaggerated product claims, whizzing by at the speed of sound these days. 

ELIMINATE THE CONFUSION. 
erfect for live sound. Peavey's new RQ 2300''' series mixers boast more XLRs than any product in their class. 
lain and simple, that means you'll get the most inputs anywhere, for your hard-earned mixer dollar! There are 

three models to choose from. Each has a uniquely different channel configuration to meet any need, 
with great EQ and flexible signal routing. 

QUALITY? 
You bet! The full- featured RQ 2300's sound sparkling clean. Their high headroom buss structure uses each 
channel's full dynamic range and all of the fader's available gain, to yield pristine signal reproduction. 

And those high quality discrete mic preamps are amazing! 

WHY TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT? 
iell, for one thing. Peavey has been designing, building and supplying the world with complete sound systems 
for more than 30 years. Fact is. we've been satisfying customers for a heck of a lot longer than many of our 

"spin doctor" competitors have actually been in business! 

So. don't let any silver tongued hypesters lead you down the wrong road. Head on down to your local Peavey 
dealer today and hear the new RQ 2300 series for yourself. 

[RO 2314 — 

.#:FAE-ÁIVEY 
Peavey Electromcs CorporatIon • 711 A Street • Mendian MS 39301 • Peavey Europe • Great Folds Road • Oakley Hay • CORBY • Northants NN18 9E1 • England • 02000 • www peavey.com 
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but Version 2.0—which should be out 
by the time you read this—reportedly 
will allow start/end offsets up to 30 
frames (per 75 CD frames/sec). 

MasterLink provides the user with in-
dependent control over each track's 
gain from -18 to +18 dB, adjustable in 
0.1dB increments up to ±10 dB and in 
ldB increments beyond. You can also 
assign different start/end fades and sig-
nal processing to each track (more on 
this in a bit). 

Tracks can also be cropped to do 
destructive "head-and-tail" editing of 
unwanted noise or dead space before 
or after each track. Five-second pre-
views of original track start/end 
points are provided. You move the 
new start/end points by scrubbing 
with the forward and backward scan 
buttons. 
A large, vacuum fluorescent, 2x16 

alphanumeric display indicates all cur-
rent values for the above parameters, 
although you'll have to scroll through 
numerous pages to see all of the DSP-
related settings. Cursor Left and Right, 
Up/Yes, and Down/No buttons are 
used to navigate around the display 
and adjust settings. A time display can 
be set to show either elapsed or re-
maining time for a single track or en-
tire playlist. Each track's start and end 
times and length can also be shown. 
Remaining hard disk space is ex-
pressed in hours, minutes or seconds. 
The display's left/right metering could 
be a little easier to see, but offers 
good resolution and defeatable mo-
mentary or continuous peak hold 
modes. A headphone jack and vol-
ume control are also provided on the 
front panel. 

SIGNAL PROCUSINO 
DSP is applied nondestructively and in 
real time to individual tracks in a 
playlist, so it does not affect the original 
audio files recorded on the hard disk. 
Also, deleting a track from a playlist 
does not delete its parent audio file 
from the hard disk. However, deleting 
will cause all of your DSP settings to be 
lost for that track. According to Alesis, 
Version 2.0 software for MasterLink al-
lows backing up tracks in a playlist 
backup/restore mode. To avoid losing 
work that may be needed if and when 
an indecisive client decides to reinstate 
a deleted track, you'll need to add the 
track to an alternative playlist—a hold-
ing tank for ideas, if you will—and 
manually re-enter DSP settings before 

you delete the track from its original 
playlist. V. 2.0 software is said to allow 
copying and pasting of DSP settings be-
tween tracks on different playlists. 

DSP is applied to tracks in six 
blocks arranged in the following, im-
mutable order: track gain, compres-
sor, parametric EQ, limiter, track fades 
and nonnalizer. Individual DSP blocks 
can be toggled on/off independently. 
My only complaint is that, for most 
applications, I would rather have EQ 
come before compression so that ap-
plied boost doesn't undo dynamic 
range adjustments. That said, Master-
Link's dynamics processing and EQ 
sound downright superb, and the 
range and incremental control of pa-
rameter values will satisfy even the 
most finicky mastering engineer. 

MasterLink's compressor is dean and 
extremely transparent. Even the hard 
knee mode is relatively free of ampli-
tude modulation artifacts. Simply put, 
this is one of the best digital stereo pro-
gram compressors I've heard. 

The compressor offers threshold, 
ratio, makeup gain, attack, release, key 
(channel master), knee (choice of hard 
and four soft knee modes), detect (peak 
or RMS) and meter parameters. The lat-
ter offers six combinations of input/out-
put/gain reduction metering. 

Unfortunately, the compressor's 
makeup gain can only boost and not at-
tenuate, and the downstream EQ block 
has no output gain control. Whenever 
EQ boost clips the downstream limiter, 
you must attenuate levels in the track 
gain block—necessitating a resetting of 
the compressor's threshold. It's a minor 
hassle. 

MasterLink's sweet-sounding EQ 
block offers both parametric and 
low/high shelving curves. On the 
downside, there are only three bands 
and they don't have independent by-
passes. But happily, all three bands 
cover 20.22 to 20.22k Hz in very fine 
steps, and boost/cut is adjustable in 
exacting 0.25dB increments. Q is 
adjustable from 0.1 to 18, making 
notch filtering and broad tonal shap-
ing a snap. 

MasterLink's look-ahead peak lim-
iter is reminiscent of the Waves Li in 
that it combines a brick-wall, 00:1 lim-
iter with a maximizer function for set-
ting your output "ceiling." MasterLink's 
limiter sounds outstanding. It's ex-
tremely transparent and can really beef 
up a mix. 

Fade-in and -out times can be ad-
justed for each track in 10ins or 1-sec-
ond increments. Linear fade, normal 

logarithmic and inverse lo shapes are 
offered, and they all s und very 
smooth. 

MasterLink also offers la real-time 
(vs. file-based) normaliz r, allowing 
changes to be made after upstream sig-
nal processing settings are ltered. 
On my wish list for futtre software 

updates: a global bypass or all DSP, 
and multipoint I/O metering before/ 
after each DSP module (t safeguard 
against potential clippin at various 
points along the audio path). Notably, 
the compressor block already provides 
such metering. 

BURN, BABY, BURN 

After you're finished tweaking the EQ, 
compression and other settings, signal 
processing is written to eacjh track in a 
manner similar to "bouncin to disk" in 
a DAW. The rendered playlst is record-
ed to a reserved, "invisiblel area of the 
hard disk so that it can be bimed to CD 
multiple times without the need to re-
render. Rendering only ocairs with Red 
Book CDs—MasterLink dces not ren-
der in high-definition 24j mode. The 
time display still shows ela remain-
ing time for a single track or the entire 
playlist while the CD is being burned, 
and the current track number also 
changes to reflect your pro 

MasterLink can read an4 write both 
Red Book (16-bit, 44.11(H ) CDs and 
proprietary CD24 CDs. CD24 discs can 
be written to and played back at any of 
the 12 resolutions that the hard disk can 
record at, and is not limitel to just 24-
bit/961cHz data. Only disk-a nce mode 
is supported. 
When you write high resolution 

audio to a Red Book CD in MasterLink, 
the audio is automatic Ily noise-
shaped and/or sample-rat converted 
down to 16-bit, 44.1 kHz oi its way to 
CD. However, the high-ve audio files 
on the hard drive remain $inchanged. 
CD24 discs are played ba4 by Master-
Link at their original sam le rate and 
word length. 

MasterLink writes Red 
4x speed and CD24 discs 
onto standard CD-R bla 
disc will hold a maximum 
of 24/96 audio, and the 
cess takes about 36 minu 

FILM «CHAN« 
Alert readers will notice tha 
has no SCSI connectors. 
MasterLink exchange data 

MasterLink's CD24 m 
.AIFF sound files in an 
ROM disc format along 

k CDs at 
t 2x speed 
. A 650MB 
19 minutes 
rding pro-

MasterLink 
How does 
"th DAWs? 
e records 
9660 CD-

ith propri-
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etary information, making the CD24 
discs compatible with CD- and CD-
ROM drives. Most comp ter-based 
audio editing programs cai recognize 
.AIFF files, raising the po sibility of 
opening a CD24 disc in a D W to per-
form further editing. How ver, Macs 
cannot recognize the file tyje and cre-
ator info on CD24 discs ijiade with 
MasterLink's V. 1.0 softwa. (This is 
not an issue with PCs.) This should be 
corrected with the releas of V. 2.0 
software, and CD24 discs hould be 
fully compatible with Macs. Both Win-
dows and UNIX operating stems are 
also currently supported. 
How about going in thâ other di-

rection, from DAW to MasierLink? Mas-
terLink can only recognize Red Book 
audio or CD24 discs; it cannot read 
.A.IFF files created in a DAW. To trans-
fer high-resolution audio o anything 
other than Red Book audio files from a 
DAW into MasterLink, you must play 
the DAW's audio files in re4 time and 
record—preferably via digi VO— to 
MasterLink's internal hard 4rive. Mas-
terLink can also copy indi • ual tracks, 
one at a time, from Red Bok CDs to 
its hard chive. V. 2.0 softwajre will re-
portedly be able to copy all CD tracks 
at once. 

CONCLUSIONS 
MasterLink provides an en 
cost-effective upgrade to out 
decks and CD burners in a 
in-one package. The bai 
sounds so good, many 
choose to use it in lieu of 
board gear and DAW plug 
notch sound quality, ukrafine 
control, support of numero 
olution formats, backwards 
ity and the robust error co 
the CD-ROM format give 
strong shot at establishing a 
try standard for master de 
archiving. File exchange iss 
be resolved with the releasc 
software, leaving the analog 
limited headroom as the o 
barrier to full professional a 
If you can work around th 
Link is a slam dunk. 

Alesis, 1633 26th St., San 
CA 90404; 800/5ALESIS; 
.com. 
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World Wide Audio, without leaving your studio. 
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Rocket Network takes audio production beyond the boundaries of studio walls, making connections 

that let you work with anyone, anywhere, anytime. It's like a global multi-track. 

On-line Flexibility. 
Rocket Network uses the Internet to allow professionals 

to work together on audio productions without having 

to be in the same physical space. Instead of shipping 
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phone lines, you log into your Internet Recording 
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of passing your parts to others and vice versa. 

That leaves you free to concentrate on capturing 

the perfect take, using your own local system to record 

and edit. Whenever you're ready for others to hear 

your audio or MIDI parts, you simply post your 

work to the Internet Recording Studio, automatically 

updating everyone else's session. 

Full Audio Fidelity. 
With Rocket Network, there's no compromise in 

audio quality—the system handles files in a vast 

range of formats and compression levels, all the 

Nay up to uncompressed 24 bit/96kHz. And you 

Jon't need access to a super-fast connection; DSL 

Dr Ti is great, but you can also work productively 

aver a humble 28.8 dial-up. The system supports 

multiple user-defined presets for posting and 

-eceiving, and handles all conversions, letting 

averyone participate in their own preferred format. 

That means you can conduct a session in a speedy, 

ow bit-rate " draft" mode, then move on while the 

final parts are posted in the background at full-fidelity. 

Escape the boundaries of your studio walls. 

Register at www.rocketnetwork.com 
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Professional Tools. 
Through partnerships with leading audio developers, 

Rocket Network is bringing RocketPower- to the 

professional tools you already use, starting with 

Steinberg Cubase VST and Emagic Logic Audio. 

A multi-level permission system lets you control 

access to your Internet Recording Studio. And 

our RocketContror client offers built-in chat 

capabilities, so everyone in the session can 

chime in with feedback as the project takes shape. 

The Rocket Network Web site offers additional 

resources and services for audio collaboration. 

A Powerful Connection. 
Rocket Network adds a new level of freedom to 

creative collaboration, allowing you to choose your 

team— singers, musicians, voice- talent, composers, 

engineers, producers— based on who's right for 

the project, wherever they happen to be. With full 

fidelity, plus anytime, anywhere productivity, 

Rocket Network is a powerful new connection 

to the world of audio production. 
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FIELD TUT 

BIAS PEAK 2.1 
SOUND-EDITING SOFTWARE FOR MACINTOSH 

1 our years ago, a small North-
, ern California company called 

  Berkley Integrated Audio Soft-
ware (named for its president, not 
the city), or BIAS, came out with 
what might be called the first mod-
em audio-design and editing pro-
gram for the Macintosh. It was a 
product that was sorely needed— 
Digidesign's Sound Designer, by 
then 10 years old, was getting 
awfully long in the tooth, and the 
only comparable program, Donny 
Blank's Alchemy, had dropped out 
of sight when the last of a series of 
publishers, Passport Designs, dis-
continued it not long before they 
themselves bit the dust. 

Alchemy (while still in many re-
spects a very cool program, with 
an honored place on my hard 
drive) is today long gone, but 
Sound Designer, despite regular 
reports of its impending demise, 
is still available. For some of us, 
particularly those using older 
Digidesign gear, Sound Designer 
remains useful for quick-and-dirty 
editing, file format changes within 
a small universe, and other such 
straightforward tasks, and I for one 
would not give it up quicldy, either 
as a production tool or a teaching 
tool. (Its visual FFT displays still 
give me goose bumps.) 

Peak started out by deliberately 
filling in the gaps left by Sound De-
signer. Whereas Digidesign's prod-
uct was entirely disk-based and 
performed most of its functions by 
literally chopping up disk files and 
moving them around, Peak, recog-
nizing that people have a lot more 
disk space and RAM than they used 
to, uses a combination of disk access 
and RAM processing to manipulate 
sounds more quicldy. It also does so 
nondestructively, even when it's 
using hard disk space, thanks to its 
inclusion of a "scratch disk" feature. 
So it's hard to make a mistake with 
Peak, since nothing gets carved in 
stone until you tell it to. 

From the outset, Peak could do 

Hie Edit Artion Audio IMP %ampler Plug- A, Preference Window Help 3244 

trÉP' 01: erà- rii wok& ré- r-rrrrrn- rrrn-  
Gçr.riçrzri ER& nue r ri r r f7 rt. 15 

rack I 

NM Peak's wavefoms edifing screen 

sample transfers from the Mac to 
hardware samplers, using both the 
impossibly slow MIDI Sample 
Dump Standard and the much 
more useful SMDI. Sound Designer 
(which, historians will recall, actu-
ally began life as a visual editor for 
the Emulator II) had dropped that 
particular ball, and so the new soft-
ware immediately gained a loyal 
following within the sampler com-
munity. 

Other features that Peak brought 
to the table were a far larger choice 
of file formats to save to and load 
from; unlimited Undos with an Edit 
History window, which lets you 
travel back in time through your 
editing operations and at any point 
change your mind and choose the 
road not taken; digital extraction 
from audio CDs (actually part of 

QuickTime, but made easy in 
Peak); batch processing; Apple-
Script support; and since it couldn't 
easily use Digidesign plug-ins, sup-
port for Premiere plug-ins, a format 
that started out as a "kid brother" to 
Digidesign but now boasts some 
pretty impressive tools. 

BY PAUL D. LEHRMAN 

131E1 

THE LATEST REVISION, 

VERSION 2.1 

Filling the gaps left by Sound De-
signer is no longer a priorityya 
greater challenge to the designers 
of Peak has been keeping pace 
with the formidable progress made 
on the PC side of the audio world 
by programs like Cool Edit Pro and 
Sound Forge. Which they've done: 
Peak remains a thoroughly modem 
program, with a terrific feature set. 

In fact, it is now three programs: 
Peak LE ($99) is the entry-level 
"lite" edition, which can also be 
found bundled with a number of 
other programs like Adapter's Jam 
and Macromedia's Director; the 
"professional" version is just IcncÀvn 
as Peak 2.1 ($499); and Peak 2.1-
TDM Edition ($699), for Pro Tools 
owners who want to be able to 
keep using their collection of 
plug-ins. Except for the LE vers" 
Peak supports Digidesign's D 
(the audio engine used by Ffro 
Tools hardware) and AudioS te 
plug-ins. So in an atmosphere in 
which other manufacturers, in n 
effort to save money, are with-
drawing from Digidesign hardware 
support, it's good to see Bif1S 
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FIELD TEST 

working to keep all of its user base 
happy. All three versions support the 
now-healthy family of Premiere-com-
patible plug-ins, like Peak's own SFX 
Machine, a very comprehensive suite of 
processors, a demo version of which is 
included. They also support Steinberg's 
ASIO protocol. 

Peak was always good at dealing 
with a large variety of file formats, and 
the new version extends that capability. 
It can import all the standard Mac for-
mats, with up to 32-bit word lengths, 
and sampling rates of 96 kHz or even 
higher (if your hardware supports it), 
plus .WAV and various older com-
pressed formats; the program develop-
ers at BIAS also say that it imports 
MPEG-3 files, but that was not men-
tioned in the manual, so that was not 
part of my test. However, like most 
other stand-alone audio editors, it does 
not support RealAudio. The output side 
however, is very flexible: You can save 
as RealAudio, with a full array of opti-
mization choices for various band-
widths; MP3; Shockwave; Ensoniq 
PARIS format; JAM, for Adaptec's CD-
burning software; and even Sonic Solu-
tions' peculiar flavor of .AIFF, which 
can save a lot of time if you're exchang-
ing files with a Sonic system, since the 
latter's conversion of standard .AIFF 
files is quite slow. A caveat, however: 
To do MPEG-3 and Shockwave, you 
have to download a plug-in from 
Macromedia's Web site called SoundEd-
it 16 SWA Updates, and drop it into 
Peak's plug-ins folder. The URL for the 
file is provided, but the procedure is 
pretty confusing, and the odd nomen-
clature doesn't help. 

The RealAudio export, in a quick 
test, worked well, and the results using 
a stereo 32 kbps bandwidth setting 
were completely respectable. On the 
other hand, the MPEG-3 conversion is 
disappointing: The procedure is ridicu-
lously slow, at least on my 266 MHz G3, 
17 minutes for a six-second stereo file, 
and the sound quality when set to 56 
kbps is disappointing. After I complet-
ed my testing, BIAS' staff told me that 
turning the disk cache way down 
would speed the encoding process con-
siderably, without any decrease in 
sound quality. It would have been nice 
if this quirk were documented some-
where, and then I would have had a 
chance to try it. 

PACKED WITH FEATURES 
The list of features that Peak has 

crammed into this software, both visible 
and "under the hood," is pretty impres-
sive. Simple cut-and-paste edits can op-
tionally use a blending envelope that 
can be of any length, with user-defin-
able fade ins and outs. Two modes of 
scrubbing are available: the usual tape-
style, where the sound slows down and 
speeds up, and "dynamic" scrubbing, 
which is more like frame-based editing. 
As you move the cursor, little pieces of 
audio (you define the length) are 
looped, so you can pinpoint and lock 
onto a particular audio event very pre-
cisely. It's not pretty to listen to, but it 
works really well. 

Amplitude Fit is a feature borrowed 
from Alchemy: You draw an amplitude 
envelope, and no matter what the en-
velope of the original file looks like, it 
changes to match your new envelope— 
sort of like a supercrunching limiter 
with automation. The Duration Change 
function allows you to specify the new 
length in tempos and beats. Modulate 
combines two files like an old-fash-
ioned ring modulator, and Convolve 
analyzes the spectral content of a sound 
you place on the clipboard and applies 
it to the current file, which serves to re-
inforce spectral elements that the two 
have in common. 

Repair Clicks does an admirable job 
of fmding and eliminating clicks, and 
gives you a comprehensive, if initially a 
little confusing, set of parameters to 
play with. The program displays a pair 
of large, fast bar-graph meters, whose 
sampling speed, peak-hold and clip-in-
dicator times can be adjusted. And the 
program will now play back audio 
locked to SMPTE/MTC, with an ad-
justable re-sync parameter for dealing 
with timecode drift. 

One of my favorite Peak functions, 
which dates back to early versions, is 
Threshold. This feature acts like a gate 
in that you can specify an attack and re-
lease threshold and gain setting, and a 
minimum duration time, but instead of 
processing the file, it inserts markers at 
points where the "gate" would open 
and dose, thereby intelligently breaking 
the file up into regions. As you adjust 
the parameters in one window, you can 
see the markers being created in the 
main window, so getting the settings 
right is quick and intuitive. Once you've 
got those markers in place, you can ex-
port each region into its own file. 

Peak's support of MIDI samplers has 
become much more stable. Formerly, 
complex SMDI networks could confuse 
the program, and if you didn't specify 
your source files and targets in the sam-

pier absolutely correctly and nsistent-
ly, the program wouldn't he p you out, 
and in fact would often cras . The new 
routines make it much ea ier to get 
those numbers right, and program 
is far more forgiving of both unan and 
electronic error. Code for d g with 
specific Akai, E-mu, Enso Peavey, 
Kurzweil, Roland and Ya ha SMDI-
compatible samplers is no included, 
and my tests with a Ku eil K2000 
and a K2500 went perfectly. 

Loop functions have i proved as 
well: The task of finding 1 p points is 
helped greatly thanks to, long with 
standard Loop Tuner and crossfade 
loop functions, something ed Loop 
Surfer, which creates a loo according 
to user-specified beat le gths and 
tempo. And if you don't know the 
tempo of the file you're I king at, a 
Guess Tempo function a lyzes the 
peaks and troughs in the wa efonn and 
figures out—reasonably su fully— 
what the tempo is. 

Another of Peak's most a ctive ca-
pabilities is its Batch Process g feature. 
You can set up any num r of input, 
processing and output op Sons, save 
them as a "script," and then simply by 
dropping files from the de ktop onto 
Peak's icon (or an alias), all e files will 
be processed and dumped t the folder 
of your choice, while you g and have 
lunch. The interface is not ite as dear 
as it could be, but once y u figure it 
out, you can do some very lick moves 
like import a dual-mono file normalize 
it, knock out everything ve 10 kHz, 
and save it as a RealAudio 5. stereo file 
(with the proper file exte 'on) on a 
different disk. 

Along with all the new f twes, the 
user interface has undergo e a radical 
change, with "Goo"-like c ntrols in a 
Toolbar that stretches a the entire 
screen. The buttons are a li e too small 
and their icons a little ambiguous for my 
taste, but a welcome touch is that when 
you move the mouse over a button, a 
text window at the bottom tells you what 
the tool does. You can omize the 
Toolbar, or if you find it reall annoying, 
you can simply hide the e thing and 
use the menus and k shortcuts. 
You can customize your o keyboard 
shortcuts and make a little e cane text 
file you can print out (there's Filernaker 
template for this included). 

HARDWARE ISSUES 
If you have uscd Peak in 
Digidesign hardware, yo 
know that the program an 
haven't always gotten along 

past with 
probably 
Digi stuff 
ell togeth-
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FULD TEST  

Cr. In previous versions, when playing 
audio from an Audiomedia card or Pro 
Tools system, you had to use Apple's 
Sound Manager, and get the appropriate 
drivers from Digidesign. Dealing with in-
compatibilities between various system 
versions and extensions to get Peak mn-
ning was like putting together a moving 
jigsaw puzzle, and in my experience it 
never worked perfectly; often, weird 
clicks or buzzes would get into the play-
back, although the files themselves were 
never affected. In 2.1 (except for the LE 
version), BIAS has finally induded direct 
DAE support, and those particular play-
back issues are gone. But unfortunately, 
now there are other problems. For one 
thing, you can't use dynamic scrubbing 
with DAE. Even more inconvenient, 
Peak's native file format is not compati-
ble with DAE, and so every time you im-
port, process or save a file, Peak has to 
create a DAE Play file, so that you can 
hear what you're doing. This slows the 
program down enormously; in effect, it 
doubles the time it takes to do any op-
eration. There is an ASIO driver avail-
able that is supposed to work with Pro 
Tools systems, which presumably would 

Call or Fax 
for FREE 
CATALOG! 

Inquire abolit 
products & brands 

not listed. 

USA 
1-800-331-3191 

NYC Area: 
516-678-4414 

Fax: 516-678-8959 
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have some trouble with a f 
where the program would 
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AudioSuite plug-ins are 
problematic. Perhaps I just 
newer versions, but on my 
of the modules aren't dra 
on the screen, with the 
cial items like the "Process" 
show up. In none of the AudioSuite 
plug-ins could I get the Preview button 
to work, even when I coulc see it. 

Besides the hardware problems, I 
have some other small bones to pick 
with the software. Sometimes when fad-
ing a file out at the end, 
leaves a click, which sho 
as a small, sudden level jurn 
set) in the last sample of the 
ter how much you zoom 
erase it. You can, however, 
with the pencil tool, but this 
ing operation that shouldn't 

want, you 
a new file. 
document 
' dows, so 
es and set-
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true. I did 
plug-ins, 
h with a 

ugh I had 
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even more 
need to get 
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n correctly 
It that cru-
utton don't 

e software 
up visually 
(or DC off-
e. No mat-
, you can't 
w it away 
a painstak-
necessary. 

avoid these problems, but even after 
several weeks of trying to get it to work 
with my venerable Nubus-based Pro 
Tools III hardware, and many calls to 
the company, I could not get it function-
al. The folks at BIAS say that Digi's DAE 
technology is at fault; it simply can't deal 
with stereo files, but that doesn't solve 
the problem. 

The ASIO driver for the Audiomedia 
card, on the other hand, works flaw-
lessly. It even lets you do something 
that previous versions couldn't: play an 
audio CD in the Mac's CD-ROM drive 
through the Audiomedia's outputs. The 
only problem there is finding the 
damned driver: It's not on any Web site, 
not BIAS', nor Digi's, nor Steinberg's. In-
stead, it's buried deep in Steinberg's FTP 
site, where there are no links to it, and a 
search for "Audiomedia" will get you 
nowhere, since Steinberg decided to 
spell it "Audio Media." 

In the TDM version of the software, 
TDM plug-ins generally work well. Un-
like in Pro Tools, these plug-ins in Peak 
are static; you can't change any effects 
settings over time. Also, when you pass 
a signal through a plug-in, it doesn't 
process it on-the-fly, like Pro Tools. In-
stead, when you have all of the mod-

• MN 
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Some operations, like importing a 
dual-mono file and some DSP functions, 
cannot be stopped once they start. If you 
make a mistake and tell the program to 

do something horribly complex on an 
entire 10-minute file, when what you re-
ally wanted to do was just work on the 
first five seconds, most of the time you're 
stuck waiting for it to finish. Of course, 
you can undo it afterwards, but that's a 
lot of time wasted. I sometimes found 

myself force-quitting the program and re-
booting the Mac (a dangerous practice, 
to be sure) when I ran out of patience. 

The manual is pretty good, although 
it could use a good copy edit and a bet-
ter index, but since software versions 
change so fast, whichever bound manu-
al you receive will be out-of-date, and 
you'll find yourself constantly consulting 
an addendum. (And for the last time: A 
program this complex needs a manual 
with a spiral binding, which can stay 
open and lie flat, not a tight glue binding 
that slams shut when you look away for 
a millisecond.) Actually, you'll probably 
be better off using the enclosed PDF ver-
sions, so that you can take advantage of 
Acrobat Reader's search function. 
On the philosophical/ergonomic 

side, there's an "all operations are 
equal" approach to the design that I find 
hard to like. Maybe I'm too right-
brained, but I prefer programs that are 
designed hierarchically, with more im-
portant or common functions easier to 
get to, and more esoteric ones buried a 
little deeper, although in logical places. 
I found myself constantly looking for 
the same menu items over and over, be-

cause there's no real structure to how 
they're organized, and I could never re-

member where functions were. This is 
a problem that's become increasingly 

common as sound- and music-editing 
programs (not to mention every other 
type of software) have grown so much 
more complex and feature-rich, and I 
give points to BIAS for making Peak as 
customizable as it is, but it's still some-
thing that they might consider further. 

Despite these annoyances, Peak 2.1 
is a mature, capable, eminently usable 
and useful program, with a feature set 
that will keep you happy for a long 
time. No Mac audio professional should 
be without it—period. Just make sure 
that if you're trying to integrate it with 
Pro Tools, you have access to good tech 
support from both companies, and you 
are willing to put some time into finding 

the right way to configure your system. 
BIAS, 1370 Industrial Ave., Suite A, 

Petaluma, CA 94952; 707t782-1866; fax 
707/782-1874; www.bias-inc.com. • 

Get Focused e 
24-bit Analog I/O • 24/96 Digital I/O 

Two MIDI Ports 

"Sonically, the Lynx0NE is 

top quality. Easy install 
and crash free operation... 

offers I/O and sync options 
professionals expect. 

One could use this card 
for a big-buck master 

session or block-buster 
movie without any 

reservations." 
- Pro Audit: Review 

April 2000 

ltier'Nr: Lynx Studio Technology, Inc. 
1048 IRVINE AVE. #468, NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660 ph.949.515 8265 • www lynxstudio.rom 

"It's extremely 
clean, very clear, 

and amazingly 
accurate. 

Rock solid with a 
wide range of 

programs." 
-Recording Magazine 

Fecruary 2000 

"The LynxONE Is an, 
excellent mastering, 

card in terms of soundl 
quality and flexibility. 

Suitable for today's 
professional studio." 

AUDIO QUALITY: 5 (out of 5!II 

-Electroric Musician 
August 1999 
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FIELD TEST 

AUDIO-TECHNICA AT4047/SV 
CARDIOID CAPACITOR MICROPHONE 

1
 1 or nearly 40 years, the people 

at Audio-Technica have been 
dedicated to the advancement 

of electroacoustic design and man-
ufacturing, establishing an enviable 
reputation for building good-
sounding, reliable products. The 
company's microphones, in partic-
ular, can be found in leading stu-
dios worldwide. 

A-T's latest large-diaphragm, 
cardioid capacitor microphone is 
the AT4047/SV, intended for critical 
recording and broadcast applica-
tions. The microphone has a gold-
plated, XLR-type connector and 
ships in a foam-lined case with a 
matching silver-colored shock-
mount. Options include the 
AT8137 large cylindrical foam 
windscreen, a variety of cables and 
the AT8430 stand clamp. 

This 48V phantom-powered rink 
is housed in a matte-silver-finished 
cylinder body that's 6.69 inches 
long, with a maximum body diam-
eter of 2.1 inches, and a 
weight of 14.5 ounces. 
The instrument has a 
frequency response of 
20 to 18k Hz, a signal-
to-noise ratio of 85 dB 
(1 kHz at 1 Pascal), and 
an A-weighted noise rat-
ing of 9dB SPL. 

The AT4047/SV was 
designed to produce a 
sonic quality reminis-
cent of early FET studio 
microphones, employ-
ing a transformer-cou-
pled output. The capsule's 
dual, 2-micron-thick, 
vapor-deposited, gold 
diaphragms deliver a 
dynamic range of 140 
dB and improve the 
microphone's ability 
to provide undistorted 
reproduction of high 
SPL signals. These di-
aphragms are aged 
using a proprietary five-
step process to ensure 

consistent performance over years 
of use. Internal shock-mounting 
isolates the capsule from noise and 
vibration. 

The mic's frequency response 
is quite flat through the upper 
midrange, at which point there is 
a slight bump of roughly 2 to 3 
dB at about 5 kHz. Set to the Low 
Cut position, a 12dB/octave (at 80 
Hz) low-frequency roll-off re-
duces the mic's sensitivity to 
vocal popping in close-miking 
applications or to low-frequency 
ambient noise. A pad switch in-
creases the microphone's SPL ca-
pabilities by 10 dB. 

The AT4047/SV has the look 
and feel of a quality instrument. 
Further, the shock-mount adapter is 
one of the best I've encountered. 
The microphone drops into the 
shock-mount's center well and is 
secured by a latex band that gently 

BY ROGER MAYCOCK 

surrounds the lower portion of e 
instrument's main cylinder. T is 
leaves just enough room for acc ss 
to the Low Cut and Pad switch s. 
Once in the shock-mount, the 
crophone has a secure resti g 
place, yet this arrangement is in re 
"fluid" and provides better m n-
ical isolation than the shockmou ts 
I've seen from most other manuf c-
turers. 
My first sessions with t e 

AT4047/SV were for dialog a d 
vocal recording. The symmetri al 
housing assembly surrounding e 
microphone's capsule and its o n 
acoustical environment facilitate a 

broad off-axis response that is id 1 
for vocal and instrumental reco d-
ing. The microphone does n t, 
however, provide a fine-wov n 
inner headscreen. Consequent y, 
it's very important to use a hi h-
quality, sheer nylon pop filter s-
pecially for close dialog wo k. 
Without it, popping and sibila ts 

are likely to requir a 
fair amount of • 8. 

For the dialog s s-
sion, the micropho e 
was positioned j st 
slightly above t e 
speaker's mouth, w th 
the pop filter direc ly 
in front. With the l-
ent speaking roug ly 
four to six inches m 
the capsule, I was a le 
to acquire very f II, 
even-sounding dial g 
takes that exhibited - 
most no objections le 
sibilance. I expe i-
mented with the w 
Cut switch to det r-
mine whether I co Id 
reduce the sm II 
amount of low p p-
ping sounds that I as 
experiencing. Wh le 
the Low Cut mad a 
significant impro e-
ment, it also reduc d 
the "fullness" of t e 
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FIELD TEST 

EUMANN KMS105 
CONDENSER MICROPHONE 

JI 

Neumann name is syn-
onymous with fine studio 
microphones. However, Neu-

mann is no stranger to live sound 
microphones; in fact, its KMS140 
and KMS150 handheld condenser 
models have been available for 

nearly a decade. Unfortunately, 
at approximately $ 1,500, the 
ICMS140/150 is a little pricey for the 
average band or sound company. 
Now Neumann has addressed the 
affordability issue and has produced 
a competitively priced live mic: the 
KMS105 carclioid condenser. 

Available in either nickel matte 
or black matte finishes, the 105 re-
tails at $595. Included in the pack-
age is a clever, nylon-and-Velcro 
padded bag that wraps around 
both the mic and the stand clip, 
offering a high degree of protec-
tion. Speaking of the clip, the 105 

fits snugly into a standard-sized 
clip, which simplifies onstage set-
ups/breakdowns. Unlike the more 
costly KMS140/150, the 105 does 
not include switchable highpass 
filters or pads. SPL handling is 
rated at an ample 150 dB (at less 

than 0.5% THD), 
while the mic em-
ploys an internal 
(nonswitchable) 
bass roll-off circuit 
that attenuates a 
gentle -3 dB from 
120 Hz downward. 
A steeper filter cuts 
signals below 100 
Hz to keep handling 
noise to an absolute 
minimum. 

The phantom-
powered condenser 
capsule is a super-
cardioid design, 
based on the K 50 
capsule used in the 
KMS150, KM150 and 
KM185 mics. Featur-
ing the proven elec-
tronics used in 
Neumann's FET 100 
Series, the KMS105 
offers a wide fre-
quency response 
and low (18 dBA) 
self-noise spec. The 
output is trans-
formerless, which is 

well-suited for the ultralong cable 
runs frequently encountered in 
sound reinforLement applications. 
A four-layer acoustic pop filter 

not only protects the capsule from 
grit, saliva and other road hazards 
but does a superb job of handling 
pops and breath blasts. No foam 
material is used in this application: 
The outer grille is formed of woven 
hardened steel, with a tight, inside 
metal-mesh dome and a fine-
weave, mesh-covered basket. The 
outer screen assembly unscrews 

BY GEORGE PETERSEN 

easily for cleaning, and the inn r 
mesh basket is removable for a 
light dusting or replacement. 

In use, the 105 proved to be n 
impressive mic with a character 11 
its own. Its high-SPL reproducti n 
capability and effective plosi 
handling (combined with the o 
board highpass filtering) are ch 
acteristics ideal for vocalists, arid 
the controlled proximity effect su s 
singers who like to work the m c 
close. The mic has a full sound but 
is free of boominess or overlo d 
distortion—no need to worry abouit 
exaggerated low-frequency build 
or destructive vocal pops. Handl' 
noise was unnoticeable. 

Overall, the 105's supercardio d 
pattern is remarkably consistent it 
all frequencies, a feature that r 
duces the chance of feedback. VT 
a pair of wedges set about 45° o 
axis from the rear of the mic, fee 
back was nearly nonexistent alud 
was easily tamed with minim il 
monitor mix EQ. In terms of polir 
response, the 105 strikes a nice 
ance: The tightness of the pane 
offered plenty of off-axis rejectio, 
while the width of the pattern 
forded a comfortable sweet spot f 
the performer. 

The capsule provides an unŒ 
ored sound with a wide, even fr 
quency response. A slightly risi 
HF peak centered around 12 k z 
brings out the sound of the voic 
rather than the mic. But the 105 
does not have the huge uppe 
midrange boost that's common 
many handheld vocal mics, a 
singers that depend on that pre 
ence punch will probably be disa 
pointed with the 105's sound— 4r 
lack of "sound." However, for tile 
performer with clarity and articul 
tion, the open and natural charact 
that the 105 imparts to an outstan 
ing vocal will be appreciated 
those with the ears to hear it. 

Neumann USA, 1 Enterprise D 
Old Lyme, CT 06371; 860/434-522 
www.neumannusa.com. 
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The Revolutionary Way to 
Mix, Master and Make CDs 
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MASTER 
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RECORDER ML- 9600 HIGH- RESOLUTION 

rd Disk Re7scRrer 

Record your two-track mixes 
onto MasterLink's internal 
hard drive with your choice 
of digital resolution.. from 
standard 16-bit/44.1kHz 
resolution all the way up to 
24-bit/96kHz. 

DISK 

Create 16 different 
containing up 

to 99 so each 
...with full 'calatro of 
song order, tr . gain, 
fades and more 

Record your master to CD-R. MasterLink 
creates standard 16-bit/44.1kHz 
Red Book CDs as well as AIFF-compatible 
hi-res discs up to 24-bit/96kHz. 

Dynamics Pro 
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Use MasterLink's compression, 
limiting and normalization to 
optimize each song's dynamics. 

Fine-tune each song with 
MasterLink's 3-band, fully 
parametric EQ. 

Alesis Corporation 1633 26th Street Santa Monica CA 90404 800-5-ALESIS 
MasterLink is a trademark of Alesis Corporation. 
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The new MasterLink • ML-9600 high-resolution 
recorder is much more than just a mixdown 

deck or CD burner. It's a visionary product that 
will completely change your perspective on 
two-track audio, and redefine the way you 
master your mixes. 

Combining hard disk recording, DSP and the 

world's most advanced CD-R format, MasterLink 
offers you an all- in-one system for creating 
polished, fully mastered CDs. And with its 
unique high-resolution capabilities, MasterLink 

makes it easy to deliver and archive 

two-track mixes - up to 24-bit/96kHz - using 
convenient, inexpensive CD-Rs. 

Fully compatible with standard CD 
and AIFF audio formats of today, it 

delivers the advanced digital 
quality you'll be using in the 

years ahead. But why wait? 
Visit your Alesis dealer 
today and join the 
MasterLink revolution. 
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SNAPSHOT PRODUCT REVIEWS 

CEDAR BRX+ AND AZX+ A 
Debiu er and Azimuth Correctors 
Cedar has expanded its acclaimed 
X Series of audio restoration mod-
ules (DOC Declicker, CRX Decrack-
ler and DFIX Dehisser) with two 
new units, the BRX+ Debuzzer and 
AZX+ Azimuth Corrector. Priced at 
$6,555 (BRX+) and $5,695 (AZX+), 
these single-rackspace boxes can 
be used alone or daisy-chained in 
any combination, and feature 40-
bit, 50MFlops floating-point CPUs 
for real-time processing. 

There is no analog VO, but all 
are equipped with S/PDIF (co-ax) 
and AES/EBU digital I/O, and pro-
vide 24-bit I/O resolution at any 
sample rate fiom 30 to 50k Hz. The 
front panels on both units belie the 
fact that there's a lot going on with-
in their central CPUs, but keep op-
erations simple. 

The AZX+ Azimuth Corrector 
fixes the timing differences created 
by azimuth errors and electronic 
faults in the signal chain. Not just 
for tape recorder head correction, 
the AZX+ also works with any sig-
nal where the phase alignment of 
the L/R sides are off, such as 
phono recordings where the car-
tridge is misaligned. In automatic 
mode, a tracking algorithm locks 
onto these errors, and AZX+ syn-
chronizes the channels with an ac-
curacy of 0.25 samples. A manual 
mode permits timing shifts as small 

as 0.01 samples. As 
azimuth correction 
has a major effect 
on stereo perspec-
tives, the pre/post 
processed input 
can be monitored 
as a stereo, mono 
summed (L+R) or 
mono difference (L-
R) signal. 
On material ex-

hibiting left/right 
timing errors, the 
AZX+ did an ab-
solutely amazing 
job of restoring the 
stereo image and 

mono compatibility of the signal. 
And lest you think that azimuth 
correction is simply a mono con-
cern, problems such as propagation 
delay (where only one side of the 
signal is affected) can crop up in 
digital recordings, and I have found 
numerous commercial CD releases 
exhibiting problems stemming from 
a misaligned playback deck. 
Once such recordings are 
archived to digital, the 
errors are there to stay, 
unless corrected, mak-
ing the AZX+ an indis-
pensable tool for the 
mastering/archiving fa-
cility. 

Unlike a simple 
notch filter, the 
BRX+ debuzzer 
automatically 
identifies all the 
harmonics that 
form buzz and 
hum, such as AC 
power hum, dimmer 
noise and camera 
sounds, and removes 
them with virtually no ef-
fect on the input signal. In addition 
to film/video dialog restoration, ap-
plications include improving sur-
veillance tapes and other forensic 
recordings. The BRX+ offers a com-
bination of methods using either 
presets (at frequencies where hum 
tends to occur) or at any user-

defined fundamental from 24 t 
130 Hz. From there, the system wi 
automatically track any minor fn 
quency fluctuations in the nois 
and the user simply adjusts t 
"buzz power" and attenuation pc 
until the desired effect is attained. 
I used the BRX+ on a variety 

material, both audio and video, ir 
cluding U-matic and vintage E 
reel-to-reel black and white tapes 
was archiving to digital. The B 
made a enormous improvement 
clarity on several recordings th 
otherwise were essentially unu 
able. On another st.sion, the B 
rescued a telephone intervie 
where the cassette recorder s t 
next to the back of a comput r 
monitor and was awash in hui 
from the CRT's choke. In eve 
case, the BRX+ reduced or el' 
nated the offending noise (and i 
harmonics) while leaving the oui 
nal unaffected. 

Cedar, distributed by Indepei 
dent Audio; 207/773-2424; 

independentaudio.com. 
—George P 

CAD VSM 1 
Coid IubeMuphen 
Made entirely in th 
USA, the VSM (formerlr 
dubbed the VSM ) 

tube condenser mc 
features CAD s 

patente 
Optema ca 
suie, a 3-m 
cron, 1.1-in 
diaphrag 

an input stag 
with a hand-sel 
"burned-in" 12 
tube and a solid-sta 

output stage. The pic 
up pattern is cardioi 

A -3dB-at-80Hz highpass filter ax 
a -8/-16dB pad are standard. 

With an attractive silver gra 
body with matte-black trim, t 
VSM has an art-deco look and 
dudes a custom flight case, a we 
designed shock-mount, pow 
supply and cable. The case hol 
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the VSM mounted in the shock-mount 
as a single unit, saving the hassle of tak-
ing the shock-mount on and off during 
setup/breakdown. The rugged external 
power supply is switchable to 117 or 
220 VAC. The 30-foot, 7-pin mic-to-
power supply cable is high-quality 
Gotham cable with gold-plated Neutrik 
ends. 

The VSM's frequency response is 
rated at 10 to 20k Hz (impressive, espe-
cially to my dog, Bud). The mic has 
very low self-noise, especially consider-
ing it's a tube mic. The numbers sup-
port what I heard, or more specifically, 
what I didn't hear; S/N is rated at 79 dB 
at 94dB SPL. 

The VSM is neutral sounding with a 
clear mid-high response. There are a 
few subtle bumps and dips in the 
midrange but nothing unacceptable. 
The low end is light and unobtrusive, 
surprising for a tube mic. Its generally 
flat response yields the sense of a mel-
low high-end rise starting at around 11 
or 12 kHz that's quite pleasant. There is, 
however, a smearing proximity effect 
starting around six inches and closer, 
making the VSM's sweet spot just be-
yond that point, and about seven inches 
from the capsule was ideal. 

The VSM is particularly complemen-
tary to edgy voices, as it tends to 
smooth out the sound. Sibilance is han-
dled beautifully; tracks recorded with 
the VSM should need only minimal de-
essing. Certain types of percussion in-
struments (shakers, cuicas, bean pods, 
etc.) also record very 
well. The mic imparts 
an airiness to their tran-
sients that sit nicely in 
the mix. It's not my 
first choice on acoustic 
guitar—I prefer a smaller diaphragm 
like Neumann's KM54 for better pres-
ence—but the VSM would do in a 
pinch. For overheads, I suspect this mic 
would work great, but, unfortunately, I 
only had one VSM for review. 

With a list of $ 1,299, the VSM is a 
great value, offering VX2 technology in 
an affordable package. I'd even recom-

mend it over some models that cost 
much more, but if a large-diaphragm 
condenser mic with heavy tube color is 
what you're looking for, the VSM prob-
ably isn't for you. Its strong point is its 
uncolored sound, its translucent quali-
ty: not things everybody will like, but 
qualities that help define it as a wel-
come addition to mic lockers in project 
and pro studios alike. 
CAD Microphones; 440/943-0110; 

www.cadmics.com. — Michael Denten 

HOEI PRECISION STAMM 400 A 
Digital Audio Recorder, 
Editor and CD Duplicator 
StartREC 400—which ships with a Plex-
tor 40X CD-ROM, 6GB internal IDE 
drive, and four Panasonic 8x CD-R 
recorder drives—is the first professional 
digital audio editing system joined with 
a high-speed, multidrive CD-R duplica-
tion solution. 

Housed in a four-rackspace package 
that weighs 35 pounds, the StartREC 
rack includes a 33-page reference man-
ual that takes less than an hour to di-
gest, thanks to an easy OS and 
trouble-free operation. Each of the 
drives has its own headphone miniplug 
and volume control, and a master 'A-
inch headphone jack with volume con-
trol and audio edit interface round out 
the front panel. StartREC's rear panel 
has one AES/EBU and two S/PDIF (co-
ax and optical) digital ports, with stereo 
XLR balanced and unbalanced RCA 
analog I/Os. 

Divided into three partition blocks for 
managing simultaneous projects, the in-
ternal 6GB IDE drive is the first audio tar-
get when extracting songs from CDs, 
transferring digital audio, or recording 
fresh analog tracks with StartREC. Once 
on the internal hard drive, tracks can 
then be moved, deleted, divided, com-
bined, re-indexed, and faded in or out 

en route to one or all of the CD-R 
recorder drives. Including any one of 
three SCMS copy-protection levels (none, 
1X digital copy and fully prohibited) is 
up to the user, and StartREC can read 
and copy from CD-RW discs, as well. 

The compact digital audio editor in-
terface has CD-like transport controls, 
various menu, display and edit switch-
es, concentric L/R record level rings and 
a 2x16-character LCD screen for access-
ing StartREC's well-organized edit menu 
hierarchy. The latest 1.0e firmware pro-
vides an audio verification feature as 
well as nondestructive program playlist 
editing. StartREC can write Track at 
Once and Session at Once CD-Rs, and it 
can automatically or manually re-
arrange, add and delete track markers, 
and convert 32/481cHz files to CD stan-
dard 44.1 kHz. 

StartREC couldn't be easier to use or 
earn a quicker return-on-investment for 
its $3,995 price tag. I was able to digi-
tally transfer, rearrange, and burn five 
master tracks from a Mac down to CD-R 
in less than 30 minutes with StartREC. 
Creating a compilation CD from numer-
ous CD-RW session disks was easy, and 
the raclunounted 400 was perfect for 
recording a live stereo mix and burning 
CD-Rs at a friend's gig before the drum-
mer was finishing breaking down his 
kit. If you're building a short-run CD 
duping business, transferring digital 
audio to CD-R, recording fresh stereo 
tracks, or all of the above, check out the 
StartREC 400. 

Hoei Precision, distributed by 
Microboards; 800/646-8881; www. 
microboardsproaudio.com. 

—Randy Alberts 

MIX 386 V 
Dual Vacuum Tube Preamp 
With Digital Out 
The 386 Dual Vacuum Tube Preamp is 
a single-rackspace mic prearnp that de-
livers exactly what its name specifies. In 
addition to serving as a conventional 

tube ink prearnp in the analog domain, 
the 386 provides both AES/EBU (XLR) 
and S/PDIF (RCA) digital ports that can 
route your mic signal directly to your 
digital recorder/DAW at sampling rates 
as high as 96 kHz with selectable 
16/20/24-bit word lengths. 

Features include selectable dither 
and noise shaping, word clock sync 
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I/O, 12-segment LED meters, plus sep-
arate analog and digital output con-
trols. Further, the unit has 60 dB of 
input gain, 15 dB of output gain, selec-
table mic/line inputs, a 20dB pad, 
phase reverse switch, a 75Hz lowcut 
filter and 48V phantom power. The 
386 also employs dbx's proprietary 
Type IV conversion process, which 
combines the best attributes of digital 
conversion and analog recording 
processes to preserve the character of 
the analog signal when it is converted 
to a digital format. 
I used the 386 in conjunction with an 

Audio-Technica AT4047/SV mic (also 
reviewed in this issue), feeding analog 
line level signal to my Tascam TM-
D1000 digital mixer with an IF-TAD in-
terface, and from there via a Frontier 
Design Wavecenter audio card to Sonic 
Foundry's Vegas Pro. The unit's opera-
tion is intuitive, and I had plenty of 
headroom. For digital operation, I by-
passed the mixer and went straight to 
the computer via S/PDIF. After selecting 
the appropriate sampling rate, output 
format and word length, operation went 
without a hitch. 

The dbx 386 is a versatile mic pre 
that facilitates both analog and digital 
connections with a wide variety of 
equipment. Its controls have a secure 
feel, and there are plenty of parameters 
for obtaining a sound that is likely to 
please all but the most finicky of ears. 
At $599.95, the dbx 386 offers a lot at a 
reasonable price. 

dbx Professional Products; 801/568-7662; 
www.dbxpro.com. — Roger Maycock 

pots for threshold ratio, release time, 
gain makeup and de-esser frequency, 
along with switches for selecting ultra-
fast attack (100 us), stereo linking and 
external key input bypass switches for 
the various dynamics functions. To 
keep noise buildup under control—or 
simply for basic gating—the ex-
pander/gate has dedicated threshold, 
range and release pots, and switches 
for fast attack, gate/expander in/out 
and a switched input for frequency se-
lective keying. The back panel has six 
(pin-2 hot) balanced XLRs for mic in, 
insert send, line in/insert return, com-
pressor key, expander key and com-
pressor out. 

In smssion, the LP-22 proved to be a 
flexible performer with impressive 
audio specs extending well beyond 40 
kHz, with EIN better than 128 dB—no 
surprise, as Lafont is renowned for its 
high-performance/low-noise film mix-
ing and transfer consoles. The preamp 
is neutral and transparent, and anyone 
who records with low-output ribbon 
mics or ultralow-level sources (gum 
wrapper Foley, anyone?) will appreciate 
the high gain switch's extra 10 dB of 
boost. 

The preamp section can be used 
stand-alone (patched directly out), in-
serted to external gear or sent directly 
to the unit's dynamic section—offering 
a variety of connection options. And 
whether fed from the onboard preamp 
or a line source, the compression is 
smooth, becoming noticeable only at its 
most extreme setting. The key input 
worked seamlessly for ducking voice-
overs over music beds, and the de-ess-
ing function was natural, whether keyed 

tion to create a versatile unit with excel-
lent audio specs that should appeal to 
music and post users alike. 

Lafont, distributed by Sascom; 
905/469-8080; www.sascom.com. 

—George Petersen 

NIGHTINGALE VOICE BOX 
Vocal Effects CDs 
With lots of sound effects libraries on 
the market, the trend lately is special-

ized products, and the Nightingale 
Voice Box is an excellent new entry in 
the genre. 

As its name implies, this set is an ex-
tensive collection of voca elements— 
more than 1,500 in all, mmed onto 
two CDs featuring almost ery imagin-
able (adult or child) vocal und, rang-
ing from grunt, groans, oans and 
screams to laughs, hicc ps, burps, 
coughs, upchucks and, ...orgasms. 
Choose from a variety of eluded am-
biences (bars, parties, ers, restau-
rant, swimming pool, • sounds and 

street festival), • in a cou-
ple common p (from 
the many pro ded in Eng-
lish, French, Spanish, 
Cantonese, R ssian and 
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LAMM' LP-22 A 
ADR/Foley Processor 
Here's a product whose name is some-
what of a misnomer. Although the 
LP-22 is designed specifically for record-
ing Foley, ADR and dialog in a studio 
setting, this single-channel, single-rack-
space preamp/compressor/limiter/ex-
pander/gate with high/lowpass filters is 
equally suitable for any situation requir-
ing high-quality audio processing. 

Front-panel controls include phase 
reverse, -20dB pad, 48 VDC phantom 
power, sweepable highpass (35-600 
Hz) and lowpass (20 to 1k Hz) filters, a 
20-65dB gain pot and a +10dB gain 
boost switch. The dynamics section has 

internally or via an outboard EQ. Both 
gating and expansion were flawless in 
operation and cleanly handled any 
noise floor artifacts created by heavy-
handed compression. 

The unit's main downside is that 
there's a lot packed into this single-rack-
space chassis, and the fine writing on 
the control labels can be hard to read 
for us old engineer types. Fortunately, 
the LP-22 has three LED bar graph me-
ters indicating output levels, gain reduc-
tion and downward expansion, and an 
LED next to every switch, providing sta-
tus at a glance. 

Priced at $1,495, the IP-22 draws on 
more than a decade of Lafont innova-

more) in the f reground— 
such as ordering a drink r shouting 
"happy birthday!"—and y can create 
just about any custom w anywhere, 
anytime. But the set doesn t stop there. 
Also provided are generic ews reports, 
weather and other broad t elements 
("we'll be right back," aga in several 
languages) and plenty of oup reac-
tions (boos, cheers, laughs d more). 

The set is documente • for finding 
what you need fast, and th audio qual-
ity is pristine throughout. t $245, The 
Nightingale Voice Box is ideal addi-
tion to anyone's SFX 1. 

Nightingale Music Prod ctions; 416/ 
221-2393; www.nightingal usic.com. 

rge Petersen 
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Who Needs Another Hic Preamp? 
"...the finest sounding preamp I've ever used...as 

close to being the perfect preamplifier as possible. 

It is made well and it sounds unbelievable." 

Russ Long, Nashville based producer/engineer, 

Pro Audio Review, June 2000 

"The 1100 is the sweetest, cleanest, warmest, 

most flattering preamplifier I've ever used." 

Jon Barry, Radio Personality, WMXB (FM), Richmond, VA 

Gain, d8 

41 45 
49 

11 

Model 1100 DISC- fete 

LOW Cut. RI 

63 77 
51 92 

"The Aphex Model 1100 is a good example of 

something different... A work of art...The results 

were astonishing, providing an awesome sound 

that was natural, dynamic and absolutely free 

of noise." 

George Petersen, Editor - Mix Magazine, April 2000 
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Model 1100 Discrete Class A 

2 Channel Tube Mic Preamp 

with 24-Bit 96kHz A to D 

from ApheXThermionics 

Yes, the Aphex Model 1100 Thermionic Preamp is different - it's a completely new design filled with Aphex 

proprietary circuitry. These inventions, combined with the absolute highest quality components, provide accuracy, 

clarity, detail, and depth that have never been available before with any preamp, at any price. 

The Reflected Plate Amplifier - tube circuit imparts all the wonderful characteristics of a conventional tube 

circuit without any of the sonic drawbacks. The MicLim'" provides up to 20dB of limiting on the microphone output-

before the preamp gain- allowing hot levels without fear of overloading. And the Drift Stabilized - 24bit/96kHz A to D 

converters make the transfer into the digital domain at the highest possible resolution. Specs? How about —135dBu EIN! 

This means that the Model 1100 adds less than ldB of noise to the output of a microphone! 

There are many mic preamps on the market, but if you're looking for something different, with awe-inspiring 

performance and unique features, you need another mic preamp—you need the Aphex Model 1100. 

APHEx Improving the way the world soundssm 

4is 

11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A. 

SYSTEMS 818-767-2929 • Fax: 818-767-2641 • www.aphex.com 

Aphex, Aphex Thermionics, Reflected Plate Amplifier, LoCaF, MicLim and Drift Stabilized AID Circuitry are trademarks of Aphex Systems. 
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A large diaphram 
microphone with the 

character of the past 
and the performance 

of leading edge 
technology. 

Introducing the 

all new 3541. 

It's performance will 
surpass your 

fondest vintage 

memories. 

3541 

0 Highest Sensitivity 
0 Highest Dynamic Range 

Interchangeable Solid State or 
Tube Preamp 

0 Complete soloist recording 
accessories included. 

Let us prove it to 
you. Contact us for 
your opportunity to 
audition the 3541. 

www.cfpamicrophones.com 

.11 
M ICROPHONES 

TGI North America Inc. 
300 Gage Ave., Suite #1 

Kitchener,ON Canada N2M 2C8 
Tel:(519)745-1158 Fax:(519)745-2364 

11011111111111 

AUDITIONS 

DEMETER HDI-1 V 
Tube Direct/Line Driver 
Part of Demeter's H Series line of studio 
tube equipment, the HDI-1 is a 2-chan-
nel, rackmount unit serving both as a 
DI box and a line-level driver, ostensi-
bly for "warming up" digital audio 
tracks. One 12AX7LPS tube is in the 
audio path for each channel; ICs drive 
the outputs. 

Each channel has an unbalanced VI-
inch front-panel input that accepts either 
instrument or line-level sources. For an 

extra $35, Demeter will provide an extra 
pair of unbalanced inputs on the rear 
panel—an attractive option for those 
who wish to tie the HDI-1 into a patch-
bay for processing line-level signals. 

Separate volume control knobs pro-
vide as much as 24 dB of boost for each 
channel. Independent "unity gain" 
switches disable corresponding volume 
controls but nevertheless provide 6 dB 
of boost for the XLR and TRS balanced 
outputs on the rear panel. Each chan-
nel also features a low-impedance, 
tube-buffered, unbalanced aux output 
for splitting an instrument's signal to 
route to an amplifier. Ground lift and 
phase inversion switches round out the 
channel controls. 
My only functional complaint with 

the unit is that pressing its unity gain 
switch produces a loud pop. This is not 
an issue as long as you turn down your 
monitors beforehand. 

The HDI-1's 27-megaohm input im-
pedance prevents instrument pickup 
loading, making the unit an outstanding 
DI box for bass and electric guitars. 
Bass sounded lush, yet fully endowed 
with presence and definition. And my 
'62 Strat never sounded better, deliver-
ing gorgeously rounded, bell-like tones. 
The HDI-1 can also add nice coloration 
to line-level signals, although I would 
not say this is its greatest strength. Run-
ning entire mixes through the box, the 
stereo imaging became a little ghosty. 
But as a DI box, the HDI-1 offers the 
perfect marriage of warmth and clarity. 
At $899 for two channels, the HDI-1 is 
an attractive buy for the engineer look-
ing to transform dry, flat DI tracks into 
lush, fat tones. 

Demeter Amplification; 818/994 7658; 
www.demeteramps.com. 

—Michael Carper 

JENSEN TRANSFORMERS ISO-MAX A 
Audio/Video Ground Isolator Kit 
Every day, studio and A/V installations 
become more complicated, às every job 
is a combination of analog and digital, 
audio and video, and unbalanced and 
balanced gear. Times when everything 
connects and plays back without hum, 
buzz and distortion seem to be the ex-
ception to the rule; and, kcating the 
problem can be a problem itself, es-
pecially when dealing with tinbalanced 
I/0s. 

Enter the Jensen Iso-M x Ground 
Isolator Kit, a $299 set that iacks three 
of Jensen's most popular nd widely 
used isolator boxes (ISO- CI-2RR 
stereo audio isolator, ISO- VB-1BB 
composite video isolator an4 ISO-MAX 
VR-1FF CATV isolator) in portable 
carry case. The set also in ludes two 
BNC-to-RCA adapters, a pa of TA-R1 
diagnostic test adapters anc a trouble-
shooting guide. 

The transformer-coupl 
CI-2RR offers transparent 
Lion of any stereo signal a 
undetectable in the signal 
signed for video/CATV lin 
MAX VB-1BB (line-level) and ISO-MAX 
VR-1FF (RF level) isolators eliminate 
60Hz ground currents, with a band-
width covering the full video/FM spec-
trum. By putting these simple, passive 
(no power required) problem-solvers in 
a ka, installers can easily troubleshoot 
systems, perhaps leaving ai' ISO-MAX 
unit in place at an install a d then re-
placing the unit from stock. Itlo sweat— 
and more importantly, no calbacks. 

Jensen Transformers; 81J374-5857; 
www.jensen-transformers.com. 

—GeotÉe Petersen 
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21st century mix technology 

TASCAM's engineers are dedicated to 
delivering ever more recording power, at an 
ever greater cost advantage; providing 
musicians and engineers with access to the 

most creative resources digital technology 
can provide. 

This advanced third gereration TASCAM 
36- input digital console provides 

unparalleled levels of vocessing, audio 
quality and control at the heart of any 

recording system, including full 24- bit audio, 
moving faders, snap-shot and dynamic 
automation. programmable EX and 
dynamics, fully paramet-ic EQ, proper 
machine control, full MIDI, Sync and 
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word clock capabilities, and the mosI 
versatile I/O capability of any recording 
console in its :. lass. 

Best of all, the TM-D4000 features a control 

surface and operating system which is user 
friendly and easy to understand. And for all 

your future upgrade requirements, the TM-
D4000 is read:ly expandable with a full 

range of interchangeable T/DIF, AES and 
ADAT® digital and balanced analog (24- bit 
AD/DA) I/O expansion cards, and plug-in 

8-channel high quality mic pre-amp/ ADC 
(MA-AD8), 8-channel 24- bit DAC (IF-DA8) 
and 8-chanrel ADAT to TDIF ( IF-TAD) 

convertor units. 

TEAC America, Inc.. 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640 
323-726-0303 web. www.tascarn corn 

TEAC Canada Ltd.. 5939 Wallace St., Mississauga, Ontario L4Z1Z8 Canada 
(905) 890-8008 

TEAC Mexico, S.A. de C V., Canpesinos No. 184, Colonia Granjas Esmeralda, 
Delegacion Iztapalapa, 09810 Mexico, D.F. Mexico 

+52 (5) 581-5500 
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The TM-D4000 represents something 

altogether different in the 8-bus digital 

mixer market - a price performance 

breakthrough. 

TASCAM 
a whole world of recording® 



BY TOM KENNY SOUND FOR FILM 

PIIIIISE Of 
DIGI1111. 
PART I 

DRIVE 

by Larry Blake 
In an earlier column, I neatly 
divided up the world of film 
sound professionals; either: 
A) They spring fully formed 
with a degree from the USC 
film school, or B) have a 
parent employed in da in-
dustry. A little glib and pat, 
perhaps, but there's a large 
kernel of truth in it. 
My latest film sound po-

larization is that you're 
either a passive-aggressive 
whiner or a buttinsky squeaky 

wheel. The whining takes 
many forms. For example, 
production mixers complain 
about how their tracks are 
handled in post and use it as a 
justification for all sorts of odd 
practices. Or post sound peo-
ple complain about the quality 
of production tracks, yet can-
not be bothered to pick up 
the phone to talk with the 
production sound crew about 
the problems. (It would be 
even better yet, when possi-
ble, to discuss the recordings 
with the production mixer be-
fore production begins.) To 
paraphrase Mark Twain, 
everyone in film sound com-
plains about everyone else's 
work, but nobody does any-
thing about it. 

If you have read any of my 
previous columns, you know 
what side of the fence I'm on; 
I'm a constant, nagging pain 
in the ass. If its tough to care 
about other people's jobs 
while you're working on a 

film, it's even tougher when 
your film is in its post-post-
production stage—lining up 
theaters, the various TV and 
home video versions, and for-
eign-language versions. A su-
pervising sound editor's work 
should be over, right? 

This month's column is 
the first of three parts regard-
ing my stint as a squeaky 
wheel while wrapping up 
Erin Brockovicb this past 
winter and spring. The first 
part will deal with my efforts 
in archiving all the elements, 
and the next two columns 
will cover the foreign-lan-
guage and television ver-
sions, respectively. 

In the old days, you deliv-
ered all the cut units, pre-
mixes, stems, print masters 
and M&E mixes on dozens 

of boxes of 35mm mag. You 
just handed it all over and 
went home. 

Most of my colleagues still 
view the situation the same 
way. We have a set of deliv-
ery requirements from the 
studio or production compa-
ny, and they look much the 
same as they did five years 
ago. The problem is that our 
working methods have 
changed radically, and what 
is best for the film isn't nec-
essarily induded in the deliv-
erables. The reason for this is 
clear: Not only are many of 
us recording our mixes on 
hard drives, we have many 
more versions of a film to 
keep track of. 

So we come back to the 
original lead of this column: 
You can choose simply to 
produce nothing more than 
required deliverables and 
walk away from it all, or 
you can do what will be 
right for your film in the 

long run, eve though it 
may cost a littl more and 
will certainly infvolve much 
more supervisi. 
I know what any of you 

are saying: Er# Brockovicb 
was a big film bl a major stu-
dio, and they haçl the money. 
Yes, that's true4 but I have 
done more low- nd no-bud-
get films than I have big 
films, and alth ugh I don't 
give those fil s the A+ 
archival treatme4t that I gave 
Erin, lam alwas exceeding 
the letter of te delivery 
schedule to som degree. Be-
sides, the actua cost of my 
archiving efforts, as described 
below, is a stiiiking small 
amount of mo ey. Chump 
change, as you shall see. 

First, let me deal with the 
perceived wisd m that the 

only way you can truly "airhive" 
sound for a film is with analog 
tape or mag film whizzing 
past a head. After all, a "digital 
aichive" is an 1:Jai-moron, right? 
By contrast, analog recording 
is not dependent upon soft-
ware, and the technology is 
very simple, and there are 
thousands of those machines 
available world ide. Yeah, 
yeah, I have hea4i all of these 
points, and otrers, many 
times, so pleas don't write 
me repeating them. 

No, I am no saying that 
you should no print your 
mixes to analo media. On 
larger-budgete films, I 
make sure that y 6- and 2-
track theatrical rint masters 
are printed to 5mm mag, 
along with two sets each of 
the 6- and 4-track music and 
effects mixes. 
one to stay in 
the other to go 
the foreign-lank 
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e idea is for 
e U.S. and 
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SINE 
BY ON 
CHRIS BOYES TAPS 
ANIMAL KINGDOM FOR 
VOCAL SIGNATURES 

by Tom Kenny 
Chris Boyes knows di-
nosaurs. He knows how 
they walk, how they look 
without digital skin, how 
they bellow in fear or anger 
or joy. He knows the differ-
ences between a carnivore's 
salivating growl and a leaf-
eater's quiet chew. And 
he should, because he has 
been directly or indirectly re-
sponsible for most of the 
sounds in the dinosaur craze 
throughout the 1990s, start-
ing with Jurassic Park, 
where he recorded most of 
the original sounds that were 
later designed by Gary Ryd-
strum, followed by an assis-
tant sound designer credit on 
The Lost World. For the past 
two years, with breaks dur-
ing which he worked on 
Titan AE and a number of 
other design/mix projects, he 
worked up vocals for iguan-
odons, raptors, brachiasaurs 
and the like for Disney's 
hugely anticipated spring re-
lease, Dinosaur. 

"It's deceiving, because 
you're not going to hear two 
years' worth of effects on the 
screen," Boyes laughs from 
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his edit suite at Skywalker 
Sound. "It was more about 
the process, with issues that 
were addressed and resolved 
over that two-year period. 
Disney would give me shots 
in progress to work on, and 
once a week I'd fly down to 
Burbank to play them tracks. 
The first concept was that 
they wanted Aladar, our 
hero, to speak like a big 
dinosaur but in a rhythmic 
fashion that would give him 
a signature quality of a 
lemur." 

As the movie opens, Al-
adar, still inside the egg, is 
separated from his parents 
during a raid by the T-Rex-
like Camotaur. A pterodactyl 
scoops up the egg to bring 
home for feeding, but loses 
it along the way and it ends 
up on Lemur Island, where 
Aladar is hatched and raised. 
During a comet storm, he 
must make it back to the 
mainland, eventually linking 

up with the dinosaur herd 
on a long trek to the sanctu-
ary of the mating ground, 
dodging raptors and Camo-
taur on the way. 

After establishing the 
basic lemur vocalizations, 
Boyes tried to fit elements 
into Aladar but found they 
didn't really work. Instead, 
he let Aladar be a dinosaur, 
with the compromise being 
that he would be more 
melodic and vocal than his 
brethren. "The big challenge 
on Dinosaur was to create a 
series of languages: Boyes 
says, "evoking emotions that 
were everything from joyful 

Sound designer Chris Boyes in his 

Chris Pelonis-designed edit suite at 

Skywalker Sound. 

and happy, to mournful and 
sad. With the human lan-
guage, we can inject emo-
tion very easily, but to try to 
do that by twisting sounds 
that originally came from an-
imals was a challenge and 
perhaps the most difficult 
part of the film." 

The early part of the film 
takes place on Lemur Island, 
where life is good and the 
comet hasn't yet rained de-
struction. Boyes tried using 
real lemur calls, but found 
them too mournful to be 
twisted into something joy-
ful. "So I used a combination 
of penguins, a fox named 
Socks the Fox, and capuchin 
[monkeys]. The penguins 
had these wonderful whoops 
that worked well for move-
ment, a jumpy kind of excit-
ed call. The capuchins were 
tremendously vocal and rat-
tled off all sorts of little 
chirps. And Socks the Fox 
made these wonderful mourn-
ful yips and yaps that I was 
able to use both for happy 
and sad lemur. Then there's 
a wonderful scene, during 
mating season and just prior 
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to the comet falling, where they're com-
ing into the camera and have these 
happy bellows. For some of those key 
calls, I ended up with human voices— 
one of my Foley editors." 

Boyes, who edits in Pro Tools, relied 
on his Synclavier for design. "I'm mak-
ing thousands of sounds," he says, "and 
you have to quickly figure out at what 
pitch the penguin fits with the ca 
puchin. If I lead with the penguin, at 
what point do I come in with the fox? 
You're able to establish that arrange-
ment on the Synclavier in a very natur-
al, phonetic and musical way." 

While Aladar's vocals and the lemur 
language were meant to signify com-
munity and a wide range of emotions, 
the vocals for the raptors and Carno-
taur—though equally complex—were 
built primarily to inspire terror. 

The basis of the raptors ended up 
being a 10-year-old Chihuahua with 
emphysema, which offered trills and 
growls and more than a bit of the men-
ace. Boyes then layered in goose hisses 
and yellow-blackbird caws. "It worked 
well when the raptors are grouping to-
gether and surrounding their prey," he 
says. "There's a wonderful sequence 
when we first meet up with the raptors 
and you're lulled into thinking, 'These 
aren't bad creatures. We can make 
friends with them.' And they go from 
inquisitive and curious suddenly to 
these vicious creatures who want to rip 
our hero to shreds." 

Boyes gives much of the credit for 
the dinosaur vocals to his recording 
team, including assistant sound designer 
Beau Borders and field recordists Scott 
Guitteau and Kathy Turco. Early on, 

Borders went to Florida for some field 
recording and came back with, among 
other things, a leopard sound that be-
came the basis for the vicious, carnivo-
rous Camotaur. 

"We called that 'pissed leopard,'" 
Boyes laughs, "because this guy was 
angry. Beau got some great record-
ings—real close, guttural, wet snarls 
and breaths and chuffs. In the first 
scene, Camotaur is hidden in the for-
est, and he's breathing subtly and drip-
ping, oozing liquid. It was very 
important to the director that he be wet 
and salacious. His salivary glands are in 
overload, and all he could think about 
was, 'Eat this thing.' So the pissed leop-
ard with an elephant combination be-
came this ethereal, regal, growling 
sound. Once he breaks out of the for-
est, I use the leopard with a pig 
sound—I think it's a large boar—and a 
macaw. The combination of those 
three gives a high shrieking element 

with a real feel 
for terror." 

The film over-
all offers a unique 
visual feel, with 
traditional and 
computer- de-
signed animation 
integrated into 
real backgrounds 
(themselves digi-
tized and manip-
ulated). Sounds 
that Boyes iecord-
ed while on vaca-
tion in Hawaii 
provided the lush-
ness for Lemur Is-

land, while many of the wind 
techniques he honed working on Ti-
tanic proved useful once the dinosaurs 
embarked on the long trek through the 
desert. 

"We end up in the d 
time," Boyes says, "and 
keep it interesting. There's 
which was fun to design a 
the winds rushing and Fol 
some great particle sou 
night sequences where 
processed crickets. And 
time, where the winds a 
create this incredible spa 
that you feel like you're 
wide open area. There was 
echo off of, and there w 
life, other than the herd i 
the initial sound design I 
ney1 didn't buy off on for s 
acters, we were able to u 
We created a backgrou 
walla, of dinosaur sound 
specific creatures and m 
tures. In a way, the herd 
most interesting backgro 
film. Music is big at that 
herd pokes through." 

Frank Eulner came on 
ing sound editor about a 
project. Ethan Van der 
Saving Private Ryan, cut 
ing and closing battle se 
well as the comet firest 
who usually mixes the f 
signs, premixed the effe 
Zupancic on the Neve 
walker. The stems were br 
to the main stage at Disn 
MMR-8 drives, with original elements 
on Pro Tools drives. The re-recording 
team of Terry Porter on dialog, Zupan-
cic on effects and Mel Metcalfe on 
music mixed on a Harris 
with two Otani sidecars 
Faders automation. 
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Ste I I avoxPW-1 
mono 
power amplifier 

Very small in size, the PW1 shows 
performance no other professional 
Power Amplifier can match. The 
PW1 uses an extremely fast cir-
cuit with extraordinary time accu-
racy providing unique transients 
reproduction. It is designed for 
extreme quality work or laborato-
ry measurements. With its rea-
sonable price, it may be used in 
any studio as Reference Power 
Amplifier for critical monitoring. 

• 1 x XLR balanced and 1 x RCA 
unbalanced inputs. 

• 10 position, 1db per step, input 

attenuator. 

• 200 W RMS before clipping 
(2 - 8 Ohms). 

• Frequency response: +/- 3 dB, 
3 Hz - 1 MHz between 0 and 
nominal power. 

• Propagation delay < 100 ns 
stable with frequency from DC to 
200 kHz. 

• 15 cmWx 27 cmDx 6.5 cmH. 
4.2kg net 

The New Stellavox PW1 Calibration 
Single Channel Power Amplifier 

Siaz.vre< 
Member of A.I.H.C. Group 

Digital Audio SA 2, chemin de la Graviere 1227 Geneva Switzerland 
Phone : + 41 22 823 05 65 Fax : + 41 22 342 21 20 www.stellavox.com info@stellavox.com 
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Now 
Connec 

Mi  ssion ha 'oteelleÉtor. Profeal  
"ink  noise, white noise, sweeps, sine, square 

wave and polarity tests. Capable of remember-
ing settings when turned off and on. Automatic 

off helps save battery strength. Balanced XLR 

and unbalanced RCA inputs 

Easycon AT LAMY' e 

Uses gold IOC tuning fork contacts. A solder 

version will be available in the first quarter 

of 2000. Made of only 3 pieces - and no set 
screws - Easycon is the fastest way to ter-

minate a cable with an XLR connector on the 

market today. 

BNC 

NEUTRIK introduces the push pull BNC 
connector. the first in a series of BNC 

connectors that will include bayonet 
and friction fit styles, chassis mount 

and PCB receptacles. Features include 
an ergonomic straight push-pull 

lock/release operation. Ideat 

for high density applications. .•• ,.„,e,"••••• 
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CONEEMIENO THE woraLa 

www.neutrikusa.com 
info@neutrikusa.com 
732-901-9488 
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migrate all of this material at some point 
in the near future because: A) No tape, 
digital or analog, can be expected to 
last more than a few decades; B) if the 
tape doesn't get me, then software ver-
sions will; C) you cannot "play" a DLT 
tape, a desirable feature in a backup 
medium; and D) my material is current-
ly in Sound Designer II files, and the in-
dustry will presumably standardize on 
a file format in the near future, largely 
removing software issues from the 
equation. I'm assuming that whatever 
we migrate to will be a rugged, 
playable 20-Gig-plus optical medium, 
something that remains vaporware as of 
this writing. From that point on, the mi-
grations will be fewer and farther be-
tween, not to mention a whole sight 
easier. The risk factor will also be great-
ly reduced as the whole industry starts 
to go in the same direction. 

Note that I keep referring to media 
that store digital recordings as files on 
data tapes or disks, and not as linear 
recordings in the standard fashion. 
While I do make "linear, playable" 
copies of my mixes onto analog (print 
masters and M&Es as noted above) and 
digital (everything goes to DTRS in ad-
dition to DLT; see note to follow), I re-
gard the "files" that the MMR-8 creates 
during the mix as the true masters. 
They can be copied from medium to 
medium quickly and easily; the oppo-
site is true of all "playable" formats. The 
act of pressing "play" on one machine 
and "record" on another, with attention 
having to be paid to timecode, start 
marks, sample rate, etc., is so archaic to 
me as to appear barbaric. 

The sharp-eyed reader might realize 
that I excluded the stems from my list 
of elements to be backed up to analog 
mediums. This is partly because of the 
pain-in-the-ass factor (my stems are 
usually 32 tracks wide and would take 
forever to back up to 2-inch or 35mm 
mag) and partly because I regard the 
stems as "god" and don't even want to 
consider the possibility of their being 
badly transferred by some yabaho in 
the future. 

To make up for the absence of ana-
log copies, starting with Erin I will be 
making an additional data backup of 
the stems to the 5-Gig magneto-optical 
format that has been adopted by a few 
major studios as their digital dubber 
archive medium. And although I might 
seem to be contradicting my earlier 
statement of using only one archive for-
mat, I'm not. I'm still committing myself 
to DLT; I added MO because it is a 
proven format that allows me to pay lip 

service both to my person 
storing files and to the curij 
of the film sound communi 

It's somewhat illumina 
the cost of backing up 32 
bit/48kHz stems, which 
up about 36 Gigs of disk s 
this cost $135 for three I 
MO discs will cost $1,400 
ing a reel's worth of 8-track 
on each side. In the line 
side, we used eight DTRS 
per 8-track set) at about $2 
2-inch tape, it would be a 
for four 5,000-foot reels. 

The math is a little od 
which goes up to six trac 
dard form, so it would tak 
logically divvy everythin 
plied by Erin's length of 
foot reels. At a rate of $.08 
talking about $6,700 for so 
would take a long time t 
long time to leader and PC 
of space to store. And for 

If we had just bought th 
drives ourselves, I estim 
have cost $3,200. And no, 
ing that this would have 
approach to backing every 

Before I finish this sub' 
make sure that I'm clear o 
point here: There is strength 
Multiple data backups of y 
in your preferred forma 
line of defense, but it mus 
mented by at least one oth 

If you roll the dice on o 
um, be it DLT, MO, ma 
you're sorely misguided, 
And if that solitary medium 
are completely out of yo 
need immediate medical s 
don't care what your post-pi 
pervisor and his or her deliv 
is willing to accept; that fori 
not the stuff for master mix 
not saying that you shouldol 
just that if you do, you wouli 
to also copy it to a verified 
as soon as possible. 
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POD is the ultimate guitar direct recording/performance tool with acclaimed Line 6 modeling, 
built-in stereo effects and A.I.R. ( Line 6's proprietary mic/room emulation technology). 

Bass POD delivers all of the excitement of POD to bass players: 16 bass amp models to mix and 
match with 16 bass cab models, 16 built-in effects ( including Distortions, Phasers, Flanger, 

Envelope Follower, Octave Divider and Crossover) and Dual 
Outputs—Modeled with A.I.R. and D.I. 
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ne 6, Inc • 555 St. Charles Drive, Suite 100 

ousand Oaks CA 91360 • Tel: ( 805) 379-8900 • fax: ( 805) 379-3001 • www.kine6.com 

POD Pro, a 2U rackmount version of POD, features amp 
modeling, effects and A.I.R. With 1/4" and XLR analog 
outputs, 24- bit AES/EBU and S/PD1F digital outputs, 
Digital Clock In ( sync) and a stereo effects loop, 
POD Pro is perfect for professional recording or 
live performance. 

Whichever POD you choose, you get instant tonal 
gratification and access to an ever-expanding library 

of new tones from the Line 6 
ToneTransfer Web Library— 
enough to feed the most 
insatiable lust for tone. 

SEE US AT NAMM EXHIBIT #2019 
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Out promoting Midnite Vultures, 
Beck is touring with a 10- piece band 

that incltdss backing vocalists/percussion-
ists, horns and a DJ. Aftsr wrapping up 
European and U.S. legs, ihe tour headed 

to Japan in May and will return to 
Europe tF is summer. Mix caught Beck's 
postmodern soul revue—a three-semi, 
four- bus production that features Beck 
in a "rh:nest)ne special" Nudie suit and 
a bed onstage—at the Bil Graham Civic 
Auditonum, n San Francisco, on May 2. 
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All the in-ear monitors are fed via Shure PSM700 

and PSM600 wireless systems; musicians listen 

through E-5 ear monitors with standard foam pieces. 

For directional broadcast to Beck and the downstage 

musicians, monitor engineer Manu Goodwin uses a 

PA705 Unidirectional Antenna "paddle." The less 
mobile musicians' receivers are fed via omnidirec-

tional antennae placed near drum and horn risers by 

Rat Sound monitor tech R.J. Desanto. 
Goodwin manages 11 band mixes, a spare and 

a cue system. "I have 32 frequencies to choose from, 

and I have a scanner, so every day before I power 
up, I scan through the frequencies and make sure 
there are no TV or radio stations," he explains. All 

in-ear mixes pass through Aphex Dominator Il peak 
limiters. "I have to be careful," Goodwin says. Beck endorses Shure mics, and the act is using Beta 87Cs for vocal mics and KSM32s on 

'Working in-ears it can get sensitive—stuff tends to horns and on congas. Some 98s and 91s are on the drums, 98s ore on bongos, a 52 is 

get loud really quick. You gotta put a damp on that." on the bass rig, and the offstage guitar cabinets are miked with .57s. 
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FOH engineer Terry Pearson, who has been with Beck through the 
Odelay and Mutations tours, first hooked up with the artist whie 

mixing FOH for Sonic Youth. Pearson is mixing on a Midas He--
itage 3000, which, along with the monitor and snake systems, is 

leased from Rat Sound (Sun Valley, Calif.) and will go to Europe for 

the festival season. "Trying to dc a line check in 20 minutes be-
tween acts is pretty daunting," says Pearson. "This way, I have a 

good sense of the gain structure. It'll definitely make things easier 
for me to have things dialed in initially." The 48-slot 3000 ;s 

loaded with 41 mono inputs and six stereo modules, which Pear-

son uses for effects returns. 

Beck's distinctive vocal sound—essentially pronounced distor-
tion at high SPLs—is created in Pearson's processing rack, which 

includes a Klark Teknik DN410 dual parametric EQ. an ART Dual 

MP tube preamp, a BSS DPR 901 dynamic equalizer and an Aphex 
66i Tubessence Expressor tube compressor. 

The Crest-powered P.A. from Rat Sound is based around the pro-
prietary four-way "Rat box," which contains 12-inch, 15-inch, 2-

inch and 1- inch drivers. Rat Sound system tech John Monson flew 
12 a side at the Bill Graham arena, with eight more on the grourd 
and 16 subs. 

Beck's entire band relies on in-ear monitors, and monitor engineer 
Goodwin is using all 24 aux sends on h;s Midas Heritage 3000. The 

rive downstage musicians get stereo mixes; the rest of the band 

;s miiced in mono. Goodwin is using four aux buses for effects and 
creates a sidefill mix for the guitarist and bassist, whose amps and 

cabirets are offstage. 

"'his is the first Midas console I've worked on," says Goodwin. "It's 

got featu-es on it that most monitor consoles don't have-24 mixes 
and 10 VCAs, which ! really like. I use the VCAs on Beck's stereo in-ear 

mix—everyone else is pre-fader, Beck is post-fader. I have a lot of corn-
oression on everything just because there's a lot of wild sounds out 

there." Goodwin relies mainly on channel EQ for "tone" and uses no 
external EQs except for the side fills. "I try to keep things as simple as 
oossible," he notes. 

Goodwin's client list ranges from Huey Lewis and the News (eight 
years), Kenny Loggins and Keith Sweat to Soul Coughing and Luscious 

Jackson. "This is the first band I've worked with that's been all in-ears," 

he says. "It does make it easier for me—there's no feedback issues, 

and you can work on tone a lot longer. A.3 a result, we've gone to a lot 
more higher-priced microphones. The new Beta 87C is really nice. The 

rejec'ion is great, and it has a much better pattern, much smoother." 

Goodwin is using KSM 32 condensers for audience mics. "Those are 
nice, but in a live room like this, I won't use much of them [in the in-ear 
mix] at all." 



TOUR 

PROFILE 

PAnT SMITH 
STILL DANCING BAREFOOT 

A s the baby boomer genera-
J_%. lion ages, the ranks of rock 

'n' roll continue to swell with 
rock elder statesmen, not yet ready 
to fade away. The emphasis in elder 
statesmen, however, remains on the 
word "men." Few women seem to 
inspire the same devoted following 
as, say, a Beatle or Bob Dylan...ex-
cept for Patti Smith. 

At 53, the mother of all punk 
put out one of her most critically 
acclaimed CDs in years, Gung Ho, 
her eighth album and the record-
ing that fulfills the contract she 
signed with Arista 25 years ago. 
Only one of those albums, Easter, 
produced a Top 40 hit: "Because 
the Night," co-written by Smith and 
Bruce Springsteen, which crested 
at 13 in 1978. But her influence ex-
tends beyond the singles sold and 
into the recordings of R.E.M., Jim 
Carroll, Exene Cervenka, the Pre-
tenders and other women rock 'n' 
rollers who look as cool as a Stone 
and retain their own voice. 

But although Smith's inspiration 
has been felt, her appearances 
have been few and far between 
since 1977, when she broke her 
neck after twirling off a stage in 
Florida during "Ain't It Strange." 
After "Because the Night," she mar-
ried Fred "Sonic" Smith of the MC5 
in 1980, and apart from a few 
mainly spoken-word performances, 
she didn't perform with a band 
until 1995, after her husband's 
death. 

Since then, Smith's shows have 
acquired a legendary mystique, 
and this album tour probably 
marks one of her longest stretch of 
appearances of late. In March, she 
kicked off the release of the new 
record with a South by Southwest concert, appearances 
on Late Show With David Letterman and The Tonight 
Show and a taped performance of "Because the Night," 
with Sarah McLachlan accompanying her on keyboards, 
which was scheduled to be televised as part of the Arista 
Records 25th Anniversary SpeciaL In April, the poet-

turned-rock 'n' roller did a two-
week West Coast dub tour with two 

FOH engineer Martin le Maire 

original Patti Smith Groi4 mem-
bers, guitarist Lenny K ye and 
drummer Jay Dee Daug erty, as 
well as guitarist and si nificant 
other Oliver Ray and basist Tony 
Shanahan. 

Smith's challenge is now one 
that many working moiis face; 
she's tom between work 
ly, speculates freelance F 
neer Martin le Maire of 
Beach, Del. "[Smith] has 
working so consistently 
have a real rhythm down 
plains. "She goes out, co 
home, and goes out. She' 
kids that she has to give 
to, so she's got a real life 
This summer, though, oice her 
daughter is out of school, I'll imag-
ine we'll be touring a lot ore." 

It makes sense that S4iith has 
8 gathered a crew around pier that 
she considers a second family. 
"She's really great to work with 
and very, very forgiving," le Maire 
says. "It's not like, 'Oh, you gotta 
do this or you're fired.' It's not 
like the band and the cr 
very much like a family 
thing. I think she likes 
people that she knows 
likes." 
A friend of Shanahan s' 

days in Philly/Jersey b 
Maire started doing oc 
shows with Smith three y 
and when her permanent 
Pablo Wheeler left to go w 
Bob Dylan, he stayed o 
fling with a European t 
summer. "Patti is the first act that 
I've worked with of that major sta-
tus, rock icon status. It's been real-
ly exciting," drawls the laid-back 
engineer, hanging out before the 

second of three Fillmore shows, in the venue's poster-
lined lounge. "People think she's this rough, spit-on-
your-shoe kind of person. But she's really very sweet." 

This leg of the tour isn't carrying a PA. or console be-
cause of the size of the venues, which include Wilshire 
Theatre in LA. and the Commodore at Vancouver. So, 
  in keeping with the revolutionary 

d fami-
H engi-
hoboth 
't been 
that we 
" he ex-
es back 
got two 
ttention 
t home. 
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T11111 T000FA [ISMS TO THE MID 
VETERAN TOURING STAR 

APPRECIATES GOOD SOUND 

W
hile in Las Vegas for the recent NSCA Expo 2000, 
Mix watched Tina Turner tear up the stage at the 
17,000-seat MGM Grand Garden Arena. A knock-

out combination of dazzling star power, eye-catching pro-
duction and immaculate sound, the Tina Turner show sets 
a standard for arena-style entertainment that lamentably 
few artists can match. 

With Turner's musicians effectively isolated within the 
metal-lined cells of the futuristic set, monitor engineer 
Geno Salerno has his work cut out for him. After a com-
plicated video monitoring system proved unusable, Saler-
no opted to position his All Paragon 11 monitor console 
under the front lip of the stage, the only place from which 
he can easily maintain eye contact with star and musicians. 
Besides managing multiple in-ear mixes for the musicians, 
Salerno keeps Turner's vocals "nailed" in eight Clair Bros. 
12AM wedges while his indefatigable star stalks and shim-
mies across the multilevel set. 

Turner also has sidefill monitors—"Clair copies of Mar-
tin bins, double 15s," as FOH engineer Dave Natale de-
scribes them—which Salerno feeds with vocals and a 
subset of Natale's house mix. "One day [Turner], said 'I 
want to hear what you're mixing out front,'" Natale ex-
plains. "I said, Well, come on out and stand out here [at 
FOH] when the band gets here.' She said, 'No, you idiot— 
onstage. I want to hear what you're mixing.' So I made a 

Geno Salerno (left) and Dave Natale at the FOH board 

J 

mix up on a stereo send—I don't have any effects, so 
there's 10 aux sends free. I put a mix up at unity gain, 
post-fader, so its following, level-wise, what's going to the 
house. It's all the instruments, no vocal mica and no over-
heads basically just an instrument mix. But it follows all 
the solo moves that I do, which are gargantuan! Her vocals 
are really loud when she's singing and the guitar goes up 
to exactly where her vocal was—something's got to keep 
the punters interested. So she gets exactly the same mix 
as the house." 

Turner obviously has excellent taste— Natale is one of 
those all-too-rare mixers whose work consistently com-
plements the dynamics and focus of the music. In the sold-
out Garden Arena, an undistinguished but acoustically 
inoffensive multipurpose venue, the flown array of Clair 
Bros. S4s produced a smoothly dynamic sound at visceral-
ly exciting levels. Like Turner's charismatic performance, 
Natale's mix was both modem and retro, tender and rau-
cous, occasionally bombastic and ultimately exhausting. 

Does Natale have a secret? If so, it must be simplicity. 
Using only a stock Yamaha PM4000, a single Manley Elec-
tro-Optical Limiter on Turner's vocal IlliC and one reverb 
unit, Natale creates a mix that is dean, loud, articulate and 
impressive. "We mix," he says of Salerno and himself. "I 
push the faders up and down thousands of time during 
the show." 

Having logged five world tours with Turner since 1985, 
not to mention his stints with Bad Company, Yes, Prince, Boz 
Scaggs, Stevie Nicks and others, Natale finds life on the tour 
bus steadily less alluring and hints that his mad-dog days may 
be drawing to a dose. We salute a top-drawer FOH mixer 
and wish there were more of them. — Chris Michie 
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feel and are constructed 

LIVE SOUND--11111111111 

-FROM PAGE 166, PATTI SMITH 

spirit, le Maire says he gets Smith's mes-
sage across "by whatever means are 
necessary," with help from Smith's long-
time guitar tech Yeuk Wong, tech An-
drew Bums and tour manager and tech 
Barre Duryea. (There's no monitor en-
gineer.) It's "equipment du jour," al-
though if he had his druthers, le Maire 
would prefer EAW systems and Yama-
ha PM4000s, because he likes to put the 
whole band on one VCA and her vocal 
on another and work the two against 
each other during the rockin' songs. At 

the Fillmore, it's a Crest desk with a 
Meyer P.A. 

Every show demands a very active 
mix, le Maire says. Smith keeps le Maire 
on his toes, with both hands on the 
console, as she spontaneously adds 

songs to her set, mixes the tunes up, or 
launches into a monologue about Palm 

Sunday, as she did at that night's con-
cert. "She's just really dynamic. She'll be 
singing and then just pull this clarinet 
out and wail on it," he explains. "So you 
have to be prepared. It's not a static set 
to mix and forget about. There's a lot of 
manual attention needed. I don't sit 
there with a one-finger kind of thing." 

A 
Innovation in Digital A/V Storage 

Glyphs focus on innovation and customer 
needs has made us a leading provider of 

storage for digital A/V production 

Our hard drives optical drives & backup solutions 

will provide you with 

• Performance — get higher track counts 

• Longevity — external SCSI drives provide better cooling 

& last longer than ATA/IDE drives 

• Herculean Service & Crushing Technical Support 

Glyph products are unique in look and 

of the highest quality finish materials 

Show them off with pride 

Call us or visit a Cth Authoried Dealtr 

(800) 335 0345 
vont,\.glphtech,con 

The show at the Fillmor that night 
ranged from the infamou "Ain't It 

Strange" and "Gloria" to 4ung Ho's 
"One Voice" and "Stranger gers," 
sweeping from a whisper to scream or 
"full-out band chaos," as le 1aire puts 
it, in one song. "She'll be al over the 
stage, kneeling down, sometimes laying 
on the floor. She'll get out i4i the audi-
ence with the microphones. You really 
got to pay attention with hr because 

it'll be a surprise sometimes,1 he recalls. 
"The dynamics are pretty ide, pretty 
up and down, so there's Ic4s of com-
pression used on things jut to keep 
things in check." 

Three Distressors, manufictured by 
his old friend Dave Durr a Empirical 
Labs, keep the vocal, bass guitar and 
drums in line. "They just give you a lot 
of really good control," le Maire says. 
"You don't really hear any ill effects 
from it. They're just very fast, and they 
work very well. I know th re meant 
mostly for the studio, but I ilink they're 
out on the road fair amoun" He also 
patches a dbx 1066 across the stereo 
toms subgroup. 

At the Fillmore show, th engineer 
used Shure mks all around, with Beta 
58As on Smith's vocals. "I know there 
are other, more high-fidelity micro-
phones," he says. "But for her, especial-
ly, when she's onstage, sometimes she 
knocks the mic over, and it hits the 
floor, because she just gets xdted up 
there, and it gets a little ranbunctious. 
The Beta 58As seem to tak whatever 
happens up there." 

Le Maire also tries to math his mix 
with Smith's vibe. "The guitars really 
need to be up there and in your face 
with her vocal sitting in th ," he says. 
"She's not necessarily on ihe micro-
phone all the time, so I really have to 
keep that in mind because she'll move 
off it a lot. She just really gets into her 
songs, and she's not paying 4ttention to 
certain things like that too much. It's 
more the effect of the show, lust her en-
ergy and the message she 

The new album does scund more 
polished than previous recorlings, such 
as Radio Ethiopia, so le Maire says he 
"spec'd out a Harmonizer f r this leg, 
because a lot of the songs nd mainly 
the single ['Glitter in Their Eyes'1 have a 
lot of triple-tracked vocals or omething. 
So I'm trying to simulate t to get a 
thicker vocal sound." 

Most of the time, her ocals just 
need a little reverb and occrsionally a 
little delay, "but not all the , and it's 
not really exaggerated," le aire says. 
"It's not a real polished, p ced kind 
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THE NEW POWERLIGHT 2 

YOUR CUS TO UILT 
POWER SOLUTION. 

Sound reinforcement systems are as varied and unique as the designers that build them. And with each season, 
each new client or venue, your needs change. The new PowerLight 2 is a flexible power solution that is custom built 
to your specifications. PowerLight 2 combines QSC's proven PowerWave- technology with an array of 
powerful features and options not found in any other pro touring amplifier. 

Models equipped with on-board analog or DSP signal 

processing options, including switzhable input 

sensitivity (+4dBu, 32 dB, or 26 dB., true power 

limiting, crossovers, delay, and EQ. All settings 

configured at the factory to your specifications. 

PowerWave" Technology for superior sonic quality 

and reliability found in our original Powelight Series, 

• POWERWAVE 
trusted by the nation's top 

sound companies & tours 

Compact and lightweight - up to 3,700 watts in a 

2RU, 21 lb. chassis 

• DataPort for computer control and monitoring 

• Gain control security covers 

• Locking IEC AC cable 

• Custom front- panel labeling available 

• Styled to complement your existing PevierLights 

• Designed specifically for touring - not available in 

retail stores 

Custom build your system with the PowerLight 2. 

Combined with our original 13-model PowerLight 

line, QSC offers the widest selection of amplifier 

solutions for all your touring/live sound needs. 

To receive a free information sheet or to find out more about the PowerLight 2, contact Brian English, QSC Market Manager 
for Pro Touring and Live Sound at 800-854-407g or brian _ english@qscaudio.com, or Icg on to www.oscauaio.com 

Model 

PL 2 
PL 218 
PL 224 
PL 230 

PL 236 

Watts per channel 

900 
1200 
1500 

1850 

525 
740 
900 

1100 

310 
440 
575 

725 
FTC rating: 20 Hz-20 kh. 063,; THD 

'1 kHz. 

'luny style terminal XER input 1 /4•THS input Neutrik Sp.akon'' outputs Optional air filter houjng ayailaole IEC connector with locking retainer 

block inputs 

IXtaPort 

,QS:Ç 
Fan ¡riding with rear-to-front air flow Configuration switches for clip limner, Binding post outputs 

low-frequency filter, bridge-mono & parallel inputs 

"Povierltght: "PowetWaste" Is a tteJemadt of OSC Audlo Praducts. Ire "CISC" and the OSC logo an an IstenA wah the US Patent and 64:Inman Of flee 
0 OSC Audlo Ptcducs, In< 16/5 MacAnhot Blvd . Costa Me, CA 9/525 USA 
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Hear the Power of Technology. 
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High End cases 

For Hi h End Gear 

We manufacture several sizes and 
configurations to protect your gear during 
transportation, set-up and tear down. We 
even make airline carry on cases that allow 
you to hand carry smaller, highly sensitive 
items that you'd rather 

not check in as 
luggage. 

LCHTWEIGHT 

•LIGGED CONSTRUCTION 

CARRY ON CASES AVAILABLE 

SHOCK ABSORB'NG ACOUSTICAL FOAM 

VISIT US ONLINE AT: 

V/Vt/W.CHICACOCASE.COM 

The case shown above was custom wed to 
protect the followng items: MAC G3 Laptop, 
Aka, S6000 Sampler, Katpad Electronic Drum 

Pads. Powered Speakers, Power Canchtioner 

CHICAGO CASE COMPANY 
www.chicagocase.com voice: 800.927.2602 fax: 800.333.8172 

listenuP 
take it to the top 

personalmonitors.com 
FTe877.374.3277 

LIVE SOUlPiwill____ 

of sound. We try to keep iti kind of raw 
so there's a little bit of roo sound on 
the kit. Depends on the ong, some 
songs are much more bigg r and open, 
and there's space to let the erb hang 
a little bit. I'd say 'Southern ' is one 
that has a much larger so has much 
more open space for biggei teverbs and 
stuff like that. There's othe songs that 
are just very small, like rateful.' It's 
basically her on her own coustic gui-
tar, and it's a very intimate little song 
that she dedicated to Jerry Garcia. It's 
almost like a little country type of tune." 

Le Mahe uses whatever cs the dub 
has, such as Sennheiser or Shure 
SM57s, on the guitars, beca "basically 
it's a straight-ahead kind of rock 'n' roll 
show." To keep the stand utter down, 
Shure SM98s are clipped n the four 
toms and snare, and the eneer carries 
his own AKG 451s for th hi-hat and 
ride, Audio-Technica 4041s or the over-
heads, and an Electro-Vd 868 for the 
kick. "I can work with an g, pretty 
much, but I'm particular a ut having 
decent mics for cymbals," h adds. "If a 
dub has a Beyer 88, that's preference, 
but ever since I blew a di phragm on 
the one I have, I don't brin it out any-
more. They're not meant f kick drum 
really, but everyone loves e way they 
sound on a bass drum. Th re more a 
vocal mic. I found that out by blasting 
one of mine and having it ed, and it 
cost more than the tnicroph ne." 

Le Maire believes the to might add 
a monitor engineer when it was sched-
uled to continue in May cover the 
rest of the U.S. But for now, mith is just 
experimenting with Shure • during 
rehearsal. "She's interested, ut it can re-
ally throw her off because ith both of 
them she's totally isolated d you real-
ly need a monitor engin to give her 
everything she needs. We' thinking of 
trying just one with her, ith just her 
main and vocal in it," he ys. "I think 
she's happy right now just ealing with 
wedges, what she's used t . That's all 
she's ever had since the 

Still, le Maire has his w cut out for 
him, as he seamlessly bl songs from 
the 70s and '90s together while Smith 
plays shaman, summoning the spirit of 
rock 'n' roll ecstasy for audiences every 
night. "If people leave saying, 'Wow, 
that was a great show. It soi4nded really 
good,' I feel like I'm doing 
le Maire, "because I'm su 
never totally satisfied." 

y lob," says 
-picky. I'm 
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cruise control 
the VCA advantage 

any group of inputs or outputs can be assigned to a single fader 

eight VCA-masters control input and group channels 

microprocessor controlled muting and VCA assignment ( 128 scenes) 

eight-channels of output dynamics: 
COMPRESSOR / LIMITER and DOWNWARD EXPANDER / GATE 

four-band, fully-parametric EQ with variable high-pass filter on mono input 

output EQ and output RMS limiters on Left / Right and Mono 

small footprint, low-weight and affordable 

theater broadcast touring contracting 

100 Eisenhowe ,- Drive Paramus. NJ 07652 PH 201 909.8700 FAX 201.909.8744 www.crestaudio.com 

dian cbstribution: White Radio Ltd. 940 Gateway Drive Burlington, Ontario Canada L7L 5K7 905.632.6894 

WciFtEsr 
(A)AUFDICD 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

11E1 SOUOD 11[10F0110EEIT PRODUCTS 

COMMUNITY COMPACT SPEAKER 

The R.5 Series of compact, 2-way, all-
weather speakers from Community 
(www.community.chester.pa.us) fea-
ture a Weather-Stop' grille and horn-
loaded polypropylene endosures. The 
R.5 has a 12-inch LF driver and a coax-
ially mounted, 1-inch exit HF compres-
sion driver. Its high-power passive 
crossover includes Community's 
PowerSense driver protection. The R.5 
will reach 126dB SPL maximum and 
handles 500W program, 200W continu-
ous power; sensitivity is 103dB SPL 
(1W/1m). Various R.5 models offer 
90°x40° or 600x60° (HxV) dispersion; 
all are available in a 70V/100V version 
with built-in transformer. The R.5 mea-
sures 16x16x16 inches, weighs 35 lbs., 
and has five threaded mounting points 
and a weatherized steel yoke. 
Code 314 on Product Info Card 

MACPHERSON AXIA 

FOH LOUDSPEAKERS 

Designed for fixed installs or touring, 
the compact, high-power Axia from 
MacPherson (www.macpherson-inc 
.com) is available as a tri-amp or 3-way 
bi-amp system, and can be used singly 
or coupled to form a full-range vertical 
line array. Built of Baltic birch, each 
cabinet houses one 15-inch LF, two 
8-inch MF, and a 2-inch HF mounted 
on a 90°x55° slot CD horn flare. Axia's 
ExoSpine rigging system integrates the 
flying hardware directly into the cabi-
net, for fast setup/tear down, and an 
optional Fly Bar/Stacking Base creates 
flown or deck-stacked arrays. Axia are 
also available with hanging points for 
permanent installs. 
Carat 315 on Product We Card 
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RAMTECH FLEX2000 

SNAKE CABLE 

The FLE)C2000 snake cable from 
Rarntech Industries Inc. 
(www.ramtech.net) is designed for pro 
audio applications. A FLEXALLOY" 
compound added to the outer 
polyvinyl chloride jacket allows for an 
extremely flexible cable with a jacket 
that resists abrasions, tearing and 
guards against extreme temperature 
change. A "reverse lay" technique used 
in manufacturing guards against pair 
migration, a problem for 
snakes that are continual-
ly coiled and uncoiled. 
Cycle 316 an Product Info Card 

NIL CONTROL 25AV 
The 2-way Control 25AV 
speaker from JBL Profes-
sional (www.jblpro.com) 
offers an extended fre-
quency response of 70-
23k Hz (-10 dB) and is 
designed for applications 
requiring magnetic shield-
ing or outdoor capability. The Control 
25AV, which replaces the discontinued 
Control lAW, indudes a stainless steel 
grille, polypropylene woofer cone with 
weather-resistant dustcap, titanium-coat-
ed tweeter and an improved 70V/100V 
(selectable) transformer, all in a 9-1b., 
9.3x7.4x6.3-inch (HxWxD) high-impact 
polystyrene cabinet. 
arde 317 on Product Info Card 

3- 4 
• 
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PEAVEY COBRANET BRIDGES V 
Peavey Electronics (www. avey.com) 
adds three new CobraNet a dio net-
work bridges to its CAB seri s: the 
CAB 16i, 16o and 16d. CAB udio 
bridges link audio to and f m Ether-
net networks and allow Me4iaMatrix 
Mainframes/Miniframes to b integrat-
ed into larger, more flexible systems. 
The CAB 16i provides 16 link level in-
puts, and the 16o has 16 lint outputs. 
Both feature 24-bit quantiza'on and 
an RJ-45 network port comriatible with 

CAT5 and EIA-TIA 568 stanards for 
100 baseT. The CAB 16d h4 16 AF.S 
and S/PDIF compatible digi 1 VOs 
(allowing digital audio to re in in its 
original format throughout large 
network) and includes an 5 
connector. 
Cade 318 on Product Info Card 

STK 1 2-INPUT 

DESKTOP MIXER 

The new VX1202 desk4ip mixer 
from SIX Professional 4kudio 
products (distributed br Red-
wood Music Corp., 
redwoodmusic.com) h4s four 
mono and four stereo nputs, for 
a total of 12. Inputs re 3-
band EQ (with sweep ble raids), 
two aux sends, pan ani a 
mute/Et-Mix switch. Ai4ditional 
features include 48V phantom 
power, 60min faders, ÇDtrape 
VOs and an internal pwer sup-
ply. Stereo outputs balanced. 
Price is $559.95. An ojtional 
rackmount kit is $26. 
Curcio 319 on Product hilo Cord 
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COMPOSER', 
ViRrUALIZER" and 
ULTRAFEX' in the 
F.O.H. Rig. 

50,000 Watts under 
control: Tom Abraham 
in action. 

Tom Abraham 

F.O.H. Garbage World Tour 

,...with the 
COMPOSER PRO that rocks me." 

*Think about doing a live mix for a show with 10,000 

people in the audience and 50,000 Watts cn the wings. For 

several years. I've been working with nternational greats like 

Garbage and Metal'ica among others. WorKing with 

musicians of this stature is a great challenge and a dream 

come true tor me. But its also an enormous responsibi ity. 

The audience expects a perfect concert, ard that's 

what my name stands for." 

"So the demands on my equipment are extremely high. 

The best is just good enough — the price is secondary. 

Perfect sound and total reliability are all that count." 

'That's why I rely on BEHRINGER Their new 

COMPOSER PRO is simply unbeatable. I've tried every 

compressor on the market — :he COMPOSER PRO leaves 

them al way behind. Rock-solid punch with no coloration, 

beautiful transparent high end and a virtual y inaudible limiter. 

I have no idea how BEHRINGER's engineers did it — but 

check out one of my concerts and hear for yourself!" 

Experience the new dynamic 
processors from BEHRINGER 

AUTOCONM PRO MDX1400 
Audio- interactive dynamic processor with enhancer 

MULTIC010. PRO MDX4400 
Audio- interactive four channel dynamic processor with limiter 

CIRCLE # 100 ON PRODUCT IF FO CARD 

More information at: 

www.behringer.com 

Canada Tel.: +1/902/8602677 Fax: 41/902/8602078 Email: support.ca@behringer.de 
International Tel.: +49/2154/920666 Fax: 4 49/21 54/920665 Email: support@behringer.de 

Japan Tel.: +81/3/52822895 Fax: 481 /3/52822996 Email: support.jp@behringerde 
Singapore Tel.: +65/542/9313 Fax: 4 65/21 4/0275 Email: support@behringercom.sg 

USA Tel.: + 1/425/6720816 Fax: 41/425/6737547 Email: support@behringer.com 

Tom Abraham 

BEHRINGEFI 

JUST LISTEN. 
§ BEHRINGER on the 
S Garbage World Tour. 
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It Ts AlleY0 é A LOOK AT SOME ECENT 

by Blair Jackson 
When Mix first decided to in-
vestigate the making of a few 
new live CDs from different 
musical genres, we didn't 
know how each had been 
recorded, so in a sense this is 
a random sampling of discs 
that sounded interesting to 
us. It was only after we be-
gan interviewing the engi-
neers that we discovered a 
trend: There are a lot of musi-
cians out there who are mak-
ing live CDs using modular 
digital multitracks (MDMs). 
From what we can glean, 
most of the traditional high-
end mobile recording com-
panies are still thriving in the 
face of competition from en-
gineers using less expensive 
bare-bones setups rather 
than remote trucks. (Of 
course, many trucks also do 
MDM recording, too.) In fact, 
it seems as though the MDM 
revolution has simply in-
creased the number of acts 
who consider making a live 
recording, and it appears that 
conventional studios have 
been the unexpected benefi-
ciaries of this phenome-
non—all those ADAT and 
DA-88 tapes have to be 
mixed somewhere! If the fol-
lowing article seems inordi-
nately weighted toward pro-
jects done on MDMs, it's 
really just luck of the draw. 

THJ EIHR 
BLUES WITH A SMILE 
Taj Mahal is more than just a 
blues/R&B singer. He's a na-
tional treasure, a living store-
house of musical Americana. 
He was "roots" before it be-
came fashionable; indeed, 
over the course of nearly 40 
years, Taj has done much to 
expose the deep folk and 
blues roots that are such a 
vital part of our national soul. 
He's had years when he sold 
a lot of records and his visi-
bility was high, and years 
when he had to hit the road 
with just his guitars to make 
ends meet. Fundamentally, 
his music has changed little 
over the years—he's still 
singin' "the natch'l blues" 
(though certainly he has 
broadened his palette, as he 
experimented with African 
and Caribbean colors). The 
past few years have been par-
ticularly good ones for Taj, in 
part because he's fronting his 
strongest group in ages, the 
Phantom Blues Band. There 
have been a number of high-
ly successful tours, a Gram-
my, accolades in the press 
and now...the live album, 
Shoutin' in Key, on Hannibal 
Records. The CD finds Taj in 
great spirits (no surprise 
there) leading his crack band 

collection 
numbers 

geless folk 
originals. 

s, but you 
s hear the 

tars smoky 
voice, and h s upbeat 
band—seven pi es includ-
ing the incendia two-man 
Texicali Horns—jlounds like 

ti1e time of they're having 
their lives, too. 

Shoutin' in 
corded over thr 
The Mint, a ve 
club that has be 
ing local and na 
and roots acts 
seems. 'Tony Bra 
plays drums in 
had wanted to 
album for a whil 
thrilled to get th 
ty to work wit 
Terry Becker, w 
the CD, which w 
by Braunagel. B 
fixture in L.A. for nany years, 
working with a ts such as 
Jackson Browne,1 Manhattan 
Transfer, Patti La Ile, Strunz 
& Farah and m ny others, 
before moving t Massachu-
setts to teach at erklee Col-
lege. "The Mint is uch a great 
place to hear m" she con-
tinues. "The ony problem 
with it is that it has a really 
small stage; I mean, it's tiny, 
and Taj's band is pretty big, 

through a sou 
of blues and 
that range from 
tunes to mode 
Yes, it's the blu 
can almost alwa 
smile through 

was re-
e nights at 
rable L.A. 
showcas-

'onal blues 
forever, it 

gel, who 
aj's band, 
ake a live 
, and I was 
opportuni-
Taj," says 
recorded 

s produced 
cker was a 
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so they were just stuffed up 
there. It might have made it a 
little tougher to record, be-
cause of all the bleed, but 
there was an energy up there 
that was amazing. 

"One thing that made my 
job a little easier is that they 
have a control room in the 
club, right off the side of the 
stage, so it was almost like 
doing a real remote with a 

truck, rather than having me 
inside the main part of the 
club. To be honest, I wasn't 
crazy about the console they 
have in there, so I borrowed 
and rented a lot of really 
good mic pre's—Avalons and 
Neve 1073s—and bypassed 
the board, because we knew 
we were going to be doing 
this on 24 tracks of ADAT. I 
much prefer doing every-
thing analog, but because of 
the money involved to get a 

really good analog setup into 
The Mint it would've been a 
bit much. But the prearnps in 
combination with the ADAT 
was fine. The Mint had a 
couple of Neve 1081 pre-
amps. I had those on the 
bass, 1073s on all the drums 
and the horns, and I had the 
Avalons on Taj, his guitars, 
all the keyboards and the 
other guitar." 

The size of the stage was 
only a problem for Becker 
when it came to miking the 
drums. "There was so little 
room around the drums I 
used a technique called 'ear-
rings,' where you point the 
mics about a foot off the 
drummer's shoulders. Tony 
was literally back up against 
the wall; there was maybe six 
inches from the back of his 
stool to the wall. For those 
earrings I had a pair of 

mics—SM81s—facing toward 
the toms and snare. I also 
had Schoeps overheads, but 
it was impossible to position 
them exactly where I wanted 
to because the stage was so 
small. But those sets of mics 
picked up a completely dif-
ferent ambience. I had clip 
mics for the toms, an AKG 
D112 on the kick, the snare 
was a 57, and the hat was an 
SM81. I ended up using ten 
tracks for drums, and the 
only things I combined were 
the toms. I had a track for 
each of the horns—a Senn-
heiser 421 on the sax and an 
SM7 on the trumpet and 
trombonium; a track for Taj's 
guitar, which was done with 
a combination of a DeMaria 
tube direct and an SM57 on 
his amp. On the piano I had 
Countryman DIs. I miked the 
organ's Leslie with a 421 on 
bottom, and I can't remem-
ber what on top. The club al-
ready had its own mounted 
audience mics, so I had very 
little control over that, but it 
was fine. 

"I ran everything to 24 and 
also did a stereo DAT record-
ing, which was helpful for 
when Tony and Taj and the 
band went back and listened 
to the performances. We did 
three nights, so we had two 
or three takes of most songs, 
though there were a couple 

of changes each night. I have 
my own monitoring system 
that I bring which makes all 
the world of difference to 
me: I use Mastering Lab lOs 
and a very large Perreaux 
7000B amp." 
When Becker left the 

project to move to Boston, 
engineer Joe McGrath was 
brought in to preside over a 
few minor fixes (at Portees 
Den and Ultratone Studio) 
and then the mix, which he 
did at House of Blues on 
their API console. 

Becker is still glowing 
from the experience of work-
ing with Taj Mahal. "He is 
such an incredibly charismat-
ic person onstage," she says. 
"His energy comes across 
through everything he does 
and says. He's just so won-
derful; I had a blast doing 
this!" 

[MP HUES 
KORN, LIMP RIZKIT AND 
THE HEWITTS 
You gotta love a CD that fea-
tures a sleeve photo of a tat-
tooed baby's arm giving us 
The Finger, not to mention 
shots of babies smoking, 
drinking, holding a gun and 
looking at pornography. (In 
fairness, we should note that 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 180 
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CLASSIC TRACKS 

JOHflflY CilSWS 
"FOLSOM PRIS011 
BLUES" 
by Barbara Schultz 
Nineteen sixty-eight was a time of rebel-
lion and rebirth for the United States, 
and it was one of several such periods 
in the life and career of Johnny Cash. 
That year, Cash married his soul mate, 
June Caner, who had helped him leave 
behind the drug abuse that had endan-
gered his career in the middle part of 
that decade. It was also the year Cash 
recorded his most popular album, John-
ny Cash at Folsom Prison. The first few 
seconds of this live album still stand 
among the most electrifying in the histo-
ry of concert recording. Cash begins 
with his trademark greeting, "Hello, I'm 
Johnny Cash," the inmates cheer, and 
Cash begins playing, and then singing 
"Folsom Prison Blues." 

It's the way everything came togeth-
er that makes this version of "Folsom 

JOHNNY CASH 
AT FOLSOM PRISON 

Prison Blues" so thrilling, and made it 
the smash hit it was in '68. Cash's 
strong songwfiting was matched by the 
brilliant playing and timing of his long-
time cohorts, the Tennessee Three (gui-
tarist Luther Perkins, bassist Marshall 
Grant and drummer W.S. Holland), and 
the sizzling energy of the inmate audi-
ence, as they fittingly cheered, howled 
or mourned at every line. The live 
recording, which had been Cash's idea, 
breathed new life into this 12-year-
old song. 

"Folsom Prison Blues" was actually 
one of Cash's first compositions. While 
in the Air Force in the early '50s, during 

in Folsom Prison, Johnny Cash shakes the hand of inmate Glen Sherley, who wrote "Greystone 

Chapel" on the album. Also onstage: bassist Ma.-shall Grant (center) and guitarist Luther Perkins 

the Korean War, he bought his first gui-
tar and began writing songs. In 1955, 
after his stint in the military, he landed 
his first recording contract at Sam 
Phillips' Sun Records. Cash had hoped 
to be signed as a gospel artist, but 
Phillips—one of the true architects of 
rock 'n' roll and rockabilly—was looking 
for something more commercial. So, 
Cash suggested some of his own songs; 
his first single for Sun was "Cry Cry 
Cry"/"Hey Porter," which entered the 
country charts at Number 14. 

The studio recording of "Folsom 
Prison Blues" was the follow-up single, 
and it first reached the country Top Five 
in 1956—just one of the many hits Cash 
scored with Sun. He became the first of 
Phillips' stable to record a full-length 
album in 1957: Johnny Cash With His 
Hot and Blue Guitar included two Num-
ber One songs, "Ballad of a Teenage 
Queen" and "Guess Things Happen 
That Way." However, Cash still yearned 
to record a gospel album, and Phillips 
still didn't want one from him, so Cash 
left Sun and began his long relationship 
with Columbia Records. 

Meanwhile, the prison circuit was al-
ready becoming a regular part of Cash's 
touring schedule. "The prison albums 
were natural ideas," Cash wrote in his 
1997 autobiography, Cash. "By 1968, I'd 
been doing prison concerts for more 
than a decade, ever since `Folsom Prison 
Blues' got the attention of the inmates at 
the Huntsville, Texas, prison in 1957. 
They'd been putting on a rodeo every 
year, and that year the prison officials 
decided to let them have an entertainer, 
too; they asked for brie. 

"As soon as we kicked off, though," 
Cash continues, "a huge thunderstorm 

let loose—I mean a big oric a real toad 
strangler—and that cramp d our style 
considerably. Luther's ampl ier shorted 
out, and Marshall's bass c e apart in 
the rain. I kept going, thou , with just 
my guitar, and the prisone loved that. 
Word got around on the p son grape-
vine that I was okay, and next thing 
I knew I got a letter from S n Quentin, 
asking me to perform at t eir annual 
New Year's show on Janua 1, 1958. I 
went ahead and did that and did it 
again for several years in a row, taking 
June with me the last coup of years. I 
didn't know until years lat r when he 
told me so, that Merle H ggard had 
been in the front row for three of those 
concerts." 

Cash says that he had a 4trong sense 
early on that if he ever ade a live 
album, prison would be th ideal loca-
tion. "Those shows were a ays really 
hot," he writes. "The inmat were excit-
ed and enthusiastic, and at got me 
going.. .1 didn't get anyw re when I 
approached [Columbia pr ducer/A&R 
representative] Don Law w the idea. 
though; he just didn't like it. Then when 
Bob Johnston [producer of hnny Cash 
at Folsom Prison and other h record-
ings] took over my produc ion, I men-
tioned it to him, and he oved it.. .1 
called a preacher friend of e back in 
California, the Reverend Fl d Gressett. 
who went into Folsom to p ch once a 
month and knew the officia there, and 
we set it up." 

There weren't a lot of r cords kepi 
regarding the technical as ects of this 
recording, but we can see n Jim Mar-
shall's excellent photos, suc as the one 
above, that mostly Shure St 56 micro-
phones were used. (The noiv-discontin-
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•I, he M i n. 

His Signature. 

Our Commitment. 

The Legacy uf 

Mr. Rupert Neve and his 

ontinuing Ingenuity. 

9098i. 

Brought tu vuu h \ I 

Big Blue Meenie 
Recording Studios 
Mix A 
Jersey City, New Jersey 

(201) 656-5353 

"Absolutely beyond anything I have ever worked 
on, heard about or even imagined." 

Tim Gilles, Co-owner 

When only the best will do. When no 

compromises are acceptable. When sonic 

performance rules. These are some of the 

criteria in selecting a 9098i. Along with its 

sonic integrity, the feature set is also 

equally impressive. Recall, dual moving 
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ued SM56 was essentially an SM57 on a 
swivel-mount.) We can also see the 
Shure SH55 and University vocal horn 
that were patched together for the PA. 
Marshall's memories of the day at Fol-
som also corroborate Cash's beliefs 
about the atmosphere in the prison hall: 
"I think if John would have said, 'Follow 
me out of here—we're goin',' they 
would have followed him; blacks and 
white alike. The electricity at Folsom 
was amazing. You can hear it on the 
record." 

Marshall also says that, unlike the 
later San Quentin recordings, the Folsom 
show was "much more spontaneous. It 
was like 'Let's go do a concert, and we'll 
happen to record it.'" 

Bob Irwin, founder of another great 
reissue label, Sundazed Music, has pro-

duced more than 350 releases for Sony 
Music Legacy. He recently produced the 
remastered version of Johnny Cash at 
Folsom Prison, so he has worked with 
the masters Columbia's engineers vault-
ed more than three decades ago. "The 
show was originally recorded to half-
inch, 4-track," he says. "The engineers 
would run both an A and B machine, 
overlapping, with minimal processing— 
no EQ going to tape. They would, how-
ever, put each channel through what 
was most likely a bank of LA-2As, which 
is why Johnny's vocal has that crunchy, 
slightly distorted quality. I certainly don't 
mean that to be disparaging, though; 
that sound has become an intregal part 
of this recording. It was also leakage 
central, which is also fine, because that 
too has always played an important part 

Cool Spins 
The Mix Staff Members Pick Their 
Current Favorites 

Vigilantes of Love: Audible Sigh (Compass) 
"Failure, she's your new found friend/You 

let her sleep on the floor/And when you 

rise to check out, she follows to the door." 
So begins the Vigilantes of Love's new CD, 

a viscerally exciting journey through the 

psychic landscape inside the mind of 
singer/songwriter/guitarist Bill Mallonee— 
miles of open highway under ominous 

clouds, and stops along the way in the lands 

BILL 

vigilantes of love 

augi2ile 

of self-doubt, heartbreak, despair, disillu-

sionment and other dark way stations. 

Then why is this album so exhilarating? Be 

cause Mallonee and his bandmates (drum-
mer Kevin Hauer and bassist Jacob Bradley) 

and various talented musical friends (in-

cluding guitarists Kenny Huston and Buddy 
Miller and singers Julie Miller and Emmylou 

Harris) play Mallonee's stirring sometimes 

anthemic, countrified rock tunes with such 

conviction, it's impossible not to get caught 

up in his pathos. Musically, Mallonee is min-

ing territory that's been blazed by others— 
Bruce Springsteen, John Mellencamp, Bruce 

Cockburn and various y'altemative groups 

spring to mind—but Mallonee's yric vision 
is both original and compel in, and his 

rough-hewn arrangements perfetly match 
the sentiments of his songs s melody 
galore and soaring harmonies, bi.t also true 

grit that obviously comes frorinlessons 
learned the hard way. We're o ly halfway 
through 2000, but so far this is y favorite 

CD of the year. 
Producers: Buddy Miller, an 

lonee. Engineers: Chuck Linder, 
Mix engineers: J.R. McNeely 

Tracking studios: Dogtown an 

Tone and Volume (both in N 
ing studios: Dogtown and Sou 

(Nashville). —B 

Bill Mai-
d Miller. 

d Miller. 
Midtown 

Ile). Mix-

d Kitchen 
ir Jackson 

Belle & Sebastian: Fold Your Hands Child, 
You Walk Like a Peasant (Matador) 

Belle & Sebastian may seem a tad too aca-
demic for some ears At times, singer/song-
writer Stuart Murdoch's combo comes off 
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in the imaging and texture of the 
record." 

Irwin says Columbia didn't keep a 
record of what the date was recorded to, 
but it was "probably nothing fancy back 
then. Most likely it was a small truck sent 
out by Columbia Records. As a rule, Co-
lumbia recorded many remotes—more 
than I've ever seen at any other major 
label. There are enough wonderful vin-
tage live recordings available that it has 
afforded Sony/Legacy the opportunity to 
create the whole "Live From the Vaults" 
series. From Clive Davis' time at the 
label, and actually for a few years before 
that, this company made it a rule to be 

doing remote recordings, which is now 
an absolutely wonderful resource to 
draw from." 

After the gig, the A and B versions of 
the concert were taken back to the stu-
dio and compared, and the original 
multitrack for the album was created. 
"They would actually cut the preferred 
takes out of either the A or the B reel," 
Irwin says, "unless there was something 
that was captured on the B machine that 
was missed on the A machine. In this 
case, the entire B set of reels was un-
touched, and that's what we worked 
from, because the original show was 
there in the original sequence. The flow 
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and pacing of the show were second to 
none." 

Johnny Cash at Folsom Prison went 
Gold the year it was released, and "Fol-
som Prison Blues" re-entered the coun-
try charts—a dozen years a ter the Top 
Five success of the studio version—and 
went to Number One. The song was 
also a crossover hit for Cash, going to 
Number 32 on the pop charts and, for a 
time, earning Cash a mainstream follow-
ing. "I've always thought it ionic that it 
was a prison concert," he observes in 
Cash, "with me and the convicts getting 
along just as fellow rebels, outsiders and 
miscreants should. That pumped up my 
marketability to the point where ABC 
thought I was respectable enough to 
have a weekly network TV flow." 

This was, of course, jus: one of the 
many peaks in Cash's long and produc-
tive career. Like many of the great coun-
try and rock 'n' roll artists he came up 
with, he's been lost and found a dizzy-
ing number of times by the American 
public. To his credit, however, what he 
remembers about Johnny Cash at Fol-
som Prison has nothing to do with chart 
success and everything to do with what 
he tried to bring into the lives of some 
forgotten men. In the liner notes to this 
year's remastered Folsom Prison CD, 
Cash writes: 

"There are scenes as siarp in my 
memory as if it were last night. The look 
on Glen Sherley's face as I announced 
his song, the reaction from the cons 
when I introduced myself, and the faces. 
The pain and hopelessness of a soul 
beaten down, of failure, of failure to stay 
free of the system, of failure to be able 
to ignore today's pain. 

"But there are swelling balloons of 
joy to burst in a couple of hours for 
sure when they have to go back to 
their cells. But, for now, let it blow! We 
are in the timeless now. There is no cal-
endar inside the cafeteria today, Janu-
ary 13, 1968." 

-FROM PAGE 175, ITS ALIVE 

these photos condemn the behavior pic-
tured and are each captioned "No fami-
ly with values should expose their chil-
dren to this.") For the past two years, the 
Family Values Tour has provided its 
overwhelmingly young, male audience 
with hour after hour of aggressive, met-
alloid, sometimes politically charged 
rock and rap (with splashes of reggae 
and the stray ballad thrown in here and 
there). Each tour has produced a head-
banging compilation/souvenir, and The 
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Family Values Tour 1999 disc just came 
out in May on the Flawless/Geffen label 
The disc features performances by Limp 

Kom, Staind, Method Man & Red-
man, Filter, Crystal Method, Aaron Lewis 
& Fred Hurst and a group that are prac-
tically old-timers in this scene, Primus. 
Every fuzzed guitar, booming kick and 
slurred vocal is immaculately recorded, 
no doubt it sounds even better than it 
did in the packed arenas the tour visited 
last fall. This CD rocks hard. 

Though most of the bands are made 
up of self-proclaimed misfits, miscreant,' 
and malcontents (is that the rubble of 
Woodstock '99 we see in the rearview 
mirror, boys?), you can't fault their 
choice of mobile recording trucks: 

Twelve of the 14 cuts on the CD were 
recorded by the veteran engineer David 
Hewitt and his son Ryan in the famous 
Remote Recording Services "Silver Stu-
dio"; the two Primus songs were done 
by Westwood One. The CD was mixed 
by Brendan O'Brien at Southern Tracks 
in Atlanta. Quite a pedigree. 

"We only did two shows for the tour, 
one in Biloxi, Mississippi, and the other 
in Missouri," says Ryan Hewitt. "The 
Biloxi one was on Halloween, and it 
was pretty wild. They're probably some 

Jonathan Davis of Kom 

of the loudest acts we've ever worked 
with. I didn't have a sound meter. but I'd 

guess from my audience mics that it was 
pushing 120 dB. It was definitely the 
most powerful sound system I'd ever 
seen in my life. It's aggressive music. 
and they really involve the crowd. They 
encourage the kids to blow off steam, so 
the crowd noise is great!" 

Spoken like a true engineer, Ryan. 

The Silver Studio, which is one of 
the busiest trucks in the business, is 
equipped with a Neve VRM 48x48 con-
sole, a pair of Studer consoles, IÇRK 
monitors, two Studer D827 48-track and 
three Sony PCM-800 digital recorders, 
and an impossibly large selection of out-
board equipment for such a compact 
space. Ryan Hewitt talked about specifics 
of this teeording gig: 

"This was a situation where they had 
band carts—one band would be on and 
the next band would already be set up 
on another cart or stage that would be 
moved into position as soon as the 

other set was over—the set changes 
happened in about 15 to 20 minutes, 
which is pretty good. There were four 
bands each night, and they were all 
pretty straightforward except one night 
we had DMX, which was just a DAT, a 
couple of turntables and vocal mics. It 
was all direct except for the vocals [No 
DMX tracks are on the CD]. The other 
night we had Crystal Method, and they 
had their own mixer onstage with all 
their MIDI gear—MPC 3000s and vari-
ous synths and loop devices, and they 
mixed themselves onstage with a little 
Mackie board, and then gave us a 2-mix. 
They were great; it sounded really good. 
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Limp Disidt's Fred Durst 

"I believe on this tour we didn't have 
to substitute any mics [specially for the 
recording] because they had a very good 
selection already. The only thing we 
added were the audience mics: We had 
four Audio-Technica 4073 shotguns 
across the stage looking out at the 
crowd; they have very good side ¡ejec-
tion, so we don't get too much of the 
P.A., though we have to roll off a lot of 
bottom end because they're sitting right 
next to the subwoofers. Then, out at the 
front-of-house position, we put up a pair 
of cardioids looking at the back of the 
hall and a pair of omnis to pick up the 
general vibe of the room—the crowd, 
the P.A., to make it feel live. So we put 
up eight mics and we put those onto an 
8-track [the PCM-800, Sony's version of 
the DA-881, with the audience tracks sep-
arated, and then we put a mix of the au-
dience on the Studer multitracks, which 
are beautiful-sounding machines. 

"There were two separate splitters, 
and they [FOH] would hand us tails f o ri 
the splits. We called it an 'A' stage and a 
13' stage, even though it wasn't a revolv-
ing stage the way it was at Woodstock. 
The 'A' set would come down 48 chan-
nels of our main snake and into the 
Neve console preamps, and then the '13' 
snake or S' stage would come down an-
other set of 48 channels of copper into 
another set of preamps that we had pre-
set for the next band. Those were out-
board preamps—Millennias and APIs— 
in a separate rack. For this particular gig, 
we had those in the truck with us so we 
could adjust them on the fly if anything 
was different than it was in soundcheck. 
The mic pre's that are outboard would 
come back to the line inputs on the con-
sole, so we could just flip the desk from 

`mic' to 'line input' and h ve a whole 
'nother set of 48 inputs. Ev rything was 
direct-routed. There was o y one band 
that had extra inputs that w had to bus 
down. Everything else went one-for-one 
to tape-46 channels' wo of stuff." 

Asked about the main hallenge of 
recording such noisy aggre ive music, 
Hewitt notes, "Music is mus c. The main 
job we have as a mobile r ording stu-
dio is to get whatever it is ey're play-
ing on tape as well as we n and rep-
resent what they're playing. Whatever is 
coming out of their ins nts is what 
we put on tape. In a case ke this, the 
difference between the Ne e preamps 
and the Millennia preamp might not 
make as much of a diff rence as it 
would in some other mu *c. But we 
want to get it down as a tely as we 
can, so that when they ta it into the 
studio to mix or do fixes, it be exactly 
what came out of their a plifiers, so 
they can set up the rig ag n, stick the 
same mic on it, the same si path and 
punch in." 
I couldn't resist askin about the 

"family" aspect of recordin the Family 
Values Tour. "Dad and I w rk together 
great!" Ryan chuckled. " ve been a 
drummer since when I wa a kid, so I 
generally like to do the rh section, 
and he likes to do the vocal . The way a 
console generally gets set u with a rock 
'n' roll act is kick, snare an hat on the 
left side of the desk, so I s on the left 
side, and Dad sits on the ri t. Since I've 
been working with him long and 
watching how he works, w don't really 
have to even talk about it. ere's never 
a fight about pushing th vocals too 
hard, pushing the guitars t hard. It's 
just there. We always have lot of fun. 
We just turn everything on d go!" 

TM 6 TIM 
MORE THAN MEETS THE EAR 
By now, Take 6 is recogn 
of the top a cappella gr 
world, thrilling audiences 
ways uplifting blend of s 
and jazz. For their first 
recorded over three nights 
Note club in Tokyo (wher 
a large and devoted follo 
enlisted engineer Jon Ga 
worked on a few earlier su. 
ings with the group, to 
magic in concert. Among 
on the CD are a Moto 
("How Sweet It Is"), th 
"Smile," Elmer Bernstein 
David's gritty "Walk on th 

zed as one 
ups in the 
ith their al-
ul, gospel 
ive album, 
at the Blue 
they have 
wing), they 
, who had 
dio record-
apture the 
he delights 
n chestnut 

standard 
and Mack 
Wild Side," 
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a wonderful take on Miles Davis' "All 
Blues" (with the singers imitating dif-
ferent instruments) and lots of joyful, 
harmony-filled gospel. 

Offhand, it would seem to be a rela-
tively straightforward assignment for 
Gass to record the group—six mics on 
six singers, light? A couple on the piano 
that sometimes is used as accompani-
ment. Some room mics? Yet, Gass re-

veals, "I ended up filling up a 48 [-track 
Sony digital recorder] pretty much." 
That was because on this project Gass 
elected to bypass the Neve console in 
the Tokyo-based Tamco mobile truck 
in favor of recording directly to tape 
through a rack of Avalon M5 ink pre's, 
and "I ended up splitting off the mic 
pre's and took all the vocals to tape 
two ways—with compression and EQ, 
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HERE SNUB LIVE WITH TOP SCOTT 

Toby Scott backstage at Staples Center 

Engineer Toby Scott has an extraordi-
nary memory. He can tell you the 
date that he did his first live recording 
of a Bruce Springsteen show—No-
vember 5, 1980. He can also recall 
minute details about most of the hun-
dreds of sessions he's done. But even 
Scott is unsure of how many Spring-
steen concerts he's recorded in the 
past 20 years. When we dropped in 
on him backstage at Los Angeles' Sta-
ples Center, where he was setting up 
to record that night's Springsteen gig, 
he estimated that it's more than 100. 
He did promise, however, to check 
his supremely organized database 
and let us know for sure. 

At Staples, Scott was set up in a 
spare dressing room/office with the 
system that he's been using since 
1995. Designed by Scott and tech 
guru Gary Meyerberg, the system 
was multipurpose from the get-go: At 
the time it was put together, Spring-
Steen was bicoastal and the rig was 
intended for use at his home studios 
in both Los Angeles and New Jersey, 
as well as on the road. 

Main components are a 96-in Eu-
phonix CS2000 console and two 
Sony 3348 recorders. The system also 
encompasses a rack of 2-track equip-
ment: two Sony 7000 series timecode 

DAT machines, two 2800 
non-timecode DATs, and 
two HHB CD recorders. An-
other rack contains miscella-
neous reverbs, including 
SPX 90s and 90 Hs, a REV7, 
two Eventide H3000s, AMS 
DMX and RMX units, and 
an Ursa Major Space Station. 
Also part of the package are 
extensive SMPTE and video 
sync generation and distrib-
uting systems. 

Remote trucks were used 
for Scott's first 1980 recordings and 
during the tours supporting The River 
and Born in the USA. In 1987, while 
recording the album Tunnel of Love, 
Scott decided to make a pitch for a 
combination system. 

"Bruce's home studio system had 
grown from the original Tascam cas-
sette desk into 24-track digital," Scott 
recalls. When we finished the record 
and there was the prospect of tour-
ing, I did some research and found 
that for not too much money, I could 
buy a console and a second tape ma-
chine and put together a traveling 
system. That first really portable sys-
tem, a 24-track tape machine, an 
Amek console and all the cases, more 
than paid for itself." The Amek sys-
tem sufficed until the end of the 
Human Touch/Lucky Town tour 
when Scott found himself renting 
sidecars to accommodate horn sec-
tions and background vocals. 

"I'd been looking at a Euphonix 
for a long time," he says. "Then, in 
'94 Bruce was in the process of mix-
ing with Bob Clearmountain. Bruce 
had been talking about computer au-
tomation for a while, and Bob's stu-
dio setup clinched it. Bruce said, 'I 
think it's time we get some computer 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 184 
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If you think LDI is simply 
lighting... think again. 

AUDIO AT WI 2000 
The LDI exhibit hall features high-
tech innovations in audio for live 
performance, nightclubs, theme 
parks, theatre, opera, dance, corpo-
rate and special events, sports facili-
ties, cruise ships, film, television and 
more! LDI 2000 showcases the 
power of tomorrow's technology in 
the "Sound in Entertainment" work-
shops, presenting insider informa-
tion on making a sound statement. 

In fact: 
• 38.2% of LDI99 attendees indicated 
an interest in purchasing audio 
accessories and products. 

• More than 50% come to the show 
specifically to find new products. 

• 40.5% say they will purchase 
a product as a direct result of 
attending LDI. 

But don't just take our 
word for it... 

But don't just take our 
word for it ... 

"If I told you that we did 
$1.6m in business at LDI, 

would that give you an 
indication as to how good 

the show was for us? I think 
the show acts as a great focal 

point for us and proves 
conclusively that it's not just a 

lighting show anymore." 

Dave Webster, 

Midas/Klark Teknik 

PUMP UP THE POWER 

01.2000 

OCTOBER 20.22, 2000 

Sands Expo á Convention Center 

Las Vegas, NV USA 

www.idishow,om 

www.etecnyc.net 

1-800-288-8606 • 1-303-741-2901 

and without, just in case something was 
overcompressed or over-EQ'd or some-
thing went wrong. It was basically as a 
safety, but I didn't use much of [the un-
processed tracks]." Gass has been using 
Avalon gear since 1990, and also em-
ployed the company's 2055 equalizers 
on this recording. 
On the front end were Shure Beta 

87 microphones for each of the six 
singers in the group, a change from the 
Sony 800G mics they've been using in 
the studio lately. For Gass, the main 
challenge was quickly adjusting the 
preamps throughout the singers' two 
performances at the Blue Note. Even 
though he worked from a set list, 
"things would get switched around, 
and at times I had to guess which 

songs were going to start 
quiet. Some of them start 
per. There was one song 
started it and the crowd an 
were louder than they we 
got markings on all the 
where I can pick it up 10 d 
I also know where to ease 
The task is harder than it so 
he has to, in effect, "ride s 
at once. "It's a one-finger 
but you have to move real 
says. "The mix coming of 
was probably a disaster be 
going nuts on the stacks o 
But that's how I like to cut 
it worked well for this." 

Though the recording w 
ly, Gass admits he did enco 

—FROM PAGE 183, RECORDING SPRINGSTEEN 

automation,' and I bought the Eu-
phonix within three days." 

An alternate patchbay was added 
because Scott needed more patch 
points than the Euphonix provided. 
He also preferred a traditional, verti-

cal-style bay rather than the Euphonix 
top-to-bottom, inline modulais which 
were formatted in groups of four. 

"There's always some sort of video 
going down," he notes, "so we have 
patch points for word sync, video 
sync, SMPTE, AES digital audio... 
There's never a case of, 'I've got to 
dig into the back of this rack and then 
run another cable.-

These days, on the E Street Band's 
long reunion tour, Scott takes a split 
from the FOH mixer's mic setup, 
which encompasses about 66 micro-

phones, and monitors on Yamaha 
NS-10Ms. Monitoring, of course, is one 
of the biggest challenges of recording 
live, and Scott recalls one of his worst 
listening experiences: -Bad' is when 
we did an outdoor show in Germany 
at an abandoned airport. The speaker 
system was A4s, 4 by 4 by 2, and 
each weighed about 400 pounds. 
They had those suckers stacked five 
stories high and 50 feet wide—about 
the size of a small apartment building. 
I was 30 feet from them in the back of 
a truck whose door we couldn't close. 
When the bass played on 'Born in the 
USA,' everything in the truck was 
shaking. I could see my speakers 
moving, but I really couldn't hear 
them at all. Luckily, I learned a long 
time ago how to watch the meters 
and know what to expect." 
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The 15-year-old, three- D Live 
1975-1985 is still the only li e album 
released by Springsteen a d the E 
Street Band. And, unfortun tely for 
fans, even with so much gr mater-
ial on tape there are no p for an-
other one anytime soon. e Sony/ 
Columbia tape vault, where e music 
is archived, is currently ome to 
about 4,700 Spiingsteen r els, ap-
proximately 1,500 of whic are live 
performances. Before Sony s library 
was computerized, Scott h devel-

e tapes, 
the of-

oped his own database for 
which he now interfaces wi 
ficial Sony one. 

"There's not much that 
find," he asserts. "I can ca 
night before, and if need 
put the tape in a car and 
that day." — Matitee 
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minor difficulties working in Japan. "It 
was my first time over there, and there 
were some language problems," he 
says. "We got an interpreter from Warn-
er Bros. Japan, and though she knew 
English and Japanese, I found that en-
gineers have their own language, and 
unfortunately she didn't know any of 
our lingo. Things kept getting lost in 
the translation; it was pretty nutty. It 
didn't end up causing any major prob-
lems, though." 

Gass mixed the project on an SSL 
9000 at Brandon's Way; "that's where I 
usually work out of," he notes. He man-
aged to complete about a mix per day 
there, first working alone and then run-
ning the results by the group for ap-
proval. Everything on the CD is a com-
plete take of a song, with no fixes. 
"They're good guys to work with," says 
Gass. "At this point they pretty much 
trust me on their [vocal] blend. I grew 
up singing and harmonies have always 
been a specialty for me. But they under-
stand their strengths and they play to 
them; there's almost never a note out of 
place. So my job was to get that on tape 
and not mess it up!" he adds with a 
chuckle. 

JOE EL? 
AT MOM AT AXIOM'S 
It's the year 2000, so that means it's 
time for a new live album from one of 
progressive country's greatest perform-
ers, Joe Ely. Ely's first live disc, Live 
Shots, came out in 1980 and commem-
orated his famous European tour with 
The Clash. In those days Ely's band 
was sort of country's answer to the E 
Street Band. Live at Liberty Lunch, re-
leased in 1990, featured a stripped-
down quartet led by guitarist Mark 

Grissom. Now, Live At A-n one's show-
cases Ely's superb cur 
which includes guitars, pe 
menco guitar, accordioc 
drums. The focus on the C 
'90s material, with eight 
Ely's three most recent stu 
That's fine, because this 
particularly strong era for Ely, whose 
writing has become deep 
cinematic as the years h 
There are also the requi 
pleasers from fellow Tex 
writers Butch Hancock 
Dale Gilmore, and so 
honky-tonkin' and driving 
But the Mexican influence 
fused so much of his rec 
runs deep on this fine, we 
nicely recorded set. 

Ely lives on a pictures 
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tone's, known as "Austin's 
Blues," was a natural. "It's 
ly place for Joe to play so 
would be a good place to 
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done sound for Ely in var 
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"Joe's normal mode of tra 
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Mix, September 1998] an 
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ence we made at the same time we 
were recording. We recorded two 
nights, with most of what's on the CD 
coming from the second night, when 
the band was really hot. 

"The challenge was using the 02R, 
which is an 8-bus board. Joe wanted to 
keep it all in 16 tracks. The problem is 
if you want to go 16 with it, the first 
eight tracks have to be one-to-one, so 
channel 1 goes to channel 1 on the 
ADAT, through 8. Then, on 9 through 
16, you can actually assign more than 
one thing to a channel, so that made 
the order a little bit strange. I had to go 
to the second eight to do stereo [sub-
mixes]. I took the two floor toms and 
one rack tom and did two channels 
with that, made a stereo mix. And I 
took the three cymbals, two overheads 
and a hat mic and put them on two 

channels, so I could pick up two chan-
nels. Then, on the background vocals, 
I split them, because Teye [the flamen-
co player] sings some, and the bass 
player sings some, but they never sing 
at the same time, so I put them on the 
same track of the ADAT and brought 
up whichever one was singing on that 
song. Joe played primarily acoustic gui-
tar, and I put his acoustic guitar on one 
track and then I used his electric on 
the same track, but only brought it up 
on the couple of songs where he 
played electric." 

Ray used a combination of his own 
mics and ones taken from Ely's studio. 
These included a Beyer TGX50 on the 
kick drum, an SM57 on the snare, 
Sennheiser 604 clip-ons for the toms, 
AKG SE-300Bs on the cymbals, 
Sennheiser 609s on the guitar amps and 

111Z 
LIVE ON THE WEB 

Boston's WGBH stations are among 
the most active public stations in the 
country in terms of producing origi-
nal programming, which includes 
concert broadcasts of every variety, 
from classical to jazz to pop to heavy 
metal, plus public affairs program-
ming. The WGBH mobile unit does 
all of this work, but only about half 
of the mobile's work is connected to 
the WGBH stations, so the mobile 
has to scrape and claw for the rest of 
its business, just like any other com-
mercial enterprise. 

Though traditional broadcast work 
still makes up a large part of the mo-
bile's business, WGBH has also 
found new work in the suddenly 
booming world of Internet audio. Be-
ginning this past spring, WGBH en-
tered an arrangement with DiskJock-
ey.com and the Casino Ballroom in 
Hampton, New Hampshire, to Web-
cast 10 concerts there. According to 
WGBH engineer Antonio Oliart, "So 
far we treat them like a regular 
broadcast; we haven't really been 
changing anything about what we do 
to put it on the Web. That end has 
been handled by DiskJockey.com." 

The first two concerts in the se-
ries, by blues guitar phenom Kenny 
Wayne Shepherd and former Grate-
ful Dead percussionist Mickey Hart 
and his new band, went off without 
a hitch. When we spoke to Oliart a 

few days after the Mickey Hart Band 
show, he noted that Hart's regular 
sound mixer, Tom Flye, also took 
advantage of the WGBH truck to do 
multitrack recording for the Hart 
band's own purposes, utilizing the 
unit's custom Amek Angela console, 
Sony PCM 800 MDMs (the truck also 
is equipped with Otan MTR 90-II 24-
tracks and a pair of Otani 5050 2-
tracks), Lexicon digital reverbs and 
dbx compressor/limiters. Hart's band 
carries its own microphones and an-
cillary processing. Hart's RAMU elec-
tronic percussion soundstation (de-
scribed in Mix, December 1998) and 
Vince Welnick's electronic key-
boards were both DI'd; the other 
members of the band were miked 
conventionally. 

Oliart notes that a Webcast typi-
cally lags more than half a minute be-
hind the actual event, and he says 
that in this case there was no special 
provision in the truck for monitoring 
how the music went out on the Web; 
any kind of compression adjustments 
were made by technicians at Disk-
Jockey.com after the signal left the 
truck. So far it's an arrangement 
where everyone is a winner. Disk-
Jockey.com brings increased traffic to 
its site, the performers get wide ex-
posure on the Web, and WGBH 
keeps that mobile unit rolling. 

—BlairJackson 

Shure SM58s for the lead and back-
ground vocals. The bass a d flamenco 
guitar signals came throu h a Klark 
Teknik active DI; the accor ion was an 
XLR direct from Joel Guar' n's rig. The 
room mics, which were pl ced on the 
stage on tall boom stands, pointing at 
the audience and away fro the P.A.— 
were AKG 1000s. 

"I had six channels of 
APIs and two Demeters," 
"Joe's vocal and bass went 
Demeters. We tried to rec 
much compression or EQ, 
cleanest recording we could 
ended up being really good 
the dynamics of the music: 
quiet, we didn't have to ri 
and we didn't have any hiss. We tried to 
keep it clean and simple, arU when we 
got the tapes back to Joe's [ here it was 
mixed by Jim Wilson] we ere frankly 
knocked out at how good it ounded. It 
worked out amazingly well." 

THE CfllIFORRIO 
HIM TRIO 
RECORDING THEMSELVE 
The California Guitar Trio sras formed 
nine years ago by advanc d students 
from King Crimson leader Rcbert Fripp's 
famous Guitar Craft cours s. In their 
early days, the trio of Bert ms, Paul 
Richards and Hideyo Moriya ven toured 
as an opening act for King 4rimson on 

occasion, but by now they lilave estab-
lished solid reputations of heir own, 
based solely on their great t hnical vir-
tuosity, their marvelously s mpathetic 
ensemble work, their inaginative 
arrangements of both familiar and ob-
scure works, and their incre singly self-
assured compositional chop. The CGT 
haven't abandoned their Cri4ison roots, 
either: They record for the Fri p-run Dis-
cipline Global Mobile label, arid on their 
wondrous new live CD, RQc4s the West, 
they're helped out on half th tracks by 
Crimson bassist/Chapman ick master 
Tony Levin. (Another Fripp asodate and 
one-time member of Adri n Belew's 
band, saxophonist Bill Ja n, also ap-
pears on selected cuts.) The lCD shows 
the incredible range of the up's reper-
toire, with tunes by Queen Bohemian 
Rhapsody"), Ellington ("C an"), The 
Ventures ("Misirlou"), Musso gsky (Pic-
tures at an Exhibition), Be thoven (a 
segment from Symphony No. 9), various 
sparkling originals, and even a freeform 
improvised space jam. 
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...you need to respond fast—before the magic moment is lost forever. 
So when inspiration strikes, which would you rather do: bust open 

your computer, wrestle with IRQ conflicts, and troubleshoot a 

couple of failed driver installations, or hot-plug a full-blown 24/96 
audio recorder/processor/controller/mixer into your computer's 
(or laptop's) external port and get busy making music? 

(Now that's a tough question.) 

glow We made a pretty good name for ourselves defining the state-of-the-art in professional 

recording gear. But that's yesterday's news ( and we're not about to rest on our laurels). 

Today's musicians demand—and deserve—capabilities far beyond those offered by the 

current crop of run-of-the-mill audio interfaces. Capabilities that put a host of powerful, 
easy to use studio tools at your creative fingertips: 

24/96 precision mic/instrument/line inputs. Full-blown digital mixing with sophisticated 

EQ and a compressor/gate/limiter/expander on every channel. Totally unrestricted—but 
remarkably simple—signal routing. Fully configuraole hardware control of your audio software. 

Mix automation. Plus more analog and digital ins and outs than you ever dreamed of. Oh, yes, 
and a user interface that makes a manual about as necessary as snow tires in the Sahara. 

Sound interesting? Just wait 'til you hear it. Better yet, wait 'til you use it—either 

with your computer, or live at the gig. ( By the way, it's priced lower than most single-
purpose digital audio interfaces.) 
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The CGT mainly plays small theaters 
and clubs, carrying little but their guitars 
with them on the road; usually they rely 
on house sound mixers wherever 
they're appearing. They've learned to 
balance their own sound Onstage and 
can easily direct sound personnel to 
make sure the balance is right in the 
house. So it's not too surprising to learn 
that for their live CD they handled the 
recording themselves. "In general, we've 
been documenting our live shows for a 

A simple recording 

technically, but 

the guitars shimmer 

and you can 

feel the electricity 

onstage and 

in the crowd, 

so it's a grand success 

all the way around. 

number of years now," says Richards. 
"Originally we started with DAT record-
ings taken from the desk, but then we 
wanted to get better quality and we 
wanted to be able to mix it afterwards, 
so we ended up taking an ADAT Du 20-
bit] on the road with us. That's how we 
ended up with these recordings. We 
knew when we were doing these shows 
with Tony last fall that we wanted to 
come up with something we could re-
lease, so we had the ADATs at the five 
or six shows we did with him." Venues 
ranged from the stately Boulder Theater 
in Colorado to Henfling's, a roadside 
tavern/biker bar in sylvan Ben Lomond, 
Calif., where "the sounds from the open 
kitchen near the stage accompanied the 
music throughout the performance." 

Richards adds, "We've really simpli-
fied it and made it easy to get a good-
quality recording on the road. We sub-
mix our guitars onstage using a Roland 
digital mixer, the VM1000 Pro. That has 
the capacity for digital outs and has a lit-
tle box that sends a Lightpipe out to the 
ADAT, so it makes it easy to hook up to 
the ADAT without having to go through 
all the D-to-A converters onstage. So we 
put the ADAT onstage and go directly 
into it. We use 60-minute tapes, so we 
only have to change once, and we usu-

ally plan our tape chan 
speaking. Hideo Moriya 
ting there ready to pop in, 
have to bother the engin 
Hideo also has a little M* • 
records on, so we have a st 
each show. 

"Over the years, we've s 
time finding a way to get o 
nal not only for the live s 
room, but for recording. 
tried many different types 
pickups and different guka 
used to be Taylor guitar a 
that we used Ovation 
we're using guitars cust 
Somogyi; he puts out about 
year. We outfitted them with 
tion setup: Under the brid 
EMF B-Band pickup, whic 
Finland. Then in the sound 
an EMG magnetic pickup, ai 
these two and they go era' 
Roland mixer, and from t 
ADAT. Tony went straight 
into our mixer, then into di 

"One of the big keys to ti 
ings, though, was the amb 
the room, for which we ha 
lot of credit to our friend 
who mixed the record as 
Ohio and was sort of our li 
visor. He hooked us u 
matched pair of Audix OC-
aphragm mics, which we 
shock-mount and then foun 
location for in the room. 
sound that we get from 
fairly flat, so it was impo 
something from these g 
room microphones; the k 
placement. It didn't work at 
we played, but we had 
enough for the CD." 

Richards and Brian Luce 
tapes at Lucey's Magic Gard 
Columbus, Ohio. "We ad 
EQ, but mostly left it alon 
says. A simple iewrding tec 
the guitars shimmer and you 
electricity onstage and in th 
it's a grand success all the w 

POI1CDO SIEFIE 
PRIMAL PERCUSSION 
Latin Soul is the latest CD frm Poncho 
Sanchez, whose illustrious cireer spans 
25 years (including seven with Cal Tjad-
er's influential Latin jazz gro p) and en-
compasses 21 albums as a I der, most 
for the Concord Jazz label. tin music 
has traditionally been reco ded live in 
the studio with minimal overiubbing, so 
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Nobody Does Decks Like Denon 

I et's face it When it comes to selecting CD and MiniDisc products for studio applications, it doesn't make 

L any sense to work with consumer decks in a +4 dBu environment. Denon, the first name in digital, 
has developed the DN-C680 CD Player, DN-M105OR MiniDisc Player/Recorder and DN-1620 Combi-Deck 

specifically for these demanding applications. 

DIII-1111105011 IVinilisc ON-1620 Coi-Deck DN-C680 CO Player 
Recorder/Player (CO & Cassette Deck) 
• AES/EBU, SPDIF, Balanced and 

Unbalanced Analog 1/0 
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IN External Control (Serial RS-
232C/ 422A, 9-pin, Parallel 
25-pin) 

▪ Variable Pitch +/- 12% 

• Record a) to Cassette 
• XLR Balanced I/0 

• Dolby B Noise Reduction 

• Wired Remote Control Terminal 

• Cue To Music (CD) 
• Auto Repeat (Cassette Deck) 

Denon Electronics Division of Denon Corporation (MA), 19 Chapin Rd, P.O. Box 86, NJ 07058, (9- 396-10810 

Denon Canada, Inc., 17 Denison St, Markham Ontario ,Canada L3R 105, (905) 4.75-4ffl 
labrador, SA de C.V.. Zamora No. 154, 06140 Mel&o.D.F.. (52-5) 286-5509 

• AFS/EBU, SPDIF, Balanced and 
Unbalanced Analog Out 

• Opdonal SMPTE Kit and FS 
Convert&  Kit 

MI Variable Pitch +/- 9.9% 

• External Control (Serial RS232C/ 
422A, 9-pin, Parallel 25-pin) 

• Auto Cue Function/Jog Shuttle 
Wheel 
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live albums usually don't sound tremen-
dously different than studio records, but 
there's no question that a band like Pon-
cho's really comes alive in a club, and 
Latin Soul documents that fact master-
fully. On this CD, the veteran percus-
sionist fronts an eight-piece band that is 
very heavy on the percussion, as you 
might expect; in fact, even the horns 
seem to function as melodic percussion 
at times, with their peppery blasts. Con-
gas, timbales and bongos take center 
stage with this group, whose fiery Latin 
rhythms never lag for a second—it's 
quite a display of both energy and fi-
nesse, as the parts interlock and dance 
with each other, but never sound clut-
tered; quite a feat. 

Produced by John Burk, Sanchez and 
pianist David Torres, the CD was record-
ed by Phil Edwards, whose company, 
Phil Edwards Recording, has been an 
important fixture in the San Francisco 
Bay Area for many years. Though Ed-
wards has worked in every genre imag-
inable, he specializes in jazz, Latin and 
gospel dates up and down California. 
His truck is well-outfitted with a vintage 
40-input API console with an API side-
car, Otan 1VITR multitracks and 2-tracks, 
Dolby SR and A, UREI Time-Align 

speakers, the requisite complement of 
the latest outboard gear, and an impres-
sive selection of old and new micro-
phones. In a concession to changes in 
the recording industry (read: smaller 
recording budgets) Edwards has also 
added 64 tracks of DA-88; in fact, he 
says the overwhelming majority of work 
the truck does now uses the MDMs. 
"Back in the analog days, nobody wor-
ried about spending $150 a roll for a 
half-hour of tape, but now it's a huge 
consideration," he says. "Everyone has 
to change with the times. And that 
means MDMs and more and more in-
puts. I've got 72 now and I suppose it's 
not enough, but I'm tired of fighting the 
input wars," he says with a laugh. 

"There's a perception now that to 
record a concert all you need is an 
ADAT, and then you take it home and 
mess with it in Pro Tools and you've got 
an instant record," Edwards continues. 
"Then, on the high end, you've got guys 
who can't record something unless it's 
going through a $10,000 preamp. And 
there's a lot in the middle. Doing a re-
mote right still takes a lot of preparation, 
because there are a hundred things that 
can go wrong with the cabling and in-
terfacing and all that. I have a truck and 

it's self-contained, but it 
four or five hours to get it 
and before you even get t 
spend hours thinking abo 
setups. I don't know how 
it by just throwing things 
a room and making it all 
mystery to me." 

The Latin Soul CD was 
two shows three months a 
nightspot in Oakland, Ca 
Conga Room in Los Angel 
recorded to DA-88s, with 
ed through the API 312 p 
consoles. The main console 
550A equalizers. Edwards 
his miking scheme: 
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stick and hit the side of the 
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timbales alone. For the overheads we 
probably used 451s or maybe 460s— 
small-diaphragm condensers. I had 421s 
on the drums themselves. I still like 
rniking them over on the fatter side of 
the drum, but P.A. guys seem to like it 
on the bottom. For the casceda I usual-
ly use these old SM56s, which are a lot 
like SM57s. They're good for anything 
that is really hot and really percussive 
because they never overload; they have 
a nice little peak at around 5k. I think 
on Poncho's congas, we miked each 
drum with 421s or 56s. Poncho also 
played a set of timbales on one song, 
but we only used three mics on it. On 
the bongo I used a single 56 under-
neath, right at his feet. 

"For the bass we took two Country-
man directs, including one off the back 
of the head, and we also put a mic on 
the speaker. Then, depending on the 
track situation, we'll either print those on 
separate tracks or combine them. Then 
you've got three horns: tenor, trumpet 
and trombone. For the tenor we used a 
U47 FET; the trumpet, I believe, was an 
RCA 77 ribbon mic. There's something 
that's very flattering about those rnics for 
trumpets. They roll off very smoothly at 
about 7k, which is nice. I recently used 
a Royer on a trumpet player and I liked 
that, too. On the trombone, I think we 
used either a 47 or an 87. 

"Then there's the drum kit, and that 
was pretty much standard stuff: 421s on 
the toms, 56 on the snare. I don't do the 
top and bottom [snare] routine: When I 
want to get some snap I just put some 
extra EQ on top. I usually use a KM84 
on the hat, and we'll usually go with 
451s on the overheads. I still like a 421 or 
something of that genre on the kick. For 
vocals I used an SM85, which is a vocal 
condenser that's a discontinued model; 
it's very bright. For piano what I charac-
teristically do is three mica: low, mid and 
high, and on occasion I'll use a C-ducer. 
Then I had three or four mks for the au-
dience. In all I probably had 36 inputs." 

Even with all the close-milting, bleed 
was still an issue; that's the nature of the 
beast when so many percussion instru-
ments are involved. Another factor Ed-
wards had to deal with was the plethora 
of floor wedges that "were lathered all 
over the stage," he says. "Plus they had 
sidefills! So you isolate as well as you 
can and when it comes to fixes later you 
do what you can." 

In this case, the fixes (mostly in the 
horns, which isolated well) and mixing 
were the responsibility of Ron Davis, an 
independent engineer who was on staff 
at PER for five years. Working at One on 

One South in LA., Davis transferred the 
DA-88 tracks to 3324 and then, with the 
production team, fine-tuned the mixes. 
Eight of the 10 cuts on the CD came 
from the Conga Room show, which was 
the second of the dates recorded. "At 
Yoshi's we tried a couple of things in 
recording the timbales that I wasn't to-
tally happy with," Edwards notes. "But 
at the Conga Room I thought we did 
everything the way we should have. It's 
nice that we got a second chance, be-
cause in this business that's not always 
the çase." 

—FROM PAGE 178, COOL SPINS 

like the hothouse by-product of a schoolboy 
enthralled by the Smiths' catalog and Mersey-

beat. But it's fitting: After all, the band's first 
album, Tigermilk, was the resuit of Murdoch's 

music business school course. Since then, I3&S 

have been getting straight A's on their musical 
term papers, and their fourth album, Fold Your 

Hands Child, You Walk Like a Peasant, is no 
exception. Adventuring into a variety of mu-

sical styles, the almost-too-sweet arrange-

ments retain the previous records' off-kilter, 
tumescent loveliness, tracked as they all have 

been by engineer Tony Doogan at CaVa Stu-
dios in Glasgow. Tubular bells ring in "Beyond 

as yo 

the Sunrise" with a sound reminiscent of Lee 

Hazlewood's cracked psychedelia. "The 

Model" takes a swing down a Left Banke 
brand of chamber pop. "I Fought in a War" 

swells with strings and twangy Rickenbacker, 

conjuring the menacing, romantic drama of an 
Ennio Morricone score. "Don't Leave the 

Light on, Baby" marries Wuriitzer-steeped 

R&B bedroom balladry with characteristically 
transgressive, witty lyrics. These apt pupils are 
clever enough to know that artful, humorous 
lyrics such as those on "Nice Day for a Sulk" 

and "There's Too Much Love" make the 
sugar pop slide down easier. 

Produced by Belle & Sebastian and Tony 

Doogan. Engineer Doogan with Willie Deans 

and Ian Grier. Studio: CaVa Studios (Glasgow, 

Scotland). — Kimberly Chun 

A Perfect Circle: Mer de Noms (Virgin) 
APC offers a glimpse at the hard rock scene 

that might have been and should have been. 
Tool frontman Maynard James Keenan and 

guitar/production prodigy Billy Howerdel 
(who spent the better part of the '90s behind-
the-scenes with NIN, Tool and Smashing 

Pumpkins) present an updated take on a 
genre many had considered lost to baggy 

jeans and down-tuned 7-string guitars. How-

erdel, here present as both a producer and a 
songwriter, thankfully eschews the om-

nipresent trap of self-indulgence; his focus is 
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on songwriting and keeping enough sonic 
landscape open for Keenan's bone-chilling 
vocal arrangements. APC bring melody and 

thematic substance back into view while 

Inthe • 

showcasing a clear understanding of the musi-
cal options afforded by technology. On the 

first listen, many might dismiss Mer de Noms as 

Tool-lite, but subsequent spins will reveal an 
entirely different and unique beast that effec-

tively raises the bar in a genre that desperate-

ly needs it. 
Producer Billy Howerdel. Mixing Howerdel 

and Alan Moulder. Mastering Eddy Schreyer/ 

Oasis (Flint Hill, VA). —Robert Hanson 

Various Artists: OHM: The Early Gurus of Elec-

tronic Music 1948-1980 (Ellipsis Arts) 
The Ellipsis Arts label has given us many fine 
compilations of unusual music through the 

years, including CDs of music created on 
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than three-and-a-half hours of 
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Difficult cacophony sits side by 
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Many of the best-known names 
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John Cage, Edgar Varesè, Ka 

hausen, Raymond Scott and 

'60s explorers such as Steve 
Oliver-os, Morton Subotnick, T rry Riley and 

La Monte Young; and conterriporary com-
posers such as John Chowning, Brian Eno, Jon 

Hassell and Klaus Schulze. The accompanying 
100-page booklet offers a cogent history of 

the different streams of electronic composi-

tion and comments about each work from the 
composer him/herself. I don't pretend to like 
or understand a fair amount of ‘,4rhat's on here. 

but 1 do appreciate the encycloOedic scope of 

the project; it makes a great starting point to 
investigate some fascinating terrain. 

T Compilation producers: Th mas Ziegler, 

Jason Gross. Executive producer effrey (lamo 

Premastering: Darren Neudorf. Mastering. 

Toddio/Chateu Shag (Vancouver). 
—81airlackson 
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Built to Spill: Live (Warner Bros.) 
Cobbled together from the spligtered remains 

of the Boise, Idaho, band Tree People, Built to 
Spill is an unlikely live fave. Bearded vocalist/gui-

tarist Doug Martsch resembles à burly moun-

tain man, not a Backstreet Boy, and in concert. 
these guys' guys don't come with any strings or 

bungee chords attached. They're workmen 

who continue to toil in the m ach-maligned 

garage of grunge. So it's not shocking to hear a 
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straight-ahead cover of Neil Young's "Cortez 

the Killer" on BTS' latest, Live. Their powerful, 

rhythmic rock aspires to some of the ragged 
glory of Neil Young, and Martsch's plaintive, 

wail sounds just like the grunge godfather's. 

The band also give a shout out to other 

Northwestern indie bands such as Love as 

Laughter and the Halo Benders. Covers by 
those groups are coupled with recent perfor-

mances of BTS songs such as The Plan" and 
"Broken Chairs" which boasts a "solo"—a fu-

rious, spiraling burst of noise—by Martsch. 

Delusions guitarist Jim Roth and Caustic Resin 
guitarist Brett Netson that would also do 

Young proud. Produced by longtime collabo-

rator Phil Ek, Live is as good an introduction as 

any to this band, who have made a virtue out 

of building solid castles of straightforward gui-
tar rock, ornamented with unexpected emo-

tion and a sweeping melodicism. 

Producer: Phil Ek. Engineers: Steve Lettie, 

Frank Papitto, Stuart Hallerman and Bob Fer-
brache. Audio assistant Frankle Fulleda Record-

ed live at Irving Plaza (NYC), The Showbox 

(Seattle) and Bluebird Theater (Denver). Mas-
tering: Ek and Greg Calbi/Steriing Sound 

(NYC). — Kimberly Chun 

Buena 'lista Social aub Presents Omara Portuon-
do (World Circuit) 
The CD-buying public seems to have an insa-

tiable appetite for anything connected even 
tangentially to the original Buena Vista Social 

Oub album or Wim Wenders' popular docu-

mentary of the same name. What's remark-

able is that every "solo" album that has fol-
lowed in the past couple of years has been 

worthy on its own merits. The latest, by the 

expressive alto singer Omara Portuondo, 
once again takes us back to the Cuba of a by-

gone era Portuondo was a popular singer and 

dancer in the pre-Castro '50s, when nightclubs 

dotted the streets of Havana and tourists hap-
pily sipped rum drinks and danced the night 

away under warm, tropical skies. This CD cap-
tures some of that feeling—there are swelling 

string arrangements, creamy horn and reed 
parts and gently flowing Latin rhythms. It's a 
largely relaxed affair from beginning to end; a 

little night music for (and about) lovers. Por-

tuondo's voice wraps around the lyrics like a 
warm caress, and she easily moves from the 

emotion of one song to the next. Many of the 

tunes are old big band-flavored numbers, but 
there's also a lovely Spanish version of the 

Gershwins' "The Man I Love." Other BVSC 

alumni helping out include singer Ibrahim Fer-
rer, pianist Ruben Gonzalez and guitarists 

Compay Segundo and Eliades Ochoa. 
Producers Nick Gold and Jerry Boys. Track-

ing and mixing engineers: Boys and Simon Bur-

well. Studios: EGREM (Havana; tracking), Liv-
ingston (London; mixing). Mastering: Tom 

Leader and Boys. — Blair jadcson 
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LA. GRAPEVINE 
by Maureen Droney 

Over at Sony Music Studios, I 
found engineer Dave Schiff-
man recording the Patrick 
Leonard-produced solo debut 
for Ronan Keating, vocalist 
with the British pop band Boy 
Zone. Originally from New 
Jersey, and a onetime staffer 
at both Skyline Studios in 
New York City and Ocean 
Way Recording in L.A., Schiff-
man has more recently kept 
busy working with producer 
Rick Rubin on Sheryl Crow's 
Grammy-winning "Sweet 
Child of Mine," projects by 

artists such as Red Hot Chili 
Peppers, Tom Petty and 
Johnny Cash, and soon-to-
be-released efforts by Eagle 
Eye Cherry and Palo Alto. 
Schiffman, a fan of classic 
gear who seemed quite 
happy working on Sony's 40-
in Neve 8078, has also just 
finished mixing for new 
Warner's act Mephisto 
Odyssey. 

At Sony, Schiffman— 
along with keyboard tech 

Todd Shoemaker, program-
mer Dave Channing and as-
sistant engineer Sam Barela— 
had put together a hybrid 
setup that was a flexible com-
bination of live musicians, 
MIDI interfaces, digital and 
analog. 

The ace band, all previ-
ously members of the soni-
cally legendary Toy Matinee, 
included drummer Brian Mc-
Cloud, bassist Guy Pratt and 
guitarist Tim Pierce, with pro-
ducer Leonard on keyboards. 
"They're all amazing musi-
cians," commented Schiff-
man. "Pat will come in with 
the chart, they'll work it out, 
and two takes later, it's a 
song. It sounds like a record 

already with just the four of 
them." 

The live tracks were being 
laid down to Studer 827 ana-
log on BASF 900, but also in-
terfaced into the system was 
Pro Tools and, with a Mackie 
sidecar mixer, Leonard's 
RADAR system. "Our chal-
lenge was to be able to marry 
everything," explained Schiff-
man. "Pat wanted to be able 
to reference back to the song 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 198 
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Effanel Music owner Randy Ezrolty 'foreground) 

and lead mixer John Norris at the studio 5 new 

AM5 Nevi, Copriforn console. xl> 

r, 
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NY METRO 
REPORT 
by Gary Eskow 

Effanel Music turns 20 this 
year. Although the company 
is firmly established as one of 
the major remote recording 
operations in the greater met-
ropolitan area, Effanel is 
changing with the times and 
the shifting nature of the 
business, says owner Randy 
Ezratty. The company has ex-
panded to include audio post 
services at its West 25th Street 
facility, and Ezratty recently 
purchased a second AMS 
Neve Capricorn console. 

"More than ever, it's im-
portant to maximize your re-
sources—equipment and 
personnel," the owner ex-
plains. "I've got seven people 
working here, and two of 
them [lead mixer John Harris 
and Adam Blackburn, other-
wise known as "Effanel's 
Next Big Thine] are talented 
and sought-after mixers. 
We're not recording at re-
mote locations every day, 
and so we needed to provide 
a place for them to be able to 

NILS IPIALIL 

work further on the live con-
certs they've recorded. 

"L7, our 48-foot, expand-
ing-wall, mobile recording 
studio is the ultimate physical 
manifestation of Effanel's 
contrary ways," Ezratty says. 
"In 1980, the company was 
founded on the then-novel 
premise that you didn't need 
a control room or a truck to 
make good multitrack record-
ings. We built an entire 
portable record ng system 
around John Ste hens' bril-
liant 120-poun 24-track, 
flight-cased ta recorders. 
We took that sy all over 
the world—Mick Fleetwood 
in Ghana, Paul S. n in Zim-
babwe, Peter abriel in 
Greece and U2 in Ireland 
[The Unforgetta Fire 

"In 1996, wh miniatur-
ization and porte bility had 
become commo lace, John 
Harris and I deci • ed to build 
L7, the biggest nd, in our 
opinion, the ba • dest—mo-
bile recording s • io in the 
world," Ezratty ontinues. 
"Producers and fists, really 
responded to the space. And 
with its 14-foot xpandedl 
width and 10-fo it ceilings, 
we had built a ideal sur-
round-mixing s ace just in 

—CONTI ON PAGE 201 
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NASHVILLE SKYLINE 
by Dan Daley 

Spring was a time of rebuild-
ing in Nashville. No real tor-
nados had touched down, at 
least as of May. But the whirl-
wind in the wake of the 
music industry's massive two-
year consolidation had left its 
own trail through the city's 
music community. 

Apparently it's not over. 
Arista Records/Nashville was 
waiting for the other shoe to 
drop in the wake of a corpo-
rate/political imbroglio in 
New York, and rumors were 
rife in Nashville that Asylum 
Records would close shop, 
further reducing the number 
of labels that feed work 
through the city's studios. 

That hasn't stopped sever-
al studios from refurbishing 
and contemplating upgrades. 

main tracking room, "Big 
Boy," got a new console, a 
custom-built, fully discrete, 
80-input API Legacy Plus. The 
new API replaced the 60-
input Neve V3 Legend, and 
the Neve was being moved 
to Sound Kitchen's Courtyard 
studio, which is often booked 
by producer Brown Bannis-
ter. There the Legend would 
replace a vintage 48-input 
Neve 8108, which was slated 
to be sold. 

Aside from the obvious 
pattern of increasing the 
number of inputs available in 
two studios, facility co-owner 
Dino Elefante says that the 
change in consoles reflects a 
need to provide warmer-
sounding boards as the use 
of digital media increases. 
"The harsher the recording 
medium, the warmer the 
console has to be," he ex-
plains. The first project on the 
new API was scheduled with 

Quad's second new studio will be identical to Studio A, 

pictured here, and will also include an SS! 9000 J desk. 

Emerald installed the city's 
first Euphonix System 5 digit-
al console (see "Nashville: 
The World's Most Active Stu-
dio Market" on page 88), and 
at Sound Kitchen, the studio's 

country duo Brooks & 
Dunn. 

At Quad Studios, 
owner Lou Gonzales tells 
me he expects to start 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 202 

Rickie Lee Jones (foreground left) completed her upcoming CD at Record One in 

L.A. with help from co-producer Bruce Brody (foreground right) and engineer 

Larry Alexander (standing L to 2) and ass:stant engineer Tom Sweeney. 

SESSIONS & 
STUDIO NEWS 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
Rickie's in love—with her 
new Artemis album, which 
was recorded at Record One 
(L.A.). Rickie Lee Jones, Bruce 
Brody and Ben Sidran pro-
duced; James Farber and 
Robert Smith engineered; 
and Larry Alexander handled 
additional overdubs and mix-
ing...Christina Aguilera over-
dubbed a track produced by 
Celebrity Status, Ron Fair and 
Don Sebesky for RCA at 

Signet Soundelux Studios 
(LA). Mike Ross engineered; 
Brian Dixon assisted. In the 
film score world: Engineer 
Steve Kempster mixed com-
poser Mike Mancina's score 
for Castle Rock's BAIT with 
assistance from Tulio Torinel-
lo. John Richards mixed com-
poser George Fenton's score 
for the Columbia film Center 
Stage with assistant Tulio 
Torinello... Orgy got the 
recording and mixing treat-
ment from producer David 
Kahne at Scream Studios in 
Studio City. Kahne and Rob 
Brill engineered. Chris Vren-
na (formerly of Nine Inch 

—CONTINUED ON PA GE 203 

L tc R: Assistant engineer Marc Molina> Savage Garden's Darren Hayes 

and engineer Peter Barker at Sony Music Studios, Santa Monica 
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—FROM PAGE 196 LA. GRAPEVINE 

demos he'd cut on RADAR, to sequence 
off of his MIDI system and to play live 
with the band. We've also pulled a 
sample or two off the RADAR to make 
loops." 

Hybrid-style recording is just fine 
with Schiffman, who is comfortable 
moving back and forth. "I'm not really 
sold on total Pro Tools digital technolo-
gy yet," he commented. "It's still miss-
ing that depth to me. For some stuff, it's 
great, and it definitely has its place. But 
I still think live instruments—especially 
drums, bass and guitars—come back 
sounding better off analog. For me, be-
cause digital doesn't really do anything 
to the sound, it doesn't help it either. 
Pat's into both digital and analog, so 
we've got the best of both worlds 
going. After we have a complete track, 
we drop it into Pro Tools to do any lit-
tle nips and tucks that need to be done, 
then we'll punch those back into the 
existing analog tracks. If there's a drum 
fix in the first two bars of the chorus, 
we'll just punch those first two bars and 
try to retain as much of the true 'analog-
ness' as possible." 

Plans for the project were to record 
most overdubs directly into RADAR or 
Pro Tools. "That's a great way to do vo-
cals," Schiffman asserted, "in that you 
have a ton of tracks and you're able to 
move around and comp so easily. Dave 
Channing is Pat's Pro Tools guy, and 
he's phenomenal at it." 
A tour of the recording setup 

showed that Sony's piano had been 
moved into an iso room to provide a 
comfortable tracking environment for 
the band, whose personal spaces sur-
rounded McCloud's baffled-off drums. 
Cl2VRs were in use on overheads, with 
close ambience rnics including an M149 
tube and an AEA RCA44 reissue. "They 
wanted a tight sound," said Schiffman. 
"Even though the room here is not 
huge, it can be deceptively roomy-
sounding. We threw these four baffles 
in here, did a bit of a tunnel on the 
bass drum, and it totally tightened up 
the kit." 

Guitarist Pierce's extensive (and 
neat!) setup included something a bit 
unique. "Tim has lots of toys," Schiff-
man said with a laugh. "One thing I es-
pecially like is that I can put an SM57 
on his amp that he runs back into his 
rig. It goes through his own mic pre-
amp, then through whatever effects he 
wants, and he gives me two DI outs. 
That gives us the direct sound, all his ef-
fects, and I'm also mixing in the cabinet 
as well. It makes for a nice, wide stereo 

sound." 
Sony's 12-in 

(eight mono, two 
stereo) Private 
Cue brand head-
phone system 
seemed to be a hit 
on the session. 
Coincidentally, the 
system was first 
developed at Sky-
line Studios where 
Schiffman had been 
a beta tester for it. 
"It's brilliant for 
tracking," he said. 
"It sounds great, 
and it gets loud 
enough. It's nice 
to be able to set it 
up for the musi-
cians and then not 
have to deal with 
mixing head-
phones. Most mu-
sicians love it." 

Schiffman himself, of course, carries 
a rack, albeit one fitted with fairly eso-
teric gear. It includes a U.S. Army Corps 
Federal limiter ("I cant explain what it 
does, but if you mix it in with some-
thing, it gives a little more punch"), An-
thony DeMaria limiters, a Nightpro 
EQ3D ("very Pultecian'—it has this 
thing called the 'air bus' where you can 
get in really high—sometimes it works 
great on the stereo bus"), and Neve 
2254s ("the best compressors ever in-
vented"). 

Meanwhile, Sony Studios manager 
Roger White told us about other im-
provements made to the facility since 
the Neve was installed. The CR's front 
wall was rebuilt, a 32-inch flat screen 
video monitor was installed, and the 
TAD/Augspurger mains were flipped 
over to provide a bigger "sweet spot." 
An Otan i UFC (Universal Format Con-
verter) is now standard equipment in 
the room. Since the 8078 came online, 
projects have included country super-
star Tim McGraw, with producers Byron 
Gallimore and James Stroud; produc-
er/engineer Elliot Scheiner recording 
vocals with Olivia Newton-John; and 
saxophonist Dave Koz cutting tracks 
with producer Jason Miles and engineer 
Joe Chiccarelli. 

All the studio managers in town have 
Synthesizer Systems Technologies (SST) 
in their Rolodex, and most probably 
make the company their first call for 
keyboard rentals. But until I stopped in 
at SSTs shop for a visit with partner, VP 
and manager Ed Winquest, I didn't re-

Synthesizer 

• Systems 

Technologies 

tun partner, 
VP and 

manager 

Ed Winque,t 

alize just how much gear the company 
has available, including one of the 
largest vintage keyboard collections in 
the country. In business since 1987, SST 
was one of the first rental companies to 
realize the potential of com uter-based 
systems, and over the years, they've 
continued to expand in botl digital and 
vintage directions. From Prc Tools and 
other digital recorders, the laest in sam-
plers, digital keyboards, st rage medi-
ums and interfaces, to voc ers, B-3s, 
Clavinets, Moogs, ARPs, Wtrlitzers and 
assorted accordions, these uys have it 
covered. And they know h w to work 
them all! 

Winquest, who came t 
Omaha, Neb., and started ' 
business at Audio Rents, is, 
keyboardist himself and he 
worldwide in bands. He re 
uinely excited about the g 
rents. "A lot of people don' 
we rent ADATs, DA-88s and Pro Tools," 
he said. "But it's logical b 
main focus is computer syn 
tents. We were actually on 
companies to rent Pro Too 
doing it back when it starte 
Tools. It came easy for us 
were already doing Perforn 
Cubase—all that stuff. Now 
ize in it and have several sy 

While SST ships all a 
world, they cater to a studi 
rather than a touring one, 
explain the excellent condi 
equipment. Everything gets 
checkout upon return, and 

LA. from 
the rental 
f course, a 
has toured 

ins gen-
ar that he 
know that 

cause our 
esizer sys-
of the first 
• we were 
as Sound 
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er, Vision, 
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bles, manuals and sound ibraries for 
everything. "We're availabl 24 hours a 
day," stated Winquest. "Wi staff in the 
shop from 8 a.m. until 1 p.m. After 
that, the pages go to me." 

Between Los Angeles and the 4-
year-old Nashville branch of SST, the 
company has a dozen emp oyees, most 
of them musicians. "We ave a great 
staff," Winquest continue . "We don't 
have much of a turnover. 1 but one 
have been here five years nd up; the 
youngest one has been her two years. 
For us, SST has always be n a service 
company. It's never been ` o out, drop 
it off and leave it.' We foil w up with 
the clients. Electronics are electronics, 
and there are bound to be isolated in-
stances where equipment r software 
goes down, but we'll alwa s get you a 
new one as fast as we can. think peo-
ple respect us for that." 

SST stays in touch wit manufac-
turers and on top of tre ds. "Pretty 
soon modeling will be tandard," 
Winquest predicted. "Tak ng a snap-
shot of a Minimoog and p tting it on 
a chip so you can call u the Mini-
moog and play it in your computer. 
They're already doing it w th speaker 
modeling, like on Rolan 's VS1680, 
and Antares' new box i a micro-
phone modeler." 

Current popular units re E-mu's 
Planet Phatt and Orbit. ` ey're great 
for the dance people," W* quest ex-
plained, "because they sy c to MIDI 
timecode and do arpeggi tions and 
things like that. Then, a lot the synths 
coming out now give you at analog 
control again, making editin much less 
frustrating. Like the Novati Superno-
va, which is great for both sound and 
versatility—it's got the ri ness of a 
good old Prophet 5 that a lot of guys are 
looking for. A lot of peopl like Korg 
Trinitys and Tritons, becau e you can 
get your sound without do ng a lot of 
editing. And the Roland V ms are re-
ally exciting. They feel like real thing 
but trigger samples so you an push a 
button and get the sound of 1969 Lud-
wig kit." 

So what's Winquest got n his own 
home setup? "A D70 that I se for my 
master keyboard. It has that t string 
patch called 'Slow and low and it's a 
good controller keyboard well, with 
76 keys. I have my comp ter set up 
with Digital Performer and odules—a 
TR rack, a Planet Phatt. I'll terchange 
things depending on what d of song 
I want to work on. And," he id with a 
laugh, "I'm testing out the drums at 
my house right now. I had t arm wres-
tle my partner for them!" 
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SST is obviously not just a business 
for Winquest. "I love it," he concluded. 
"I get to check out everything that 
comes through the door. I've never got-
ten bored with it, and I don't think I 
will. And I love meeting the people in 
the business. I like to talk to our clients 
on the phone myself whenever I can. 
People know that we're here, that 
they'll get a good price from us and that 
we'll take care of them." 

Fax L.A. news to 818/346-3062 or e-
mail MsMDIfflaoLcom. 

—PROM PAGE 196, NY METRO 

time for DVD. The upgrade to a Capri-
corn digital console three years ago 
sealed our fate. With L7 and Capri-
corn, it was now possible for us to 
handle huge live shows that would 
have previously required two trucks. 
And in between remotes, we were 
booked solid, mixing CDs and DVDs. 
Post-production in L7 became so 
popular that we replicated its setup in 
our Manhattan studio." 

Ergo, a dedicated move into the 
audio post field. "Correct. Remember, it 
takes time for our truck to get from 
point A to point B," says Ezratty. "While 
it's on the road, our guys are available. 
Over the years, clients have asked us to 
continue working projects through 
post. The Capricorn that we take on the 
road ends up with lots of data written 
into its memory. With the addition of a 
second, 72-fader console in-house, we 
can take that data and keep mixing a 
project while the truck heads off to an-
other remote location." 

The creative aspects of refining a 
mix balance out the highs that come 
with working live in the field. "We all 
got into this business because of the 
rush of live recording," Ezratty contin-
ues, "but we've been doing it a long 
time. Refining the work in post is part 
of our growth. Mixing and posting in-
volves diving into the subtle aspects of 
the music, things that live recordists tra-
ditionally haven't had the opportunity 
to experience. DVD has particularly 
opened that area up for us. Right now 
we're mixing a Santana DVD. It's very 
exciting, but we're on week three of 
the project, and we can't wait to head 
off to Carnegie Hall tomorrow night to 
record Keith Jarrett." 

Effanel has two 5.1 mixing environ-
ments, one at the studio and a second 
in their 14-foot-wide truck—that's the 
hydraulically expanded size it reaches 

on location, not the 8-foot width you 
pass somewhere north of Suffem on the 
New York State thruway. "My main 
comment about 5.1 mixing is that it's es-
sential to commit to a monitoring sys-
tem and not just bring in a couple of 
extra speakers," he says. "We voiced 
our room and our truck for our moni-
tors. Before settling on our current 
Spendor 500 system, we bought more 
than one set of monitors. The Spendors 
are incredibly accurate and musical. 

"Capricorn is also a fantastic plat-
form—sonically spectacular and so re-
fined in terms of its digital processing. 
The whole thing with any digital con-
sole is its power. We typically set up our 
A-to-Ds [either the Capricorn's own 20-
bit converters or Apogee 8000s, which 
are 24-bill next to the mica onstage. The 
signal is sent down a half-mile of fiber-
optic cable to the board, and it's always 
crystal clear and in your face. 

"I also want to point out how much 
we love our Otani RADAR II system," 
Ezratty continues. "It's joined at the hip 
with the Capricorn. It's a gorgeous-
sounding hard disk recorder. We've 
gotten to the point where if we know 
we'll be mixing a project that starts out 
in another truck we'll specify that the 
client track to RADAR." 

Harris has witnessed the evolution of 
Effanel, and the live recording business, 
since he started working at the compa-
ny about a dozen years ago. The peren-
nial choice as lead mixer for the Gram-
my broadcast, Harris recently won an 
Emmy for his work on the show. He 
also has handled live sound on numer-
ous Unplugged segments. 

"Much has changed since I began 
my career as a live recording special-
ist," says Harris. "Most of it for the bet-
ter. It used to be that the guy who 
recorded a live performance hardly 
ever saw the tapes after the show. In 
most cases, the artist's studio engineer 
would mix the recordings, sometimes 
with great results, but more often than 
not, losing the energy and the essence 
of the performance. But as our craft 
has matured, some of us road guys 
have been invited to take our record-
ings through the final mixing stages. 
And I couldn't be happier. One skill 
bolsters the other. 

"As for tools, the advent of high-
powered digital consoles has been the 
greatest single step forward in our en-
deavor to faithfully capture an artist's 
performance," he continues. "With my 
trusty Capricorn console in tow, I've 
been able to generate real-time broad-
cast mixes that have led more than a 
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few artists and producers ti ask me to 
mix the CD and DVD after es of their 
live performances. The 5 1 format is 
ideal for concert recordin s, and I've 
enjoyed 'pioneering' that ' • g style 
with DVDs by Santana, the Dave 
Matthews Band, the VI-11 Divas, and 
Eric Clapton." 

E-mail New York news to iyEskow at 
scribeny@aoLcom. 

—FROM PAGE 197, NASHVILLE S NE 

work on a second new studi before the 
end of the year. The facility ill be iden-
tical to the other new one t the Nash-
ville location and the fly' studios at 
Quad's Manhattan site. The new studio 
will also be outfitted with n SSL 9000 
J console, and the design be Gon-
zales' own, as are all of hi other stu-
dios. 

Nashville's Quad has u een doing 
well during the months G n nzales has 
owned it, because in large part, Gon-
zales rerouted New Yor clients to 
Nashville. Those include rban pro-
ducer/artist Stevie J, who produced 
hits for Madonna and ho block-
booked nearly two mo hs in the 
Nashville facility. As a re ult, those 
clients pay a somewhat r rate than 
they would pay in New Y rk City for 
the same studios and techn • logy but a 
higher-than-average rate n facilities 
are getting in Nashville. Go les says, 
however, the second ne Nashville 
studio—which will comp• two of the 
three remaining original d rooms in 
addition to an extension t the build-
ing—isn't for overflow but ther to get 
more Nashville-based busin ss into the 
facility. "That's what I came own here 
for in the first place," he s ys. "I like 
country music. I'd like to ge some of it 
in here." 

Poppi Studios, which ad served 
Nashville's alt-rock and in ependent 
rock music sector for six years, closed 
its doors in May. Neal Cappellino, the 
one-room facility's owner arid chief en-
gineer, says that the same actors that 
had been affecting Nashville's other 
studios eventually caught i4p with his 
business: namely, the proliferation of 
home studios and an overall downturn 
in music recording. 

The closing of Poppi adis another 
dimension to Nashville's reojganization 
as a market and undersco s the fact 
that the entire record industijy is chang-
ing, not just the country mu ic market. 
Nashville's non-country muic commu-
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nity is large and diverse, but it has seen 
a few breakouts in recent years. Bands 
such as Sixpence None the Richer and 
the Evinrudes have been beacons for 
Nashville's pop industry, but they have 
not provided enough stones to pave an 
alternate highway in and out of town. 

Cappellino does observe a silver lin-
ing to the situation. Artists who have 
passed through the facility during the 
last three years are now calling him for 
freelance engineering work, something 
he had wanted to do more of anyway. 
"The studio turned out to be very much 
a springboard for a freelance career for 
me," he says. "So in that regard, it defi-
nitely served a purpose." 

E-mail Nashville news to danwritere 
aolcom or fax 615/646-0102. 

—FROM PAGE 197, SESSIONS & STUDIO NEWS 

Nails) was also in producing "Gangsta 
Bitch Barbie" for Den Music with mixer 
Bill Kennedy. John Travis (Kid Rock) 
produced and mixed the debut CD by 
Tom Ewings...At Sony Music Studios 
(Santa Monica), Darren Hayes of Savage 
Garden unearthed his innermost 
thoughts during some live radio inter-
views. Producer Mitch Maketansky, en-
gineer Peter Barker and assistant Marc 
Molinas were on hand...Punk progeni-
tors The Vandals tracked their latest 
Nitro release at Grandmaster Recorders 
in Hollywood. Engineer Bradley Cook 
and engineer Andrew Alekel recorded 
the rage; Offspring vocalist Dexter Hol-
land and comedy duo Tenacious D con-
tributed vocals...At Westlake Audio 
(L.A.), Quincy Jones worked on his 
Young Americans project with engineer 
Bob Brown and assistant Peter Kris-
tensen and Donna Gay...Sin0Matic 

Brad Stanfield and Colin Mitchell at Rumba 
Recorders in Sherman Oaks, CA. 

tracked their debut with producer/engi-
neer Eric Valentine and assistant Matt 
Lavella at Sound Image Studios (Van 
Nuys). Mr. Big were also living large, 
working with producer/engineer Pat 
Regan.. At Skip Saylor Recording (L.A.), 
assistant Regula Merz assisted on the 
tracking and mixing of Tyrese's RCA 
project with producers Chris Jennings 
and Eristopher and engineer Daniel 
Romero...Mix engineer Rob Chiarelli 
mixed Bosson's "Where You Are" track. 
Jack Kugell produced...Influential alt-

country combo The Jayhawlcs flew into 
The Village in West L.A. to mix their 
sixth American Recordings CD, Smile. 
Producer Bob Ezrin and engineer Jay 
Healey were all grins... Fresh from his 
Grammy win for Sting's Brand New 
Day, engineer Neil Dorfsman worked 
on tracks for New Age artist Serah's CD 
at Sound Design Recording in Santa Bar-
bara...Vocalist/guitarist Brad Stanfield 
(Dave Mason, Jackson Browne) holed 
up with engineer Colin Mitchell at 

Rumbo Recorders (Sherman Oaks) to 
produce tunes for John Brown's Bobo 
Productions... 

NORTHINIST 
At Private Radio (Seattle), Jack Endino 
and former MC5 guitarist Wayne 
Kramer produced a track by Mudhoney 

The kiyhawks winged limn way into The Village in West LA. L to R: 
Guitarist/vocalist/songwriter Gary Lours, producer Bob Ezrin, 

bassist Marc Perlman and engineer Jay Healey. 
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for Internet label Musicblitz.com...For-
mer Pavement 
member Stevc 
MaBonus has start-
ed a new band 
called The Jicks, 
and they have been 
working at Super-
natural Sound in 
Oregon City on 
their first release 
with engineer Jeff 
Saltzman...At Jackpot! (Portland), Larry 
Crane engineered a track for Versus' 
new Merge CD...At Bearcreek (Wood-
inville, WA), Blonde Redhead was co-
produced by Ryan Hadlock...Peter 
Lawlor finished re-recording/mixing on 
a reissue project at Lion Dog Music 
(Seattle). Rick Ruskin engineered.. Sean 
Lynch recorded Boy Crazy, Stereo Crush 
and Thebrotheregg at Resistor Studio 
(Portland)...Philip Steirs remixed The 
Spooks and Michael Rosen produced 
the Siren Six at Studio 880 in Oakland, 
CA...At Studio Blue (Seattle), Scot 
Charles and Len Delorey of Blue Charles 
Productions (Seattle) worked on the 
sound design for the PBS special Born 
to the Wind, which was scheduled to air 
June 23. Charles also completed sound 
design, editing and mix for the feature-
length documentary Unconquering the 
Last Frontier, which chronicles the 
building of the dams on the Elwah 
River in Washington's Olympic Penin-
sula and its tragic consequences to the 
native people and the wildlife...At Stu-
dio D (Sausalito, CA), owner/engineer 
JoelJaffe tracked and mixed a new proj-
ect for Lost Weekend, a country swing 
combo featuring players from Merle 
Haggard's and Commander Cody's 
bands.. Jason Begin engineered projects 
by Pedro Luz and the Prude Boys at Hay-
wire in Portland...Rob Jackson and 
John Dammeier mixed a radio single for 
Fantastic Four at Cottonwood Recording 
Studio (Tacoma, WA)...At Master Works 
in Seattle, Barry Corliss mastered a com-
pilation for Up/ Slabco featuring tracks 
by Modest Mouse, Mark Pickerel and 
others.. Max Rose mastered projects by 
pianist David Barela, rapper OG Freeze, 
and the Virginia Coalition (which was 
mixed by Mitch Easter) at Disc Maker in 
Seattle... 

SOUTHWEST 

Sweet: SugarHill Studios in Houston re-
cently completed a total acoustical re-
design of Studio A. The brainchild of VP 
Rodney Meyers, the room includes a 
custom-built oak Helmholtz resonator 
by local artisans at Meinkoth Millworks, 

a new 44-input Neotek Elite console 
and 5.1 surround monitoring. Since the 
renovations, engineers Dan Workman 
and Ramon Morales remixed a dance 

SugarHill Studios in Houston completed renovations 

on Studio A, with a Neotek Elite console. 

track for Enrique Iglesias. Morales 
recorded backup vocals for Beionce of 
Destiny's Child. Lyle Lovett recorded 
narration for a 
film. Clay Walker 
locked out Studio 
B. Then VH1 and 
Charter Films in-
vaded and used 
the studio as a lo-
cation for the 
movie Exodus 
Live, which focus-
es on a fictitious 
emerging band 
...The folks at 
Airshow Master-
ing in Boulder, 
CO, were on the 
fly, mastering and 
restoring the fourth 
volume of the 
Anthology of American Folk Music for 
Smithsonian/Folkways. The two-CD set 
follows up a Grammy-winning 1997 
three-volume set, culled from the Harry 
Smith Archive. David Glasser mastered. 
Airshow also assembled and mastered 
releases from the Frank and Ann Warn-
er Collection of folk song recordings 
from Appalachia and North Carolina. 
The collectors' sons Jeff and Gerret 
Warner co-produced with the Apple-
seed label's Josh Michaell. Glasser and 
engineer Charlie Pfizer worked on the 
recordings at Airshow's Boulder and 
Springfield, VA, locations... Douglas 
Spotted Eagle began work on a 
filin/video project on the life of Chief 
Washakie, last chief of the Shoshone 
nation, at Native Restoration (Stockton, 
UT)...At Arlyn Studios (Austin, TX), 
local band Vallejo toiled with producer 
Mike Barbiero...Wakeland woke up and 
tracked an album at Apple Valley Studio 
(Oklahoma City). Tech Brian Roth 
helped the boys outfit their vintage 

Otani 2-inch...Austin faves Omar and 
the Howlers recorded at Pedernales Stu-
dio (Austin, TX) with eng neer Stuart 
Sullivan...Picki Music Productions (Las 
Vegas) recently released World Sound-
tracks, the rust volume in a CD series of 
music in a variety of genres for film and 
TV...At Chaton Studios (Phoenix), Sam 
Moore of Sam and Dave did radio edits 
on a new spin-off of "I'm a Soul Man," 
produced by Billy Preston... 

NORTH CENTRAL 

It's in the water: King Crimson bassist 
Tony Levin hung out in Milwaukee 
while his latest Narada CD, Waters of 
Eden, was mastered by engineer Trevor 
Sadler at the label's mastering stu-
dio...Lit got fired up, trackirg vocals for 
an upcoming Java release at Airborne 
Audio near Kansas City, MO. Glen Bal-

lard produced, and Don 
neered...Chicago Recordin 
town has been hopping: 
Nails, Goo Goo Dolls, Smas 
kills, Kid Rock, the Freddy. 
Violent Femmes and Coil 
have been in... 

iller engi-
Co. in Chi-
Nine Inch 
• g Pump-
ones Band, 
ctive Soul 

NORTHEAST 
Meeting of the rock guit r titans at 
Showplace Studios (Dove , NJ): Eric 
Clapton and Keith Richar s tracked 
with Hubert Sumlin, Howlin' Wolf's gui-
tarist, for Sumlin's upcom ng Mystic 
Music project. Levon Hel kept the 
beat, Rob Frabroni produce , and Ben 
Elliott engineered...At Soun On Sound 
(NYC), Ja Rule and Brand tracked a 
Def Jam project produced Top Dawg 
and engineered by Viala...P ucer/en-
gineer Pete Weiss kept busy in Boston: 
He co-produced folk/noir b nd Willard 
Grant Conspiracy's fourth yko/Slow 
River CD at Rear Window d Zippah 
Studio (both Brookline, ). He also 
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recorded The Wobblies in Boston and 
NYC and finished former Scruffy the 
Cat frontman Charlie Chesterman's 
fourth solo CD at Zippah...Speaking of 
Zippah, the facility's engineer Peter 
Weiss recently engineered and co-pro-
duced Magic 12, tracked Coronet Pre-
miers, and mixed Seks Bomba.. Paula 

Cole went cowboy at a taping of Live at 
the World Cafe at Indre Studios 
(Philadelphia). She sang "Jolene" as 
well as songs from her latest, Amen, as 
Tom Winch and Bogdan Hernik han-
dled the engineering. Travis also ap-
peared at a World Cafe taping, and 
Staind banged out a short set for a 94 
WYSP Rock Session...Masterdisk's for-
mer chief mastering engineer Scott Hull 
has a new mastering facility, Classic 
Sound (NYC), and it's teeming with 
projects. Recent projects include Steely 
Dan's latest and two tracks by The Off-
spring....Adam Soskin of AKS Entertain-

ment plans to executive produce Pasha 
artists Bring Um On at Axcess Left Stu-
dios (NYC)...Trutone (Hackensack, NJ) 
engineers recently mastered hot dance 
tracks such as "Natural Blues" by Moby 
and "The Chase" by Giorgio Moroder 
Vs. Jam & Spoon...R&B artist Phendi 
Moore tracked his debut Hollywood 
CD at City Sound Productions (NYC) 
with producer Rockwaller, engineer 
Corey Folta and assistant William 
Bowen...Super soul at Audiomaster 
(Bethesda, MD): James Brown recorded 
narration for a King of the Hill episode, 
and Christopher Reeve did narration for 
Health Extra radio spots... 

»unman 
Travis Tritt teamed up with producer 
Billy Joe Walker Jr. at Sound Emporium 
(Nashville) for his first project for Co-
lumbia. Principal engineer Alan Schul-
man was assisted by Chris Stone. (Other 

engineers include Steve Tillisch and 
Matt Johnson.) David Thoener plans to 
mix, and Hamstein Productions han-
dled the production coordination for 
the October release...Alison Krauss 
made a stop at Seventeen Grand Recor-
ding (Nashville) to mix an Austin City 
Limits recording with engineer Gary 
Paczosa. The Judds were also in over-
dubbing and mixing their Mercury proj-

ect with producer Larry Strickland, en-
gineers David Hall and Chuck Ainlay 
and assistant engineers Mark Hornsby 
and Bobby Morse. Take 6 did a 5.1 mix 
with producer/engineer Jake Niceley. 
Beth Nielson Chapman overdubbed and 
mixed with engineer Paczosa and assis-
tant James Bauer...Taking a break from 
the tabloids, Billy Bob Thornton mixed 

RECORDING ENGINEERS AVAILABLE 

Located in Dix Hills, Long Island, NY, Five Towns College trains students in world-class facilities 
both on and off-campus. Designed by the multi-TEC award winning Walter-Storyk Design Group, 
the College's studio complex houses several professional audio studios, featuring the SSL 4048G 
console with a G computer. Students also work with various state-of-the-art digital technologies, 
including ProTools and Media 100 Workstations. 

Five Towns College graduates know all phases of audio production, and receive advanced 
training in MIDI, mixing, and post-production. Most graduates have interned at a major New York 
City studio as part of their professional preparation. 

Five Towns College offers associate, bachelor and master degrees in music, theatre, business 
and liberal arts. Graduates from the Music Department are also professional musicians with skills 
in arranging, composition, and conducting; while Business Department graduates have strong 

training in management, marketing, finance and accounting, as well as audio and/or film/video. 

Employers seeking to hire professionally trained and pre-screened graduates, should contact: 

FIVE 
TOWNS 
COLLEGE 
When you're serious about 

music and the performing arts! 

CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE 

305 North Service Rd. 

Dix Hills, NY 11746-5871 

or call 

(631)424-7000 X 163 

www.fivetowns.edu 

CIRCLE #125 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

SIMPLY THE BEST! 

Simon Systems four-channel RDB-400 Integrated Direct Box is simply the best direct box you can buy. 

This AC powered unit boasts a totally active (transformerless) audio path design with no insertion loss. 
With features like variable line level output, variable attenuation trim, unbelievable headroom, speaker-
level input pad, active unbalanced/balanced outputs, front/rear inputs and output connectors, and much 
more, it's easy to see why so many professionals insist on it in the studio as well as on the road. 

The portable single channel version DB-1A Active Direct Box 

also features line-level output with no insertion loss. A three-
way independent power scheme facilitates rechargeable battery 
capability and automatic system power check (optional PS-1 
Power Supply is recommended). 

For the ultimate in headphone distribution systems there is the 
CB-4 Headphone Cue Box. The CB-4 features four headphone outputs 
independently controlled by conductive plastic stereo power controls. The XLR 

input/output connectors allow numerous boxes and headphones to be connected to 
the same amplifier with headroom, clarity, and flexibility that cannot be achieved with active headphone 

cue amplifiers. A three-position switch selects left mono, right mono, or stereo mix, allowing for additional 
cue mixes. Whenever you think signal processing, think like the pros; Simon Systems - Simply the Best! 

Simon • Kaloi Engineering. Ud. 

Manufactured by: Simon-Kaloi Engineering, Ltd. 

2985 East Hillcrest Drive • Thousand Oaks, CA 91362 

Phone: (805) 777-10784 Fax: (805) 777-1186 

Website: wworskeng.com Email: sales@skeng.com 

CIRCLE #121 ON PRODUCT INFO CARO 
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WuspeiRoom 
INC. 

SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 

4 — 

Celebrating 10 years of reducing sound 

to a Whisper! 

Recording • Practicing* Broadcasting 

Various Sizes 

Tel: 423-585-5827 Fax: 423-585-5831 

Website: www.whispe'room.com 
116 S Sugar Hollow Rd • Morristown, TN 37813 USA 

CIRCLE # 127 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

oming in Mix 
tember 2000 
Special Supplement: 

Sound for Picture 

APPLICATIONS 
84 TECHNIQUES 

FIELD RECORDING 

PRODUCT 
SPOTLIGHT 

PLUG-INS 

LIVE SOUND 

OUTBOARD GEAR 

PLUS! 

SUMMER NAMM 
TRADE SHOW REPORT 

Ad Close: July 12, 2000 

Materials Due: July 18, 2000 

his upcoming recording at Recording 
Arts (Nashville)...Rubyhorse mixed an 
Interscope release with producer Jay 
Joyce, engineer Giles Reaves and assis-
tant Kevin Szymanski at East Iris in 
Nashville...At Zone Recording Studio 
near Atlanta, producer/artist Rick Beato 
recorded Big Atomic, Left Front Tire, 

L to R sitting: Billy Joe Walker Jr. and Travis Trin at Sound Emporium in Nashville Standing t to R: Ginny 

Johnson of Hornstein Productions and Gary Falcon of Falcon-Goodman Mangeaient. 

Lift, Jason Tillery and Rev 7 with help 
from engineer Billy Hume. Lil Jon and 
the Eastside Boyz were also in, finishing 
an album...Happenings at Chase Park 
Transduction in Athens, GA: Andy 
Baker worked with Jucifer for Capri-
corn, and Bob Weston got going on 
Some Soviet Station for Mood 
Swing...At Rock Quarry (Franklin, TN), 
producer/artist Dargi tracked, over-
dubbed and mixed a single by his 
band, Black on Black, with co-produc-
er/engineer Gabriel Katona...At 
Doppler Studios (Atlanta), BBDO South 
and engineers Steve Schwartzberg and 
Fay Salvaras created and mixed sound 
design for a new TV and radio cam-
paign for Bayer's plant insecticides fea-
turing "Bobcat" Goldthwaite and Gilbert 
Gottfried. Producer Shek'spere worked 
on tracks for Kandi Burris (formerly of 

Xscape) at Doppler. Ralph Cacciurri en-
gineered, and Steve Fisher assisted. Bil-
lionaire was also in, mixing a song from 
a Universal CD with producer/engineer 
Steve Haigler and assistant Cacciurri 
...Japanese vocalist K recorded with 
former James Brown band members 
Bobby Byrd, Fred Wesley, John Starks 

and Clyde Stubblefield at 
dio (Smyrna, GA). James 
an engineer Bob Both han 
sions...Suthern Click an 
plan to record their MGA discs at 
Phoenix Recording (Macori, GA). OLE 
E, Pop and Uncle Jamz will produce; 

- 

Skip Slaughter will engineer. ..At Sound 

udioart Stu-
wn veter-
ed the ses-
Field Mob 

Stage (Nashville), Primal Gear recently 
hosted a demo and listening session for 
produceib, engineers and studio owners 
such as Michael Wagener, Will Whitting-
ton and Keith Thomas... Here's Mike: 
Veteran talk show host Mike Douglas 
recorded voice-over narration for a Life-
time TV special on Marie Osmond at 
Creative Music Recordings in Welling-
ton, FL. Marilynn Seits and ean McAus-
land engineered. Brother Sean and 
Andy McAusland also engineered a live 
concert performance by trombonist Art 
Sayers and his Jazz Trombone Choir in 
Hobe Sound, FL.. .Fester Hazel recorded 
and mixed her Universal at Nickel 
and Dime Studios in Avondale Estates, 
GA. Hazel, Richie Zito and Paul Eber-
sold produced, with additiotal produc-
tion and engineering by D4n McCollis-
ter and assistant Cy thia...Rob 
Tavaglione produced a hardcore CD by 
Method 51 at Catalyst Recording (Char-
lotte, NC)...Starstruck Studios in Nash-
ville hosted mix sessions for Tara 
MacLean with producer/engineer David 
Leonard and engineer 3ryan Mc-
Conkey...Bare Jr. (featuring guitarist/ 
vocalist Bobby Bare Jr., son of the 
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crooner) recorded their sophomore 
album at Dark Horse Studios (Franklin, 
TN) with producer Sean Slade and engi-
neer Paul David Hager...The SoundShop 
owner Mike Bradley debuted as a pro-
ducer on Aaron Tippin's album. Biff 
Watson co-produced... 

STUDIO NEWS 
Going animal at Cello (Hollywood): 
Ed Cherney and Don Was recently 
came up with the perfect present for 
the Divine Miss Bette Midler: leopard-
painted KRIC Exposé E7s. After the ex-
citement over the monitors, Cherney 
and Was continued their mix of Mi-
dler's new album.. John Storyk is de-
signing a new studio for Brian Keane 
Music Inc. in Sandy Hook, Conn. The 
studio is owned by TV documentary 
composer/producer/guitarist Brian 
Keane...Richard Oliver designed a 
new sound lounge room for Rob Say-
ers, and designed Flavor Units' new 
three-room facility for Shakim and 
Queen Latifah...5.1 Entertainment 
Group in West L.A. recently installed a 
Soundtracs DPC-II digital production 

dio A...Producer/engineer Greg 
"Slashcut" Schelander was close to 
completing his new audio production 
and multimedia facility, EchoVerb 
Music & Sound Design, in the Min-
neapolis/St. Paul area...Todd-AO Stu-
dios West added Bag End subwoofer 
systems to its Santa Monica, CA, facil-
ities...Planet-3 Audio (San Francisco) 
bought a Malcolm Toft Associates 
MTA 980 console...Radio Spirits in 
Chicago ordered four AudioCube 3-II 
mastering and restoration systems 
...Digi-Dog Studios (Canoga Park, CA) 
chose an Otani Elite+ digitally con-
trolled analog console...City Sound 
Productions (NYC) installed a mint 
Otani MTR-90 H analog 24-track 
recorder and purchased a Wurlitzer 
200 electric piano... Low-Key Digital 
Audio (San Francisco) recently added 
a seven-bay duplicating tower with 
Teac drives to increase its CD-R dupli-
cation and printing capabilities. The 
company has already used the up-
grade on projects for labels Ubiquity 
and Hearts of Space...ARU Chicago in-
stalled its third Fairlight Fame work-

Imam ei IM MI MIR 

me   IIMI OM UM WM 11111 

Checking out the monitors at Cello in Hollywood: foreground, Karen Brinton, director of marketing and pro-

motion for KRK, and, rear L to R, Don Was, Al Sanderson, Jim Scott, Gary Meyerberg and Ed Cherney. 

console... Kappel and Kostow Archi-
tects will design Nickelodeon's new 
33,000-square-foot digital animation 
studio in NYC.. Time Telepictures, a 
division of Warner Bros., selected new 
AMS Neve Libra Live Series II consoles 
for two of its studios in its digital pro-
duction facility in Burbank, CA.. NBC 
will use Dolby E and Dolby Digital 
equipment for its Digital Television 
programming...Pomann Sound (NYC) 
installed one of the largest mSoft 
ServerSound systems in the city...HBO 
Studio Productions (NYC) chose an 
AMS Neve Libra Live Series II console 
for its new digital control room in Stu-

station. The facility's Studio 16 will 
also be updated with the latest sam-
plers, sequencers and plug-ins.. Bella 
Voce (Grass Lake, MI) now offers ed-
ucational and training seminars on 
recording skills to musicians... 
Frankie's Hideaway (North Holly-
wood) opened in November 1999 as 
part of Bill's Place Sound Stages. 
Clients have included Stone Temple Pi-
lots, Bernie Taupin and Ice Cube. 

Mail Sessions & Studio News to Mix mag-
azine, 6400 Hollis St., Suite 12, 
Emetyville, CA 94608 or fax 510/653-
5142. 
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Product I Iorïïation 
More information about products and services from Mix Advertisers. 

O Circle the 
Product 

Information 

numbers on the card 

which correspond 

to the ads and product 

announcements that 

interest you. II> 

@Complete all 

information 

on the card. 

Please check ONE answer 

for each question unites', 

otherwise indicated. 4 

eMail card 
postage-free! 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

TO READERS: Reader 

service inquiries are mailed 

directly to the advertiser, 

who is solely responsible for 

sending product information. 

Mix does not guarantee 

advertiser response. 

MIX PRODUCT INFORMATION CARD 
Issue: July 2000 Card Expires: Lk-tuber I, 2000 

NAME/TITLE 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

lifIONE 

STATE 

O Your company's 
primary business activity 
(check ONE): 
01. 1:1 Recording studio 

(including remote trucks) 
02. C Independent audio 

recording or production 
03 El Sound reinforcement 
04 0 Video/film production 
05 El Video/film post-prdn. 
06 Broadcast/radio/TV 
07 O Record company 
08. Ill Record/tape/CD 

mastering/manufacturing 
09. C Equipment manufacturing 

(incl. rep firm) 
10. C Equipment retail/rental 
11. D Contractor/installer 
12. C Facility design/acoustics 
13. C Educational 
14. 0 Institutional/other 

(02) 

FAX 

40 Your job title or position 
(check ONE): 
15. Li Management-President, 

owner, other manager 
16 O 'technical 8 Engineering 

-Engineer, editor, design 
engineer, etc. 

17 ID Production 8 Direction-
Producer, director, etc. 

18 El Sales & Administration-
Sales rep, account 
executive, etc. 

19 ID Artist/Performer-
Recording artist, musician. 
oomposer, other creative 

20 Other   

(0 You role In purchasing 
equipment, supplies and 
services ( check ONE): 
21. D Recommend the purchasing 

of a product or service 
22. C Make the final decision or 

give approval for purchase 
23. C Have no involvement in 

purchasing decisions 

COUNTRY 

E-MAIL. 

0 Your company's annual 
budget for equipment, supplies 
and services: 
24. O Less than $50,000 
25. 0 $50,000 to $ 149,999 
26. C $150,000 to $249,999 
27. 0 $250,000 to $499.999 
28. ID $500.000 or more 

e Purpose of Inquiry: 
29. D Immediate purchase 
30 H Files/future purchases) 

(0 Where your audio- related 
work lakes place (check all 
that apply): 
31. C Commercial ( public) 

production facility 
32. D Private ( personal) 

production facility 
33. C Corporate or institutional 

facility 
34. El Remote or variable 

locations 

00' 045 089 133 177 221 265 309 
002 046 090 134 178 222 266 310 
003 047 091 135 179 223 267 311 
004 048 092 136 180 224 268 312 
005 049 093 137 181 225 269 313 
006 050 094 138 182 226 270 314 
007 051 095 139 183 227 271 315 
008 052 096 140 184 228 272 316 
009 053 097 141 185 229 273 317 
010 054 098 142 186 230 274 318 
011 055 099 143 187 231 275 319 
012 056 100 144 188 232 276 320 
013 057 101 145 189 233 277 321 
014 058 102 146 190 234 278 322 
015 059 103 147 191 235 279 323 
016 060 104 148 192 236 280 324 
017 061 105 149 193 237 281 325 
018 062 106 150 194 238 282 326 
019 063 107 151 195 239 283 327 
020 064 108 152 196 240 284 328 
021 065 109 153 197 241 285 329 
022 066 110 154 198 242 286 330 
023 067 111 155 199 243 287 331 
024 068 112 156 200 244 288 332 
025 069 113 157 201 245 289 333 
026 070 114 158 202 246 290 334 
027 071 115 159 203 247 291 335 
028 072 116 160 204 248 292 336 
029 073 117 161 205 249 293 337 
030 074 118 162 206 250 294 338 
031 075 119 163 207 251 295 339 
032 076 120 164 208 252 296 340 
033 077 121 165 209 253 297 341 
034 078 122 166 210 254 298 342 
035 079 123 167 211 255 299 343 
036 080 124 168 212 256 300 344 
037 081 125 169 213 257 301 345 
038 082 126 170 214 258 302 346 
039 083 127 171 215 259 303 347 
040 084 128 172 216 260 304 348 
041 085 129 173 217 261 305 349 
042 086 130 174 218 262 306 350 
043 087 131 175 219 263 307 t 
044 088 132 176 220 264 308 t 

Circl number 350 nd we will send you a subscr alien 
applic lion, or use s bscription term in If is issue of Mix. 

MIX PRODUCT INFORMATION CARD 
Issue: July 2000 Card Expires: October 1, 2000 

NAAiEJTITLE 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

PHONI 

O Your company's 
primary business activity 
(check ONE): 
01. D Recording studio 

(including remote trucks) 
02. El Independent audio 

recording or production 
03. D Sound reinforcement 
04. ID Video/film production 
05. ID Video/film post-prdn. 
06. 0 Broadcast/radio/TV 
07. O Record company 
08. C Record/tape/CD 

mastering/manufacturing 
09. C Equipment manufacturing 

(indl. rep firm) 
10. 0 Equipment retail/rental 
11. C Contractor/installer 
12. C Facility design/acoustics 
13. ID Educational 
14, E Institutional/other 

(01) 

STATE COUNTRY 

10 Your (eh title or position 
(check ONE): 
15. Li Management-President, 

owner, other manager 
16 Technical 8. Engineering 

-Engineer, editor, design 
Engineer, etc. 

17 ID) P-oduction 8 Direction-
Producer, director, etc 

18 0 Sales 8 Administration-
Sales rep, account 
executive. etc. 

19 A-tist/Pertormer-
Recording artist, musician, 
composer, other creative 

20. 0 Other  

ID Your role in purchasing 
equipment, supplies and 
services (check ONE): 
21. ( 1 Recommend the purchasing 

of a product or service 
22. C Make the final decision or 

çpve approval for purchase 
23. D Have no involvement in 

purchasing decisions 

O Your company's annual 
budget for equipment, supplies 
and services: 
24. LI Less than $50,0043 
25. C $50,000 to $ 149,999 
26 D $150.000 to $249,999 
27. D $250.000 to $499.999 
28. E $500.000 or more 

e Purpose of Inquiry: 
29. C Immediate purchase 
30. C Files/future purchase), 

(0 Where your audio-related 
work takes place (check all 
that apply): 
31. O Commercial ( public) 

production facility 
32. D Private ( personal) 

production facility 
33. E Corporate or institutional 

facility 
34. C Remote or variable 

locations 

001 045 089 133 177 221 265 309 
002 046 090 134 178 222 266 310 
003 047 091 135 179 223 267 311 
004 048 092 136 180 224 268 312 
005 049 093 137 181 225 269 313 
006 050 094 138 182 226 270 314 
007 051 095 139 183 227 271 315 
008 052 096 140 184 228 272 316 
009 053 097 141 185 229 273 317 
010 054 098 142 186 230 274 318 
011 055 099 143 187 231 275 319 
012 056 100 144 188 232 276 320 
012 057 101 145 189 233 277 321 
014 058 102 146 190 234 278 322 
015 059 103 147 191 235 279 323 
016 060 104 148 192 236 280 324 
017 061 105 149 193 237 281 325 
018 062 106 150 194 238 282 326 
019 063 107 151 195 239 283 327 
020 064 108 152 196 240 284 328 
021 065 109 153 197 241 285 329 
022 066 110 154 198 242 286 330 
023 067 111 155 199 243 287 331 
024 068 112 156 200 244 288 332 
025 069 113 157 201 245 289 333 
026 070 114 158 202 246 290 334 
027 071 115 159 203 247 291 335 
028 072 116 160 264 248 292 336 
029 073 117 161 205 249 293 337 
03C 074 118 162 206 250 294 338 
031 075 119 163 207 251 295 339 
032 076 120 164 208 252 296 340 
033 077 121 165 209 253 297 341 
034 078 122 166 210 254 298 342 
035 079 123 167 211 255 299 343 
03E 080 124 168 212 256 300 344 
037 081 125 169 213 257 301 345 
038 082 126 170 214 258 302 346 
039 083 127 171 215 259 303 347 
04C 084 128 172 216 260 304 348 
041 085 129 173 217 261 305 349 
042 086 130 174 218 262 306 350 
043 087 131 175 219 263 307 t 
044 088 132 176 220 264 308 t 

Circle numb r 350 and we will sen you a subscription 
'palls lion, or use subscription form in HY issue of Mix. 



Fill out and send the attached card for FREE 

information on products advertised in Mix! 

See other side for details. 
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HYPERPRISM 
THE ULTIMATE SOUND DESIGN TOOL 

Hyperprism is o set of over 40 different plug- ins including Reverbs, 

Vocoder, Pitch Shift, Ring Modulator, Harmonic Exciter, Bass Moximizer, 

resonant Filters, GranulatorTM, Formant Pitch Shift, HyperPhaserTm... 

All at one low price. It works with every major Windows 95/98/ NT DirectX 
and Mac VST, Premiere or RudioSuite compatible audio program. 

Hyperprism stand-alone offers unique features such as gestural 
control, chaining of effects and parameter automation and editing. 

"AL, essential tool, extends the abilities of any host program." - Lors Fox, Evercleor 

"Un -Freaking Real" - Charlie Clouser, Nine Inch Nails 

"Awesome" - Nikki Sixx, Motley Crue 
........4.,...eirStvurte".%...ele:Albeee eS.4‘.«,," • 
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THE PROFESSIONAL NOISE REDUCTION AND MASTERING SYSTEM 

Ionizer is the most powerful software- based noise reduction 
system available, allowing you to clean up problematic tracks with 

outstanding results. 

Its linear phase filters offer equalization that is entirely free of 
phase interference. 

Ionizer works as a stand-alone and with Mac VST, RudioSuite, MRS 
and Premiere host programs. 

Ionizer is a flexible, high- quality solution for audio restoration, 
mastering, sound design, Foley, RDR, dialog clean-up, or any audio 
job rquiring precise control over sound. 

RUY GUN 
THE NOISE ZAPPER 

Ray Gun allows you to remove pops, clicks, hum, hiss and other 

noise from digital audio files the easy way. 

Roy Gun is compatible with all CD burning systems and ruins as a stand-
alone processor or plug-in with any Windows 95/98/NT DirectX or Mac 

VST, RudioSuite, RIAS and Premiere compatible audio editing program. 

Roy Gun works wonders on LPs, cassettes, home recordings and video 
soundtracks. 

THE INTERNET DSP SOLUTION 

Premaster with Realizer Pro and make your Internet audio files 
sound better than everyone else's. 

Realizer makes startling improvements to MP3 files and streams. It is 

the first and only studio quality audio enhancer for Internet music. 

Realizer works as a plug-in for Winamp and SoundJam and the Pro 

version is compatible with all DirectX and Mac VST audio programs. 

We innovate, you create. 

VISIT US AT: WWW. A RBORETUM. COM 

A r o r t u m 
4www«NeepwÑ 

SYSTEMS 
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TEL: (650) 738-4750 
FRX: ( 650) 738-5699 
INFO@ARBORETUM.COM 

75 PUPA VISTA DPIVE PACIFICA, CR 94044 USA 

CALL US TOLL FREE AT: 1-800-700-7390 
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• STUDIO SHOWCASE • 

tatisetti y 

Studio Atlantis 
1140 N. Western Ave. 
Hollywood, CA 90029 

(323) 462-7761; Fax (323) 462-3393 
www.studio-aliontis.com 

• Neve VR 60 with Mad Labs 
CP-4 upgrade and Flying Faders 
• 48-track Studer analog 
• Pro Tools124 digital recording 
and editing 
• 5.1 surround sound by George 
Augspurger 
• bau:ton designed 
• Excellent selection of vintage and 
state-of-the-art outboard equipment 
and microphones 
• Private lounges and restrooms 
• Secured indoor parking 
• Experienced and professional staff 
• Creative and harmonious vibe 

f- _'__ , 1 I 
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Sound Design Recording 
33 W. Haley St. 

Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
(805) 965-3404; Fax (805) 966-9525 

e-mail: soundd@silcom.com 
www.sound-design.com 

Bigcity sound without bigcity stress. 
25 years of state-of-the-art sound. 

• Newly renovated main studio 
designed by George Augspurger 

• George Martin's classic NEVE 

• Dolby SR, Pro Tools I 24/Apogee, 
Studer SR,Tascam 96k 

• Extensive mic collection— 
Neumann, Telefunken, AKG 

• All digital mix loft—surround sound, 
audio/video 5.1 DVD authoring 

• CyberWorks division offers Web 
authoring, hosting and encoding 
audio/video for the Internet 

Stepbridge Studios 
528 Jose St. 

Santa Fe, NM 87501 
(505) 988-7051; Fax (505) 988-7052 

e-mail: info@stepbridgeeons 

www.stepbridge.com 

Stepbridge features &SI/Total Recall and 
Neve consoles, a beautiful Santa Fe-style 
recording environment with one accom-
modations. Recent clients include Hable 
Mann, Smash Mouth,Tim Reynolds (Dave 
Mathews Band), Randy Travis and Dan 
Fogelberg, and we are delighted with 
Tim Stroh's grammy nomination for 
his work on Robbie Robertson's CD. 
Media clients include MV CNN, Larry 
King Live,VH1 and Kodak.Voice talents 
include Gene Hackman,fun Lawless, 
Wes Studi and Val Kihner.We now offer 
ProTools124 and ISDN.Wonderful locale, 
great equipment and professional staff. 

Artisan Recorders 
Mobile 

P.O. Box 70247 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33307 

(954) 566-1800; Fax (954) 566-3090 
e-mail: mobile red@aol.com 

www.artisanmobile.com 

For over 20 years, Artisan 
Recorders has been providing 
excellence in remote recording 
and broadcast. Along with an 
extensive array of equipment in 
a comfortable aesthetic environ-
ment, our "Mobile Red" studio 
boasts an expert staff of techni-
cians with a love of music and a 
desire for perfection. Currently 
touring with ABC's Tom Joyner 
Morning Sbow.When you rock, 
we roll. 

Hollyw d 
Masters E st 

27 Hanse Ave. 
Freeport, NY 11520 

(800) 387-3748 or (516) 623-0555 
Fax (5161 623-4531 

www.hollywoodmosters.com 

Located 15 minutes t of NYC, 
Hollywood Masters East been pro-
viding New York with qiality master-
ing since 1992. Our ly designed 
mastering room provi es a superb 
listening environment and quality 
mastering tools to achie e the clarity 
and magical sparkle is so desir-
able. Hollywood Masters East uses the 
Manley "Massive Pass'  the highly 
acclaimed Variable-M, nightpro, 
Dynaudio,TC Electronic nd an exten-
sive list of software plug-i4s. Call today 
for your next mastering project. 

Record Plant emote 
1170 Greenwood Lake Turnpike 

Ringwood, NJ C7456 
(973) 728-811* Fax (973) 728-8761 

Record Plant Remote has been an 
industry leader in location reconIng 
for over 20 years.. We've kept 
abreast of new developments in 
audio technology without sacrific-
ing our sonic integrity Some of our 
recent clients include MTV Aero-
smith, Elton John, Michael Bolton, 
Spin Doctors, R.E.M., Live, Meatloaf, 
\Wilton Marsalis, John Mellencamp, 
Keith Richards, Chuck Berry, Guns 
N' Roses, Whitney Houston, Pavarotti, 
1NXS, James Taylor, Eminvlou Harris, 
Shawn Colvin, Billy Ray Cyrus, Mary 
Chapin Carpenter, Trisha Yearwood 
and Harry C,ormicic Jr Our reputa-
tion speaks for itself! 
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• STUDIO SHOWCASE • 

Gravity Studios 
Wicker Park-Chicago 

(773) 862-1880; Fax (773) 862-1393 

e-mail: gravitystudios@arneritech.net 

www.gravitystuclios.cam 

Featuring Chicago's only 
vintage Neve... 

• Neve 8058 (modified by Pat 
Schneider to accommodate 
60 inputs at mix) 
• Strider 827 
• Uptown moving faders 
• Loads of vintage outboard gear 
• Nice live room with lots of 
instruments 
• Pro Tools available 
• Expeidenced staff/great vibe 
• Veruca Salt, Bob Mould,Verbow, 
Frogpond, Nash Kato, Cupcakes, 
Dovetail, Promise Ring... 

Dennis Drake's 

LMusic Lab 
Iffift11111111 
Audio mastering & Restoration 

-i 

Dennis Drake's 
Music Lab 

5 Nash Court 

Morganville, NJ 07751 

(732) 972-8448; Fax: (732) 972-1912 

e-mail: musiclab@ix.netcom.com 

Located an hour south of NYC, 
the Music lab is a full-service 
audio mastering facility using 
state-of-the-art Sonic Solutions 
mated with classic tube gear 
from Summit Audio, Ampex and 
Pultec. Chief engineer Dennis 
Drake specializes in back-catalog 
reissues and has mastered hun-
dreds of CDs for Time-Life, 
Mercury, Verve and Brunswick, 
among others. Services also in-
clude archiving and mixdowns 
from 3- & 4-track analog masters. 

Blue Heaven Studios 
201 S. Eighth St. 

Salina, KS 67401 

(785) 825-8486; Fax (735) 825-0164 

e-mail: jimmyd@acousticsounds.com 

www.acousticsounds.com 

Enjoy the relaxed, Midwest hospitality 
of BHS, a world-class analog recording 
studio created in a Gothic-style church. 
This unique studio features a 900-sq.-ft. 
kitchen, large recreation area with pool 
table, Ping-Pong, darts,TV, stereo and a 
separate private lounge for musicians. 
Features include a 160,000-cu.-ft. 
main studio, modified Neve 5106, MCI 
2" 16-track, modified Ampex ATR-102 
e 2-track, vintage tube mics, Ham-
mond B-3, Steinway Concert Grand 9' 
model D,DVD 24/96 audio/video capa-
bilities, complete production, in-house 
photography and design, and more. 

• 

DigiNote-Miami.com 
407 Lincoln Road. No. SC 

South Beach, Miami, FL 33139 

(305) 604-9210; Fax (305) 604-5967 

Record in South Beach, Miami. 
Strictly specializing in Pro Tools. 
Described in EQ mag as, "The best 
Pro Tools studio in the world!" We 
transfer from 24-track 2", ADAT or 
Tascam DA-88/98 using the highest-
quality Apogee AD8000 converters 
for the very best sound. 

Genekc monitors and subwoofers. 
Neumann and Sony C-800 mics. 
Avalon, Neve andTC Gold preamps. 
Various gear including Roland V-
Drums,VG8 guitar synth,Trinity, etc. 

Rock-solid recording and mixing 
in luxurious surroundings with 
first-class engineering and service. 

OffPlanet Studios 
608 Folsom St. 

San Francisco, CA 94107 

(415) 284-1980 or (415) 284-1984 

e-mail: studio@offplanet.com 

www.ciffplanet.com 

Located in the SOMA district in San 
Francisco, OffPlanet combines state-
of-the-art equipment and design. 

• Euphonix CS2000M console 
• Pro Tools 5.0 
• Studio design implemented by 
Peter Maurer of studio bau:ton 
• 25.x353‘16' naturally lit live room 
• Outboard equipment from Avalon, 
Focusrite, Summit Audio, Lexicon... 
*Microphones from AKG, Sennheiser, 
Bruel & Kjaer, Neumann... 
*Steinway 9' grand piano 

NPR 
635 Massachusetts Ave., NM. 

Washington, D.C. 20001-3753 

(202! 414-2482; Fax (202) 414-3033 

e-mail: rgi@nprorg 

www.nprorgistudios 

Located in downtown Washing-
ton, D.C., Studio 4A offers a 
spectacular recording environ-
ment well-suited to all music 
genres. Studio 4A, at 2,600 sq. 
feet, is one of the largest record-
ing facilities on the East Coast. 
We offer digital and analog multi-
track recording, an extensive 
mie collection, digital editing 
suites and CD mastering. NPR 
also offers satellite uplinking, 
fiber-optic and ISDN capabil-
ities worldwide. 
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or FAX (24 Hours): 

800-947-9003 
212-444-5001 

On the Web: 

www.bhphotovideo.corn 
We Ship Worldwide 
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PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

"THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE" 
FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX ( 24 HOURS): 

800-947-5508 800-947-9003 
212-444-6698 212-444-5001 

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED 
WITHIN 24 HOURS  

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE 

www.bhphotovideo.com 

420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.) New York, N.Y. 10001 

HARD DISK RECORDING 

Di•ision of Card ecItnolop. le( 

DIGI001 Digital Audio Workstation For Mac And PC 
A completely integrated digital recording, mixing and editing 
environment for the Mac and PC. the DIGI-001 offers a 24- bit 
multi I/O breakout interface along with Pro Tools LE 
software— based on Digidesign's world renowned ProTools 
software. The DIGI-001 interface features 18 simultaneous 
VOs made up of 8 analog inputs and outputs— two of the 
inputs are full featured mic preamps with phantom power, 
and digital I/O including standard S/PDIF as well as an ADAT 
optical interface that can also be used as a S/PDIF I/O. 
ProTools LE supports 24 tracks of 16 or 24-bit audio and 128 
MIDI tracks and also features RealTime AudioSuite (RTAS) 
effects plug-ins. For ease of use. MIDI and audio are editable 
within the same environment and all mixing parameters 
including effects processing can be fully automated. 

FEATURES-
• 18 simultaneous, 24-bit ins and outs with support for 
44.1 and 48 kHz sample rates 
• 20Hz - 22kHz freq. response 0.5 dB 
• 2 channel. XLR mic/1/4 line inputs with -26 dB pad. 
48v phantom power, gain knob, and HP Filter at 60Hz 
• 6 ch. line inputs cue) IRS balanced/ unbalanced w/ 
software controlled gain 

• •4dB balanced 1/4-inch Main outputs 
• Balanced 1/4-monitor outs with front panel gain knob 
• 1/4-inch unbalanced line outputs channels 3-8 
• Headphone output with independent gain control knob 
• 2 channel S/PDIF coaxial digital I/O 
• 8 channel ADAT optical I/O can also be used as 2 
channel optical S/PDIF 

Pro Tools LE 
• Supports 24 tracks of 16 or 24-bit audio and 128 
sequenced MIDI tracks 
• Sample-accurate simultaneous editing of audio & MIDI 
• Real-time digital mixing capabilities include recall of all 
mixing parameters, support for edit and mix groups 
and complete automation of all volume, panning. 
mutes and plug-ins. 
• Route and mix outboard gear in realtime 
• MP3 and RealAudio 62 file support (Mac) 

411ei 
• Two plug-in platforms offer multiple options fer effects 
process ng— Real-Time AudioSuite ( RIAS) is a host-
based arch•tecture that allows an effect to creme and 
be dynamically automated in realtime as the audio 
plays back. —AudioSuite isa file-based frame. hat 
renders a new file with the processed sound. 
• Bundled ATAS plug-ins include. 1 and 4-band LQ 
Dynamics II- campressor. 'imiter, gate and mum/gate 
Mod Delay - short, slap, medwm. and long oelays with 
modulation capabilities for chorus or flange effects and 
dither. AudioSuite plug-ins include Time 
Compression/Expansion, Pitch Shift. Normalize. Reverse. 

MIDI Functions 
• MIDI functions include çiechic controller editing, piano 

roll display. up to 128 MIDI tracks and editing options 
like quantization, transpase, split notes. chafe 
velocity une change duration. 
• MIDI data air be edited on the fly 

MOTU AUDIO Hard Disk Recording Systems 
The MOTU ALM Sys.em is a PCI based hard recording solution for !ha Mac and PC platforms. At the 
mart of thesystem is the PCI-324 PCI card that can connect up te tbree asuro interfaces and allows up 
to 72 chanrets of simitaneous 1/0. Audio interfaces are available with a wide range of I/O 

morrpi- •:onfiguralons including multiple analog I/O with the latest 24-bit AID/A conveffers and/or multi channel 
"1" digital I/O suet as ADAT optical and TDIF I/O as well as standard SiTDIF ant AES/EBU I/O. Each 

interface can be purchased separately or with a PCI-324 card allowirg you to build a system to suit you, 
deeds. Inclt.dbs drivers for all of today's hottest audio software and AudiaDesk, multitrack recording 
ind editing software lor the Mac. 

PCI-324 

THEY ALL FEATURE-
• Mac OS and Windows compatible • Includes software 
drivers for •:ompatibility with all of today's popular audio 
software phis AudioDesk. MOTU's sample-accurat• audio 
workstation software for Mac OS • Hast computer 
determines the number of tracks that ne software can 
record and play dmultaneously, as wed as the amount of 
real-time effects processing it can support • Front panels 
display melding for all inputs and outputs 

1296 24-69/96kHz Interlace Features-
• 24-bit, enhanced multi-bit 1:!8e oversampling 96kHz 
converters • A-weighted signal-to-noise ratio of 117 dB 
• 12 Balanced XLR inputs and outputs can support two 
5 imunarecitx 5 mixes • AES/EBU I/O with sample rate 

2408 mk11 PEATIJRES-
• 7 banks at 8 riannel I/O: t bank of analog. 3 banks of 
ADAT optical, lbanks of Ta.cam TDIF. plus stereo S/PDIF. 
• Custom VLSI clip for amazing I/O capabilities • • Format 
conversion between OAT and DA-88 

• AudloOesk Audio Workstation Software for Mac os 
features 24-bit recording, multi-channel waveform edit wg 
automated virtual m ring, graphic editing of ramp 
automation, real-time effect: plug-ins with 32-bit floating 
point processing, member, support for third-party audio 
plug-ins (in the MOILtAudie ystem and Adobe Premiere 
formats), background procesdng of file-based operations. 
sample-accurate editing and g acement of audio. and more 

/user • mpatible with existing 
ca,,:. • ever)* Connect up 

to 3 1296 interlaces to one ,CI-324 card for a total of 36 
inputs and outputs or mix and match the 1296 interface 
with up to three of the other MOTU audio interlaces 

• 8x 24-bit 1/4" balanced analog I/0s • 24-bit internal data 
bus for full 24-bit receding via digital inputs • Standard 
S/PDIF I/O for digital plus ar additional S/PDIF I/O for the 
main mix • Sample-aeurate synchronization with ADATs 
and DA88s via an ADAT SYNC IN and RS422 

1224 FEATURES- main outputs • Stare( AES £ 131.1 digital I/O • Word 
• 24-bit artilog audio interface • State-of-the-art 24- bit iwout • Dynamic range of 115 dB (A-weighted) • Front 
A/D/A • Simultaneously record and play back 8 clkinnels of panel displays six-segmant metering for all inputs and 
balanced (-RS',. .4 dB audio • 24-bit balanced .4 XLR outputs • Headphone jack with volume knob 

CD RECORDING/MASTERING 

AtiesiS 
Masterlink ML-9600 

High-Resolution Master Disk Recorder 
The Alesis MasterLink ML-9600 is a 

2-track 24-bit recorder that combines 
hard disk recording, CD burning, 
digital signal processing, and 

mastering functions to create 

compact discs in the standard "Red 
Book' 1 6-bil/44.1kHz format, or high 

resolution CDs that utilize Alexis' revolutionary CD24 AIFF-compatible technology. WasterLink is capable of 
recording and playing up to 24-bit/96kHz resolution CDs tsing the inexpensive, readily available CD- fl media. 

The amazing sonic quality. powerlul built-in tools and CD24 technology offers a uniquely versatile and atfc•dable 
solution for everyone from large commercial audio facilities to project studios and recording musicians. 

FEATURES-
• 24-bit 128x oversampling analog 
to digital and digital to analog 
converters 
• Supports 44.1, 48. 88.2. 96 kHz 
sample rates and word lengths of 
16-, 20- and 24-bit 
• 20Hz-20kHz frequency response at 
44.1/48 kHz sample rates 
• 20Hz-40kHz, frequency response 
at 88.2/96 kHz sample rates 
• 113dB signal-to-noise ratio (A-
weighted) 
• Matsushita ATAPI CD-ROM drive 
allows up to 45 CD burning using 
standard CD-R discs. 
• Built-in sample rate conversion 8, 
noise shaping to change sample 
rates & bit resolution as needed 
• Reads and Writes 16-bit 44.1kHz 
Red Book Audio CDs 
• Aleed,' exclimive(1f124 is a high-

resolution mastering format that 
reads/writes files up to 24-bit 
96kHz in the ISO 4660 disc forme. 
AIFF caompatible file format that 
can be read by MacOS, Windows 
and Unix computer platforms. 
• Built-in 3.2GB IDE hard drive 
• Hard disk max recording times 
95 min. @ 24-bit/96kHz 
310 min. do 16-bit/44.1kHz 
• Create and store u.1 to 16 playlsts 
containing as many as 99 tracts 

Analog Inputs and Outputs 
• Balanced XLR cart-lectors (-4dBu 
input and +19dBu max. output) 
• Unbalanced phono ( RCA) 
connectors (-1006V input and 
•5dI3V max. out pct) 
• 1/4- inch IRS headphone output 
with level control 

Digital Inputs and Outputs 
• AES/EBU dalanced XLR irputs and 
outputs 
• S/PCIF unbalanced piony• (RCA) 
inputs and cutouts 

Editing 
• Gainecntrol 
• Cropping allows adjustinii start 
and end points. 
• Join and Split features allow 
combining and separating song 
sections. 

DSP Finishing Took 
• Equalization. Compress cm. 
Normajzing and Pee: Linding 

Includes 
• Infra red remote canard ard 
rackmmunt brackets 

CDR-631 Professional CD Recorder 
The CDR631 off or all the features and functicns of the 
CDR630. its popular predecessor but adds raany 
features and functions (fiat were previously Lnavailable. 
Its full complement of digital and analog connections 
lets you record your own CDs from audio sources such 
as CDs. I.Ps, cassettes, DAT, or even a computer. 

Features-
• Pro and corsumer CD-fl and CD-RW compatible 
• Track tiges can be saved and edited in CD-TEXT 
format that can be read cri CD-TEXT compatible CD 
players 
• Memory butter that prevents the beginning of 
tracks from getting cut off 
• Menu selectable SCMS copy protection 

• Digital and analog record level and balance control 
• XLR-Balanced aid RCA unbalanced analog inputs 
• AES/EBU (XLR), Coaxial, and Optical digital .nputs 
• Unbalanced ( RCA) analog and Coaxial digital 
outputs including Coaxial loop-out for unprocessed 
connection to otier dightal equipment 
• IR remote control included 

MICROBOARDS 
StartREC Digital Audio Editing/ CD Duplication System 

The Micrcboadis StartREC is the first digital audio editing 
system combined with a roirtidrive CO recordable duplication 
system for professionale. Audio is recorded to tte internal 
6.2 GB IDE ha-in drive using analog or digital inputs. Sample 
rate conversion is automatic. Tracks can be edited and 
sequenced us rig the StarPI C's user friendly interface and 
up to 4 CDs car be record ic simultaneously. StartREC is the 
ideal solution for studio recording. mastering, post 
production or any pro audio environment requiring digital 
audio editing aid short rue CD-R duplication. 

Features-
• 2X, 4X, ar 8X recording speeds 
• 6.2GB IDE hard drive 
• Editing funchims include nove, divide, combine or 
delete audio tracks, add or drop any index or sub 
index, and create track fade in or fade out 
• Coaxial :iP/DFF or AES,EBU digital input plus optical 
S/PDIF VO 
• XLR balanced and RCA Line input:. ar -f 

4 

I 

• Automatic sample rate ror version from 32 and 48kHz 
• Automatic CD Famiat Detection feature and user 
friendly interface provide one touch button operation 
• Front panel trim pot and LCD display provide accurate 
input signal and tine lapsa metering 
• SCMS ( Serial Copy hiantrement System) is supported. 
regardless of the smece disc copy protection status 
• StadREC Models Include: ST2000 (2) 8x writers. 
ST3000 (3) 8s writers asid ST4000 (4) 8x writers 

141#14"e 111.6.• 
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THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR PHOTO, 

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

FOR ORDERS CALL: i FAX HOURS): 

800-947-5508 800-947-9003 
212-444-6698 212-444-5001 

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED 
WITHIN 24 HOURS 

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE 

On the Web: httewww.bhphotovideo.com 

DIGITAL MULTI-TRACK RECORDERS 

TASCAM MX-2424 24-Bit 
24-Track Hard Disk Recorder 

Co-designed by TASCAM and TimeLine Inc., the MX 
2424 is an affordable 24-bit. 24-track hard disk 
recorder that also has the editing power of a digital 
audio workstation. A 9GB internal hard drive comes 
standard as well as a SCSI Wide port that supports 
external LVD (Low Voltage Drives) hard drives from 
up to 40 feet away. An optional analog and several 
digital I/O cards are available so the MX-2424 can be 
configured to suit your work environment. SMPTE 
synchronization, Word Clock, MIDI Time Code and 
MIDI Machine Control are all built in for seamless integration into any studio. 

• Records 24 tracks of 24-bd audio at 44.1 or 48 kHz, iir 
12 tracks at 88.2 or 96 kHz. Up to 24 tracks can be 
recorded simultaneously using any combination of 
digital and analog I/O. 
• Supplied 9GB internal drive allows 45 minutes of audio 
across all 24 tracks 
• Wide SCSI port on the back panel allows you to add 
multiple drives. A front 5-1/2 bay available for 
installing an additional drive, or an approved DVD-RAN 
drive for back-up. 
• ViewNet MX, a Java-based software suite for Mac and 
PC offers DAW style editing of audio regions, dedicated 
system set-up screens that make set-up quicker and 
easier and track load screens that make virtual track 
management a snap. Connects to a computer via a 
standard Ethernet line. 
• Can record to Mac (SD11) or PC (.WAV) formatted 
drives, allowing later export to the computer. The Open 
TL format allows compatible software to recognize 
virtual tracks without have to load, reposition and trios 
each digital file. 

Transport Controls-
- Jog/scrub wheel 
• MIDI In. Out, and Thru ports are built-in for MIDI 
Machine Control. 

. 11.1,1111,11,11.111.11. 
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The DA-78H5 is the first true 24-bit tape-based 8-track 
modular digital multitrack recorder. Based on the DTRS 
(Digital Tape Recording System) it provides up to 108 
minutes of pristine 24-bit or 16-bit digital audio on a sinsle 
120 Hi-8 video tape. Designed for project and commercial 
recording studios as well as video post and field production, 
the DA-78HR offers a host of standard features including 
built-in SMPTE Time Code Reader/Generator, MIDI Time 
Code synchronization and a digital mixer with pan and level controls. A coaxial S/PDIF digital I/O allows pre-nixed digital 
bouncing wdhin a single unit, or externally to another recorder or even a DAT or CD recorder. Up to 16 DIAS machines 
can be synchronized together for simultaneous, sample occurate control of 128 tracks of digital audio. 

Features-
- Selectable 16 bit or 24 bit High Resolution audio 
• 24 bit ND and D/A converters 
• > 104dB Dynamic range 
• 20Hz - 20kHz frequency response a.5c18 
• 1 hr. 48 min. recording time on a single 120 tape 
• On-Board SMPTE synchronizer - chase or generate timecode 
• On-Board support for MIDI Machine Contriii 

Editing-
- Built-in editing capabilities include cut, copy, paste, 
split and ripple or overwrite 
• 100 levels of undo 
• Supports destructive loop recording and non-
destructive loop recording which continuously records 
new takes without erasing the previous version. 

Build-1n Synchronization-
• TBUS protocol can sample accurately lock 32 machines 
together for 384 tracks at %kHz. or 768 tracks at 
48kHz. 
• Can generate or chase SMPTE timecode or MIDI Time 
Code. 
• Word Clock In, Out, and Thru ports 

I/0 Options-
- Optional analog and digital cards all provide 24 
channels of I/O, There is ene slot for analog and one for 
digital. 
• IF-1D24- T/DIF module 
• IF-AD24- ADAT Light pipe module 
•1F-AE24- AES/EBU module 
• IF- AN24- A- D, 0-A I/O module with DB-25 connectors 

Software Updates-
• System updates are made available through a front 
panel Smart Card slot or via computer directly from the 
TASCAM web site. 

4111111.1111111.1K 
DA-78HR modular Digital Multitrack 

• Internal digital mixer with level and pan for internal 
bouncing, or for quick mixes 
• Track slip from -200 to +7200 samples 
• Expandable up to 128 track:, ( 16 machises) 
• Word Sync In/Out/Thru 
• Analog output on 0825 balanced or RCA unbalanced 
• [Natal - = — 2 charnels of S/PDIF  

A TO D CONVERTERS 

APOGEE Rosett 

The high-end quality analog to digital solution 
for the project studio. With support for both 

professional and consumer digital formats you can 
now record your audio at a higher resolution and 
with greater detail than standard converters found 
on MOM's. DAT's and CIAW's. Ideal for mastering or tracking. 

FEATURES— 
• 24- bit, 44.1-48, 88.2-96 kHz Sample Rate 1:10%) 
• 116dB dynamic range ( unweighted) 
• Improved UV22HR for 16 and 20-bit ND conversion 
FRONT PANEL: 
• Power switch • Sample Rate (44.1, 48, 88.2, 
96kH2)selector • 16-bit ( UV22), 20-bit (UV22) and  

a 24-bit A to D Converter 

24-bit resolution selector • S/PDIF-ADAT optical 
selector • Soft Limit on or off • 12-segment metering 
w/ over ondicator 8 Meter Clear switch • Level trim 
REAR PANEL: 
• XLR balanced inputs • 2 x AES/EBU f cr 88.2/96kHz 2 
channel path, Coaxial S/POIF. switchable S/PDIF or 
ADAT optical outputs • Wardclock out 

LUCID AD 9624 24-bit A to D Converter 
Transparent analog to digital conversion designed to bring 
I your music to the next level. XLR balanced inputs feed true 

24-bit converters for revealing all the detail of the analog source. 
16-bit masters can take advantage of the AD9624's noise 
shaping function which enhances clarity of low level signals. 

FEATURES-
- 24-bit precision ND conversion • Support for 32, 
44.1, 48, 88.2 8 96kHz sample rates • Wordclock 
sync input- Selectable 16-bit noise shaping • 

Simultaneous AES/EBU, coaxial and optical S/PDIF 
outputs • 20-segment LED meters w/ peak hold 8 
clip indicators • ALSO AVAILABLE: DA9624 24- bit 
DIA converter 

DIGITAL MIXERS 

I  1) Roland' 
The all digital Roland V-Mixing System, when fully 
expanded, is capable o' mixing up to 94 channels with 16 
stereo (32 mono) onboard multi-effects including COSM 
Speaker Modeling. Utilizing a separate-component 
design, comprised of the VM-07200 console and VM-
7200 rackmcant processor, alows the il-Mining Spot err 
tc be configured to suit your needs. Navigation is made 
easy via a friendly user interface. FlexBus and EZ 
routing capabilities as well asa large informative LCD 
aid ultra-fast short cut keys. 

• 94 channels of digital automated mixiiic (fully expanded) 
• Up to 48 channels o' ADAT/Tascam --DIE digital audio 
I/O with optional expansion boards and interlaces 
• Separate console/processor design 
• Quiet mot sized faders, transport controls, total recall 
of all parameters including input gair, onboard mixer 
dynamic automatiort and scene memory 
• 24 fader groups, dual-channel delays. 4-band 
parametric channel ED • channel HPF 
• Fleaus and virtual patchbay' for unparalleled roofing 
flexibility 

• VS8F-2 Effects Expansion Board -- Provides 2 stereo 
ffects processors includingiCOSM Speaker Modeling. 
Up to 3 additional bcards can be user-installed into Ms 
VM-7200 processor. for 8 stores or 16 mono effects 
per processor. 
• VM-24E I/O Expansion Board — Offers 3 R-Bus I/0s on 

single board. Each R-Bus 110 provides 8-in/8-out 24-
kit digital MD, totalling 24 I/O per expansion board. 

VM Basic 72 
Digital Mixing System 

• Up to 16 stereo ior 32 m no) mult -effects processors 
using optional VS8F-2 Effects Expansion Boards (2 
stereo effects processors standardi 
• COSM Speaker Uodeling and Mic Simulation technology 
• 5.1 Surround mixing capabilities 
• EZ Routing allows mixer settings to be saved as templates 
• Realtime Spectrum Analyzer checks room acoustics in 
conjunction with noise generator aid oscillator 
• Digital cables between processor and inner can be up 
to 100 meters long- ideal for live sound reinforzement. 

• 01F-AI Interface Box for ADAT/Tassam Cofwerts 
signals between R- Bus (VM-24E e!pansion board 
required) and ADATflascarn T-DIF. Handles 8-m/8-out 
digital audio. 1/3 rackmo nt size. 
• VM-24C Cascade Kit -- C 
processor units. Using fva 
cascaded and fully expan 
channels of audia preces 

nnects two VM-Series 
VM-7200 processors 

cd with R-Bus I/O, 94 
ing are available. 

EFFECTS 4SL PROCESSING 

lexicon 
MPX-500 24-Bit Dual Channel Effects Processor 

Tee MPX 500 is a true stereo 24-bit dial-channel processor and like the MPX100 la pow red by Lexicon's proprietary 
Lexichip and offers deal-charnel processing. However, the MPX 500 offers even greater bonfral over effects 
parameters. has digital inputs and outputs as well as a large graphics display. 

• 240 presets with classic, trt.o stereo reverb programs 
as well as Tremolo, Rotary, Chorus, Flange, Pitch, 
Detone, 5.5 second Delay med Echo 
• Balanced analog and S/PDIF digital I 

• 4 dedicated front panel knobs allow adjustment of 
effect parameter.. Easy Learn mode allows MIDI 
patching of front panel controls. 
• Tempo-controlled delays lock to Tap or MIDI clock 

t.c. electronic 
M-One Dual Effects Processor 

• 

• 

Pie M-One allows two reverbs or other effects 
ta be run simultaneously, wit bout 
cumpromisirg sound quality. The intuitive yet 
sophisticatec interface gives you instan: control 
of all vital parameters and allows you ta create 
avesome effects programs quickly and easily. 

D-Two 

• 20 ncredible IC effects 
including, Reverb, Chorus, 
Tremolo, Pitch, Delay and 
Dynamics 
• Analog-style user interface 
• 100 Factory/100 User prese:s 

• Oual-Eng ne design 
• 24 bit ND-D/A conveders 
• /PDIF digital VO, 44.1-48kHz 
• alanced ve Jacks - Dual I/O 
• 4 bit internal proces.ing 

Multitap Rhythm Delay 

• • 

Based on the Classic —C229b Delay, the ()-
Two is the f rst wit eat allows rhythm 
patterns to be tappec in directly or quantized 
ta a specific tempo and subdivision 

• Medea Rhythm Delay 
• Absolute Repeat Control 
• Up-to 10 seconds of Delay 
• 50 eactoryr100 User presets 

4 bit ND-D/A convetters 
PDIF digital VO, 44.1-48kHz 
lanced 1/f Jacks - Dual I/O 
4 bit internal proces,ing 



TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORD' 

acio 221-5743 • 212 239-7765 
OR FAX 24 HOURS. 

800 947-2215 • 212 239-7549 

MICROPHONES 

C414 TLII 
"Vintage TL" 

r ombines the best of old and new: 
legendary C12 acoustics and the latest 

4eneration of C414 transformerless FET 
electronics. Although similar in design 
and snape to the C414BULS, the TLII 
features a capsule that is a faithful sonic 
recreation of the one used in the classic 
C12 tube mic combined with computer-
aided manufacturing techniques that 
assure greater uniformity in response 
from microphone to microphone. 

FEATURES-
• Cardioid, hypercardiord, omnidirectional 
and figure 8 polar patterns 

• Warm, smooth microphone that is suitable for high-
quality digital recording. 

• Frequency response 10Hz to 20kHz 

C4000B 
ELECTERET CONDENSER 

This new mic from AKG is a multi polar 
pattern condenser micropone using a 

unique electret dual large diaphram 
transducer. It is based on the AKG 
SolidTube deisgn, except that the tube 
has been replaced by a transistorized 
impedance converter/ preamp. The 
transformerless output stage offers the 
C400213 exceptional low frequency 

FEATURES-

• Electret Dual Large Diaphram Transducer 
(1st of its kind) • Cardioid, hypercardioid 
omnidirectional polar patterns • High Sensitivity 
• Extremely low self- noise • Bass cut fitter 8 
Pad switches • Requires 12, 24 or 48 V phantom power 
• IncILdes H-100 shockmount and wind/pop screen 
• Frequency response 20Hz to 20kHz 

RODE NT-2 Condenser Mic 
The RODE NT2 is a large diaphragm 

true condenser studio mic that 
features both cardioid and 
omnidirectional polar patterns. The 
NT-2 offers superb sonic detail with 
a vintage flavor for vocal and 
instrument miking. Like all RODE 
mics the NT-2 is hand-assembled in 
Australia and is available at a 
breakthrough price. 

FEATURES-
• Dual pressure gradient transducer 
• 11 capsule with gold-sputtered 
membranes • Low noise, 
transformerless circuitry • Omni 
and cardioid polar patterns • 135dB Max SPL • High 
pass filter switch and -10dB pad switch • Gold [Bated 
output connector and internal head pins 
• Shockmount. Flight Case, and Pop Filter included 
• 20Hz-20kHz frequency response  

*aurio•technica. 

AT4047 
Cardioid Condenser 

The AT4047 is the latest 40 Series large 
diaphragm condenser mic from Audio 
Technica. It has the low self noise, wide 
dynamic range and high sound pressure level 
capacity demanded by recording studios and 
sound reinforcement professionals. 

FEATURES-
• Side address cardioid condenser 
microphone for professional recording and 
critical applications in broadcast and live sound 
• Low self noise, wide dynamic range and high SPL 
• Switchable 80Hz Hi Pass Filter and 10dB pad 
• Includes AT8449/SV shockmount 

MICROPHONE PREAMPS 

AVALON cp DESIGN 
VT-737SP Mono Class A, 

Vacuum Tube-Discrete Preamp-Opto-Compressor-Equalizer 

The VT-7375P is a vacuum tube, Class A processor that combines a mic preamp, instrument DI, compressor and 
sweepable 4- band equalizer in a 2U rack space. Like all Avalon Design products the VI-7375F utilizes a minimum 
signal path design with 100% discrete, high- bias pure Class A audio amplifiers and the best active and passive 
components available. Used by renowned artists and studios world wide and the winner of the Electronic Musician 
1999 Editors' Choice Award for Product Of The Year. 

FEATURES-
- Combination of TUBE preamplifiers, opto-compressor, 
sweep equalizer, output level and VU metering in a 2U 
space 
• Four dual triode vacuum tubes, high-voltage discrete 
Class A with a 10 Hz to 120kHz frequency response 
:0.5dB 
• The Preamp has three input selections- The first is a 
high performance XLR balanced mic input transformer 
with 448v phantom power, the second is a high 
impedance instrument DI with a 1/4-jack located an the 
from panel and the third is a discrete high-level Class A 
balanced line input. 
• High gain switch boosts overall preamp gain and a 
passive- variable high pass filler, hardwire relay 
bypass and phase reverse relay is available for al 
three inputs 
• The Opto-Compressor uses a minimum signal path 
design and features twin Class A vacuum tube triodes 
for gain matching. A passive optical attenuator serves 
as a simple level controller. Variable threshold, 
compression ratio and attack and release offer 
dynamics control from soft compression to harc-
knee limiting. 
• The dual sweep mid-E0 can be side chained to the 
compressor allowing a broad range of spectral 

control including de-essing. The EO can be assigned 
pre and post compressor from the front panel to add 
even greater sonic possibilities. 
• Two VT-737 SPs can be linked together via a rear 
panel link cable for stereo tracking 
• The Equalizer utilizes 100% discrete, Class A- high-
voltage transistors for optimum sonic performance. 
• The low frequency passive shelving EO is selectable 
between 15, 30 60 and 150HZ with a boost end cut 
of :24dB 
• The high frequency passive shelving EO is selectable 
between 10, 15,20 and 32 kHZ with a boost and cut 
of ±20d8 
• The low-mid frequency is variable between 35 tc 450 
Hz while the high-mid frequency is variable from 
220Hz to 2.8 kHz. Both mid-band frequencies offer a 
boost and cut of :16 dB and a hi-0/10-0 switch. 
• When the ELI to side chain is used, the low and high 
BO is still available for tonal adjustment 
• The Output level is continuously variable and utilizes 
an another dual triode vacuum tube driving a 100% 
Class A, high-current balanced and DC coupled bw 
noise output amplifier. 
• Sealed silver relay bypass switches are used for :he 
most direct signal path 

POWERED STUDIO MONITORS 

VERGENC1 A-20 
Studio Reference Monitor System 

Incorporating a pair of 2-way, acoustic suspension 
monitors and external, system-specific 250 watt per 
side control amplifier. the A-20 provides a precise, 
neutral studio reference monitoring system for 
project, commercial and post production studios. The 
A-20's control amplifier adapts to any production 
environment by offering control over monitoring 

depth (from near to far field), wall proximity and even 
input sensitivity while the speakers magnetic 
shielding allows seamless integration into today's 
computer based studios. 

• Type Modular, self-powered near/mid/far-field monitor. 
• 48Hz - 20kHz frequency response @ 1M 
• Peak Acoustic Output 117dB SPL ( 100ms pink noise at 
1M). 
• OLA outputs from power amp to speakers 
• Matched impedance output cables included. 

Amplifier 
• Amplifier Power 250W (continuous rms/ch), 400W 
(100ms peak). 
• OLA, l'AS input connectors 
• Headphone output 
• 5- position input sensitivity switch with settings 

• -6dB LF Cutoff 40Hz 
• 5 position wall proximity control 
• 5 position listening proximity control between near. 
mid ard tar field monitoring 
• Power Overload; SPL Output. Line VAC and Output 
device temperature display. 

Speakers 
• 2-way acoustic suspension with a 6.5-inch treated 
paper woofer and a 1-inch aluminum dome tweeter 
• Fully magnetically Shielded with or 18-inch 
recommenced working distance 

[it 
PS-5 BI-Amplified Project Studio Monitors 

The PS-5s are small format, full- range, non-faiguing otoject studio 
monitors that give you the same precise, accurate sound as the highly 
acclaimed 20/20 series studio monitors. The use of custom driver 
components, complimentary crossover and IA-amplified power design 

L O U 0 c 1porwoviintdeesunaowdiduieatdiyonn danic i:onrainogne with excellent transient response and 

FEATURES-
• 5- 1/4-inch magnetically sit elded mineral-filled 
polypropylene cone with f-inch diameter high-temperature 
voice coil and damped rubber surround LE Driver 
• Magnetically shielded 25mm diameter ferrofluid-cooled 
natural silk dome neodymium HF Driver 
• 70 watt continuous LE and 30 watt continuous HF 
amplification per side 
• XLR-balanced and 1/4-inch ( balanced or unbalanced) 
inputs 

• 52Hz-19kHz frequency 
response :3PB 
• 2.61diz, active second order 
CrOSSOVF1 
• Built-in RF interference, 
output current limiting. over 
temperature, turn-on 
transient. subsonic filter, internal fuse protection 
• Coribination Power On/Clip LED indicator 
• 5/13 vinyl-laminated MDF cabinet 

Hafler TRM-6 BI-Amplified Studio Monitors 
Offering honest, consistent sound from top to bottom, the TRM-6 hi-amplified 
studio monitors are the ideal reference monitors for any recording environment 
whether tracking, mixing and mastering. Supported by Hater's legendaw amplifier 
technology providing a mote accurate sound field, in width, height and alsc depth. 

FEATURES-
• 33 Watt HF 8 50 Watt LE amplification 
• 1-inch soft dome tweeter and G5-inch 
polypropylene woofer 
• 55Hz - 21kHz Response 
• Magnetically Shielded 
• Electronically and Acoustically Matched 

Also Available- TRM-8 
• 1-inch soft dome tweeter .ind 8-inch 
polypropylene woofer 
• 45Hz - 21kHz frequency response :2dB 
• 75 Watt HF, 150 Watt LF amplification 

TRM-10s And TRM-12s 
Active Subwoofers 

Combining Hater's legendary amplifier technology with a 
proprietary woofer design, the TRMlOs and TRM12s active 
subwoofers provide superb bass definition required in today's 
studio and surround sound environments. 

TROI-10s 
• 10-inch cellulose fibre cone down firing woofer. 
• 200 watt low frequency amplifier 
• 30Hz to 110Hz frequency response :2d13 
• 24dB/octave Linkwitz-Riley crossover variable (40Hz tc 
113Hz) 

TRM-12s 
• 12- inch cellulose fibre cone down firing woofer. 
• 200 watt low frequency amplifier 
• 25Hz to 110Hz frequency response :2dB 
• 24dB/octave Linkwitz-Riley crossover variable (40Hz tc 
110Hz) 

MUFF' 
Minimum Stripping USA (Except AK Pi HI) $6.95. optai lb, Add 75e ter sage alliMeral lb. For Us. mid INN Fr $1011. 0 ail II&N 1st o-Vtdeo Prices raltd subject tu supplier p tie. Pitt responsible fter Elpeomplhbill mum. 
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—FROM PAGE 68, SCORING "77IE PATRIOT 

ues. "I think that most people would say that this room is the 
nicest compromise of volume to reverb time to liveness to con-
trol that we have." 

Murphy set up the large orchestra ("in the neighborhood 
of 95 players") in a standard configuration, with Williams' podi-
um in front of the control room window, facing the projection 
screen. At Williams' request, the studio provided orchestra ris-
ers for the rear row of celli and basses, improving sight lines to 
the podium and increasing proximity to the room mics. "It gets 
a bit of air under the instrument and adds some resonance," 
Murphy says. 

As primary sources for his 5-channel stereo mix, Murphy 
used the familiar Decca Tree microphone setup with "spread-
ers." Three omnidirectional Neumann M5Os suspended about 
10 feet above the conductor's position were flanked by a pair 
of Schoeps 222s with MK21 cap-
sules, each situated about 15 feet 
wide of center. These primary mics 
were fed direct to the multitracks, 
augmented as necessary by a variety 
of spot and section mics, some of 
which were used only for reverb 
sends. Two omni mics located high 
in the corners of the room provided 
an overall orchestra ambience, 
which Murphy routed to the stereo 
surround channels. 

Murphy's reverb setup included 
five channels of Lexicon 480 dedi-
cated to the front channels, though 
returns were also routed to the sur-
rounds at lower levels. As Murphy 
describes it, the orchestra presence 
in the surrounds is intended to be 
supportive. "It's not meant to call at-
tention to itself—you wouldn't notice 
it unless it was shut off," he notes. As 
Murphy pointed out, the use of the 
surrounds in film scoring is restrained 
in comparison to 5.1 mixing for 
record, which usually assumes five 
comparable monitor speakers. "[In we use rolled-off sur-
rounds, and we don't tend to put anything in the surrounds 
except distance mics or ambient material, unless there's a spe-
cific reason to," he explains. "Very occasionally there'll be an 
effect we want to sweep around into the surrounds—there'll 
be an instrument we want to put specifically in back. But that's 
not common, that doesn't happen very often." 

LIVE MIXES AUTOMATED 
The Sony scoring stage console is a 72-input Neve VR dating 
from about 1997. "Prior to that they had a modified 8128, vin-
tage 1984," Murphy says. 'That was only a 56-input console, so 
the 72-input has helped, though we often bring a Martech side-
car in, which expands this board to 96 inputs. That's probably 
the number that a scoring stage needs to have nowadays." For 
The Patriot sessions, Murphy used about 54 inputs; Sony also 
provided a DDA monitor console that stage manager Mark 
Eshelman used to create headphone mixes for conductor, 
soloists and section leaders. 

Murphy used the Neve's onboard Flying Faders automation 
on every take. "I like this automation, and it's unfortunate that, 
since Neve and Martinsound have parted ways, this automa-
tion doesn't come with Neve consoles anymore," he corn-

ments. Murphy used the Neve's preamps for solo 
mks, but routed the seven primary distant mics stn 
via outboard preamps. The Decca Tree and w 
Schoeps mks were run through EAR tube prearnpí 
and solo mics were patched into Grace, Boulder 
preamps; all were then multed to the Neve for the 
2-track mixes. Murphy's use of EQ was minimal: 
channels of Avalon 2055 EQ on the five front 
proximately +2 at 15 Hz, -1 at 400 Hz, +2 at 25 kHz 
in console EQ on only three channels. 

The scoring team at Sony Pictures Scoring Stage. 

Back row, L to R: Pat Weber, engineer; Shawn Murphy, 

scoring mixer; Mark Eshelman, stage manager and Pete 

Doe!!, recordist. Front row: Sue McLean, recordist, and 

Grant Schmidt, assistant stage manager. 

MONITORING 
Murphy monitored the LCR mix through his t 
Audio WATT VI monitors, an evolution from the 
terns he began using in 1987. "In the SDDS matrix 
RE signals are assigned 75/25 to left/center and ri 

the 5.1 crashdown," h 
"The monitor panel in 
does not have this cap 
merely superimposed th 
signals on the left and ' 
channels." Powered b 
250 amplifiers through 
Audio Cables, the Wilso 
plemented by Sunfire 
for the LFE channel (1g 
ferred to as "boom"), 
been aligned to 91 dBC. 
notes, "the 0.1 channel • 
brated, so you never r 
how it's going to sou 
ater." The stereo surrou 
distributed through 
speakers mounted high 
walls of the relatively I 
room, but as Murphy ha 

it was hard to hear if they 
Scoring The Patriot too 

weeks, with 13 three-ho 
scheduled for recording 
a further two for sou 
Throughout the afternoon 

Mix attended, Williams and Murphy repeated mu 
process for each cue. After some rehearsal, during 
phy perfected balances and any necessary facie 
four analog tape machines were put into record. 
Murphy felt he had a representative performan 
Williams and Murphy listened to playback, discus 
or engineering adjustments, and re-recorded each 
isfied. 

Working with a conductor who decides on a 
and there" is unusual, notes Murphy. "It's unusual 
being that definite about what you want and ha 
chestration that's that complete. I've always though 
can avoid the generation loss, if you can avoid the 
ements of remixing and just do it live, that's the lx 

Having worked together on scores for about 
and almost as many album projects, Murphy a 
are a comfortable and efficient studio team. At 
the session, as players left the studio and the cr 
trol room emptied, Williams and Murphy pre 
playback session to decide or confirm each c 
take. Selected 7.1 master takes were then loa 
Sonic Solutions system, ready for Ken Wannber 
the final mix at the Cary Grant Theatre. 
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Quick Turnaround Affordable Prices 

Shimad 
CD-R Media 

CD-R Printers 

CD Duplicators 

CD-R Business Card 

OU 
CD-Rom Replication 

CD-R Duplication 

CD-R Silkscreen 

CD-R Printing 

www.shimad.com 
Fax: 650-493-1333 1-888-474-4623 
Ph. 650-493-1234 Toll Free 
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EARTH DleC 
www.earthdt c.corn 

SOO FREE CDS III 
WHEN YOU PURCHASE A CO PACKAGE AT EARTH DISC 

•OU'LL BE ENTERED IN FLAVOR OF - HE MONTH CONTEST' 

ONE WINNER WILL BE PICKED EACH MONifFl. 

CO TO OUR WEBsITE FOR CONTEST RULES. RESTRICTIONS MAY APPLY. 

$ I 3 85.0 1000 CDs 
package includes: 
film seperations 

full color 2 page/4panel insert 
3 color on cd printing/glass master, 

jewel box, shrink wrap 

$ 986.e 500 CDs 
package includes: 
full color 2 page/4panel insert 
3 color on cd printing/glass master, 
jewel box, shrink wrap 

9 500 CDs 
we do it all 
package includes: 
graphic design/film 
full color 2 page/4panel insert 
3 color on cd printing/glass master, 
jewel box, shrink wrap 

• Free Serena, 

• Fost, relinble end friendly servit 

1.800.876.5950 

ANCHOR Your Speakers 
With 

Sound Anchor Stands 

SOUND ANCHORS is your first choice when it 

comes to speaker stands for your studio. We have a 
complete range of designs to fill any speaker stand 

requirements. 

The Large Adjustable Stand in this picture fea-

tures adjustable height and tilt. It is designed to 

support mid to large sized monitors safely. There is 
also a special version of this stand designed to sup-

port video monitors 

Sound Anchors Inc. 

Phone/Fax (407)724-1237 www.soundanchor, 
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Class A Vacuum Tube Signal Processors 

At Pendulum, our modern tube designs 
provide superior audio perfoimance and a 
level of clarity, intimacy and detail that is 
unattainable with vintage tube designs. 

MDP-1 Mic/DI Preamp 
The ultimate front end for high resolution recording 

OCL-2 Optical Compressor 
Smooth dynamics processing without coloration 

6386 Variable-Mu Limiter 
Classic compression using the same tube as the Fairchqd 

Pendulum Audio 
P.O. Box 339, Gillette, NJ 07933 

(908) 665-9333 

Hand-built in the USA - Factory-direct pricing - www.pendulumaudio.com 
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Master aitfg,_.,.... vitality, space, imaging, clarity, warn, 

NAMAIN- are not just buzz words. We enh 
6/TAL rm 

where music still sounds like music. Wh urtch, 

Unsurpassed mastering quahty by Bob Katz. Custom-built hardware and 

qIudli ety 

values with specialized techniques invented here. 

software. Stereolzation, Mlcrodynamic Enhancement. Unique 
Processes. Sonic Solutions Editing. Tube and Solid-State Analog Recorders. 

CO Mastering is an art. Levels, dynamics, lades, spacing... 
everything is important to you and to us. 

Recorded & Mastered 1997 Latin Jazz Grammy 

CD Replication... Booklet Printing... Graphic Design... 
How to make a superior pressed CD: 
1)1X speed Glass Mastering Digital Domain 
2) Quality control 
3) Attention to detail 
4) Personalized Service 
5) Good, clean packaging and packing 
6) Dependable, on-time delivery 

(800) 344-4361 in Orlando, FL 

The Definitive, Award-Winning 
Internet CD Mastering WebSite 

http://www. digido.corn 
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S/\. SOUND TECHNOLOGY 
7 v , nstrunevetatieo and e l...anti., 

rn Transform Your PC Into A Powerful 
Spectral Analysis System ' 

Call To Order 1-800-401-3472 

Fax. 408-378-6847 
info@soundtechnology corn 

http:Itwww soundtechnology com 
I ott e 51,,r)1 11)1 mt.> • 

The Best In Test offers a totally new dimension in Audio Testing 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 255 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

\ 

Ta¡yo Yuden Sa e 
'ty Cb-R's available 

White Armor 

White Printables (Fa 
Gold CD-R's in Spin& 

at incredible low 

Call Now APDC Corp 
Phone: 1-800-522- APDC (2732) 

(201) 568-6181-apdc@worldnetattnet 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 256 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

GET IT e t I 5 
Don't trust your audiophile duplication needs to anyone else! 
Progressive Music 

si is pi . 21 esSIVeCdS.00111 Avail. VISA 8« 
Master Card 

2116 Southview Ave. 

Tampa, FL 33606 

(813) 251-8093 

FAX (813) 251-6050 

Toll Free: (800) 421-TAPE 

"Fastest Turn-Around in 
the Known Universe!" 

ALL COMPLETE: 
Full color Pkgs. with Inserts, from your 

CDr & Film 

500 CD'S $980.00 

500 CASS $690.00 
1000 CD'S $1275.00 

1000 CASS $905.00 
...also... 

.NEW! 100 CD, RETAIL READY 

PACKAGE DI 5 DAYSM $589.00 
( just give us a photo & mockup!!!)  

Complete CD Packages Ready in 5 Days 
DD cr) ,...; Replication / B&W Covers, Tray / Wrap 

with Full Color printing only $449 
from your cd master & artwork disc 

1000 CDs with 3 color label $689 

Digiial Chcmr fatf., 
re Complete 500 for $715 
A%w NI/ Full Color printing 100 for $299 

many packages available 

Fleetwo@d Italtelnied14, 
781-599-2400 outside MR 1-800-353-1830 www.Fltwood.com 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 258 ON PRODUCT INFO CAM/ 

Herman 
Miller 

800-883-9697 

www.sittingmachine.com 

AERON 

CHAIR 

t 
CIRCLE AD NUMBER 259 ON PRODUCT INFO CAFO 

MRS 800-769-2715 
MedlaFORM • Rtmage • Cedar - Primera • More... 

MULTIMEDIA RECORDING SYSTEMS 

COR Media 

i• CD Duplicators 

• CD Printers 

• CD Supplies 

Expe. A 
Luw Pl 

eà 

• 

-r 

Call today for a competitive quote 

blme•sr.",•, 

MUM 

/ 1 

r-

www.goMRS.com 
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MARK ETPLACE 
• 

PRO AUDIO • RECORDING • KEYBOARDS • SOFTWARE 

1 qUESTIONSa 

1-888-888-4515 

Get s raight answers from Pros 
with hands-on product knowledge. 
Working mus clans, engineers and 
songwriters who understand your 

equipment needs. 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 251 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

MEDIA 
101111111PNIIIIriltel 

1.888.891.90910 

GUARANTEED NATIONAL 

DISTRIBUTION! 
and FREE barcode 

1395 
2 Panel 4/k book, 

4/0 tray 

includes: 
national distribution, printed 

inserts, FREE barcode, 
topspines, all films, jewel cases, 

assembly & wrap 
2 color CD's, 1000 units 

$1595 
4 Panel 4/k book, 

4/0 tray 

includes: 
national distribution, printed 

inserts, FREE barcode, 
topspines, all films, jewel cases, 

assembly & wrap 
2 color CD's, 1000 units 

Call with questions or inquires on other services 

Call about our broker discounts 

Media Services 
4030 S. 108th Street 
Omaha, NE 68137 
1.888.891.9091 

www.mediaomaha.com 
mediaomaha@aolcorn 

BULK CD's 
STARTING AT< 

6 2 <4 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 262 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

got books? 

http://www.mixbooks.com 
call 1-800-543 7771 

— for a free catalog! 

atuew-v..i.n.tayeking..com 
new_ coz. Wlied 

Packaye 
nade 

0wee 250 Vintage E0/Pnea &-
Mane Than 75 zuth.ae nZica in Stack 

12a-pr/C24/C28/C30/C460/C60-61/D30/D45/451; 
A STD- 1; AIM COMPEX:ALAN SMART CL I + 2; 
AMS RMK16/1580s; APHEX 612 gates: 

gacy 60 frame/550a/ Brent Ayerall mic pre/lunch box; 
ec 1567/436c; COLES 4038: CALREC 1061/1161/AM6-17: 

DBX 166; DECCA eg-pre/comp-lim, SUPER RARE; 
DOLBY SR racks DRAWMER DS201; 

EAB 6x2 tube console EAR 660 usedt EMI comps: 
ECKMILLER Eq;lEniiT 250 EVENTIDE Instant Phasor: 

FAIRMAN TMEQFMC/new FLICKENGER 3-band eq: 
FOCUSRITE ISAII5/130-rack/215/315; HAFLER Oh 220/pro 230 amps: 

HELIOS Island discrete eq/pre; 26x16x24 IOCC/ 
Olympic style wraparound cnsl.: KLARK TECH. DN780; 

LANGEVIN AM16; LEXICON LXPI-5-MRC 
NEVE CONSOLES Melbourne 12x2-12x4/8058/Er014 frame/8066 frame/ 

VR Legend 48;. NEVE MODULES1066/1073/1081/ 
1083/2053/33314/33609/83065/2254e/2262/3415/ 

1271/1272/1279/1290(1073 mic-pre ony) racked in pairs; 

NEUMANN U47/U48/M249/UM57/UM7Opr/KM64/ 84/85/U67/U87/ 
582/KM53-253pr/56pr/256/CMV563/ SM69fet/SM23/ 

Leipzig 7151:U47-87 shockmounts: 
PANASONIC 3500/3700 dat: PANSCAN: PULTEC EQH2 solid state: 
QSC 1200; QUADRAVERB: RCA DX77/ 4 band 70's mastering EQ: 

ROLAND Dim D; Scheopp 221b matched pr: 
Sennheisser 421; Shure tube mic pies: Sony C37p/C37a; 

SPENDOR SA300: SSI. 4048 e/g;4056;4032; 
STUDER 827/5000 hr: TELEFUNKEN V72/76/77/78/v672/y676/W695eq: 

TUBES EF804/EF14: UREI 1176 black new-used/1178/LA4/LA5/BL40/LA2A; 
WENDELL JR. drum trigger; VALLEY dynamite: YAMAHA SPX90 

NEW ITEMS - GML, Fairman & Universal Audio 

P_Itau imptiite alzauteadue4 'tat lidited 
inea@scintagsichuisam • Ritans ( 313) 965-0645 • f_ax (313) 964-3338 

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED _FINANCING AVAILABLE 
CIRCLE AD NUMBER 264 ON PRODUC- INFO CARD 

MARQUETTE AUDIO LABS 
imme 

It » • ,• 2. • . • 

IMO» 

pH» 
e 

pegs • 

pew • 

New, Used & Vintage 
Wording Equipment 
Specializing in 

•• Custom Racking • 

f ii • Nene • Telefunken 

• Siemens • Calrec 

• Langevin and morel 

Phone: 510-581-3817 • Fax: 510-581-3917 
www.marquetteau di alaks.com 
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CIRCLE AD NUMBER 266 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

Microphonic solutions for Big Band, Orchestral 
nd Acoustic solo instruments for live and studio 

pplications.   Nino norm raltrophoms and mounting system for 
Inns, Woodwinds uni Snags. Endorsed by ployer of oil mercol 
styles: Geed, Jon, Rork and Pop Col for o free brochure and 
specifnotions. Experience SD Systems MKTDpb011ei delroonop 
the pure, nalerol cleon sound of your chosenInsnument. 

ADVANCED SUNK_ CONCEPTS, INC. 
237 Chatsworth, NJ 08019 • Ph: (609) 726-9202 • Fax: (609) 751-3681 

Email: adwansoncommarthlinkatet 

> MOREL 

> PEERLESS 

> SCAN-SPEAK 

> SEAS 

CUSTOM 

COMPUTER AIDED 

CROSSOVER AND 

CABINET DESNIN 

ba-ef 

The SIVI75-150 
3" soft dome 

mid-range by ATC. 
ATC drivers are renowned for their 

reliability and performance. The SM75-150 
combines high sensitivity with extremely low 
distortion and a usable frequency response 

from 300Hz to 4000Hz. 
Contact Solen for more information. 

Call, write, email or fax for 

the Solen '98 Catalog. 

An $8.00 purchase price will be 
charged to non-professionals and 
discounted off the first order 
over $50.00. Businesses and 
professionals may request 
one copy free of charge. 

11111> VISA SOLEN INC. 
4470 Avenue Thibault 
St- Hubert,, QC, Canada J3Y 7T9 

Tel 450.656.2759 
Fax 450.443 4949 
Email solen@solen.ca 
Web http://www.solen.ca 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 267 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

CD & CD-ROM manufacturing 

cassette duplication 

graphic design & insert printing 
digital mastering & editing 

30 years experience •-r.o 
grtagiri‘«rned nationál di bution 

etail chains: A n (UN ow. Tnwer ecords, etc tails! maze c, o , 
Call or visit our 

crvtaLde 
eo 

visit us at wvvvv.cry.st (clearsou 

n 
. omicdtdpe 

IT'S YOUR BABY 
IELIE 1111— 

511 cos 
S8so.00 

Si,oso.00 1711i 

Otherc4  
Servi  

• Mastering 

• Design 

• Film f Printing 

•Web Development 

-Maned CDC 

800-DISIDOC, 
www.tligidocpro.cla Malec 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 269 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

MA,{E MONEY MAKING CDS 
(04,, Start your own duplication shop! 

Duplication suite #1 
Inferno 10 Bay 8x Tower • Rimage Thermal CD Printer 
w/autoloader • professional overwrapping system 

Lease as low as 299.00 per month 
•Pleaae tall hoe complete lease °ammo os enrols. 

-T. r4 1 16 200+ CDs l 
PER HOUR 

POSSIBLE, , 

1 

VISO OUP WERSITA FOR EXPERT ADVISE • WWW.superdups.cont 

TRADE mi youR 4e DUPERS ROO 8 oi:120! 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 270 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

The Audio Toolbox. 
The amazing DSP-powered acoustical analysis, 
audio test, calibration and troubleshooting. tool. 

Functions 
SPL • 1/12 octave RTA • RT60 • Energy Time Graph 
Distortion Meter • Speaker Polarity • Signal Generator 
Frequency Counter • Stereo dB Meter • MIDI Analyzer 
Audio Scope w/phase • Impedance Meter • Cable Tester 

Time Code Generator / Reader / Re-gen / Analyzer 

Headphone Monitor Amp • Phantom Power Tester 
PC/Mac Interface • 40 memories • more... 

• Tel: 303 545 5848 
Fax: 303 545 6066 
Toll-free: 888 433 2821 

TerraSonde www.terrasonde.com 

Available in 
Rack-nxxint. Plus. 

and Standard 
models ( shown). 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 271 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

"Nobody does transfers better" 
100% Guaranteed Satisfaction - Only $95/hour* 

Your project deserves the best and nobody 
does transfers better than DigiNote. Our 
system provides you with the highest 
quality 24bit Apogee converters and a 

simple hourly charge with no "setup" fees* 

TASCAM to ADAT, ADAT to TASCAM, ADAT to 2" TAPE, 2" TAPE 
to ADAT, PROTOOLS to ADAT, TASCAM to PROTOOLS, ADAT to 
PROTOOLS, PROIDOLS to TASCAM, 2" TAPE to PROTOOLS, 

rRoTnnr , - 2" TAPE, YOU NAME IT - WE DO I 

CALL 305-604-9210 
www.DigiNote-transfers.com 
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i.F.1'1\11w-.-: MASTERING 
.EÍE filulPHIC SERV 
'1D111fY PROOF 

Ur.T.J 

PHONE: 317/549-8484 
FAX: 3171549-8480 

ON 

• -LE 

sales(a)worldmedia i .Com 
www worldmediagroup corn 

L 
:1-
(4 
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1000 7" VINYL 45's (WITH WHITE SLEEVE) S719.00 REORDER • 5379.0e 

500 7" VINYL 45's (WITH WHITE SLEEVE) S599.00 REORDER - 5269.00 

1000 12" VINYL (in WHITE JACKET / HOLE) $1,699.00 REORDER - 1149.90 

500 12" VINYL (in WHITE JACKET iv/ HOLE) $1,199.00 REORDER $649.00 

ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE: MASTERING / FULL PROCESSING / TESTS / 
2-COLOR LABELS / SHRINK WRAP (12" only)/ QUICK TURN AROUND 

IN-HOUSE CD, VINYL 8. CASSETTE REPLICATING & PACKAGING - ASK FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE! 

Rainbo Records and Cassettes 
1738 Berkeley St.- Santa Monica,CA 90404 • (310)819-3476 
Fax: ( 310) 828-8765 • www.rainborecords.com • info@rainborecords.com 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 274 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

THICK AS A BRICK 
The new Large Format 
ATR-102 1- inch stereo 
fostering recorder. 

For analog sound depth 
cnd density beyond 
cll digital comparisons. 

Listen. 

Believe. 

717-852-7700 
www.arrservice.com 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 275 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

S irqu  41 vÁi ativffl 
YOUR SOURCE FOR QUALITY AUDIO TRACKING, 
MIXING, MASTERING AND SURROUND TOOLS 

Sales • System Integration • Service 

A HALFWAY HOUSE FOR THE SERIOUSLY AUDIO ADDICTED 

Dallas, Texas 

Pb: (214) 358-0050 www.studiotechsupply.com Fax: (214) 358-0947 

RACKMOUNT YOUR MAC 

All1111•1111111K 

'e"'"-••••...àeno...„„,.=.---

MARATHON COMPUTER 
www.marothoncomputer.com 

800 • 832 • 6326 
CIRCLE AD NUMBER 277 ON PRODUCT INFO CARO 

Sorry, we've just sold our only pair 
of George Martin ears 

due to overwhelming demand. 
Hie wanted them back.) 

But we've got this gear in stock now! 

Neve VR60 
Neve VR72 
Trident 80B (2) 
SSL 4048 EM 
Harrison MR4 32x24 
Neve 1073's racked 

Euphonix CS2000 
Euphonix CS3000 
Audient ASP8024 
Urei 1176 (3) 
Fairman compressor 
Fairman master EQ 

Neve 33314 Compkimiters API 525E (2) 

And we also carry the following: 
API, Avalon, Manley, TO Electronics, Lexicon, Mackie, 

Neve, Pultec, SSL, Trident 
Now Shipping! 

The new TA SCAM A4X2424 Hard-Disk Recording System! 

23 MUSIC SQUARE EAST, NASHVILLE, TN 37203 
(615) 248-0007 www.primalgear.com 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 278 ON PRO9UC1 INFO CARD 

Effective & Portable 
Volume Control & Separation 

gib ,ee.r> 

FOR A FREE BROCHURE 

CALL 

(IF SO (  clearsonic.com 800-888-6360 
CIRCLE AD NUMBER 276 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD CIRCLE AD NUMBER 279 ON PRODUC1 INFO CARD 
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MARKETPLACE 

PHONE 8 1 8-708 7 7 1 6 FAX 8 1 8-708 7105 Web: www.boutigueaudio.com 

lelelunken Yn, Vna, V/711, `, 71 

A safe harbor for your valuable 

vintage modules at a great price. 

$895.00 (Any Rack) 
*Module, not Imluded 

-Enclosed 3RU Chassis 

-Internal shielded power supply 

-Conductive plastic output pots 

-All steel chassis 

-Rear chassis mount RUCs 

-Front panel 1/4" line/inst inputs 

Also available: Neve 8 channel rocks 
and custom racks 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 280 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

CD c. 
LABELING it •_,. KIT 

PACKAGING 
FROM YOUR fe.me 
DESKTOP! 

DESIGN PRINT zr ." ONLY 
APPLY PACKAGE " 

ti 10.1.illt 

• 

KI1111(111015 

• NtA102000 (0 label Applicator 

• Assortment of labels nod 
Jewel (ase Inserts 

• MediaFACI 
• Design Wt.'', ( PC) (emphasis ( Mud 
• Digital Budground Art for labels and Inserts 
• label and Insert Waddles for Popular 

uptins P000rains ( Kilda() 

$2995 

NEAT. 888-575-3873 
Also available 
Other Medio labeling Products for Audio, 

Media Labeling Products DAT, Mini- Disc A Zip 

250 Dodge Ave East Haven, (1 06512 888 575 3873 203-466-5170 Fox 203 466-5178 

www.neato.com 

CIRCLE AO NUMBER 281 ON P,10011CT INFO CARO 

VT-2 Dual-Channel Vacuum Tube Microphone Preamplifier 

Anyone who has heard it knows ... 

D.W. FEARN • 
www.dwfearn.com 

610-793-2526 
610-793-1470 fax 

PO Do> 57 • Pocopso, PA • 10366 • U.S.A. 

CIRCLE AD NUMBER 283 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

WHY PAY TOO MUCH? 
C/iCL Peocluctioktsi 
media supply superstore! 

MrPSLJI 
.0611111111 

1 i's  Ilt.W your 

We'll BEAT 
Your Best 
Deal or they 
are FREE!! 

Mitsui Silver Unbranded 
$1 .07 each! (Not a misprint) 

Minimum order 100 bulk discs 

Call for higher quantity discounts. 

www.eclickpro.conl 

1-888-738-2573 
CIRCLE AD NUMBER 284 ON PRODUCT INFO CARC 
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ARCHITECTUAL ACOUSTICS FROM 
»ji.wijJ inc. 

• DESIGN AND CONSULTATION FOR EVERY PROJECT 

• Total studio concepts 
designed by creative people. 
• Control rooms, studios 
and turnkey packages. 

• Wiring system design, custom 
cabling B full installations. 
• Consultation E advice on 
equipment or system choices. 
• Room tuning, noise problems. 
• Existing plans, custom traps. 
• Equipment packages with used 

Et vintage consoles, 24 tracks, 
mics Et processing available. 

CLASSIFIEDS 
MIX Classified Ads are the easiest and most economical means to reach a buyer 
for your product or service. The classified pages of Mix supply our readers with a 

valuable shopping marketplace. We suggest you buy wisely; mail-order consumers 

have rights, and sellers must comply with the Federal Trade Commission, as well 

as various state laws. Mix shall not be liable for the contents of advertisements. 

For complete information on prices and deadlines, call (800) 544-5530. 

Ti iE SYSTEMS COMPANY 
RE coMING Sn.I>Z6 • holAsTaNG 
FILH • RIOT • BRonocA.Sr 

- NO MATTER THE SIZE OR BUDGET 

• EXCLUSIVE U.S. REPRESENTATIVES FOR FV1UNRO ASSOCIATES DESIGN, LONDON 

• ROOM ANALYSIS AND MONITOR SYSTEM TUNING 

• CUSTOM DYNAUDIO/MUNRO MAIN MONITOR SYSTEMS 

• CUSTOM WIRING SYSTEMS DESIGNED AND INSTALLED 

• EXCLUSIVE U.S. RESELLER FOR PRE-OWNED SSL 
CONSOLES 

V ( 781) 982-2600 F ( 781) 982-2610 
www.proaudiodesign.com 

BIG SOUND: $299* 
..... 

With the new Roominators" Alphal " Complete Acous-
- tical Control Kit, ifs easy to make your place sound 

great! Big-name studios know that good gear in a bad 
room sounds no better than bad gear, so they tame their 

acoustics with goodies from Auralex. Now we've shrunk 
>>••• that big-studio sound down into the handy lake home" 

sized Alphall It's never been this easy & afford-
able to make your room sound better, 

• In this one kit you get everything you need to 
improve the sound of your small studio. 00 booth 
or control room, bass traps, absorbers.... oui» 
adhesive & installation tips! 

• You'll Immediately notice improved T!),, 
•ing, tighter bass & less *room" sound. 

• Your monitors, mics, & other gear will sound bot-
than eve, Your recordings will be much more accurah 

Everything you record or listen to will sound clearer. 

• Gone will be the dastardly room reflections and bass buildup that have 
been keeping you from hearing the 'true" sound you desire (and paid for)! 

Don't put up with bad sound any longer. Get to one of our hundreds of 
dealers nationwide and check out the entire line of affordable Roominators 
Kits t,c616y. Your sound and your accountant will be glad you did! • • , Irnaled streel 

www.auralex.com • Sound Control For The Rest Of Us '" • 800.95.WEDGE 

ACOUSTICS by Clb 1194 Walnut St. Suite 205 
Newton. MA 02461 

617 969-0585 • fax 617 964-1590 
...all the others are Just brokers. email obi dbOlt earthlink.net 

Building a project studio? 
Designs from existing plans start at $1,000 per room. 

www.home.earthlink.nee-obldb Neve 8068/8058/8038 VR72FFNIII-48N1-48 
SSL 4056G+ ULT/6064E/G+/4048E/G 

Flying Faders 84 ch sys • Trident 80C/80B 
Neve 8128 56 GML • API 3224 • Trident TSM 
Otan MTR90 Mk111/11* MX8O• MTR100• Radar I 
Studer A827 • A820 $30K • A820 w/SR/rern/loc 

Studer A800 MKIII • Sony JH24 • APR24 
EMT 250 Reverb/251/140•Lex 480L 4.0•224XL 
AKG C24•C452EB•C12 done•C28•C60 

AKG C414EB Silver • Neve 1066•Shep 1073 

SMALL AFFORDABLE SPECIALS 
Trident 24 44 ch $ 11k • Studer 169 mixer $3k 
Amek Big 28 Dyn $ 16k • Cad Maxcon11$5.5k 
Neumann U87A new $2k • UREI 813C pr $2k 

Urei 1176LN: $2.1k• 1178: $2.3k•LA3A: $ 1.1k 
Tascam MSR24S $5K • AMS RMX16: $3.5k 

New products from Quested. Daking 
TL Audio•Optifile•Sontec•Alan Smart 
Trident•Pnzm AD/DA & Mastering egs  

Building Studios & Keeping 
'em Alive for -2-9- 30 years! 

AcousticsFirst" 
M888-765-2900 

Full product line for sound 

control and noise elimination. 

Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

11BRANFrEensoLota, 
SOUND CONTROL 
DIFFUSER PANELS 

800-449-0845 
www.vibrantech.com 

Audio Design Solutions 
(301) 607-6607 

*Facility Design and Consultation 

*Custom Wiring Systems 

*Equipment Installations 

*Turnkey Packages 

*Pio Tools System Rental 

*Pia Tools System Training 

Small or Large Projects— 

Let our experience help you. 

Call for Information! 

SILENT 
Nonouii a. Nonnar, pton. 1.4.01061 

INFO (413) 564-7044 • FAX (413) 624-2377 

ORDER (800) 583-7174 
info@silentsource.com • www.silentsource.com 

Acousticore Fabric Panels • Sound Barrier 
Isolation Hangers • A.S.C. Tube Traps 
Slence Wallcovering • WhisperWedge 
Melaflex • S.D.G. Systems • Tecnifoarn 
R.P.G. Diffusors • Sonex • Sound Quilt 

For Pro Studios, Home Recording 
& Institutions Professional 
Quality, Solid Construction 
"Easy Connect Panels" 
Sizes 4'x4', 6'x6' 
8'x8' & Larger 
Affordable 
Cool 

Mx Classifieds (800) 544-5530 

Mfflto gic. 

r RI 
Sound Isolation Enclosures 

Vocal Booths • Broadcast Booths 

Tel: 423-585-59276 Fax: 423-585-5831 
Website: www.whisoerroom.com 

116 S. Sugar Holm Rd. • klornsloxin, TN 37813 USA 

usiness 
Opportunities 

SINGERS! and DU! 
FREE REPOR1114. t, 
MAKE $1500 
PER WEEK  

PERFORMING 
IN CLUBS 

PROSINGER5 

ATTN. PAT 
PO BOX 650, PINELLAS, FL 33780 

Tired of your 
session book? 

Finally, studio management 

software you can use! 

www.SessionTracker.com 

Shimad 
Full line of CD-Duplicators, 
CD-Recorders, CD-Printers 

and CD-R Media 

1-888-474-4623 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 217 

 —74 
mployment 
Offered 

STUDIO MANAGER WANTED 
Busy and growing 48-track, 
4000-sq.-ft. commercial NYC 
studio, with in-house label and 
publishing company, seeks ex-
perienced studio manager. 
Major label clientele. Excellent 
growth opportunity for the 
right person. Salary commen-
surate with experience. 

E-mail resume to 
dkarns@onsiteaccess.com 
or fax to 212-246-6196. 
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Employment Offered 

PRO AUDIO TECHNICIAN 
Experienced Technician needed 
to fill an immediate opening in 
Boca Raton, Florida. Technician 
must have min. 3 yrs. experience 
with Lutron, Crestron, Audio 
Access & Home Theatre Applica-
tions. Understanding of record-
ing studio technology. Macintosh 
& PC computers a plus. Full 
Benefits package and a com-
petitive salary. Please contact 
Noemi de Varona at (305) 945-
1230 or fax (305) 945-3383. 

Full-time Live Sound Engineer 
with 5 years high-end concert 
and corporate experience. Must 
live in Northern/Central CA and 
be willing to travel extensively. 
Please fax resume to Patrick @ 
(209) 367-1057. 

Maintenance Technician Needed 
Large So. Calif. studio looking for 
night tech. Exp. preferred, 
great working environment. 
Benefits incl. med., dental, 401k. 
Please fax or e-mail resume to: 

(310) 479-2414. 
studio.tech@gte.net 

WANTED: CRUISE SHIP 
TECHNICIANS. We are accepting 
resumes for experienced techni-
cians to work onboard luxury 
cruise ships. Positions include: 
AUDIO ENGINEER, MASTER 
ELECTRICIAN, WARDROBE, 
BACKSTAGE TECH, VIDEO 
TECH, and STAGE MANAGERS. 
We recruit for most major cruise 
lines with exotic destinations all 
over the world. Travel and get 
paid for it! For more information, 
please visit our Website 
www.c-deck.com. Interested 
applicants should send a current 
resume with references to c-deck 
Inc., P.O. Box 230548, Las 
Vegas, NV 89123 or e-mail 
reception@c-deck.com. 

INCREDIBLE OPPORTUNI 
for big studio trained Pro To 
Engineer/Technician. Manag 
contractors for new facility. Tra 
and mix wide variety of hig 
profile TV/record/film projects. F 
resume including salary require-
ment to (212)414-0885. 

is music your passion? 
Do you like to have fun at work? 

If so, apply now for a position at Digidesign. 

Digidesign is the leading manufacturer of digital audio 
workstations for the professional music, recording, film and 

video markets. Digidesign's software and hardware products 
are used for the recording, editing, mixing and mastering of 
sound. These products integrate with industry-standard 
personal computer and mass storage devices to create 
cost-effective, random access digital audio workstations. 

Check out our web page to ee our current openings in.  

Administration Customer Service Engineering 

Marketing Operations Sales 

Our total compensation package includes comprehensive 
benefits, 401K, and a profit sharing plan. Please send 

us your resume, indicating position of interest to: 

e-mail: jobsAigidesign.com 
fax: 1650) 842-7999 
or mail: Digidesign, 3401-A Hil'view Avenue, 

Palo Alto, CA 94304-1348 
Attn: Staffing 

Please indicate somewhere on your resume or 
cover sheet that you are responding to a MIX ad. 

Visit our web site at: 
http://www.cligidesign.com 

EOE 
Avid 

LOOKING FOR A GREAT CAREER? 
MUSIC SALES • PRINT & WEB THEN LOOK NO RTHER! 
DESIGN • CONTRACTING - 
INSTALL TECH • TECHNICAL 800-222-4700 SUPPORT Ask for Kristine Hoos! 

%„vitehAtithàr 
www.sweetwater.com 

careers@sweetwater.com 
5335 Bass Road, Fort Wayne, IN 46808 
(219) 432-8176 - FAX ( 219) 432-1758 

OUR COMPANY IS THE LEADER IN 
RECORDING STUDIO DESIGN & INSTALLATION 

Looking to fill 3 positions in N. Miami Beach, Fla., Office area 
1. Pro Tools Sales & Installation specialist $40-50k Race & Commission 

2. Operations manager $40/50k Base & Performance Bonus 
3. Pro Audio Service and Repair specialist $50k Base & Commission 

Benefits included. Fax resume to (954) 927-6018 

Equipment Financing 

A/V Equipment Financing 
Specializing in Audio-Video Equipment • No Down Payment 

• No Financials Requited 
• New & Used Equipment 
• Upgrade Existing Lenses 

New: Personal Lease 
To $15,0001 

Visit Our Web Site For 
Applications & Qualifications 

We Are Direct Lenders 

LFCI www.lfclnet 
Call: 800 626 LFCI 

GREAT RATES ON INSURANCE! 
EQUIPMENT O NLY: 
(Limited Worldwide Coverage) 

$50,000 of Studio Gear for $625 
$100,000 of Location Gear for $1,250 
$250,000 of Studio Gear for $2,250 
$250,000 of P.A. Gear for $3,750 

O R ENTIRE PACKAGES 
(For Studios) 

$100,000 of Equipment 
12 Months Unlimited Loss of Income 
$1,000,000 General Liability 
$1,000,000 Non-Owned Auto Liability 
Plus MANY Additional Coverages for Only $978 

UNITED AGENCIES INC. r/-

soo —soo —seso r-j/IJUJee, lire 
www.UnitedAg,,cles.corn 

California CA. License #0252636 

EQUIPMENT FINANCING 
• FAST, EASY APPROVALS 
• We Specialize in 

Audio-Visual Equipment 
• No Financials Necessary 
• True Lease or Finance 

Lease Option 
• New or Used Equipment 

LOANS BY PHONE 

C.111 Jeff Weiler 

(800)699-FLEX 
24hr. Fas ( 972)599-0650 

"11 FLEXLEASE Inc. am COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT FINANCING 
Contact Us at Our 

Fféb Address: 
www.flexlease.com 

224 NH\ /1 i) 



Professional Audio Design 
/ 

• ExdusNe foctory oufnorized U.S. agert for 
are-owned Solid State Lax consoles 

• iJS representatives for Munro Associates 
studio desigr and custom menitors 

t k t 
I UF 

• m-house service, cistom witirg de9gn 
and fabricator and installation services 

• New, used and vintage equipment sa'es 

Please cc...4 dikeMit fee; 

iraCiliLi 'S 4 ytiteme.114. 

- / 

www.proaucliodesign.com 

........ 

........ ..............  

. . u. M al. Ma.. in. 

REPRESENTING OVER 100 MANUFACTURERS 
PLUS HARD TO FINO VNTAGE GEAR 

API. AKG. AVALON. DYNAUDIO. 
FOCUSRITE. GML. LEXICON, 

MANLEY LABS. MUNRO CUSTOM 
MONITORS NEME. OTARI SONY. 
SSL. TC ELECTRONIC & MORE 

THE CASE SPECIALISTS 
• FREE CATALOGUE 

(800) 346-4838 
(631) 563-8326, NY 
(631) 563-1390, Fax 

Custom or stock sizes. 
Our prices can't be beat! 

WWW. D 1 scount-Distributors.corn 

AMPEX ATR PARTS 
All common -eplacements in stock! 

Key parts made by AIR Service 
Flux Magnetics heads • 1/2- inch 

conversions • Precision motor rebuilding 
(7173 852.7700 

SERVICE 
COMPANY 
.1•1100•00 0100101.10f 

viww.etrearvice.cant 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 221 

6386 Variable Mu Tube Limiter 
• • • • . 111. • 

A Modem Approach to Classic Tube Compression 
Same Gain Control Tube as the Fairchild Limiter 

Class A Sonically Accurate Signal Path 

1908) 665-9311 
VAW4 U1,111Mdk.corn 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE p g. 217 

1990 Otan i DTR-900 PD Digital 
32 Irk w/Apogee AD/DA filters. 
Original price $40k+. $3k or BO. 
1992 Studer D820 digital, 2 trk, 
1/4". Original price $12k+, ask-
ing $2k or BO. Machines can be 
examined in LA. Must sell. (714) 
990-4030. Fax (909) 597-2106. 
cjsshue@yahoo.com 

E-mail your ad to mixclass@intertec.com 

sruceirecH 
SC111:11:111L-110 

YOUR SOURCE FOR QUALITY AUDIO TRACKING, 

MIXING, MASTERING AND SURROUND TOOLS 

Sales • System Integration • Service 

A HALFWAY HOUSE FOR THE SERIOUSLY AUDIO ADDICTED 

Dallas, Texas 

Ph: (214) 358-0050 www.studiotechsupply.com Fax: (214) 358-0947 

www.recording-equipment.com 

Equipment from the UK 

AERON 

CHAIR 
800-883-9697 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 213 

CIMNIFEVI 
STUDIO FURNITURE 

CovinunAx soo.332.1am 416.332.33112 

FAX 4111.332.2e/17 

www.omnirax.com 

Open for business 
24 hours 

http://www mercenary.corn 

"this is not a problem" 

TEL: (508) 543-0069 
FAX: (508) 543-9670 

con le ci gee! Rack 
Mounting 

Custom of your 
Engraved Vintage Gear 
Panels 

All American Alchemy, Inc. 
(212) 475-7330 v. ww.unfsrudios .com 

60 used JBL model 2344 
1" Studio Monitor Horns 
$75 each. Call Tom @ 
(760) 438-2932 or e-mail 
rimrep@aol.com 

THE MIC 
TUBE MICROPHONES 

BOUGHT/SOLD/SERVICED 
Mic Power Supplies & Cables 
Bill Bradley (615) 595-1717 

Fax: i.615) 595-1718 

www.micshop.com 

All phase monitors should 
be as dependable as ours. 

J J (";.J 
r 

SYSTEMS . 

For details on our full line of editing 
products, call ( 818) 551-5871 
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'VISA Cry, 

Equipment For Sale 

eat 

o VINTAG 
e 3 NEUMANN • NEVE• AKG • STUDER 

API * TRIDENT • AMFK • UREI• RCA • SSL•TELEFUNKE 

(> 

Buy/Sell - We pay top dollar - FAX us your lis 

" 1 Worldwide Shipping • Visit website 

512.338.6777 • http://audio.home.texas.net 

VINTAGE NEVE-1272 PREAMPS with D.I. 
• • 

•Iii• • 
l 45 'e. 4' .. 
• • 

$1089 Single w/p.s. $1859 Two channel 

VINTAGE NEVE-3415 PREAMPS with Di. (PRE FROM NEVE 1081 EQ) 
$849 Single w/p.s. $1349 Two channel w/p.s. 

CLASSIC MIC PREAMPS MADE FROM VINTAGE Apr COMPONENTS 
$1449 Two channel w/p.s. $549 Plug-in module 

POWERED RACKS FOR VINTAGE APr PREAMPS AND EQ'S 
$569 6-Module portable $569 6-Module ruck mt $899 11-Module rock mt 

gebe44 Ailial 
IE Ina lrIE « PRISES 

14300 Hortense Street • Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 

818 784.2046 FAX 818 784.0750 
www brentave rill co m 

BEST PRICES & SELECTION OF 
WORKSTATIONS, DIGITAL 
MIXERS-RECORDERS, 
OUTBOARD GEAR, 

MICROPHONES AND MONITORS. 

Pro Tools MIX/MIX Plus, Tool-
Box, Plug- ins, Mackie Digital, 
Manley, TC Electronic, dbx 
Quantum, Panasonic Digital, 
Amek, TubeTech, Apogee, Dolby, 
Neumann, MOTU 2408 and 
1224, API, Summit, Genelec, 
Hafler, Lexicon, AKG, Otan, 
Yamaha Digital, Soundcraft, 
Tannoy, Roland Digital, Alesis 
Digital. 

• Very Aggressive Pric,ing 
• Experienced & Knowledgeable 
Sales Staff 
• Serving the Recording Industry 

for over 20 Years 
• Ask About Our Used & Demo 
selections 

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

(602) 267-0600 
Visit our Web site for more 

Product Information 
and Incredible Blowouts at 

VVVVW.EAR.N ET 

SINGERS 
Unlimited Backgrounds'. 
From Standard Tapes. Records. & CDs 
ith the Thompson Vocal Eliminator'' e 

Call for Free Demo Tape. 
Internet http: ltsound.co 
LT Sound. Dept MX.1 

7988 LT Parkway 
Lithonia. GA 30058 • 

20 Hour Demo Info •- 
Line 1770)482.2485 • Eat 8 

Best Vocal Eliminate", Key Changer. Voice Enhancer' 

I REMOVE 
a VOCALS 

MARQUETTE AUDIO LABS 
WOW & Pr • Soselltilu Cabo Will 

• 
• al. pan - min - 

L. a.. • mt. I... • GIs 
lllll: 511•511-3117.fii: 511 511.3117 

www.marquetteaudiolabs.com 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 219 

_ 
CalI (30i.),„44. red2F Fcra0130.32,549-85158 

http://oememenictIoineteom 

Analog Tape Machine for sale. 
ATR 124 24-track machines w/ 
remotes overhauled & updated 
with most current mods (2) $25k 
ea.; 16 tk Heads stacks (2), $5k 
ea.; Spare cards, $600 ea. Doug 

Oorong Studio, 530 W21st 
St., New York, (212) 727-9899. 

Protect Your Investment 
Step up to Professional Cables 

.AVCable.com 
U877-229-3601 

Audio, Video & Custom Cables 
Custom Imprinting Risk free guarantee 

X\-1.1 66S0-Z17Z 96g0-Z17Z-S19 13 su!Aale 14)m% /34/10D 

WOO 'fflnesumeici AMAMI 
:11; ol!s qpm /no l!syt luatud!nba oiqougnu Jo lsll alaidwo3 u lo..3 

grad . aoyuas . solos 

luowd!nba SuquoDou paumo-aid UI2umiepads 

'IDN\-?1-1DX'a 01(111V SNIATTa 

'DM "a•-yfi i-;861 ctl!S 
1DN il OS INAINdIFIÓ3 010nv 

CIANMO-1-1d IVNIDIU0 
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NEUTRIK TT CABLES 
$10.99 ... 24" 

3-1r \\ arrant)! also 12/18/36 

REAN TT BAYS: $295 

EDAC PARTS in stock 

GREE‘ Dol  ( 615) 366-5964 

SOUND ANCHOR 
SPECIALTY AUDIO STANDS 

(407) 724-1237 
DESIGNED FOR ULTIMATE 
PERFORMANCE BEHIND 
CONSOLE AND FREE SPACE 
APPLICATIONS. 
SIOMARCI & Cusnos, Modals 
SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

SOUND 

Lf 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 217 

NEED GEAR? 
FOR LIVE OR STUDIO? 

RECORDING • GUITARS • 
AMPLIFIERS • PRO AUDIO • 

KEYBOARDS 

800,2224100 

1
 5335 Bass Road Fort Wayne, IN 46808 

(219) 432-8176 
FAX (219) 432-1758 

www.sweetwater.com 
sales@sweetwater.com 

music technology direct 

We have everything you 
need for studio and stage! 

VINTECH AUDIO 
CLASS A MIC PREAPAPS MADE WITH 

NEVE— 1272 COMPONENTS 
www.vIntech-audio.com 

call toll tree: 1-877-4-mic-pre 

LOOKING FOR 

BEI I ER SOUND? 
Component- level upgrades for mixing 
consoles, tape machines, mics & all 
outboard gear. Also, high-speed high-
quality mic preamps. 

AJDIO UPGRADES 

6410 Matilija Ave. 
Van Nuys, CA 91401 

(818) 780-1222 
Fax (818) 886-4012 

http:,./www.audioupgrades.com 

Every major brand of everything. 
Millions of dollars of musical gear 
in stock. ALTO MUSIC. Guitars, 
recording, keyboards, amplifiers, 
drums, pro sound, new & used. 
One of the largest selections in 

the country. We ship everywhere! 
(914) 692-6922.680 Rt. 211 
East Middletown, NY 10940 

www.Altomusic.com 
Ask for Uncle Freddy—He loves ya! 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
PRO AUDIO 

NEW, USED AND VINTAGE 
THE LAST CALL YOU'LL 

HAVE TO MAKE! 
Phone: (818) 222-4522 
Fax: (818) 222-2248 

NEVE VR CONSOLES 

FOR SALE 
Any size, any configuration, 

Flying Faders or GML. 

Contact Gary Belz, 
House of Blues Studios, 

(818) 990-1296. 

CAFFEINATEDI 

requisifeAudio.com 
818-247-2047 " 

Consoles, 
Mastering Desks, 
Digital Workstations, 
Keyboard Workstations, 
Rack enclosures, Spkr. Stands 

Online Catalog 

ARGOSY 
00.427.5698, 573.346.854 

ORGANIZE, T,DtÇl< 8( PROTECT 
all your s.117.clio gear! 

8001DLABEL 
Serialized & Barcoded Asset Antificatian 

800-435-2235 • w_wme800i4abel.com 

VT-2 Vacuum Tube Mie Preamp 

WIARAI-dwfearn.com 

D.W. FEARN é 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE K. 222 

Plug and play! 
Euphonix CS2000/56 with DSC 
Sony APR-24 W. Chase Sync. 

24 channels of Dolby SR 
Patchbay + all wiring harnesses 

very low hours, $145k 
Call (505) 986-1116. 

API, Jensen, etc.... 

Finally. pure Class-A, all discrete 

direct replacement J-FET op- amps 
of exceptional musical realism. 

From Millennia Media, Inc. 

T530-647-0750 www.mil-media corn 
info@mil-medra corn 

Drowning in a sea of stuff? 
Get the RACKIT- System 

Modular, stackahle media furniture 
holds all formats and equipment 

Free brochure ( please mention Mix) 

(800) 821-4883 

(1)1(1119W-Pi49.&__ 
www.rackittm.com 

Pre-Owned Professional Audio 
and Video Gear. 

Call for our latest For Sale List. 
DA-88s, ADATs. Sony 3348s 

The Enterprise Group 
www.enterprisestudio.com 

(818) 840-8480 

VIF Idlers & Holddown Knobs 

ITC Reel Parts 

SEQUOIA 
ELECTRONICS 
(800) 848-4428 

FAX (408) 363-0957 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETP_ACE pg. 219 

Equipment Appraisal 
Facility Liquidation 

Hamilton Brosious 
Associates 

(888) 308-6800 

Vintage Used Equipment 

CONSOLES: Neve 8078 40 frame 32/1095s, 40 Flying Faders, 40/1272s, 
recapped, $225k*Neve VR 72 w/GML remote bay, $2491eNeve 8108 56in.*SSL 
40100G+ w/Ult $298.5k*Trident 808, $23.5k*Amek Hendrix 40in ‘.v/Supertrue. 
$39.5k*Amek "Big 32in w/dynamics, stand, $ 17k*Amek Mozart RN 40in 
w/Supertrue, $65k*1991 Neotek Elite 40in, $29.5k*Harrison MR4 28in, $21.5k* 
(3) Yamaha 02R's w/Argosy frame. 24 TRACKS: Studer A827 new in crate $48ki 
a-820 $23,500*a-800MK111$29,500*Otari MTR-9011/MX80`Sony APR-24, Sony 
JH-24' Sony 3348 w/remote, new sync head $65k. MONITORS: Boxer T5 2x15" 
powered, $23k*Boxer T3 2x12" powered, $ 18k*Genelec 1035a powered. OUTBOARD: 
Lexicon 480L, $7,500*AMS RMX16*TimeLine Microlynx, $ 1,350*UREI 
1176/1178*LA-4/Teletronix LA-2A*Pultec EQP1A3. MICS: Neumann 
U87/U67/U47/M49*AKG 451/414,7C12/C24, NEW EQUIPMENT: IC Electronic* 
Tube-Tech*Lexicon'Eventide*Quested Monitors*Demeter*D.W. Feam'Amek*AKG* 
dbx*Millennia*Beyer*HHB*Drawmer*DPA (B&K)*Hafler`FM Acoustics' WE BUY 
AND SELL VINTAGE Neve/PulterJAPVTeletronix/Neumannaelefunken/AKG/etc. 

Major Credit Cards accepted. Check our Web site for daily equipment 
updates and pictures of some for sale items. 

www.harborsound.com 
180,1(11 NII1A1 1-1111LEI SAUGUS, MA 01906. USA 

Ph: (781) 231-0095 Fax: (781) 231-0295 

ALAN SMART COMPRESSORS 

ellieeeee 

C-1, C-2 & Multichannel version 

available in the U.S. & exclusively distributed by: 

Sunset Sound, Hollywood (323) 469-1186 
www.sunsetsound.com 
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Limited !Anon 150 Will Re Made 

/() 

Dual Valve Telelmobic Preampulator 

Kin Hardwood - Sound Activated VU Meter 
Gold Tele Knobs - Biome Dust Text 

'the orsjanic mother of. all rack space fillers " 

e sliee,,, 

www.funklogic.com 434 3854 

I
masterpieceay.com blank media 
cd-r recorders 
microphones 
studio gear 
digital audio workstations 
impeccable 
custpmer 
service 

c3"'eigle,f9g-eier 

PATC H BAYS 
VINTAGE GEAR 

we buy-sell-trade, see our list at 

www.audioyillage.org 

(760) 320-0728 

ping for Equipment? 
u pay too much, check out www.digibid.com 

diàibid.có 
Auction-Network 

Best Pro Audio Deals on the Planet! an IndustryClick product 

The Internet Auction Marketplace 

NEVE 8058 MKII Console 

Quad panning, Great cond w/ 
manual, $100k OBC; STUDER 
ASO MKII 24tk 2" Great cond. 
w/Auto loc. & man., $ 17k 
OBO. 

(201) 227-8570 

The Professional Choice 

Recording • ENG • Film Sound 

Studios • Broadcast • Post 

Equipment sales, tech support 

and great prices. 

turner audio 
(203)270. 2933 
www.turneraudio.corn 

funkya) 
London 

+44 (0)207 609 5479 

fax +44 (0)207 609 5483 

sales©funky-j u nk.co.uk 

Used Equipment in stock includes:-

Consoles 
NEVE 
SSL 
SSL 
RAINDIRK 
TRIDENT 
SOUNDTRACS 
SOUNDCRAFT 
AMEK 

Outboard 
LEXICON 

TC 
NEUMANN 

VR48 Legend 
4048E/G 
4048G loaded 32 
Symphony 
Series 90 
Quartz 48 
DC2000 
Einstein, 
Mozart, 
Galileo 

480L, 224XL, 
200, PCM 91, 
81, 70, 60 etc 
M5000, M3000etc 
U47 tube, U47 FET, 
U67, U87 etc 

TELETRONIX LA2A 

Multitrack 
STUDER A820 (900hr) 24 trk 
STUDER 
STUDER 
STUDER 
STUDER 
OTAR1 
OTAR1 
OTARI 
MCl/SONY 
SONY 

A820 (300hr) 24 trk 
A820 ( 550hr) 24 trk 
A800Mk3 ( 5500hr) 24 trk 
A80Mk4 24 trk 
MTR90Mk2 24 trk 
MX80 24 trk 
MX70 1" 16 crk 
JF124 24 trk 
APR24 24 trk 

UREI 
PUBLISON 
AMS 
KLARK TEKNIK 
EMT 
TUBETECH 

1176, LA4A etc 
IM90, IM89 
RMX16, DMX 1580S 
DN780, 0N500, DN510 
140, 240, 251, 252 
LCA2B, ME1A, PE1B 

This is just a small selection of our used stock, 

get in touch for a full and up to date list 
teinrldvvide shipping and tax free exports no problem 

Full lists available by fax or email 
If the !..a slay , a, the turtles 

London - Paris - Milan - Stockholm 

check our webslte for more details 

www.proaudioeurope.com 

Drowning in a sea of stuff? 
Get the RACKIT- System 

Modular, stackable media furniture 

holds all formats and equipment 
Free brochure (please mention Mix) 

(800) 821-4883 

www.rackittm.com 

UPGRADE 

Digital Recording 
Factory Direct Discount Dealer 

Alesis • Yamaha • Sony • Tascam • 
Roland • Akai • Event Electronics • 

Digital Audio • Fostex Korg • 

Pro Audio Plus (80C) 336-0199 

Division of Rolls Music Center 

www.rollsmsic.com 

VOCALF 
WITH 

Variable AXcreuatic 

Pop filters that adjust for the best 
combination of pop protection and sonic 
transparency before the sound reaches 

the microphone. 

ti ESA, 
• CE SCREENS 

503 or 

Sony 3324S mint, $25k OBO 
Sony 3324 w/RM-3310, $11k 
(28) P&G 10k fdrs., $1,300 
(4) Lynx1 modules, $400 ea. 
(3) 4fi 12/o dist amps $100 ea. 
ProAc tablette spkrs., $700 
(2) SSL Screen Sound w/exa-
byte BO (212) 255-5544. 

Radial 

o 
• DI Boxes 
• Snakes 
• Panels 
• Cables 
• Optical 

16041942-1001 

E 

6.) 
co 

Pre-Owned Professional Audio 
and Video Gear. 

Call for our latest For Sale List. 
DA88s, ADATs. Sony 3348s 

The Enterrpises Group 
www.enterprisestudio.com 

(818) 840-8480 

ilter.com 

ter com 

EXCLUSIVE FACTORY AUTHORIZED RESELLER 

www.UsedSSI-com 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO DESIGN, INC. 
(781) 982-2600 

Soundcraft DC2020 
Surround mixing console 

Digital moving-fader 
40 channels 88+ inputs 

$20,000 
www.junglestudios.com 

(206) 322-9445 

Getqg rjpdtç cPgn 
re 10/3 

) 

; ) 

See our ad in Marketplace 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 222 

Tacipc Pro Audio 
The complete source for Analog & Digital Equipment from Aardvark 

to Z-Systems ... with honest advice at the best price. 

(800) 932-7524 
www pacificproaudio.com 

1100 Virginia Street # 202, Seattle, WA 98101 
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K.G.B. SSL NEUMANN STUDER - NEVE 

http://killergearbroker.com 
VISA Professional Audio Specialist MC 

phone (818) 904-9400 fax (818) 904-9444 pgr (818) 999-8970 
ANY GEAR NOT LISTED CAN I3E FOUND WITHIN 48 FIRS! i 

Primal Gear 
www.primalgear.com 
New and Used Vintage Gear 

(615) 248-0007 
Fax: (615) 248-0781 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 221 

VINTAGE HAMMONDS 
LESLIES, B-3s, PARTS 
All Acc. • Studio Units 
Custom Touring Units 

Toll-Free (888) 233-6798 
Fax (int.) (781) 447-5612 

e-mail B34U55@mediaone.net 
"I ship worldwide" John 

AMPEX 600 OWNERS: 
Rackmount your "briefcase" mic 
preamps with vintage-style ears. Kit 
consists of two ears finished with 
textured brown paint and oval-heads 
hardware to mount one unit 19". 
Special 40% off introductory offer: 
$19.99. 
Magnetic West Audio (717) 292-3418 
e-mail: magneticwestaudio@aol.c,om 

OTARI MTR-901I, full autolocator 
& remote, 70% heads, Athan 
rollers, full MRL tape, 4030/4035 
synchronizer, 12+ reels of tape & 
more! Excell. cond. $16k/OBO. 
See @ www.Studio-Unicorn.carn 
& call (203) 938-0069 

Sales, Parts & Service 

The Best in the World 

Matched Pairs & Stereo Bars 

Coles 4038 
RCA 44s & 77s 

‘800) 798-912Z) 

Call Wes Dooley 

s s 
p r o s o und -

New, Used and Vintage Recording Equipment 
Buy • Sell * Trade 

API, Neve, Fairchild, Manley, guested, Urei 
Pultec, Neumann, Lang, Studer, and More! 
www.odysseyprosound.com 
Tel: 1-800-249-1821 Fax: (978) 744-7224 

DASH3324 / PT 24 w/A D8000 
MANLEY / GRACE / AVALON 
ADAT XT / MEDIA 100 xs DV 

FOR HOW MUCH?!! 
RELIEVE IT!! 

e5k000d 

musicmedia 
Burbank CA 

(818) 567-1088 

CLASSIC MICS 
FROM RUSSIA 

VINTAGE TUBE & FET 
Telefunken, NEUMANN 

AKG, LOMO, OCTAVA, etc. 

TEL/FAX: 011-7-095-299-1161 

Recording Studio Liquidation 
(2) 4'x7' Single Cant 

Control Room Window_ 
(6) Sound Control Doors 

(2) Argosy Consoles for the 
Mackie 32x8 and the Digital 
Mackie. Save up to 50% 

Call Wayne (443) 745-1826 

YOU'RE NOT GOING TO PAY 
A LOT FOR USED EQUIPMENT! 

Call us! We list over 400 consoles, 
100s of speakers, effects, amps. 
We can help sell your used equip-
ment, too! 

*Yamaha PM40C0 from $40k 

•SSL 6056 E/G loaded 48, MINTI $115k 

•Hanison MR4! call 

*Sonic Solutions editing system $12k 
Call now for details & FREE catalog 

The Grumpy folks at H.T.I.C.S. 
(610) 865-9151 

Fax: (610) 758-9999 
Email: HTICS@aol.com 

Hard Drives 
SCSI - IDE - Raelmnenust - Removable 

Digidesign - MOTU - Cuba., - Emagic 

BIG DISC 
Computer & Audio 

complete m. & PC 'Turnkey Systems 

Plugias- Software- Hardware- Backup 

877-244-3472 bigdisc.com 

The AES Issue 
has an early close 

deadline. 

Place your classified 

in the October AES issue 
no later than August 4 

(800) 544-5530 
mixclass@intertec.cofn 

Equipment 
Rental 

Available for Rent: 

1999 Amek Recall RN- 56 
Rupert Neve Input Modules, (2) 
power supplies and computer. 
Call Sound Bridge Acoustic 

Labs at (800) 628-9084 ext. 
27, ask for Chris. 

Best 
prices 
around 

4-day/ 
week 

te New & 
vintage 
gear 

10-day/ 
month 

Pro Audio Rentals 

615-812-Gefi 

(FAX) 248-9, y1 2117 

www.gearfordays.com 

e "ftquipment 
Wanted 

SoundBroker.com 
Bringing buyers & sellers together, 

CONSOLEE'SPEAKERS'AMPLIFIERS 

(310) 407-0888 
sales@SoundBroker.com 
www.SoundBrokencom 

Instruction 

Audio Recording 
Technology Institute 
• Extensive Hands-On Training • 
• Analog and Digital Workstations • 
• Music. SFX Design. Audio Post • 
• Low Student/Teacher Ratio • 
• Placement Assistance • 

• Financing to Qualified Applicants • 
• Accredited by ACCSCT • 

• Located in Beautiful Orlando. Florida • 

888-543-ARTI • audiocareer.com 

2ERE ORDING ENGINEER 
TRAIN AT HGAIE 

Easy Home-Study pr co al tranung in 
Multi-track Recording Jo, our successful 

working graduales or bu Id your own slur,. 

Career guidance Diploma licensed 

FREE INFORMATION.. 

%oldie Institute of beeriert 
814 46/5 Me. Suite F. San Francisco CA 90121 

..Or visit us at ww aud oinstitute.com 

and «Me Mix Fade se Mai Bloadmis 
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• 

Recording Engineer 
Broadcasting 
Multimedia/Digital/Video/Film 

Radio/TV/Sports/News/DJ/Talk Show 

No experience required! 

On-the-job-training 
in local major Recording Studios& Radio/IV Stations 
Part-time, nights, weekends - Call recorded info line for FREE \,,deo 

1-800/295-4433 www.radioconnection.com 

I. 

Maintenance Services & Repairs ) 

HEAD RELAP/ REPLACEMENT 

multitrack analog specialists 

2.113,312101. 
Palatine, :L 

(800) 227-4323 
www.iemmag.com 

Pro Technical aucâo services for the 
NYC-metro area. System design, 
installation, repair & custom modifi-
cations. Analog/digital. 

Neve-SSL-API-Trident 
Ampex-Studer-Sony-Otari-etc. 
Emergency service available. 
Grand Music Engineering 

(718) 782-4962 

A\ 

Americas -# 1 

Fullreirvice 
'Audio Rental Company 

Authorized Repair Center 

•Tascorn, Alesis, Mackie, and 
many more! 
Quick Turn- around, Shipping 
and Rentals Available 
• Factor y-Trained Technicians 

www.audioaffects.com 

818.980.4006 

ANALOG HEADS 

Li 
- Head Relopping 
• Replacement Heads 
• Precision Alignments 
• 1/T 2-Track Conversions 
• Custom Heads and Assemblies 

Unsurpassed service for 
over 19 years! 

SCIOCES 

973-579-5773 fax 973-579-6021 
e-moiljrf@jrfmognetics.com 

vnwt: irfmognetics.com 

VINTAGE GEAR REPAIR 
Tubes, Transistors, (yes, even ICs), 

Mic pre's, limiters, amps, 
consoles, tape machines. 
We repair & restore it all! 

Field service too! 
TROUBLE REPORT 
Ph: (914) 688-7329 

- 'Tnime,'F- D 
i\\b:%V4ifik4e 

ROOM STUDIO REPAIR COMPANY 

The solutions are endless. 
Servicing Southeast USA 

SSL Send Cards or Mod Parts in stock SOUND STAGE 

Neve, Studer, ATM, Otan i Vintage Gear 

Multi Track X-850, DTR900 Service Ad rds in stock 

SAFETIES • ARCHIVING ADAT, DAT Factory Author' cd • Custom 

Studio Design 
E DITING • TRANSFERS 

Wiring and Studio Instaltatio : 

I 

• 24 - 48 & 32 digital • 24 & 16 Analog 
• Protoots • DA88 • ADAT • Radar & Euphonis Hard Disk beett ate. /10àdici 

• AS transfers are listened to and guaranteed accurate 
• Quick turnaround time • Emergency SerViCeS 

615.256.2676 615.255.9664 
IMITIFEW:W. 1 É 

Midwest Digital Services Inc. 
DAT and DA-88 Repair 
(Chicagoland Area) 

Professional DAT Service since1985. 
Authorized by Sony 

Panasonic, Tascam & Fostex 
(888) 809-3309 

Ph: (708) 448-7539 
www.midwestdigitalservices.com 

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
/
1
/
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Pro Digital Inc. DAT ADAT DA-88 
OAT Recorder Service Specialists 

* Fast, expert repairs 
on all DAT and MDM 
brands and models 

*The FIRST, the 
BEST...over 7000 

digital recorders 
serviced! 

*Warranty service on 
most brands! 

* FedEx return shipping 

at UPS prices! 

*Compare our rates 
& turnaround time! 

(610) 353-2400 
(610)3594937 k.sx 

prodigiinc@aoLcom 

Dies FIXED Fell 

Expert solutions for all 
DAT recorder problems 
• All makes and models 

• Experienced, factory-trained techs 
'Fast turnaround 

• Repairs. overhauls. parts 
"The DAT doctor is in!" 

NXT 
GENERATION,-

973-579-4849 FAX 973-579-7571 

Music ProductsiN 

Sabi ware  

AKAI MPC60 USERS 
UPGRADE TO 

MPC3000 SOFTWARE! 
LONG SAMPLING TO 26 SEC • 
STEREO SAMPLING • MIDI FILES • 
VOICE RESTART • LOAD MPC3000 
SOUNDS • SOUND COMPRESSION 
DOUBLES MEMORY CAPACITY • 
HIHAT SLIDER DOUBLES AS TUNING • 
4 PAD BANKS • 6 DRUM SETS • 4 FREE 
SOUND DISKS AND MORE • $195 OR 
$445 WITH SCSI HARD DISK PORT 

DESIGN 

PH 415 474-0903 www.RL,F,' , _ OM 

FAX 415 474-1118 SalesORLinriDesign com 

Band-in-a-Box the award-win-
ning music accompaniement and 
arrangement software for Wind-
ows and Macintosh is so easy to 
use! Just type in the chords for 
any song using standard chord 
symbols (like Fm7 or C13b9), 
choose the style you'd like, and 
Band- in- a- Box does the rest— 
automatically generating a com-
plete professional quality five 
instrument arrangement of piano, 
bass, drums, guitar and strings in 
a wide variety of popular styles. 
Band-in-a-Box Pro, $88; Mega-
PAK, $249. PG Music Inc. 
(800) 268-6272 (250) 475-2874 

www.pgmusic.com 

Recorcls.com 
r ••• TCP4D. D PEp,VViaYL 

Mastering JDesign 
e Printing 

1 800-409-8513 

Melantone Productions 
Mastering & Digital Editing 

(914) 769-5216 

All Fo "mats 
Major :;redits 

46 PRODUCTIONS 

25 CDRs - $100.00 
50 CDRs - $175.00 
100 CDRs - $250.00 
200 CDRs - $425.00 

FREE CDRs WITH EVERY ORDER 
From CD or CDR master Includes CDR in jewel box 
with text prinfing on CD label Add $ 19 for other digital 
master. $33 for analog masfer. Orders must be prepaid. 
Shipping not included. 

$6.00 OFF WITFI THIS AD 

42W557 Hawk Circle 
St. Charles, IL 60175 

Phone: (800) 850-5423 
E-mail: info046p.com 

Visit our Web page a: http://www.46p.corn 

The Digital Sunspot Inc 

Afford Id Prolessipet 

TESING 
e 

www.dieltalsunspot.com 

CD - R DUPLICATION 
la 3.99 100+ 2.49 
25. 3.49 200. 2.24 

50. 2.99 I 3CO. 1.99 

Price Includes, CD - R Duplication. Direct 
/As\ Imprinting, Jewell Box. 

Insertion. and 

(I'VE 4th CREATIONID ShrinkWragled 
DUPLICATION  

(09) 756-6861 

To Subscribe to Mix call (800) 532-8190 
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Booklets, tray cards, J-carda, 

• Vinyl Records (Colors AvailabIeU71 
• Cassette Duplication 
• Audio Mastering (State-Of-The-Art!) 

Better CD/Tape Duplication! 
Premium CDs: As low as $.54 ea. 

Creative Sound 

(800) 323-PACK 
www.csoundcorp.com 

small ad...big savings 
cd... cassettes... graphics 

(800) 801-SONG 

THE GATE M EDIA GROUP 

Audio & BYO Poet-Production and Mastering 

CO. CO-ROM. OVO and Vinyl replication 

Graphic Design Services & proofing on the Internet 

Digital Color Preprese and Service Bureau 

Retail-Ready & Specialty Packaging 

CO 141P3-M0'. & VINYL 141123-1:17141". Mastering 
Posters, Stickers 14 Promotional Material 

Promotion and Internet development 

(And lots of other really cool stuff) 

THE GATE MEDIA GROUP 

TOLL FREE 800-655-1625 

INFOOGATEMUSIC.COM 

W W W. GAT EMUS IC C OM 

!•.• 
'lei • 

THE GATE MEDIA GROUP 

WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY 

WRITTEN PRICE QUOTE 
ON ANY PROJECT. 

Best Price... Best Service... Period. 

dy Packages or Bulk 

New, ast - 0161TQ1 P TinG! 
ooterax! 

Work directly with the factory and (800) 45 save - U.S. MOST COMPLETE FACILITY! 

http://www.etropadisk.com major credit cards accepted 

5-8555 

Records Tapes 
CD Services 

• CDeINIII 
• QUICK 

• BEST DUALITY 
• DIGITAL CASSETTES 

• PERSONALIZED SERVICE 
TOTAL COMPLETE PACKAGES 

• LOWEST PRICES, CALL US LAST! 

I. ( 727) 446-8273 = 

Total Tape Services 
639 Cleveland St. / Clearwaier 

MASTERING 

STUDIOS 
sonic solutions • restoration 
sony PCM 1630 • HDCD 
CD replication and one offs 

RECORDING 
&DUPUCATING 

SUPPLIES 

617 577-0089 ; ARCAL CORP. 

TDB BASF SONY 
ARCALe — QuANTEGY «CELL 

Cassettes • Reel-to-Reel Tapes 

C-os • Cassette Albums • Labels 

R-Dat's • CDR's • Video Tapes 

Data Storage Media 

2732 Bay Rd, Redwood City, CA 94063 

TOLL FREE 1-800-272-2591 
FAX (650) 369-7446 

Visit our web site: http.//www.arcai.com 

Your Single Source Manufacturing Solution! 

HIGHEST QUALITY CD DUPLICATION 

PROFESSIONAL GRAPHICS & MASTERING 
QUALITY SERVICE / QUICK TURNAROUND 

All with our Quality Guarantee ! 
Think Pro / Look Pro / Be Pro 

1.800.324.8568 
Check us out at : www.ttmmusicgroup.com 

IF YOU'RE NOT DOING BUSINESS WITH TTM 
YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR LESS. GUARANTEED 

Dealer Pricing Available. ( subject to qualification) 

CD, CASSETTE, CDR and CD-ROM 
Complete Packages! 

r Ci 4.r r 
1-800-444-DDAI 

Pull Servloe Company 

Mahe gne 
CD / CID-Rom 
Cassette 

OYU 
CD-Rom Business Cards 

Graphic Design / Film 

Just Getting Started? 

Then take advantage of our all 

inclusive "India band special" 

DESIGN / FILMS / 300 CD's 

All for only $999 
(or 500 CD's for $ 1149) 

Visit our web site or call us today 
for a free full color brochure. 

1000 CD's - $1199 
750 CD's - $1049 
500 CD's - $849 
300 CD's - $699 

1131=111 
• 2 Color Disc 
• 4 Page insert dun color/bw 

• Full color tray card 

• Jewel case 8e shrink wrap 

• Glass Mastering 

you supply COO or DAT de artwork films, 

www.magneticair.com 

1.800.561.1815 
iSS •k•-, 

SPECTRUM'S Full Color CDs... 

fastfrac 
AUMO CDs 
CD RUMS 
AIRIM TAPES 
INCLUDES: 
• Full color one side front insert card 
• Matching color tray card with color photo 
• Fast Track layout and design 
• One color black print on disc 
• Jewel case and wrap 

kFrom your CD or DAT master 

100 CD's 
FullColor 
only S595 
complete 

1.800.334.9328 

GET 25 FREE 

Mx S ecialoODTMC 

Fast Track 
Digital Chrome Cassettes * FREE 

Y IOU 
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WARNING!- BEFORE you duplicate CDs. Records Tapes CD Services 

Ill- DM 
alleff=14 LK./ I  

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 219 

tapetape.com 
2" 3M 996 $65 / 986-966 $45 
Ampex 456 $45 / 499 $65 

1", 1/2" & 1/4" recording tape 
DAT, ADAT, DA8s, SVHs, HI-8 
VHS 1", 3/4". Save Money 

888-909-6775 
www.tapetape.com 

compact discs 

cassettes 

posters 

postcards 

cd-r media 

duplication 
Guaranteed I Reliable I Highest Duality! 

$9 
each! Bulk CDs 
1000 for $590 

.1,110, on CO printing 

2 
100 Pc Lt i Retail Ready 
Color Promo Package $329 

Call Toll Free 877.591.6000 
vvww.newenglandcd.com 

VI E0 ago? 
am %se 

(.7411 
Ur% r_jeo 
1-800-365-827 
•CD/CD-ROM Replication 
•Audio/Video Tape Duplication 
•Mastering/DIgital Editing 
•Design,PrIntIng .13, Packaging 
Serving you since 85 • FREE Color Catalog 

www.easteopro.com 

nEASICO PRO Willi 

gie 

100 CD's $249 • 1000 CD's $699 

Call—roll Free 

8 Costly Mistakes Almost Everyone Makes 
How to Avoid Them and Get The Results You Want & Need. 

Are you ready to duplicate CDs for sale or promotion? - DOWN - until you read this CD 
industry FRIA REPORT: "How to non your monied music into ready-for-sale CDs, avoid cooly 
mistakes delays, save money and get exactly what you need" Includes secrets about CD manu-
facturing no one tells you. APICAL BOWIE OFFER: While they leo - First callers also get a 
free copy of "Senor & Succor: CD Replication" a 100 page comprehensive reference guide. 
Supplies are limited, call early. This information WILL save you hundreds of dollars and many 
hours of frustration. Call 24 hrs/7 days a week. Leave address on our voice mail. 

Call Toll Free (877) 269-0500. Mailed promptly. 

CD's Made Fresh Daily! 
CDROM Replicati n 

$1130.0 
For 1000 Packaged ÇDs 

(2 Panel 4clr /1c1r,Jewel Case/0 erwrap)* 

*Prices include film, glass master . and 2-color 
print on CD label. Prices based on artwork 

supplied by customer in proper cigital format. 
See our website for details, templates & specs. 

(877) 479-1009 
Visit our website at http://www.thedisccompany.com 

e Disc C,9mpan 

State of the Art CDs and Cassettes in 2 — 3 Weeks! 
1,000 Packaged CDs - $975.00 I 1,000 Packaged Cassettes - $699.00 

tie 
Take advantage of our superior product & customer services! 

• Awesome Graphic Design • Full Color Proofs 8, Printing • No Hidden Fees 
• Digital Mastenng • Film / Color Seperatens • FedEs Correspondence 

OUR QUALITY AND PRICES CANT BE BEAT!! TOLL FREE 1-877-456-9385 

Musicians-Bands-Studios 
HIGH BIAS BULK/BLANK 

AUDIO CASSETTES 
El BASF maxell *TDK 
C-10  .18 / ea PERFECT 
C-20  .22 / ea. DEMO 
C-30  .28 / ea. LENGTHS 

CHROME Cr02 C-94  .50 / ea. 
Clear Norelco Box/Round Edge .12 / ea. 

All Lengths Available From 1 to 126 minutes 

FUIT Cluantegy, Mandl 
BASF-or Sony 

124 94 64 48 34 15 
$5.40 S4 75 $4.20 54 00 53 60 53 10 

_.-- 0)11111.11S 

Recordable 
CDR'S gill 

*TDK OR NUTSUI BLANK FACE WREN JEWEL BOX 
10-99 1.50 100-499  1.40 500+ 1.30 

, i 1 l I l BULK / SPINDLES Ill I I I 1 
Print°  .85 / ea. Mitsui 1.30/ea. 
Genetic  .80 / ea. TDK 1.30/ ea. 

Taiyo Yuden  1.15 / ea. Volume Discounts 
CD Jewel Boxes With Trays . 15 / ea. 

2° ANALOG 
QUANTEGY 499 $126 

QUANTEGY GP9 $138 

BASF SM-900 5126 

WE WILL MATCH ANY ADVERTISED 

All Formats and Brands Available. OR CATALOG PRICE' 

Please Contact our Sales Department For the Lowest Prices!!! 

!urn! QUANTEGY $8.50 
r' I" , BASF $8.50 

SONY $8.50 
- HHB $7.00 

764 5th Avenue, 
Brooklyn, New York 11232 

In NY: (718) 369-8273 
24 Hour Fax: (718) 369-8275 

NRS CONTACT US FOR A FREE 
— - FULL UNE RECORDING 

National Recording Supplies Inc. SUPPUES CATALOG 

C.. 

Master 
Distributors 

of: 

QUANTEGY 

maxell 
eitTDK 
II BASF 
SONY 
Teo Yuden  

MITSUI 

II IIt 

MICHELEX 
mumemoma eNIF I I F 

ate  

SKC 
emaaxefflos 

RIMAGE 

http://www.NRSTAPES.com • e-mail: sales@NRSTAPES.com 

TOLL FREE 1-800-538-2336 (Outside NY Only) 
PRINCO 

TELEX 

Our CD & Cuss's are 

MR 8 CHEAPER! 
(800) 421-8273 

Progressive Music 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 218 

CI duplication 
DEMO CD SPECIALS 

.2 Color On CO Printing 
•Deluxe Window Enuelooes 500/8589 
•Layout,Design, Films 
"Glass Master included l000/$869 

no tricks, no gimmicks, jie t bring us your CDR! 

RETAIL READY CD'S 
•2 Color On CD Printing 
•Film Output Included! 500/$1,049 
•Matchprints 
•41 Color 2pp 4/0 Tray iivw/S1,399 
•Assembly & Over-Wrap 
•Glass Master Charge included 

www.artistdevelopment.com 
toll tree 888-RUBBER-8 

truoric —i 
artist die•110P.•nt  Intel lac. 
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300 - 585.00 
500 - 625.00 

1000 - 999.00 
CALL MCAT 111.11111.6110111.111.111111111MIATISIAI 

A.11Fee/ter-rs.a.cYlen 1,7 c..-.. 

449:0-.57..9- 70749' — 

CDs Fast! 
1000-$1100 
800-DIGIDOC ru . corn 

In the yeag-4 
Stud itit 
FREE Guide 

Saves You Time & Money! 

Contact Us Today! 

1-800-468-9353 
www.discmakers.com/mix 

info@discmakers.com 

-.7> DISC MAKERS 

. • 

CD-Audio & CD-ROM Replication 

570 
Toll Free 1-888-CD SONIC (237-6642) 

CO SONIC 

Want the quality of MITSUI at the 

LOWEST PRICE? 
89rt each when buying 400 or more. 

DON'T MISS OUT! 
Well Beat any price, so call us last! 

CLiCK Productions' 
Your MITSUI 

Mega Dealer 

FAST TURNAROUND, :et .rilitittt 

1-888-738-2573 

MITSUI 

www.eclickpro.corn 

8X SPEED 
COR MEDIA 
FORMULATED FOR DATA STORAGE, 
DIGITAL AUDIO & DUPLICATOR USE. 
SCREEN & THERMAL PRINTABLE. 

(TRÇOENTIVAILCAP,IP) 
CALL FOR SAMPLES 

1.800.334.9328 
Authorized U.S. distributors for !IM Certified Media 

Fleetwood MultIMedlo 

1000 CDs from $ 689 

500 Chrome Tapes $ 715 
"Retail Ready" 

800-353-1830 ( 781)599-2400 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 218 

www.gyrincom 
Good Vibrations- RJR Digital 

8 0 0 — 8 2 8 — 6 53 7 
"Simply the best prices and 
service for CD Replication, 
Duplication and Design!" 

SINCE 1976 

Lowest 
Price Period! 
• CD, CD Rom, DVD, cassette 

8, video manufacturing 
• Graphic design g print production 
• Customized packaging solutions 
• Low run capability 

gewoome w owl. 

1-888- 256-DISC hollinedio (OM 

FR your II1i Classified 
5 1 0 • 6 5 3 - 8 1 7 1 

AMERICA'S BEST CD PACKAGE HANDS DOWN 
1000 CDs Only $1399 Includes: 
• full color inserts • design • film • reference CD • glass master 
• 2 color on disk • shrink wrapped • priority proofs 
• manufactured at a Major Manufacturing plant for the 

Very Best Quality • Fast Turnaround • Free Overruns!! 

ELECTM 
100 CDs Only $379 
includes full color inserts, 

lull color on disc, design, shrink wrapped 
Retail Ready! 

800-367-1084 
www.electricdisc.com 

SUPER QUALITY 
SUPER SERVICE 
SUPER PRICE 

Is your project important 
to von? Do von want the 
beSt value for your dollar? 
If .you answered yes, you 
need us. We offer complete 
"start-to- finish" package,. in all 
formats, all made with care I” experts. 
YOU don't hase to gist' up quoin, to 
sale a hock! Isn't project worth it? 

QUOTE? CATALOG? CALL! 

1.800.681.0708 
YmAxEmem 
WWW.MAXDISK.COM 

THE lit1/4111:111, ISE 
Studio Sales & ServiceS 
• CD & Cassette Albums 

CDRs • DATs • ADATs • RtÁR 
• Blank Cassettes 

Call, Fax or Email for 

FREE 
Catalog 

• Overnight CDRs & Graphics 

800-483-8273 
www warehouse-studio com 

Email Info@warehouse-stucho com 
2071 20 Emerson St , Jacksonville. FL 32207 
904-3990424 fax 904-398-9683 

Healey 
advantage disc 

discover the advantage! 

call for your free catalogue, or visit our webs te 
INVVVV.Mrns C O ffl 

1 800 667 4237 

$899.00 

$1399.00 

HE ABOVE PACKAGES INCLUDE: 

jewel box, 2 color disc, insert printing 
(color 1 side / B&W other), retail ready 
packaging. OVER- RUNS ARE 

add $435.00 to above packages for design & film. 
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Records Tapes CD Services  
Got Fat Sound? 

Studios -) 
ASAP Productions 

Guaranteed lowest prices 
on short- run CD Duplication 
Mastering & Digital Editing 
We Guarantee our Work! 

(800) 615-6683 

CT/S. AUDIOCASSETTES 

$0.69 BULK 
$1.09 RETAIL READY 

TRACKMASTER, INC. 
888-374-8877 

WWW.TRACKMASTERAV.COM  

33 YEARS • GAINING THE RECORDING INDUSTRY'S TRUST 1 YEAR AT A 111AE 
andOIOUdit 
FREE CATALOG ACCEPTED 

CD-R 
AS LOW AS 

.85 
POLY 
JEWEL 

rioRELco 
BOXES 

LENGTH SAT O C>F_Fáll MAXXLIELLI C8Hietee 
C-10 .20 .19 .22 .24 
C-15 .24 .22 .24 .27 
C-20 .26 .24 .26 31 
C-32 .31 .29 .34 41 
C-46 .37 .35 .42 .53 
C-62 .45 .43 .49 .62 
C-74 .51 .48 .59 .72 
C-80 .54 .51 .53 .78 

C-92 .59 .56 .71 .50 

C-109 .63 .59 .76 .85 

vTDK 

TELEX 

111111111%.... 
01./ANTEGY 

SONY 

maxell 

NYC 718.435.73n GUARANTEEDeSeR?/1 E" FAX 718.853.2589  

Lovingly Handcrafted CDs 
at Factory Direct Prices. 

We own the factory. ( And the Elves aren't unionized.) 

CD SeoURCE.NET 
www.cdsourc 

toll free 1-877-CD PRESS 

Est 1969 

Tecesettl tf gap, iftn•uttrtettearast 

Call Today I- 80D- 527- 3472 
(214) 741-2027 

  902 N Industrial Bled Dallas, TX 75207 
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CD's • Tapes • Vinyl • Media 

-mime ANY QUANITTTY CD's! 
-PelegartWEB DESIGN & STERS 

M's IrrOW PRICES ON ALL .0- • 
FULL mum PRINTING! 

- -d 

3.101441111 

STI... YOUR TRUSTED MEDIA SOURCE 

Supplying Music Industry & Others w/the Lowest Price For: 
CDR CDRW Audio CD 
MiniCD Business Card CD 

CALL OUR FRIENDLY SAI.ES Du:\ R•rmi'.NT TODAY! 

Sil Certified Products, Inc. (www.sticertified corn) 
(800) 274-3475 • (510) 226 9074 • ( 510) 226-9918 

o 

CD 

AnalogMastering.com 

800-884-2576 

Check Out MIX Online 
http: //vwvw. m ixon line. com 

STUDIO FOR SALE 
Professional Florida Studio with 
business office located between 
Orlando and Miami. 24-Track 
Analog/Digital, State-of-Art equip-
ment, large client base. Contact 
Burgess & Companyt 

(561) 697-9983 

Miscellaneous 

Best Pick  

Trs I o- Et 
• s UI I rit._ ro_se L C 
Feel the Power of Excellence 

toll free: 877•DISC•USA TOTAL CD, 

CD-ROM, DVD,& 
www.digitalforce.com CASSETTE PRODUCTION 

(212) 252-9300 in NYC 149 MADISON AVENUE NY, NY 10016 

DIel- R 0 M' FFourilisperdvr.e, 
c Media 

CD-ROM • DVD • AUDIO CD 
MASTERING REPLICATION PRINTING 

• CD-ROM One-Offs Same Doy - On Site • 2000 CD-R Duplication: Next Day - On Site 
• Video Compression: BetaSP & VHS to AVI, Quicktime, MPEG1 & MPEG2: On-Site 
• Audio 8. DVD Mastering Suites: On-Site • DVD-R Disc Duplicatian: On Site 

Audio Archival Restoration with CEDAR ". • Personalized Service: Outta Sight! 

800-815-3444 
in New York City: 212-730-2111 On the web: wrnv.dlikumem 
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Text rate: $115 per inch; eight (8) lines per inch (approximately 27-
32 character spaces per line); one-inch minimum. $10 per bold line. 
Each space and punctuation mark counts as a character. $115 minimum 
charge for each ad placed. 

Enhancements: $10 black border, $15 for a one-color-screened 
background, $25 for a reverse, $25 for Post Office box service. 
Charges are based on a per-insertion basis. Call for color charges. 

Display rate: $150 per inch (1" minimum/half-page maximum). 
Display Classified advertising must be camera-ready, sized to MIX 
column widths and specs. Frequency discount rates available; call for 
information. 

Closing: Fifteenth of the month, six weeks prior to the cover date (ex: 
April issue closing is February 15). Ads received after closing will be 
held for the next month unless other wise stated. Cancellations will 
not be accepted after the closing date. Copy changes and cancellations 
must be submitted in writing. 

Other requirements: Payment must be included with copy: 
check, Visa, MasterCard or American Express accepted. Sorry, 
no billing or credit available. Full street address (PO boxes aren't 
sufficient) and phone numbers must accompany all requests. All 
words to be bold should be underlined. Copy must be typed or printed 
legibly in standard upper/lower case. Publishers are not responsible 
for errors due to poor copy. Arrangement of characters may be 
altered in typesetting process due to space. The publishers are not 
liable for the contents of advertisements. 

The small print: No stated or implied discounts alicwed on new 
equipment sales. Publishers reserve the right to refuse or discontinue 
any ad deemed inappropriate. 

Send coupon and payment to: Mix Magazine Classifieds, 6400 
Hollis St., # 12, Emeryville, CA 94608, tel. (800) 544-5530 or (510) 
653-3307; fax (510) 653-8171. e-mail: mixclass@intertec.com. 
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Lew INSIDER AUDIO 

-FROM PAGE 34, CARNEGIE HALL 

but we convinced him that that was just 
too risky. 

The group had had only one re-
hearsal—the day before in a different 
hall—and this was going to be their 
only chance to run down the piece with 
the Disklaviers and the full sound sys-
tem. I had to admit I had trepidations. 
At school, we had put four months of 
rehearsal into it, while these folks were 
going to do it in two days. But I knew 
from the first downbeat that it was 
going to be fine. Percussionists are a 
class of players I have always admired 
for their skill in navigating seemingly 
impossible scores, and these cats were 
among the best New York had to offer. 
They were good, and so was the con-
ductor, Dennis Russell Davies, who 
threaded his way through the more 
than 600 time-signature changes with-
out hesitation. 

The only glitch was that Davies 
couldn't hear the click track, which was 
the only way the Disklaviers and the 
players were going to be able to stay to-
gether. I had specified a Shure wireless 
in-ear monitor system (we used one at 
my school, and it worked great), but 
the orchestra had gotten something 
else—and it just wasn't loud enough. 
No matter how we gain-staged the in-
puts and outputs, the thing would go 
into hard clipping whenever we got 
anywhere near a usable level. So we 
got rid of it, and the crew quickly ran a 
cable from the Mackie 1202 mixer han-
dling the click (which itself was coming 
from an isolated output on the 
Kurzweil), across the stage to a single 
headphone for Davies to wear. Now he 
had plenty of volume. 
Two run-throughs later, the ensem-

ble had the piece up to the tempo they 
wanted, while I jumped on and off the 
stage and ran around the hall checking 
the propeller levels, and signaling 
tweaks to the sound crew. It went like 
clockwork, and everyone was happy. 

And this is where the story should 
end, with a line like, "The performance 
was great, all our preparation paid off, 
the audience loved it, and we got a rave 
review in the New York Times." But it 
didn't quite turn out that way. 

The preconcert panel I was speaking 
on started at 1:30, 90 minutes before 
show time. A table with four mirs was 
set up on stage, and the main house 
system (the side stacks) was turned on. 
We panelists talked and answered 
questions for about 45 minutes, and 

then final preparations for the concert 
began. Miles and I asked if we could do 
a soundcheck, and the orchestra man-
agement said no: Since the house was 
open, too many people would hear the 
noises, and they wanted to "surprise" 
them. So Miles walked around the stage 
doing an "idiot check," making sure 
none of the MIDI cables were pulled 
out or splitter switches inadvertently 
thrown, and I double-checked the 
MIDI-to-bells hookup and listened to 
the click track. 

The house lights went down, con-
ductor Davies took the stage, put on his 
cans, nodded to Miles, and we were off. 
After about 30 seconds, Miles and I 
looked at each other: Where the hell 
were the propellers? We waited for an-

If you're doing a 

high-profile 

live performance, 

don't use the very 

latest technology, 

or even Revision x.0 

of anything. 

Go back a generation 

or two and use 

tried-and-true stuff. 

other place where the propellers came 
in, watching the score closely, and sure 
enough, no propellers. Fortunately, the 
table that had been set up for us was 
right near the exit door, and so, as non-
chalantly as I could, I got up from my 
seat, left the stage, and announced to 
the crew that the propellers were not 
coming through the sound system. All 
hell broke loose backstage, so I, still 
nonchalantly, closed the door and 
walked back to my seat. After about a 
minute, the door opened a crack, so I 
got up again, and a sheepish crew 
member told me what had happened: 
During the preconcert panel, one of the 
crew had powered down the monitor 
system and then forgot to bring it back 
up again. 

Would it be okay, I was asked, if an 
electrician were to walk across the 
stage, while the performance was going 
on, to where the power amps were, and 

turn them on? No problem, I said. Cool 
as a cucumber,  the electrician did exact-
ly that, and at the next propeller cue, all 
was well. All the audience knew was 
that something had to be adjusted on-
stage. The piece finished in grand style, 
the audience did love it, and we did get 
a very positive review in the Times. 

At a reception after the concert, I 
asked Davies if he knew the propellers 
were missing at the beginning. No, he 
said, he was too busy conducting the 
live musicians. But toward the end of the 
piece, there are long sections in which 
the propellers sound by themselves, and 
had they remained turned off for the en-
tire performance, there would have been 
huge inexplicable holes. Since I had the 
power to stop the performance by stop-
ping the sequencer, I asked him if, in the 
event we couldn't fix the propellers right 
away and I had stopped the piece, 
would he have had me shot. He replied, 
"No, that would have been the right 
thing to do." He then told me a story of a 
piece he was conducting in Europe that 
starts with the entire orchestra playing an 
F major chord, only one of the violinists 
played an F sharp. He stopped the 
piece, turned to the audience, and said, 
"We can do better than that." And they 
did. A rlaAs act, to be sure. 

So there are a few lessons to be 
learned here. One, if you're doing a 
high-profile live performance, don't use 
the very latest technology, or even Revi-
sion x.0 of anything. Go back a genera-
tion or two and use tried-and-true stuff. 
If you have to use brand-new tools, try 
to get some inside contacts with the 
company that makes them, so you can 
get problems fixed fast. Two, try every-
thing out way ahead of time, in a situa-
tion as close to the real performance as 
possible, to give you room to maneuver 
in rise things don't work the way they're 
supposed to. The interface problems that 
we were able to solve very nicely would 
have been fatal had we discovered them 
the day before the show. Three, even 
the best, most experienced people make 
mistakes. And four, which is a direct 
corollary to three, whenever you have 
the opportunity to check your equip-
ment just before a gig, take it. And then 
check it again. Because even when you 
make it to Carnegie Hall, you still have 
to practice. 

Paul D. Lehrman is a composer, author 
and MIDI freak (still) and editorial di-
rector of Mix Online (tvww.mixonline. 
corn). You can find out more about the 
Ballet Mécanique (and read the reviews) 
at www. antheil org. 
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Bomb * Factory 

IOW 

AMP SIMULATION 

Co-developed wth Tech 21, the SansAmp PSA-1 

captures every sonic subtlety of the original. The 

SansArip PSA,1 provides the widest range of 

amprfier, harmonic generation, cabinet simulaton 

and equaizatioi tone shaping options available. 

It appears on literally 

thousands of recordings, 
Bomb Factory used on everyning from 

pitar anc bass to drums anc harmonica! A1149 

oriçin31SansAmp presets— featuring Marshall , 

Mesa Boogie, Hiwa , Fender Lead, Rhythm 

a -lc Bass; and Ampeg SVT sounds — faithfully 

a lc authentically recreated. Explore dozens of 

new presats contributed by well-known artists 

ard producers, then create yo.ir own unique tone! 

>liens of serPe s,Pinas aseintendad for Postman penosas only and shoed roam peened 
as /0 eedese, è d enhabon vadn any :espannes. prnducts. song en or a,tstsnamet 

AILJT1F-IENTIC MCICOG 

Authentic analog designs from elecronic music 

leger Bcb Moog, built with bombfactory digital 

technology! Moogenfoogers ccmloine the best 

features of audio effect and vintage synth modules, 

open:1g new frontiers for sonic exploration. The 

Lowpass Fitter features a 
f #17.7\ 

BOIllb Factory 
2-pole/4-pole variable 

resonance filter with 

envelope followe- Use it 

MOOG SANSANI 
PBA-1 , • • VC 

to achieve classic '60s and '70s sounds on bass 

and electric guitar, or dial in warm, fat analog 

resonance on any ins:rument. 

The Fing Modulator provides a 

wide-range carrier oscdlator and 

dual sine/square waveform LFO. 

Add motion to rhythm tracks and 

achieve radical lo-fidelity textures 

— y011 set the limits! 

CLASSIC COMPRESSION 

bombfactorv- Classic Compressors look, sound, 

and work just like the real thing. Whether you're 

just learning to use compression or a seasoned 

pro polishing a final mix, you'll love these time 

proven designs. Meticulously crafted digital 

Bomb Factory 

versions of the LA-2A and 

1176, the most popular 

vintage compressors 

used in top pro studios. 

moogerfoogere. 
Lowpass Filter & Ring Modulator 

bombfactoryTM Classic Compres 

Proprietary modeling technology (patents pending) 

captures every tube, transformer and transistor 

of the originals! Plus sidechain support and perfect 

stereo tracking, two features not available in the 

"vintage" domain. 

VINT.A.GIE VOCE F)( 

From Voce, classic effects that sound great on 

any instrument. Voce Spin provides the most 

accurate simulation of the well- loved rotating 

speaker. It's a favorite of producers, guitarists, 

and, of course, organ players. Fifteen classic 

recording setups feature 

different speaker 

cabinets, varying 

microphone placement 

— even the " Memphis" sound with the lower 

drum's slow motor unplugged! Voce 

Chorus/Vibrato recreates the B-3 Organ's 

mechanical scanner vibrato. Three settings of 

Chorus and three settings of Vibrato on one cool 

knob. Fun and easy to use, it's a classic effect 

used for over sixty years. Talk about vintage! 

Sweetwater 

.éit (Done (Rie 

VOCeTM Spin 8/ Chorus / 

vinivvv.sweetvvater.cos. 
Voice: (219)432-8176 • Fax: (219) 432-1798 e Email: saleesweetwater 

5335 Pass Roart * Fed Wayne ttInimm music technology direct --/e 
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TIFIE CIESKTOP STLIOICS 

Digita Ferformer is the one b own. Ia complete 

desktop studio environment trait gives you: 

unsurpassed timing accuracy and precision, an 

entire line of MOTU audio & 

MIDI inte -faces to support "r, a 

wide range of third-party plug-

ins and hardwi, re peripherals 

designed especially for Digital 

Peformer, and the most 

complete set of advanced featmes currently. 

available to track, edit, mix, process and master 

your MIDI and audio recordings. Track your mixas. 

though our new 2408rnkll audio interfa -:e new 

erh balanced quarter-inch, 24- bit ena.og 1/0 

Cif in / 8 out), with inputs that are switAable 

brween + 4/-10, plus a volume knob for the rrein 

o sSame price. Same !ncreditile product. JLst 

more value. 
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RealVerkem STEREO REVERES 

On the needs of their ground-bruking RealVarb 

51TM surround reverb plug-in. Kind of Loud 

Technologies presents ReaVerb"", a new stereo 

KIND OF 

LOUD 

reverb plug-m for MAS. ReElVerb 

uses complex spatial and spectral 

reverberaton technology to 

accurately model an acoustic 

space. The bottom line? Great 

sounding reverb with the ab;lity to 

customize u virtual mom and pan within the stereo 

spectrum. RealVerb even lets you blend roan 

shape, material, and size according to the demands 

of your mix. And RealVerb was designed from th 

ground up for automation: adust controls in real-

timewithout distortion, pops, clicks or zipper noise. 

You can even morph between presets — in real-

time. Don't rely on your old standby-- let RealVern 

bring new quality and space to your recordings. 

IWPSENTIAL PROCESSING 

It's everything you need, with essential daily tools, 

sweetening and mastering processors, and sound 

design mindbenders. From the original 010 and Ll, 

to the Renaissance series, to Enigma and 

MondoMod. Don't skimp. Go for the Waves Gold, 

on the way 

to your gold 

record. 
I I I 
I I 

Waves Gold Native BundleTM 

Waves Gold Native contains all the contents of 

these Waves Bundles: 

• Native Power Pack 

• Native Power Pack II 

• Pro-FX Plus 

...a total of 15 Waves processors... and you save 

a bundle when you go for the gold! 

24— BIT SAMPLING 

Unity DS-1 is software that turns your computer 

into a full-featured, professional digital sampler. 

With Unity DS- 1, you can recreate the sounds of 

acoustic instruments or any other audio source 

with stunning realism and control. 

Unity DS- 1 was designed for 

musicians by musicians. We built 

a real stereo sampler with the ability 

to load huge samples in seconds 

instead of minutes. We also made 

sure it had lightning fast note-on response time. 

Unity DS-1 can re-create the sounds of acoustic 

instruments or any other audio source with an 

extensive MIDI implementation for real-time 

control of all parameters and the best integration 

with Digital Performer in the industry. So whether 

you need a multi-timbral sound module at home, 

or a live performance 24- bit sampler for the road, 

Unity DS-1 brings it all together. 

CIRCLE #129 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 

Unity DS-1TM 

Sweetwater is an 7 trthorizerf Apple VAR and MOTU specialist. 
From vMac. to /oar MGTU audio t ysiem 

to free lifefime tech suppre, we make n easy for you. 8W-2224700 
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CONSOLE PROCESSING 

The word is out... 
"I am happy to report tha: ChannelStrip is working very smoothly 

wth Digital Performer 2.7. The first thing I noticed was how clear and 

exacting the EQ sonds, nothing else adds the " air" this plug has. Add to 

this the side-chain-able gate and compressor and you'll find that nothing 

else offers so much efficiency from a single insert slot. The CS plug is also 

very MAS friendly, exiibiting consistent and reliable performance. 

Now that we have plug-in automation, I will be exploring dynamic EQ 

moves as opposed to multinc the audio to multiple channe s on my 

console. I often add some highs to my lead vocals when I hit a chorus 

so they will cut through better, low all it takes is an automation 

move, pretty cool. There are many applications for this plug, I will 

share some in the future and encourage others to do so as it will only 

strengthen our cellective experience with DP." ---Steve Meyer 

"I LOVE the MIXES I am ge:ting with da ChannelStrip. It really makes 

mixing a pleasure. Hey — I got a S250,000 Euphonix just sitting there 

looking pretty; NOW WHAT I7I7!" —Giorgio Bertuccei 

"Wow, it really sounds great! Finally, real EQ in software. 

I love this thing!" --Jim Watson, FAT GROOVE Productions 

Fareir 

,44/. 4 
e The Ultimate Integrated Bundle il 

"Sonically, I'm knocked out with ChanrelStrip — I an reary really critical 

of a lot of the pl_gHn stuff and work with some very demanding 

artists at some cf the finest studios around, plus my ctrun rcom which 

is about as good as it gets for ,overdinbs and mixing. I would not thirk 

twice about using ChannelStric on anything in front of anyone — in my 

limited time witn it, I think it's that good. You're onto a ] old mine 

with this. I've loaded up a flew tracks ondy so far aril used the 

automation to do- a few things I normally have to do in real time. 

Unreal... Once again, ifs the sound of ChannelStrip that I car't get 

over. The controls, layout, etc.. are very cool, too." ,_ ack Hale 

"The whole plug-in gives the impression you rooked at ar SSL pretty 

close. I've always been an SSL-man, but not any longer! Still can't 

believe my luck.... Nice work!"— Steve Rhodes, RME 

ChannelStrip is available NOW for Digi:al Performer, 

MOTU 2408 and all MAS 2.1 compatible DAW's. 

Don't delay! Get one of the hottest 
plug-ins for MAS today. 

Andio-5 e- I  Insert A e-I ChannetStrip  r likkafa.se-,1 
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SCALABLE REVERE; 

From tube wa -mth to stereo enhancement there's 

no other tvay to get the smooth scund produced 

by these classic MAS plug-ins frcm DUY. And now 

DUY has added an entirely new piece to tie 

EverPack bundle bRoom. This. plug-in gives you 

an entirely rew approach to 

stereo reyerb, with 64- bit 

processing tiat produces 

high- quality density and 

itimerlderamw - 
601AI e. I I -a. 

4eilfbki " 

----- • , Ipl ter,„ o 

dir 
11107v 

éverPack Bundle With ZeRot:Yrn verb"' 
diffusion for it iparall pled so_nd quality, total control erernolmi   11,"""fli 

over parameters never before available, deluxe 

mode' for maximum sound cJali:y, economy mode' 

for maximum efficiency, 'earlies' mode for 

enhancing tie effect cf ea -ly reflections, and the 

exclusive Rehearsal Mode', wiich lets you to set 

parameters while listeniig tc the real imp JIse 

response of tie revert:— an unprecedented tool 

for evaluating revert). For more info: vAiwv.duy.com. 

SESSION BACKUP 

You've got a Digital Pe.rformer system that produces 

gigabytes of crystal-clear, digital audio and 

sequence data. You know that regularly backing 

it all up is important, but how can you get it 

organized and archived without 

wasting studio time? That's what 

Mezzo is all about — automated, 

grey matter response inc. 
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project-based backup of your data A DP project 

can contain hundreds of separate audio files — 

generic backup programs can't track these files 

on a per- project basis, but Mezzo can. And with 

fut background operation you can backup or 

restore while you compose! With its intuitive, drag 

& drop interface and practically hands-free 

operation, Mezzo makes the job of managing the 

daily flow of data a simple and painless task. 

Why should you choose Glyph external drives? 

Because you get enhanced performance and 

higher track counts. Glyph drives are optimized 

with custom mode page settings designed for AN 

use. Glyph drives are cooler (than internals), 

producing greater longevity & smoother operation. 

And because 

they're SCSI, 

they last longer 

CG 
•i.-Ci41,10LOGIfS, INC 

MezzoTM 

etreensl-, • - 

T-Projectn" external hard drives 

than ATA/IDE drives, making them a better 

investment over time. Most importantly, there's 

Glyph's Herculean service & crushing technical 

support — from people that live and breathe 

digital audio. If your 7-Project' needs warranty 

service, our typical turnaround time is less than 

48 hours. You even get Overnight Advance 

Replacement for your T-project in the first year of 

its warranty. What discount HD vendor does that? 

114%.1%1   IV 111/111X111M411. 

The Human User Interface ( HUI) from Mackie is 

unmatched for advanced, yet affordable control 

surface technology for audio workstations. HUI is 

so tightly integrated with Digital Performer, it's like 

placing your hands on Digital Performer itself. 

Sculpt your mix with HUI's silky smooth motorized 

faders. Tweak effects parameters with firm, yet 

responsive V-Pot rotary encoders. You can even 

MAILIMC MC•ME - 

HUI TM (Human User Interface) 

call up plug- ins on-screen directly from HUI. 

Keypad and transport controls let you locate Digital 

Performer's main counter instantly, just like the 

familiar keypad on your computer keyboard. HUI 

is a complete hardware workstation console, with 

the user-friendly ergonomics that Mackie mixers 

are known for. For serious professionals who work 

day in and day out with Digital Performer, HUI 

can significantly boost productivity through 

direct hands-on control. 

CIRCLE . 130 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 
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POWER TOOLS 

SYNTRILLIUM COOL EDIT PRO 
DIGITAL AUDIO EDITING SOFTWARE FOR THE PC 

W
henever I run into a piece 
of software or hardware 
that's powerful, easy to use 

and cost-effective, I become a 
walking, talking billboard. Such is 
the case with SyntriIlium Software's 
Cool Edit Pro. This integrated 
stereo and multitrack (up to 64 
stereo tracks) audio editor for the 
PC is one of the most straightfor-
ward, feature-laden Swiss Army 
knives that I have had the pleasure 
to use. 

FARM RAVES 
The top of my "faves" list in CEP is 
its ease and speed in defining re-
gions and navigating around in the 
2-channel or multichannel wave-
form views. Defining a region is 
done by left-clicking and dragging 
the playbar cursor to the desired 
position. Right-clicking on a region's 
start or end boundaries lets you 
move the in/out points to a new lo-
cation. Clicking on a Zoom icon lets 
you zoom in or out, view an entire 
file, view just the defined region, or 
jump to the region's start/end 
boundary points. Clicking again on 
either the start or end boundary 
icon will continue to zoom into that 
location, letting you trim edits with 
amazing speed and accuracy. 

In addition to handling DirectX 
plug-ins, CEP includes more than 
40 native effects for a wide range 
of processing/mastering needs. My 
personal picks include a graphic-
based dynamics processor that ac-
tually lets you click and draw any 
amplitude curve you want. But I 
like experimenting with extreme 
settings that affect the frequency 
balance in cool ways that seem to 
defy logic. 

FORMATS! 
For those of you who work in 
multimedia, CEP can read and 
write 23 different sound file formats 
(including Apple's .AIFF and Real-
Networks' G2). Beyond .WAV 
I'm most impressed with the 24th 

Cool Edit Pro's edit screen is stroightfonvard and uncluttered. 

format that can be bought from 
Syntrilliurn for $29: MP3. 
I use the program's Timed 

Record feature to automatically 
record my favorite radio program 
on Saturday nights. When I get 
home, I simply edit out the news, 
encode the MP3 in mono 40 kb/s 
(that's how the music sounded in 
the '30s and '40s, anyway) and can 
store 32 hours of music on a CD-R, 
which would make CEP great for 
broadcast logging or storing 
airchecics. 

LOOPS, LOOPS, LOOPS... 
One of the best ways to find a 
loop's in/out points is the Find 
Beats function. Manually place the 
play cursor at a point just before 
the loop's start point. Then, using 
the Find Beat Right from the Edit 
menu, press Play, and 95% of the 
time the cursor will have jumped to 
the beginning of the loop. If you've 
caught an earlier beat, just use Find 
Beat again. To catch your end 
point, right-click on the play cursor, 
drag the region to a point just be-
fore the loop's end, then select 
Find Beat either to the left or right 
until you're on it. Then, press the 

BY DAVID MILES HUBER 

Play Loop button and you' 
amazed! It's uncanny how ac 
this feature is at grabbing 
clean loop points. 

Another helpful tip for de 
loops that were recorded fro 
single source (or those having 
same timing reference) is to set 
time display readout to samples, 
stead of time. This works gr 
when I record the various ins 
ment parts from a groove mac 
into CEP. After defining the f 
loop and saving it to a direct 
copy the total number of samç 
(from the time display's sam 
length window) into the Wind 
clipboard (Ctrl-C). To make all 
the loop times match, simply bc 
the in point for each loop 
paste the number of samples 
into the sample length wind 
The region out point will autcan 
cally jump to its proper len 
every time. Because all the kx 
are equal, you can easily drop 
various instrument pans into a 
titrack session to create a song. 
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David Miles Huber is currently 
dating bis book Modem Recorc 
Techniques to its fifth edition. 
music can be found at w 
51bpm.com. 
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"REASONS NOT TO BUY 
A MACKIE DU...ZERO." 

—Roger Nichols. EQ Magazine 

PLUS 3 MORE REASONS TO GO FOR IT. 

O FREE UPGRADE! 
n-F NEW OS 3.0 ADDS 
OVER 30 NEW FEATURES! 
Our Programming Department has been chugging the double 

lattés to create Mackie Realtnne OS Version 3.0, packed with 
more new features and enhancements than you can shake a mouse at. 
Here's just part of what 3.0 adds to the already amazing D8B. 

• New key (sidechain) inputs for all 48 onboard dynamic 
processors featuring sof: knee architecture and single band 
20-20k parametric EQ :or frequency dependent processing such 
as de-essing 

• 3rd-party plug-ins via our new UFX card. Up to 16 simultane-
ous plug- ins on the first 48 channels, pre or post DSP, pre- fader 
via up to 4 UFX cards. Each plug-in is available twice — 
once when tracking, and again at mixdown! 

• Multiple Undo List   999 levels! 

• New Snapshot libraries_ 

• Externally or internally accessible inserts across 
Mains and Buses plus diannel inserts pre and post DSP. 

• Updated GUI includirg 48- channel fader bank view screen. 

• Time Offset (delay) adds a delay of up to 999 samples 
to the signal at the pre-DSP (dynamics / EQ ) point in the 
signal path. 

• New surround capabilities including depth- of- center 
control ( LCR mixing with divergence), multiple surround panner 
window, individual LFE channel level control. 

• Multiple direct outs Der channel. 

• Optional level to tape fader control. 

• Assignable, bidirectional MIDI control of all parameters. 

• Cross patching allows substitution of channels between 
various banks. 

The list of top engineers and producers who use the award-
winning Mackie Digital 8 • Bus is growing daily. For info on 
the D8B, new UFX and Optical • 8 cards, 3rd- party plug- ins 
and how D8B owners can get their free OS upgrade, visit 
www.mackie.com or call your local D8B dealer. 

SEE US AT NAMM BOOTH #3475 
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DSP PLUG-INS! 
Antares" Auto-Tune for the D8B uses 
advanced DSP algorithms to detect the incom-
ing pitch of a voice or solo instrumert as 
it's being tracked and instantly pitch-correct 
it without introducing distortion or artifacts. 
Fully automatable. 

Massenburg Parametric EQ. MDW 
2x2 High-Rcsolution Parametric Equalizer 
plug-in from Grammy-winning engireer, 
producer George Massenburg. Mono/stereo EQ 
at 96kHz sample rate for unprecedented clarity 
and high frequency smoothness. 

Drawmer offers two dynamics packages for 
the D8B: ADX100 includes their industry stan 
dard frequency conscious gating, plus compres-
sion and limiting; ADX200 adds variable " Peak 
Punch" and further Drawmer innovations. 

IVL Technologies' VocalStudio 
provides real time vocal doubling, multi- part 
harmonies and pitch correction in an easy- to-
use interface. A free demo is built- into the 
Digital 8 • Bus. Just add a second MFX card 
to own this innovative plug-in from a world 
leader in vocal processing. 

TC Electronic Reverb (bundled with 
the D8B UFX card) provides Reverb I and 
Reverb 2 algorithms from the renowned TC 
Electronic F'2000 Studio Effects Processor. TC 
EX upgrade package contains an expanded 
set of M2000 reverbs plus Delay, Chorus, and 
Pitch. TC 2000 adds the TC M2000's Reverb 3, 
de-essing, t-emolo, phasing, and paining. o 1999 TEC AWARD 

WINNER! // 
Normally we don't name competitors in our ads. But in this case, Mix Magazine 
published the othe- nominees for the 1999 TEC Award for Ou:stanifing Technical 
Achievement in Small Format Consoles: Allen & Heath's GS- 3000, Digidesign's 
ProControl, Panasonic's WR-D47, Spirit's Digital 328 and Yamaha's 01V. 
Thanks to all who helped us win this prestigious award. 

CIRCLE #131 ON PRODUCT INFO CARD 
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Wittman is a multi-platinum 
Producer/Engineer, former Staff Producer/ 
A&R Vice President ( RCA / BMG Records 
and Columbia/Sony Records), Musician 
and Songwriter. His career truly covers all 
the bases. 

"I'll tell you a secret; I've always had 
a love hate relationship with near-field 
monitors. But these LSR's have changed all 
that. First, they're just easy to listen to. 
They've got plenty of full, real bottom, great 
stereo imaging, and they go loud enough to 
feel right. Plus, they translate incredibly well 
to the rest of the world. They're just musical. 
Wow; good sounding speakers 1 can trust! 
It's love-love." 

The Three Best Performing THX Monitoring 

Systems Are Also The World's Most Applauded. 

Since its introduction in 1997, the system-engineered JBL LSR 

Series has become a favorite choice of engineers, producers and 

performers. many of whom have also become its most loyal 

advocates. More important. this acceptance is found in 

every major geographic area of the recording industry; from 

Los Angeles and New York to Nashville and London. 

281' .,EZ 1 

Monitors Whose Performance Profile Was 
Determined By Science, Not Opinion. 

During a half century of building the most technically 

advanced studio monitors, JBL has developed a long list of 

working relationships with key recording professionals 

around the globe. As a direct result of this unique collaboration, 

these industry leaders have chosen JBL monitors more often 

than any other brand. Not once or twice, but consistently for 

decades. In fact. JBL monitors are a part of the history of 

recording itself. Consider as examples, the 

now fabled JBL 4200 and 4400 Series that, at 

their launch, actually defined an entirely new 

standard and new category of monitor. Such 

is the case now with the entire LSR line. 

DIlL 
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The world's most noted recording 

professionals discuss the world's mo5, 

advanced monitoring systems. 

Joel Jaffe is an award winning Engine 
Producer/Composer and co-owner of Studi 
Recording, Inc., home to a long list of platin 
and Grammy Award winning albums and artis 
Currently, Joel is working on DVD surround mix 
for some of the industry's top touring acts. L 
surround systems are his choice for stereo a 
5.1 channel multimedia projects. 

"The THX Approved 5.1 JBL LSR28P with 
IBL LSRI 2P subwoofer provide an extrem 
linear response, great transients and full-frequen 
monitoring in a near-field set up. In addition, the 
speakers allow us to be able to go between ster 
mixing and multi-speaker formats, which is absolut 
necessary today in a state-of-the-art studio. le 

ALL 
NEW 

LSR 25P 

The Only Workstation Monitoi 

Good Enough To Be Called LSI; 

SEE US AT NAMM BOOTH #5217 

www.jblpro.com 
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